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Message
Indian Railways has undertaken capacity enhancement works at a faster
pace. Until recently, the pace of network expansion was 5 kms a day which has
now reached to 7 kms a day and we are committed to take it to a still higher level
of 19 kms per day in coming years. Such pace has put new challenges before all
the departments associated with creation of assets. It also calls for raising the bar
of efficiency and improving upon delivery so that the investment made are
converted into services which can be put to use.
In pursuance of above objective, I am glad to see that Northern Railway
Construction Organisation has brought out a “Hand Book on Railway
Construction” covering aspects of not only civil engineering but also related to
Signal and Tele communication, Electrical Traction, Non-interlock working and
those of CRS inspection. This is in line with the integrated approach required for
improving the performance.
I extend my heartfelt congratulations to the team of officers from various
departments of Northern Railway led by CAO/C, who have broughout the
practical aspects of the execution of projects and am sure that this book will
benefit all stake holders in faster, safer and time-bound execution of projects.
I wish all success to the Northern Railway Construction Organisation in
their endeavour.

(Suresh Prabhu)

Message
Indian Railways have taken up a mission to enhance capacity, remove
bottlenecks and increase safety over its network. Execution of works, related to
thse twin objectives, at afast pace is expected to result in more throughput,
higher customer satisfaction as well as improved returns on the investment
made.
I am happy to note that the Northern Railway Construction Organisation
has brought out a “Handbook on Railway Construction” covering practical
aspects of construction from concept to commissioning of the project, in an
integrated manner.
It is always helpful if the officials in-charge of such projects have access to
guidance in written form to enable them to overcome day-to-day issues in the
execution of such projects.
I congratulate the team of officers of Northern Railway Construction
Organisation who have worked hard to create this Handbook which I am sure will
act as a useful guide to all Construction Engineers and their counterparts in other
disciplines.
I wish all success to the Northern Railway Construction Organisation in
their pursuit of excellence.

(Manoj Sinha)

Message
I am glad to know that Northern Railway (Construction Organisation) is
bringing out a ‘Hand Book on Railway Construction’. This book is based on the
practical experience of the officers of Northern Railway (Construction), gained in
the course of construction and commissioning of New Lines, Doubling and
Subways.
This is an excellent effort and would serve as a useful reference book for
officers of Civil, Electrical, Traffic, Signal & Tele-Communication departments. It
will also help plan and execute works in proper coordination among departments
and in preparing for inspection of CRS.
The collective effort put in by the officers and employees of Northern
Railway (Construction Organisation) is appreciated. I hope the hand book will be
regularly updated and widely distributed not only among officers of Northern
Railway, but also across all Zonal Railways.

(A.K. MITAL)

Message
Northern Railway Construction Organisation achieved new milestones of
commissioning of New Lines, Doubling and ROBs/RUBs during the year 20162016. It is overwhelming to know that Northern Railway Construction is bringing
out a “Handbook on Railway Construction” compiling “good practices” followed
for expeditious and quality execution.
The Book covers various stages of Construction. First three chapters deal
with Survey & Alignment, Land Acquisition and Project Planning. Execution is
primarily covered in the chapters on Design of Formation, Bridges, Tender
Planning, Architectural and Building works etc. Book also covers the important
aspects of Non-Interlocked (NI) Working, S&T and TRD works.
This will act as a reference book for all field officials. The Do’s and Don’ts for
various works, Checklists and Proformas for use at the working level and
compilation of instructions issued by Railway Board which makes it a depository
of all relevant instructions at one place.
I am sure this Book will provide complete guidance and bring clarity of
thoughts in the minds of every stakeholder. It may help in reducing conflict and
communication gap, resulting into expeditious execution.
I congratulate Sh. B.D. Garg, CAO/C Northern Railway and his team of
officers for doing this pioneering work of bringing out the practical knowledge of
construction at one place.
On release of the Hand Book, I wish them, all success.
(A.K. MITAL)

Message
I am happy to note that Northern Railway Construction Organisation has
brought out a ‘Hand Book on Railway Construction’ which covers various
activities of not only Civil Engineering but also of other departments requiring
coordination. It contains the Construction Methodology to be adopted at site,
Inspection & Testing proforme to be filled for ensuring a faster execution with
quality. This will go a long way in achieving the vision of Hon’ble MR of adding
19Km per day in next give years.
This Book, through dissemination of instruction, will ensure expeditious
execution, which, in turn, will enhance the capacity of Indian Railway net work,
remove bottlenecks and will result in safe and smooth operation.
I congratulate Sh. B.D. Garg, CAO/C and his team of officers who have
taken time out, despite stiff targets to write down various chapters and to make
this book useful for all field personnel.

(A.K.Puthia)

Preface
The year 2015-16, is a Landmark year in the history of the 'Construction Organisation'
of Northern Railway. We created a marvelous record with the glorious commissioning of
149Kms of Doubling including interlocking of 29 Stations and 81Kms of New Lines.
Innovations and System Improvisation took a quantum leap. Notable Improvements were
made in ﬁelds like Standardisation of Systems and Procedures of Tenders and Contracts,
Survey, Design and Drawings, Estimating, Scheduling, Planning, Inspections and Testing
for numerous projects of New Lines, Doublings, Major and Important Bridges etc. Large
strides were taken for Standardisation and In-House development of Designs for ROBs
and RUBs making the Design Ofﬁce completely independent and Self-reliant. This was a
brilliant start and the demand was ever rising. Hon'ble Minister of Railways has laid thrust
on 'Nav Sanrachna' and set a daily target of renewals to rise from the current pace of 7
Kms/day in 2017-18 to 13 Kms/day in 2017-18 and ﬁnally reach19 Kms/day in 2018-19.
To meet the ever increasing pressures of rising targets and Higher levels of performance,
and to document the recent efforts made for system improvements in different facets and
quarters of construction, a need was felt by Construction ofﬁcers during Commissionings,
Inspections and regular ﬁeld visits that the ﬁeld staff and Ofﬁcers executing varied
Construction activities need to be updated with the most recent guidelines regarding their
speciﬁc subject and to bring all the available and relevant instructions regarding
construction of New Line, Doubling Projects etc at one place. Hence, the idea of writing a
'Handbook on Railway Construction' was conceived.
We wished to address the Four vital stages of Construction, Survey & Planning, Planning
for Execution, Execution, and Commissioning. At the outset, the details for each of
these stages were divided into various chapters subject wise. These chapters were then
distributed for writing among different Deputy Chief Engineers under the mentorship of
their respective Chief Engineers, keeping the basic tenets of covering the Method
statement, available Instructions and Guidelines, Dos n Don'ts and Checklists in each
chapter to the extent possible.
The Survey & Planning stage being the most critical was covered with utmost precision in
detail, in the form of three chapters on 'Alignment and Survey', 'Land Acquisition' and
'Project Planning'. 'Alignment and Survey' is the pre-requisite for the good take-off of
any work of New Line or Doubling and the chapter aims at providing the relevant details to
judiciously set the alignment with adequate surveys, eliminating reverse curves in the
approaches of Bridges and Major yards and raise the speed potential of the section besides
attaining the best economically viable alignment. In 'Land Acquisition', the detailed
procedure to acquire land as per the new land acquisition act 2013 has been dealt with and
it shall be of great help for referencing on land acquisition issues wherever any construction
engineer is acquiring land. 'Project Planning' deals with the pre-requisites for the
successful execution of any construction project. The importance and essentiality of good
project planning cannot be overlooked under any pretext and this chapter deals with the
vital issues and things to be kept in mind for the successful execution and completion of any
project without any undue ﬁnancial liabilities and contractual obligations.
The Planning for Execution stage has been covered under the chapter heads,
Buildings, Tender Planning Contracts and Contract Management. 'Buildings, gives

an aesthetic eye to the dull and dreary eyes of an engineer. It is an introduction to the
architectural aspects to be kept in mind while designing or executing any civil-engineering
object. The nitty gritties of Pre-Tendering, during and Post-tendering issues, with the
objective of speedy and utmost quality execution with least ﬁnancial and legal entangles
has been dealt with in the chapter on 'Tender Planning, Contracts and Contract
Management'.
'Execution' stage being the stage of utmost involvement has been dealt with as per the
subject of execution under the chapter headings Formation and Blanketing Design,
Earthwork, Ballast Procurement, Track Laying and Allied works, Planning and
Execution of Bridges and Grade Separators.
'Formation and Blanketing Design and Earthwork' has been dealt with, with the
objective to concisely provide the method of executing earthwork and blanketing, ﬁeld
tests, acceptance criteria and quality control. The available tools and equipments along
with the tests have been dealt with in this chapter, to educate and upgrade the knowledge of
all the engineers executing earthwork or blanketing and produce best quality output. The
subject of 'Ballast Procurement' is covered in detail to educate and expose people to the
basic guidelines and extant instructions regarding Ballast procurement, acceptance,
rejection and execution. In Track Laying and Allied works, all the facets of Track works
including welding has been dealt with and it shall address most of the issues of P-Way
engineers. 'Planning and Execution of Bridges' have been dealt with in great detail and it
covers all surveys related to bridges, planning for bridges, execution principles, safety and
quality control along with the record upkeep and hence is a complete guide to achieve
quality construction in bridges .'Grade Separators' holds lot of vitality in the current day
scenario when Hon'ble Minister of Railways has announced a mission to eliminate all the
level X-ings in a ﬁve year period. This chapter has been divided into two parts. The ﬁrst part
deals with planning and design issues of Grade Separators and is an invaluable document
for designers and planners. Right from the selection criteria of a Grade Separator, to
Planning, GAD preparation and Design Philosophy of ROBs and RUBs has been
judiciously dealt with. Part two of this chapter deals with the execution, quality control, ﬁeld
acceptance tests and record upkeep essential to ensure quality work in ROBS and RUBs.
The closure and ﬁnale of any construction project takes a toll on the entire system and to
ease and simplify the working, the detailed requirements have been stipulated in the
Chapter heading Planning for BNI and NI works and Commissioning. For the ﬁrst time,
an effort has been made to also incorporate the requirements of Signaling and Electrical in
this book under the chapter headings 'Signalling Works' and 'Electrical and TRD
Works'. The purpose is to have a smooth co-ordinated interface working between the three
departments and division, leading to easy completions and commissioning. The three
chapters before the end deal with the subjects of Reinforced Cement Concrete, Pile
Foundations and Steel Composite Girder fabrication The book ends with a visual treat
in the form of pictures and moments captured during different phases in the life cycle of
projects through the eyes of the camera.
The idea of this book was conceived and mooted in a very short time frame of two months
but it's dire necessity and inevitable demand was the driving force which made all the
ofﬁcers involved, toil day and night and give shape to this valuable contribution to Railway
system and working. It was envisaged that it shall have the valuable combination of
available and extant instructions, method statements, do's & don'ts, checklists for
execution and practical guidelines from day to day ﬁeld experiences for executing quality

work with minimal speed ensuring safety at the work sites. It was realized that the issued
instructions and guidelines pertaining to relevant subjects are all available at scattered
locations in the form of Manuals, Circulars, Codes etc but not at the same place and
besides that they only elucidate the standard instruction and guidelines without any
practical insight or guidance, method statement, Dos n Donts or Checklist for smooth
working.
The most positive and potent streak of this book is 'Versatility' ie Supervisors working in the
ﬁeld as well as Ofﬁcers regularly inspecting the work sites shall ﬁnd this as a ready reckoner
for technical information and problem handling with a practical outlook. The underlying
essence of the book is it's simplicity in handling any technical issue of varied subjects, all
compiled chapter wise at a single location and accessible with ease without any loss of time
and energy.
The inevitable truth and realization that the most ardent and sincere Construction
Supervisors and Ofﬁcers executing works with utmost diligence and quality also have to
face the wrath of Vigilance due to simple and sheer procedural lapses on account of simple
knowledge gaps or voids was the prime mover and motivator for this book. It was visualized
that this book could help to bridge the knowledge gaps in an easy and positive manner and
hence shall embolden the Engineers for a more conﬁdent working.
My sincere thanks to Sh.V.K.Gupta, Ex-Member Engineering, Railway Board and Sh. A. K.
Puthia, General Manager/Northern Railway for their unstinted support and guidance in
bringing out this book. I express my gratitude to the authors/mentors of various chapters
who have positively contributed in a short time and helped in realizing this vision of
publishing a 'Hand Book on Railway Construction'. My heartfelt gratitude to Sh. Rakesh
Aron, COS/Northern Railway and his team of ofﬁcers and the Publishers for making this
work possible in a very short time. I am also indebted to the coordinators especially Smt.
Mona Srivastava who took pain in authoring, compiling and going through the entire
manuscript to bring it to the present level. This is a live document which needs to be
updated regularly with the latest instructions issued on the subject. The endeavour in the
future editions will be to enhance its scope, modify, correct discrepancies so as to keep it
latest with all relevant practices being adopted in the ﬁeld.
I hope this book becomes an invaluable document and a ready reckoner for all engineers in
times to come.


Date: 21.6.2016
Place: New Delhi









(Bhagwan Dass Garg)
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CHAPTER - 1
ALIGNMENT AND SURVEY

CHAPTER-1
ALIGNMENT AND SURVEY
1.1

RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY

1.1.1

Purpose
The main objective of reconnaissance survey is to examine the general
character of the area for the purpose of determining the most feasible route,
or routes, for further more detailed investigations. Data collected should be
adequate to examine the feasibility of all the different routes in question, as
also to furnish the Engineer-in-charge with approximate estimates of
quantities and costs, so as to enable him to decide on the most suitable
alternative or alternatives. The survey should also help in determining any
deviations necessary in the basic geometric standards to be adopted.

1.1.2

Survey method
The reconnaissance survey may be conducted in the following sequence

1.1.3

Study of Survey Sheets, Maps etc.
Reconnaissance begins with a study of all the available maps. The types of
useful map information’s which are currently available in the country are as
below:
(a)

Survey of India (SOI) Maps.
(i)

The most useful maps are the topographical sheets available in
the scale of 1:25,000, 1:50,000 and 1:250,000. Maps coverage
on 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 scale are available for the whole of
India but map coverage with the preferable scale of 1:25,000 is
at present, available only for about 30 per cent of the country.

(ii)

State maps on scale 1:1,000,000
These are useful as index maps or to indicate an overview of
the project location and are available for most of the States.

(iii)

Plastic Relief Maps on scale 1:15,000,000.
One may be lucky to have these maps for certain regions. For
very difficult areas highway location planning may be very much
helped if these three dimensional maps delineating ridges,
valleys, peaks, etc. with contour information are available.

(b)

Apart from the above mentioned SOI maps there are special purpose
maps, like Forest Survey of India, Vegetation Maps on scale
1:25,000,000 showing incidence of orchards, reserve forests, clusters
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of social forestry areas etc. which may be helpful in special cases in
selection of alignment.
Also, maps prepared by National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use
Planning (NBSS & LUP) indicating information on soil, wasteland, etc.
and Geological Survey of India Maps (on scale 1:250,000 or smaller)
with information on geology, geomorphology and changes in drainage,
river courses, etc. are available for many areas.
These maps may also be fruitfully used when considered necessary.
After study of the topographical features on the maps and adjoining
Railway existing lines Terms of Reference are prepared .
1.1.4

Marking of alignment

1.1.4 .1

Conventional method
After study of the topographical features on the maps a number of alignments
feasible in a general way are selected and marked on toposheets after
considering the approved terms of reference. The following points should be
kept in mind while marking alignment.
(i)

The alignment should take into account all the control points and
should be the shortest and most economical compatible with the
requirements of gradient and curvature.

(ii)

Shape of the alignments.

(iii)

Avoidance, as far as possible, of marshy ground, steep terrain,
unstable hill features and areas subject to severe climatic conditions,
flooding and inundation.

(iii)

Need of connecting important villages and towns.

(v)

Bridging cross drainage and drainage problems.
Proper location and orientation of cross drainage structure is an
important factor in selection of alignment. Their importance increases
with their length and cost. For bridges having linear waterway more
than 300mtr. i.e. important bridges, sitting for the bridge will be primary
guiding factor in route selection.

(vi)
1.1.4.2

Need to preserve environment and maintain ecological balance

Field Survey
After the paper alignment is finalized, the alignment is marked in the field with
the help of instruments by using compass, Abney level/ Alti-meter,
Pedometer, Aneroid barometer, Clinometer, Ghat tracer etc. Walkie-talkie
sets, mobile phones etc are useful for communication, particularly in difficult
18

terrain. Use of the instruments mentioned above to obtain ground slopes,
maximum gradients, elevation of critical summits or stream crossings, and
location of obligatory points, serve as a check on the maps being used.
1.1.5

Terms Of Reference
After finalization of rough alignment on toposheets, we prepare terms of
references (TOR) indicating the category of line, ruling gradient to be adopted
etc. The terms of reference should also include instruction regarding scope
and nature of investigation to be carried out, particulars of any railway line
already exists in the area and standard of construction.

1.1.6

Survey by using latest techniques
The toposheets in the scale of 1:25000 or 1:50000 for the area collected from
Survey of India are digitized for different features for example contours, roads,
rivers and streams etc. and Digital Terrain Model (DTM) will be prepared.
Since toposheets supplied by Survey of India are quite old, these are required
to be updated for various ground features. This updation is done through
satellite imageries available with NRSA Hyderabad. Satellite imageries
CARTOSAT– I MONO are procured from NRSA Hyderabad. The Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) will be updated for the features not recorded in Survey
of India Maps due to time lag.
With the help of available softwares like Bentley MX- Rail, Auto CAD 3D Civil,
Quantum etc., various alignments can be marked on computer after
considering Engineering Geometry constants for example maximum degree of
curve, gradient etc. Generally three alignments are marked. These
alignments may be shifted on Google earth for better appreciation. With the
help of available software’s detail analysis are carried out to work out the best
economical feasible alignment.
The co-ordinates( X,Y,Z) of the alignments are taken and sent to field for its
verification by using GPS/DGPS instruments. The co-ordinates are required
to be checked at all important locations like crossing of roads, major bridges,
important bridges and every 500m apart in approachable area. Efforts should
be made to fix permanent bench marks/ control points in field at every 5 Km.
by using DGPS.
GPS is a comparatively new technology which utilises the satellites orbiting
around the earth. A minimum of four satellites are needed to indicate the coordinates (X, Y, Z) on the ground at any time of day and night. The
observations are made to an accuracy of nearly a few metres or so. For more
precise work with accuracy of a few centimetres, two geo-receivers are used
and this mode of using two GPS is known as Differential GPS (DGPS).
The linear altitude on the alignment can be brought out with the help of Total
Stations. NR issued instructions attached as Annexure-I detailed need of
testing calibrating & keep it in working order has been emphasized. If we
record the measurement directly in the instrument then calculation of
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earthwork, gradient are very easy. The reading of field data can be
downloaded from Total Stations & connected to PC for taking out prints. After
confirmation and suggestion from the field, the alignment is rectified and
finalized. The final details as described below are prepared.
(i)

General description of the Area, Topography, Climate, Humidity,
Temperature, Wind etc.

(ii)

Alignment & L-section in Scale of 1:25000/ 50000

(iii)

Index Map and General Map

(iv)

Estimate for Earthwork/Blanket

(v)

List of Bridges indicating their size waterway height and type of
foundation

(vi)

Land details showing area of land to be acquired, the type of land
Rural/Urban Agriculture/ Forest land etc.

(vii)

List of Curves

(viii)

List of Gradient

(ix)

List of Stations

(x)

List of tunnels

(xi)

List of ROBs/RUBs/LHS

(xii)

List of Electric & telephone crossings

(xiii)

List of quarters

(xiv)

Yard Plan/Line Diagram

(xv)

List of major Bridges

(xvi)

List of RAW if any

(xvii) List of SSP
(xviii) Standard of Interlocking/PI/SSI
Project Cost on the basis of above is prepared which also includes the cost of
Electric, TRD and S&T works required in the project section.
1.1.7

Rate of Return (ROR)
After receiving sub-estimates from the S&T Department for S&T portion and
Sub-estimate from the Electrical Department for their electrical portion,
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detailed project estimate is framed. Traffic cell arrange the traffic earnings.
On the basis of expenditure and earnings ROR is being prepared which
reflects viability of the project.
1.1.8

Project Report
Based on the information collected during the reconnaissance survey and
ROR report can be prepared. The report should include all relevant
information collected during the survey, a plan to the scale of 1:50,000 or
larger as available showing the alignments studied along with their general
profile and rough cost estimates. It should discuss the merits and demerits of
the different alternatives alignments and the procedure to adopt the selection
of best alignment for detailed survey and investigation. The project reports
are then submitted to Railway Board.

1.2

PRELIMINARY SURVEY

1.2.1

Purpose

1.2.1.1

The preliminary survey is a relatively large scale instrument survey conducted
for the purpose of collecting all the physical information which affects the
proposed location of a new Railway alignments or doubling of existing
Railway line. In the case of new Railway alignments, it consists of running an
accurate traverse line along the route previously selected on the basis of the
reconnaissance survey. In the case of existing Railway line where only
doubling is proposed, the survey line is run along the existing alignment.
During this phase of the survey, topographic features and other features like,
houses, monuments, places of worship, cremation or burial grounds, utility
lines, existing road and level crossings, stream, river, canal crossings, cross
drainage structures etc. are tied to the traverse line. Longitudinal sections and
cross sections are taken and bench marks established. The data collected at
this stage will form the basis for the determination of the final centre line of the
proposed alignment. For this reason, it is essential that every precaution
should be taken to maintain a high degree of accuracy.

1.2.1.2

Besides the above, general information which may be useful in fixing design
features within close limits is collected during this phase. The information may
concern soil, construction materials, drainage etc and may be collected from
existing records as through intelligent inspection/simple measurements. With
data collected, it should be possible to prepare a rough cost estimates within
reasonably close limits for obtaining administrative approval, if not already
accorded and for planning further detailed survey and investigations. In
particular, information may be collected regarding:
(i)

The highest sub soil and flood water levels, the variation between the
maximum and minimum, and the nature and extent of inundation, if
any, gathered from local enquires or other records.

(ii)

The character of embankment foundations including the presence of
any unstable strata likes micaceous schists, poor drainage or marshy
areas; etc. Any particular construction problem of the area, like sub21

terranean flow, high level water storage resulting in steep hydraulic
gradient across the alignment canal crossings and their closure
periods. Information regarding earlier failure in the area of slides or
settlements of slopes, embankments and foundation, together with
causes thereto may also be gathered from records and enquiry where
feasible.
(iii)

In cut sections, the nature of rock, i.e. hard, soft etc. should be
determined visually. This is essential to make realistic cost estimates.

1.2.2

Survey Procedure

1.2.2.1

The preliminary survey starts with running of a traverse along the selected
route, adhering as far as possible to the probable final centre line of the
proposed railway alignment. In difficult situations, a secondary traverse
connected to the primary one at either end may also be run. In hilly areas, a
trace cut 1.0 to 1.2 m side, if required may be made during the preliminary
survey.

1.2.2.2

The traverse consists of a series of straight lines with their lengths and
intermediate angles measured very carefully. In difficult terrains, the alignment
may have to be negotiated through a series of short chords, preferably the
traverse should be done with a theodolite with Electronic Distance
Measurement (EDM) and all angles measured with double reversal method,
Global Positioning System (GPS) is also very useful and appropriate for
preliminary survey. The GPS will give locations in coordinates at all the
necessary points on the traverse. GPS is very fast reasonably accurate for
preliminary system and computer friendly for data transfer. Control pillars in
cement concrete should be fixed at suitable interval (ranging from 500m to
2kms) to have control on accuracy. It also helps in repeating the survey, if
required, within the control pillars.

1.2.2.3

No hard and fast rule can be laid down as regards distance between two
consecutive transit stations. In practice, the interval will be dictated by
directional changes in the alignment, terrain conditions and visibility. The
transit stations should be marked by means of stakes and numbered in
sequence and if possible co –ordinates on permanent structures should also
be recorded. These should be protected and preserved till the final location
survey.

1.2.2.4

Physical features such as, buildings, monuments, burial grounds, cremation
grounds, places of worship, posts, pipelines, existing roads and electric lines,
stream/river/canal crossings, cross drainage structures etc. that are likely to
affect the project proposals should be located by means of offsets measured
from the traverse line. Where the survey is for Doubling of an existing railway
line, measurements should also be made for existing railway line, railway land
boundary and location and radii of horizontal curves. In case of railway
alignments in rolling and hilly terrain the nature and extent of grades, ridges
and valleys and vertical curves should necessarily be covered. The width of
land to be surveyed will depend on the terrain and other related factors.
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Generally, the survey should cover the entire proposed corridor with adequate
for possible shifting of the centre line from the traverse line.
1.2.2.5

Levelling work during a preliminary survey is usually kept to the minimum.
Generally, fly levels are taken along the traverse line at 50 metre intervals and
at all intermediate break in ground. To draw contours of the strip of land
surveyed, cross sections should be taken at suitable intervals, generally 100
to 250m in plain terrain, upto 50m in rolling terrain, and upto 20m in hilly
terrain. To facilitate the levelling work, bench marks, either temporary or
permanent, should be established at intervals of 250 to 500 metres. The
levels should be connected to GTS datum. Fly level can be taken with the
help of Total Station.

1.2.2.6

Field notes of the survey should be clear and concise, yet comprehensive
enough for easy and accurate plotting.

1.2.2.7

Apart from traverse survey, general information about soil, drainage should be
collected while the traverse is being run.

1.2.3

Map Preparation

1.2.3.1

Plans and longitudinal sections (tied to an accurate base line) prepared as a
sequel to the preliminary survey are referred to for detailed study to determine
the final centre line of the proposed Railway alignment.

1.2.3.2

Scales for the maps should generally be the same as adopted for the final
drawings. The following scales are suggested:
Built up areas and stretches in hilly terrain – 1:50,000 for horizontal scale and
1:5000 for vertical scale.

1.2.3.3

For study of difficult locations, such as, steep terrain sharp curves, bridge
crossings etc. it may be convenient to have plans to a larger scale than
recommended above.

1.2.4

Estimate
After confirmation and suggestion from the field, the alignment is rectified and
finalized. The final details as described below are prepared.
(i)

General description of the Area, Topography, Climate, Humidity,
Temperature, Wind etc.

(ii)

Alignment & L-section in Scale of 1:25000/ 50000

(iii)

Index Map and General Map

(iv)

Estimate for Earthwork/Blanket

(v)

List of Bridges indicating their size waterway height and type of
foundation
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(vi)

Land details showing area of land to be acquired, the type of land
Rural/Urban Agriculture/ Forest land etc.

(vii)

List of Curves

(viii)

List of Gradient

(ix)

List of Stations

(x)

List of tunnels

(xi)

List of ROBs/RUBs/LHS

(xii)

List of Electric & telephone crossings

(xiii)

List of quarters

(xiv)

Yard Plan/Line Diagram

(xv)

List of major Bridges

(xvi)

List of RAW if any

(xvii) List of SSP
(xviii) Standard of Interlocking/PI/SSI
Project Cost on the basis of above is prepared which also includes the cost of
Electric, TRD and S&T works required in the project section.
1.2.5

Rate of Return ( ROR )
After receiving sub-estimates from the S&T Department for S&T portion and
Sub-estimate from the Electrical Department for their electrical portion,
detailed project estimate is framed. Traffic cell arrange the traffic earnings.
On the basis of expenditure and earnings ROR is being prepared which
reflects viability of the project.

1.2.6

Project Report
A Project Report is prepared after the preliminary survey is completed. The
report is intended to serve as the basis for according Administrative Approval
(AA) for the project by the Ministry of Railway. The Project Report must
establish the economic viability and technical soundness of the alternative
selected. Thus, it must be proceeded by the engineering surveys and
investigations of sufficient accuracy and detail as to result in a fairly firm
estimation of the cost of the project. The Project Report may include
discussion on different alternative alignments, for deciding the one most
suitable as final option.
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Feasibility of stage construction should also be examined in the light of the
rate of growth of traffic and other relevant parameters.
A brief outline of the organizational structure of the Engineering, Traffic and
other various Departments of Railway must be given, establishing its
adequacy in handling the project and giving details of any augmentation
support system proposed.
The Report should give a brief description of the scope of the project, its
need, sources of funding, budget and plan provision, selection of route
alignment and construction methodology.
The design standards and methodology adopted must be explained.
The Report must contain a reasonably accurate estimate of costs, giving the
basis for adopted rates. Any provision for escalation of costs must be
explained.
It must be based on accurate traffic projections and must contain an economic
analysis i.e, ROR of the project.
The project reports are then submitted to Railway Board.
1.3

FINAL LOCATION SURVEY

1.3.1
.

Purpose
After sanctioning of the project and inclusion in the Pink Book, the new line
/doublings/GC works started by the concerned allotted unit. Survey unit do
not carry out any Final Location survey. However, some important points for
the Final Location Survey are being reproduced below :
The purpose of the final location survey is to lay out the centre lines of the
alignment in the field based on the alignment selected in the design office and
after RET/PET survey to collect necessary data for the preparation of working
drawings. The completeness and accuracy of the project drawings and
estimates of quantities depend a great deal on the precision with which this
survey is carried out. The accuracy of the survey should be test checked by
the senior Railway officers. This will also generate the precise land acquisition
requirements.
The two main operations involved in the survey are the staking out of the final
centre line of the proposed Railway alignment by means of a continuous
survey and detailed levelling.

1.3.2

Staking Out Final Centre Line

1.3.2.1

The centre line of the proposed Railway alignment, as determined in the
design office and after RET/PET survey, is translated on the ground by means
of continuous transit survey and staking of the centre line as the survey
proceeds. Double reversal method should be adopted at all horizontal
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intersection points and intermediate points of transit (POT) on long tangents.
The horizontal intersection points should be fixed on hubs driven flush with
the ground and suitably referenced so that they may be readily located.
Usually, these should be serially numbered for easy identification and shall be
defined by coordinates. On long tangents, the intermediate transit points
(POTs) should also be fixed on hubs in the case of new roads with proper
referencing.
1.3.2.2

The reference points should be so located that these will not be disturbed
during construction. Description and location by coordinate of the reference
points should be noted for reproduction on the final plan drawings.

1.3.2.3

All the curve points, namely the beginning of transition curves (TTP),
beginning of circular curve (TP), end of circular curve (TP) and the end of
transition (TTP) should be fixed and referenced in the same manner as for
POTs described earlier.

1.3.2.4

The final centre line of the proposed Railway alignment should be suitably
staked. Stakes should be fixed at 50 metre intervals in plain and rolling
terrain, and 20 metre intervals in hilly terrain. The stakes are intended only for
short period for taking levels of the ground along the centre line and crosssection with reference thereto.

1.3.2.5

Distance measurements along the final centre line should be continuous
following the horizontal curves where these occur.

1.3.2.6

The traverse in case of proposed Railway alignment would be open and
should be controlled by establishing control points to be established by
sophisticated G.P.S. or by astronomical observations or by running cut- off
lines between intermediate stations.

1.3.2.7

At road crossings, the angles which the intersecting roads make with the final
centre line should be measured.

1.3.3

Bench Marks
To establish firm vertical control for location, design and construction,
permanent bench marks should be established at intervals of 2 km and
temporary bench marks has intervals of 250 metres (exceptionally 500
metres), and at or near all cross drainage structures i.e, minor and major
bridges or underpass structures. Reference points for POTs and HIPs, could
also be used as bench marks. It is particularly important that a single datum,
preferable GTS datum, should be used to tie up all the levels. For bench
mark levelling, check levels should be run over the entire line back to the first
bench mark.

1.3.4.

Longitudinal Sections and Cross-Sections

1.3.4.1

Levels along the final centre line should be taken at all staked stations and at
all breaks in the ground.
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1.3.4.2

Cross-sections should be generally taken at 50-100 metre intervals to plain
terrain and 50-75 metre in rolling terrain depending on the nature of work.

1.3.4.3

Centre line profile should normally be continued at least 200 metres beyond
the limits of the project.

1.3.5

Proper Protection of Points of Reference

1.3.5.1

The final location survey is considered complete when all the necessary
information is available and ready for the designer to be able to plot the final
proposed Railway alignment profile and prepare the project drawings.

1.3.5.2

At the time of execution, all construction lines will be set out and checked with
reference to the final centre line established during the final location survey. It
is important, therefore, that not only all the points referencing the centre line
should be protected and preserved but these are so fixed at site that there is
little possibility of their being disturbed or removed till the construction is
completed.

1.3.6

Soil and Material Surveys
General
Investigations for soil and other materials required for construction are carried
out in respect of the likely sources and the availability and suitability of
materials. Some other investigations, for instance in respect of landslide
prone locations may also be conducted at this stage.
In particular soil and materials surveys are required:
(i)

to determine the nature and physical characteristics of soil and soil
profile for design of embankment

(ii)

to determine the salt content in soil in areas known to have problems or
where the composition of the design crust requires such testing.

(iii)

to determine the proper method (s) of handling soils

(iv)

to classify the earthwork involved into various categories such as rock
excavation, earthwork in hard soil etc.

(v)

to gather general information regarding sub-soil water level and
flooding

(vi)

to locate sources for aggregate required for ballast, structures and to
ascertain their availability and suitability for use.

(vii)

Locate source of good quality water suitable for use in different items
and work particularly the current work.
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1.3.7

Study of Available Information

1.3.7.1

The soil and materials location surveys should include study of all available
information such as geological maps, data published by the various
authorities regarding location of construction materials and the information
available with ground water authorities regarding depth of water table. Soil
maps prepared by the local agricultural department and records of existing
highways may also provide useful information. A study of these data, if
available, will be of great help in the planning and conduct of further surveys
and investigations. This information should be perused in conjunction with
general information gathered during the preliminary survey.

1.3.7.2

After studying the available information, detailed programme of survey can be
drawn up. Points needing attention during detailed soil survey are highlighted
further on.

1.3.8

Soil Investigations for Low Embankments

1.3.8.1

The first operation in the detailed soil survey is to demarcate the possible
borrow areas.

1.3.8.2

The general character of material excavated from test pits should be recorded
and tests conducted on it in the laboratory for properties mentioned further on.
Where the type of material varies in a single pit, the tests should be
conducted on each type of soil separately and the horizon of occurrence
noted. Similar tests should be carried out on material from cuts for
ascertaining the suitability of its use in the embankment.
(i)

Gradation test (IS:2720 Part IV)

(ii)

Liquid limit and Plastic limit (IS:2720 Part V)

(iii)

Density and optimum moisture content (IS:2720 Part VII or Part VIII as
relevant)

(iv)

Deleterious constituents (only in salt infested areas or where presence
of salt is suspected ( IS:2720 Part XXVII).

However, in case of highly plastic poorly draining and unstable soils, some
additional soil tests, (e.g. shrinkage limit test) may also need to be performed
before accepting the borrow.
1.3.9

Special Investigations for High Embankments
The basis objective of investigations in such cases is to obtain engineering
data for soil and rock necessary for a quantitative design of embankment at
the chosen sites. Generally for checking stability against slip failures, the
basic properties to be investigated are shear parameters, unit weight and
moistures conditions.
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1.3.10

Soil Investigations for Cuttings
In the same manner as described in above paras for embankment material,
soil in cut sections along the centre line of the proposed Railway alignment at
an elevation corresponding to the design subgrade level should be tested for
the following general properties:

1.3.11

(i)

Gradation

(ii)

Atterberg limits

(iii)

Field density and moisture content

(iv)

Proctor density.

Special Investigations in Landslide-Prone Areas
Information collected during preliminary survey would normally identify the
landslide prone areas along the alignment and every effort would have been
made to avoid these while fixing the centre line of proposed Railway
alignment. However, in case where the same is not feasible, further
investigations would be required to study the extent of the problem and plan
appropriate remedial measures. For this purpose, services of geologist or soil
specialist may often be needed.

1.3.12

Geological Investigations
Before starting of the work, particularly in the hilly terrain, geological
investigations is required to find out location of fault if any coming in the
proposed alignment. Such surveys are being done by GSI. Avalanche area
is also required to be identified. Wadia Institute at Dehradun also be
consulted regarding structure of rocks particularly in your Himalayan range.
The study of underground sub-structures is most important features for
construction of tunnels.

1.3.13

Other Relevant Legislation
-

Environmental (protection) Act, 1986

-

Wild life (protection) Act, 1972

-

Forest (conservation ) Act, 1980

-

Water (prevention and control of pollution) Act, 1981 (amended 1987)

-

Air (prevention and control of pollution) Act, 1981 (amended 1987)

-

Coastal Zone Regulation
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1.3.14

Detailed Estimate
After collecting all details from site the detailed drawings, estimates are
prepared and sent for sanction of competent authority.
Quantum is such a software which gave us many alignments between 2
particular points (towns) alongwith comparison of costs for each alignment.
However, manual operation is required on computer to rectify the deficiencies
to achieve best alignment.
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Annexure - I
of Ch-1

CHAPTER - 2
LAND ACQUISITION

CHAPTER-2
LAND ACQUISITION
2.1

HISTORY
Since 1947, Land Acquisition in India has been done through L.A. Act, 1894
(1 of 1894). In 1998, the Rural Development Ministry initiated the process of
amending the Act. The Govt of India sought to amend the Act in 2007 and
introduced a bill in Parliament. The bill was passed in August 2013 as “The
Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 (Act no.30 of 2013)” and came
into effect on 01 Jan.2014.

2.2

GUIDELINES FOR ACQUISITION OF LAND
a)

The rules for acquisition are contained in Chapter-VIII of the Indian
Railway Code for the Engineering Department (Appendices III, IV & V
of Engineering Code related to Chapter -8 are attached as AnnexureI).

b)

Some of the points to be kept in mind as per the Code and field
experience are as follows

Whenever land is required for Railway purpose, an application
should first be made to Revenue Officer incharge of the District
or to Commissioner, if land is situated in more than one District.



Every Endeavour should be made to avoid interference with
religious structures, burial grounds or other places or objects
which may be considered as sacred.



For lines over which traffic is likely to develop beyond the
carrying capacity of a single line within 15 years after opening,
the width of land should be taken up for a double line.



The minimum width of land to be taken-up for a single line
should under ordinary circumstances be as shown in the
sections and tables provided as appendix-III in Engineering
Code (Annexure-I).



Tunnels: - The land should be acquired only for portal
construction, ventilation and access for maintenance etc. No
land should be acquired in the balance alignment of the tunnel.



Viaduct: - The Land should be acquired for minimum width along
the span and pier locations (approx 8.0m width is sufficient for
single line).
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2.3

Cut & cover :-The land required in this case is temporary,
however it may be required for portal , ventilation and access for
maintenance etc.

PROCEDURE OF LAND ACQUISITION
For Acquisition of Land for Railway purposes, following Acts can be followed1.

The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act,2013 (No.30 of 2013) (hereinafter
called the Act)

2.

The Railways (Amendment ) Act,2008.

3.

Land Acquisition Act, 1894 (no.1 of 1894).

4.

Through Negotiations with land owners as per State Govt. Policy.

The procedure for land acquisition through various Acts is explained below.
2.3.1

The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition
and Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act,2013 (No.30 of 2013) (herein
after called the Act)
This act is effective from 01.01.2014.
It extends to the whole of India except the State of J & K.

2.3.1.1

Application of Act (Section 2 of the Act)


The provisions of this Act shall apply, when the appropriate Govt
acquires land for its own use, hold and control, including for Public
Sector Undertakings and for public purpose



The provisions of this Act shall also apply, when the appropriate Govt
acquires land for the following purposes, namely:-



A)

for Public Pvt. Partnership (PPP) projects, where the ownership
of the land continues to vest with the Govt., for public purpose
(the prior consent of at least 70% of affected families is
compulsory).

B)

for Pvt. Companies for public purpose (the prior consent of at
least 80% of affected families is compulsory).

The provisions relating to rehabilitation and resettlement (R&R) under
this Act shall apply in the cases where,
(a)

a Pvt. Company purchases land, equal to or more than such
limits in rural areas or urban areas, as may be prescribed by the
appropriate Govt ( Haryana Govt. has notified these limits for
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Haryana state, 20 Hectare for urban and 40 Hectare for rural
area) , through Pvt. negotiations with the owner of the land in
accordance with the provisions of section 46.
(b)
2.3.1.2

if Pvt Company requests the appropriate Govt for acquisition of
a part of an area so prescribed for a public purpose.

Activity Flow Chart for FLS-cum-LAND ACQUISITION as per NEW ACT,
2013


Marking of Centre Line (C. L.) on Ground



Preparation of L-Section



Calculation of Reqd. Land width as per Engg. Code



Transferring of C.L. on Revenue Land Plan/Sazra by field measurements/references with the help of Revenue Deptt officials.



Marking of land boundary on sazra map
(Least count of revenue measurement unit is 1 Karam = 1.68 Mtr or
5’6”)



Preparation of field book for calculation of land area by revenue official
(Revenue village-wise)
Unit of Land Area –



i)

Prior to Consolidation/ CHAKBANDI -Hectare, Acre, Biga, Biswa

ii)

After Consolidation/ CHAKBANDI---Hectare,Acre,Kanal,Marla

Actual start of Land Acquisition Process:
Respective Govt. shall notify the officers who shall work as Collector ,
Administrator R&R and Commissioner R&R ( As Notified by Haryana
Govt. DRO, DC,Divisional Commissioner respectively )



Requiring Body (i.e. Railway) shall request Collector for land
acquisition and copy of the request to Commissioner R&R



Collector shall constitute a Committee of officers of Revenue,
Agriculture, Forest, Water Resources, PWD Deptts.
and
representatives of Requiring Body (i.e. Railway.)



The committee shall make field visit and submit a report to Collector.



After considering report, Collector shall arrange to make a Preliminary
Estimate of the cost of Acquisition + Administrative Expenditure cost
(i.e.5% or max 5 crore in Haryana) .
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Requiring Body shall deposit the estimated Amount or part thereof as
decided by Collector.



Social Impact Assessment unit (i.e.SIA Unit) shall prepare terms of
reference for SIA Study and estimate of processing fee for SIA Study.



Deposition of processing fee for SIA Study by Requiring Body.



If Land is being acquired under urgency clause of the Act i.e.Sec 40,
SIA will not be required to be done.



On deposition of amount by Requiring Body, SIA unit of State Govt.
shall appoint an Agency for SIA Study



Section 4



SIA Team or agency shall be appointed by inviting applications from
Deptt. Of Social Work of Universities and Colleges Faculties, NGOs
and Professionals.



SIA Team shall prepare draft SIA Report and Social Impact
Management plan (SIM Plan) in consultation with Panchayat or
Municipal Corpn and by making field visits.



Draft SIA Report and SIM Plan shall be published or make available in
the office of D.C./SDM/Tehsil/Gram Sabha



Notice (3 weeks in advance) for public hearing for objections and
suggestions by affected persons



Section 5



Public hearings shall be conducted by State Govt.



Responsible representative of Requiring Body, designated as Land
Acquisition Functionary, designated R&R functionary shall present be
in public hearing to respond to their queries.



Section 6



After considering objections & suggestions received in public hearings,
revised SIA report and SIM Plan will be prepared and submitted to
Govt.



SIA Report and SIM plan are published.



Section 7



Govt. shall constitute a multi disciplinary expert Group for evaluation of
SIA Report.
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Section 8



After consideration of SIA Report & recommendations of expert Group
by State Govt. Decision of State Govt. shall be published.

Procedure of Getting Consent


from affected land owners in case of PPP projects and projects by pvt.
Companies for public purpose.



State Govt. shall initiate the process for obtaining prior consent from
land owners.



D.C. shall arrange to update the land records, title in the land & other
revenue records.



Collector shall appoint such officers as desired to assist him in
obtaining consent and shall draw a list of all affected land owners from
whom consent is required.



The list shall be published 15 days prior to public meeting.



If acquisition of land in scheduled area, consent of Gram Sabha shall
also be taken.



Publication of date, time & place of public meeting with Gram Sabha.



Representative of Requiring Body who are competent to take decision
and negotiate the terms of R&R, compensation and members of SIA
Team shall also be present in the meeting along with members of
Gram Sabha and officers of State Govt.



A resolution of majority of Gram Sabha Members shall be passed and
signed by them. Terms & conditions of R&R, compensation and other
measures committed by the Requiring Body shall be recorded in
written and signed by all.



Public meeting with affected land owners, the date, time and place of
the meeting shall be published 3 weeks in advance.



Representative of Requiring Body who are competent to take decision
and negotiate the terms of R&R, compensation and members of SIA
Team shall also be present in the meeting along with members of
Gram Sabha & officers of State Govt.



Terms & conditions of R&R, compensation and other measures
committed by the Requiring Body shall be explained to land owners in
local language and signature of affected land owners as well as
representative of requiring body shall be recorded.
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Declaration of affected land owners about consent in prescribed format
by State Govt. and declaration shall be countersigned by Collector or
nominated officers.



If requirement of prior consent is fulfilled, then further land acquisition
process will be initiated.



Section 11



Publication of preliminary notification, that State Govt. is likely to
acquire the land, under Section 11 of the Act
shall be published by
State Govt.



Notification shall be published in :-



Official Gazette,



2 daily Newspapers of the Locality, In Offices of DC, SDM, Tehsil,
Gram Sabha, Website of Govt.,



In the affected areas in manner as prescribed.



Collector shall ensure updating of land records within 2 months from
the date of Publication of Preliminary Notification=



Section 12



Preliminary survey of land proposed for acquisition



To enter upon and survey and take levels



To dig or bore into the sub-soil



To do all other acts necessary to ascertain whether the land is adapted
the such purpose



To set out boundaries of land proposed to be taken



Section 13



Tender payment of damage during preliminary survey



Section 14 (Lapse of SIA report)



Where a Preliminary Notification u/s 11 is not issued within 12 months
from the date of appraisal of SIA report submitted by expert group,
such report shall be deemed to have lapsed and a fresh SIA study
shall have to be conducted. Govt. can extend this 12 months period but
reason for doing so will be recorded in writing and published.
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Section 15 (Hearing of objections)



Any person interested may ,within 60 days from the date of publication
of the preliminary notification object to



The area and suitability of land proposed



Justification offered for public purpose



The findings of SIA report



Collector shall submit a report
recommendations to Govt.



Decision of Govt. on this report shall be final



Section 16( Preparation of R&R scheme)



Preparation of R&R scheme by Administrator-



within 2 months from notification u/s 11



Administrator of R&R shall conduct a survey & undertake a census of
the affected families



Draft R&R scheme to be given wide publicity in the affected area in
the same way as notification u/s 11



Public hearing in affected area (notice of date, time & place 3 weeks in
advance)



Administrator, or the officer authorized by him, shall conduct public
hearing.



Representative of Requiring Body, members of SIA team shall be
present to respond to querries



Section 17 & 18 (Review and Approval of R&R)



Considering objections and suggestions in Public meeting,



Final R&R scheme shall be prepared and submitted for review of
Collector & approval of Commissioner .



Publication of approved R&R scheme.



Commissioner shall inform the State monitoring Committee about the
publication of R&R scheme.

on objections along with his
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After the deposition of full amount by Requiring Body, a Declaration u/s
19 that the land is required for a public purpose shall be published
along with the summary of approved R&R scheme by Govt. in the
same manner as notification u/s 11 was done.



Section 20 (Survey)



Land to be marked out, measured and planned including marking of
specific areas if not done u/s 12.



Section 26 (Land Rate)



Determination of market value of land by Collector



Section 21 (Notice)



Collector shall publish a notice inviting claims from all persons
interested in the land. The Collector shall make an Award within a
period of 12 months from the date of publication of declaration under
Sec 19 and if no award is made within that period, the entire
proceedings for acquisition of the land shall lapse.



Section 23 (Award)



Enquiry and land acquisition award by Collector.



The Collector shall hear all the claims and determine a fair
compensation as per provisions of



Sections 26 to 28 of the Act.



The Collector shall, after determination of fair compensation, solatium
(i.e.100%) and multiplier ( to be decided by State Govt.), pass an
Award of the amount and R&R Award and apportionment of
compensation.



Section 38
(Possession of land)
Collector shall take possession of land after ensuring that
-

Full payment of compensation (within 3 months)

-

Monetary part of R&R entitlements (within 6 months)

-

Infrastructural R&R entitlements (within 18 months)

Requiring Body shall take possession from collector. Collector shall be
responsible for ensuring that the R&R process is completed in all its
aspects before displacing the affected families.
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In case of urgency, whenever the Govt. so directs, the Collector,
though no such award has been made, may, on expiry of 30 days from
the publication of the notice under Sec.21 of the Act , take possession
of any land needed for a public purpose.



Mutation of the land in favour of Railway in Revenue records.



(It is very important & Compulsory activity to enter the name of
Railways in the revenue records )



Railway (Govt of India) will not be owner of land in revenue records
without ensuring Mutation



Section 63



Jurisdiction of Civil Courts barred
No civil court shall have jurisdiction to entertain any dispute relating to
land acquisition in respect of which the Collector or the authority is
empowered by or under this Act.



Section 51 (Authority)



Establishment of Land
Resettlement Authority.

Acquisition,

Rehabilitation

and

The govt. shall for the purpose of providing speedy disposal of
disputes, establish, by notification, one or more authorities to be known
as “the Land Acquisition, R& R Authority” to exercise jurisdiction for
entertaining and deciding the references made to it under Sec 64 of the
Act.


Section 64



Reference to Authority:
Any person interested who has not accepted the Award may, by written
application to the Collector, require that the matter be referred by the
Collector for the determination of the authority, whether his objection
be to the measurement of the land, the amount of compensation, the
person to whom it is payable, the rights of R&R or the apportionment of
the compensation.



Section 69



Determination of Award by authority:
The award determined by authority shall be paid to the interested
person.
Requiring body shall submit the amount of award to collector.
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Section 74



Appeal to High Court:
The requiring body or any person aggrieved by the Award passed by
an authority under Sec 69 may file an appeal to the High Court within
60 days from the date of Award.



Section 87



Offences & Penalties :
Where an offence under this Act has been committed by any Deptt. of
the Govt., the Head of the Department, shall be deemed to be guilty of
the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished
accordingly.



Section 114



Repeal and Saving:
The Land Acquisition Act, 1894 is hereby repealed.



Section 101



Return of Unutilized Land:
When land acquired under this Act remains unutilized for a period of 5
years from the date of taking over the possession, the same shall be
returned to the original owners or their legal heirs or the land bank of
the Govt. by reversion.

2.3.1.3

Anticipated Time – Frame for Land Acquisition as per NEW Act.
Activity

Time

Reference

1.

From Starting to notification Depends on size
for SIA study
of project

2.

From notification for SIA study
to
Submission of SIA
Report to Govt.

3-6 months

Section-4(2)

3.

Appraisal of SIA report by
Expert Group

1-2 months

Section-7(4)

4.

From the date of appraisal of
SIA Report by expert group to
preliminary notification u/s 11

3-12 months

Section-14
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Activity

Time

Reference

5.

From preliminary notification
u/s 11 to declaration u/s 19

3-12 months

Section-19(7)

6.

From declaration u/s 19 to
date of award u/s 23

3-12 months

Section-25

7.

From date of Award u/s 23 to
Possission of Land u/s 38

2-6 months

Section-38(1)

TOTAL=

1 year 2 months to 4 years 2
months +period for survey of the
project.

2.3.2

THE RAILWAYS (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2008

2.3.2.1

Salient Features
To empower the Central Govt. in the Ministry of Railways for land acquisition
on fast track basis for the special railway projects , a new chapter IV A was
added in the Railways Act,1989.
Where the Central Govt. is satisfied that for a public purpose, any land is
required for execution of a special Railway Project, it may acquire land under
the provisions of this act.

2.3.2.2



It came into force on the 31st day of January, 2008.



“Special Railway Project” means a project, notified as such by the
central Govt. from time to time, for providing national infrastructure for
a public purpose in a specified time-frame, covering one or more states
or the union territories.



“Competent Authority” (CA) means any person authorized by central
Government, by notification, to perform the functions of the competent
authority for such area as may be specified in the notification.



“Principal Act” is The Railways Act, 1989



An expeditious mechanism of arbitration process is required to be
provided to resolve the dispute relating to amount of compensation.



The provisions of the rehabilitation and Resettlement Policy, 2007 as
notified by central govt. shall apply.

FLOW CHART FOR LAND ACQUISITION (Sections 20 A to 20 I)


Final location survey and preparation of land plans
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Section 20A (Notification)



Central Govt., by notification, declare its intension to acquire land.



State Govt. shall provide the details of the land records to the
competent authority (CA), whenever required.



CA shall publish the Notification in two local newspapers.



Section 20B (power to enter for survey act.)
After notification, it shall be lawful to



Make inspection, survey, measurement, valuation or enquiry



Take levels



Dig or bore into sub-soil



Set out boundaries



Do such other acts or things



Section 20C (Evaluation)
Evaluation of damages during survey, measurement etc. done and
paid within a period of 6 months from the completion of the said works.



Section 20D (hearing of objections



Interested persons may object to the acquisition of land for the purpose
mentioned in notification u/s 20A within a period of 60 days from the
date of publication of notification.



Objections shall be made to CA in writing and shall set out reasons
also



CA may either allow or disallow the objections



The order made by CA shall be final.



Section 20E (Declaration)



CA shall prepare a report on objections and submit to central govt.



Central govt. shall declare, by notification, that the land should be
acquired for the purpose mentioned in section 20A



On publication of declaration, the land shall vest absolutely in the
Central Govt. free from all encumbrances.
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The notification u/s 20A shall cease to have any effect if no declaration
u/s 20E has been published within one year from notification.



Declaration shall not be called in question in any court or by any
authority



Section 20F (Determination of Compensation )
Notice to invite claims (in two local newspapers) and require all
persons to appear before CA at a time, date and place mentioned



Where land acquired under this act, there shall be paid an amount
which shall be determined by an order of CA



As per railway board letter no.2009/LML/12/18 dt.17.12.2009, If
objections are in respect of compensation/ resettlement packages then
discussions and negotiations may be held with land loosers by the CA
prior to declaration of award.



CA shall make an award within one year from the date of declaration
u/s 20E, otherwise the entire proceedings shall lapse.



CA may make award within extended period (6 months) and the
reasons shall be recorded in writing.



If award made in extended period, an additional compensation shall be
paid i.e min.5% of the value of award per month



If the amount determined by the CA is not acceptable to either of the
parties, the amount shall be determined by the arbitrator to be
appointed by Central



In addition to market value of land, CA shall award in every case 60%
of the market value (solatium) due to compulsory nature of the
acquisition.



Section 20G(Criterion for determination of market-value of land)



The min. land value specified in the Indian stamp act,1899 for
registration of sale deeds in the area



The avg. Of sale price for similar type of land situated in the village or
vicinity, ascertained from not less than 50% (higher side) of the sale
deeds during last 3 years. Higher in above shall be market value of the
land



If above rates are not available, then



The concerned state shall specify the floor price per unit area of the
said land
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2.3.2.3



Determine the market value of building and other immovable property
or assets and trees, plants and standing crop, Ca may the services of
experienced persons/engineer/specialist



Section 20H (deposit and payment of amount)



Central Govt. shall deposit the amount determined to CA before taking
possession of the land.



CA shall on behalf of central govt. pay the amount to the persons
entitled.



If the amount determined by arbitrator is in excess of the amount
determined by CA , the excess amount together with interest shall be
deposited by central govt. to CA



Section 20 I (Power to take possession)



After central govt. has deposited the amount to CA, CA may, by notice
in writing, direct the owner to surrender or deliver the possession within
a period of 60 days of the service of the notice.



Section 20J ( Right to enter into land)



Where the land has vested in the central govt. u/s 20E, it shall be
lawful for any person authorized by the central Govt. in this behalf, to
enter and to do other act necessary upon the land for carrying out the
building, maintenance, management or operation of the special railway
project or part thereof or any other work connected.



Section 20 O (R&R Policy)



The provisions of the national rehabilitation and resettlement policy,
2007 for project affected families, notified by the Government of India
in the Ministry of Rural Development shall apply.

Tentative Time-Frame for Land Acquisition Through Railway Act,2008
Activity
1.
2.
3.

4.

From FSL to Notification u/s
20A
From notification u/s 20A to
Declaration u/s 20E
From declaration u/s 20E to
Award u/s 20F
From declaration u/s 20E to
Possession of land u/s 20 I

Time
Depends upon
size of project
one year
One year + 6
months, can be
extended by CA
60 days after
deposition of
amount to CA by
Central Govt.

Reference

Section 20E (3)
Section 20F (2)

Section u/s 20 I
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2.3.3

Land Acquisition Act,1894 (No.1 of 1894):

2.3.3.1

Applicability of Land.
The Land Acquisition Act,1894 has been repealed but this Act is applicable for
the land acquisition already in progress except in the following conditions(1)

(2)

In any case of land acquisition proceedings initiated under the Land
Acquisition Act, 1894


Where no award under section 11 of the said LA Act, 1894 has
been made, then, all provisions of the Act ,2013 relating to the
determination of compensation shall apply; or



Where an award under said section 11 of LA Act, 1894 has
been made, then such proceedings shall continue under the
provisions of the said LA Act, 1894, as if the said act has not
been repealed.

In case of land acquisition proceedings initiated under the LA Act,1894,
where an award under the said Section 11 has been made, 5 yrs or
more, prior to the commencement of New Act but the physical
possession of the land has not been taken or the compensation has
not been paid, the said proceedings shall be deemed to have lapsed
and the appropriate Government, if it so chooses, shall initiate the
proceedings of such land acquisition afresh in accordance with the
provision of New Act.
Provided that where an award has been made and compensation in
respect of majority of land holdings has not been deposited in the
account of the beneficiaries, then, all beneficiaries specified in the
Notification for acquisition under Section 4 of the said L. A. Act, shall
be entitled to compensation in accordance with the provision of New
Act.

2.3.3.2

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT LAND ACQUISITION ACTS-

SN ITEM

OLD LAND ACT

NEW LAND ACT

RAILWAY
ACT

1

Name of the act

The Land
Acquisition Act,
1894

The right to fair
compensation and
transparency in Land
Acquisition,
Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act,
2013.

The Railways
(Amendment )
Act, 2008

2

SIA and SIA
related studies

This was not in old
act.

Under section 4(1) to
sec. 9.

This is not
required.
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SN ITEM

OLD LAND ACT

NEW LAND ACT

RAILWAY
ACT

3

Publication of
preliminary
notification for
acquisition of
land

Under section 4

Under section 11.

Under section
20-A

4

Publication of
declaration that
land is required
for public
purpose.

Under section 6.

Under section 19

Under section
20-E

5

Enquiry and
award by the
Collector

Under section 411

Under section 23

Under section
20-F

6

R& R award

This was not in old
act.

Section 31 to section
37.

Under section
20-O

2.3.4

Land Acquisition through negotiations with land owners
The process of land acquisition as per new act is very lengthy and to save the
time, land acquisition through negotiations with land owners can be opted in
the state where policy in this regard has been formulated by the concerned
State Govt. For land acquisition through negotiations, following steps are
required to be followed-

2.3.4.1

Procedure for Land Acquisition through Negotiation.
a)

Final Location survey of the project and marking centre line on ground
in shape of Pucca Burjis.

b)

Joint survey of alignment with Revenue officials of the concerned
State.

c)

Marking of alignment on Revenue maps by the Patwari and Kanoongo
of State.

d)

Calculation of Khasra-wise areas and preparation of land plans by the
State Revenue Staff.

e)

Checking and verification of land plans by Railways.

f)

Placing for indent of the area to be acquired to Land Acquisition Officer
(LAO) nominated by State Authorities for the purpose of land
acquisition.
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2.3.4.2

g)

Constitution of negotiation committee by the State Govt. having
Railway representative as part of it.

h)

Joint inspection of alignment with all concerned departments & land
owners.

i)

Negotiations with land owners for fixing rates of the land.

j)

Recommendations by the committee and their approval by the
competent authorities of State Govt.

k)

Award

l)

Payment to Land Owners

m)

Possession of Land.

Land Acquisition in Chandigarh Baddi New BG Line
The work of acquisition of land for this project is in progress, through
negotiation.
The govt. of Himachal Pradesh and Haryana have constituted committees for
negotiation of rates with land owners. The copies of same are attached as
Annexure-II & III.

2.4

MANAGEMENT OF LAND
After land acquisition, its proper demarcation and protection from
Encroachment has to be ensured. For this, following action as stipulated in
Para 808 to 811 of Indian Railways Works Manual (IRWM) should be taken
(Annexure-IV).
a)

All land permanently occupied for the purpose of Railway, shall have its
boundaries defined on the ground in such a manner as to enable such
boundaries to be readily ascertained and identified.
For this purpose, the boundary of the railway land may be defined by a
continuous wall, fence or ditch or by detached marks, posts or pillars.

b)

Where the boundary mark is continuous, the boundary of the Railways
land is to be on the outer edge of the wall, fence or ditch, that is to say,
the wall, fence or ditch will be situated wholly on Railway land.

c)

Where detached marks, such as isolated posts or pillars are used the
boundary of the Railway land will pass along the outside of such posts
and pillars. Between marks, the boundary shall in each case be taken
in a straight line from the outside of one mark to the outside of the next
mark.
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d)

Detached marks should, in no case be at a greater distance apart
(centre to centre) than one one-fifth of a kilometer (200 meters). They
should be of a substantial character, not easily destroyed or moved by
accident or mischief, and of such size and form as can be readily found
and recognized.

e)

Each detached boundary mark should bear a number. The position
and number of each detached boundary mark should be shown on the
land plan.

f)

Where a fence, wall or ditch is situated at some distance within the
boundary and does not mark the actual limit of the railway land, it will
be necessary (in addition to such fence, wall or ditch) to have the
actual boundary of the Railway land properly marked and defined in
accordance with these rules.

g)

The boundary stones to be used for this purpose should be as per para
809 of IRWM.

h)

High boundary pillars on each bank of river of important water ways
crossed by railway bridges should be erected so as to prevent and
control encroachments.

i)

COSTRUCTION OF BOUNDARY WALL - In areas having habitation
bordering railway land and also where habilitation is likely in near
future, boundary wall should be provided so that potential
encroachments are prevented and outsiders do not develop any right of
entry on railway land. Boundary walls are an operational necessity in
such situations, so as to prevent trespassing, cattle being run over by
trains, use of railway tracks for easing etc. and theft of P.Way fittings
and other railway materials. It is also necessary for boundary walls to
be extended right from the station outwards along the tracks of
vulnerable locations within towns so that outsiders do not find an easy
access to the stations.

j)

Fencing :- Fencing as a rule should be provided at the following
locations:
1.

In Municipal limits and notified area limits.

2.

Around busy station yards.

3.

On either side of level crossings.

4.

For protection of railway land from encroachments.

5.

On High-Speed routes.
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2.5.

HANDING OVER OF LAND DOCUMENTS
a)

After land acquisition proceedings are completed, following records
should be handed over to Open line in original in bound registers as
per para 807 (f) of IRWM and Railway Board’s letter No. 2014/LML11/13/7 dt. 9.7.14.
i)

Indent placed on revenue authority for acquisition of land.
(sample copy placed as Annexure-V)

ii)

Shajra duly verified (Annexure- VI)

iii)

Notification under section 11.1 (section 4 of Old Act) (AnnexureVII)

iv)

Declaration under section 19 (section 6 of Old Act ) (AnnexureVIII)

v)

Award (Annexure-IX)

vi)

Taking/handing over note (Annexure- X)

vii)

Attested copy of mutation

viii)

Land plan duly verified by the Revenue authorities showing
detail of mutation.

b)

These documents must be handed over duly pasted in machine
numbered registers. Each register should have index in beginning
showing the details of documents pasted in the register. The first
register containing land documents for a project should be number as
land -1/x and subsequent registers may be numbered as land-2/x land3/x etc. where x is total no. of register.

c)

All the above documents should be prepared in six copies (1 original +
5 copies) which should be distributed as follows:i)

Original copy to Open Line HQ

ii)

One copy to Divl. HQ.

iii)

One copy to IOW Open Line.

iv)

One copy to Railway Board.

v)

One copy to Const. HQ.

vi)

One copy to be retained by Const. Field Unit.
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CHAPTER - 3
PROJECT PLANNING

CHAPTER -3
PROJECT PLANNING
3.1

STANDARD OF CONSTRUCTION :POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION

3.1.1

Axle Load :
The choice of axle load shall govern the planning for bridges as well as
formation and rolling stock. The choice should offer better flexibility for running
trains with higher load, reduced length of the loop lines and higher pay to tare
ratio.
Integration with the existing Railway network is also an important requirement.
Therefore, whatever axle load we adopt after due consideration for
integration, costing aspect etc., it should be uniform for the entire corridor i.e.
bridges, formation, rolling stock etc.

3.1.2

Over-head structures :
To be designed as per MMD proposed for the line keeping in view for double
stack container traffic movement if required and also to accommodate wagons
with more volumetric capacity etc.

3.1.3

Blanketing thickness:
It has to be as per RDSO latest instructions and can be changed as per need
at site.

3.1.4

ROBs/RUBs :
The corridor should be free from any L-xing by providing ROBs/RUBs.
Minimum clearance may vary from 4.0m to 5.5m depending upon type of
road.
L-xing on the existing line will also be required to be replaced with
ROB/RUBs. Problem of drainage and construction methodology for RUBs to
be properly studied addressed at planning stage itself.

3.1.5

Distance from existing line in case of Doublings :
Minimum distance needs to be ensured as per the latest instructions of Board.
Further ,Proper study to be carried out to decide what should be the distance
from the existing line which will help in better planning of major bridges,
avoidance of reverse curves, execution of RUBs and safe execution of new
line works. Land Acquistion involved should be the prime governing factor. If
the distance is increased, it will increase the cost for acquisition of land and
may affect the time frame for completion.
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3.1.6

Distance between Stations:
It will be desirable if stations are provided at a distance keeping in view the
operational requirements. Innovative methods for providing relief during
emergencies and totally mechanized maintenance practices may have to be
examined in detail before deciding the distance.

3.1.7

Rail section:
It will be as per the route classification and latest instructions of Board in this
regard,however 60 kg UIC 90 UTS with 1640 PSC Sleepers rail should be the
preferred choice.

3.1.8

Ruling Gradient and Curves shall be decided based on the terrain.

3.1.9

Mode of Traction:
Cost economics and ease of operation should decide mode of traction.

3.2

PLANNING
AND
EXECUTION
CONSIDERATION FOR

3.2.1

The magnitude of the works involved like :

3.2.2

STRATEGIES:

a)

Land acquisition involved

b)

Ballast Requirement

c)

Blanketing Material

d)

Rails

e)

Sleepers

f)

No of X-Ings(ROBS/RUBs)

g)

Number of Bridges/Linear waterway

h)

Value of contracts excluding P-Way material.

POINTS

FOR

Project Strategy
The project completion period has to be strategically decided, Keeping in view
the quantum of the work, availability of the construction agencies and other
administrative requirements.

3.2.3

Detailed Project Planning
It is recognized that planning is the most critical activity for any project. It is
said that "well begun is half done". In fact, its believed that a well planned
project will be completed with least possible hiccups. As such, considerable
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importance should be attached to this aspect. Planning comprises many
activities which are elaborated below:3.2.3.1

Creation of the Organization:
Manpower has to be decided based on the size of the project. More emphasis
will be put on laying down systems and documentation rather than round the
clock supervision.
An indicative list of staff required for new line or doubling project of 50-75Km
length approx.
Deputy Chief Engineer-1
XEN/AEN-(2-3)
Supervisors-SE/Works and P-Way(8-10)
Other Staff-Supervisors, mate, helper and trackman(15-20)
Office Staff-OS, Clerk(2-3)

3.2.3.2

Survey:
This aspect has been covered in detail in the chapter on Survey. The
following aspects should also be kept in mind at the time of survey:

3.2.3.3

i)

Identification of the sources for Earthwork, Ballast and blanketing
material as per requirement.

ii)

Rate Analysis for various items of execution having special regard to
the availability.

iii)

Geotechnical or soil studies at bridge and high formation locations.

Experience of NHAI, State PWDs etc :
NHAI, State PWDs etc are executing almost similar works with similar spread
and quantum. Their experience in acquisition of land, fixing of the various
types of the contract with maximum value, its success/failures, experience
with the consultants, disputes likely to arise during execution, availability of
the material and construction agencies, should be collected immediately as
this can serve the best benchmark for optimizing our performance in planning
and execution and avoiding the pit-falls they have faced.

3.2.3.4

Acquisition of Land
This is going to be one of the most critical and time consuming activity as land
acquisition is spread over many states/districts. This should be first activity
which should be immediately taken after the project is approved and put on
fast track and completion in planning stage. Land is normally acquired
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through State Govt. by following the provisions of the Act. Procedure for Land
acquisition has been dealt with in detail in the chapter on Land Acquisition.
3.2.3.5

Breaking down of project in workable units/fixing of the zone length
The zone Length/value are fixed in such a way so that for their value and
type of work, reliable, competent and experienced contractors are available,
besides their manageability from supervision and other logistical
considerations. It will be desirable to decide length/reach in such a manner
that normally all works in that reach are executed by the same contractor. The
value of the contract and their scope has to be fixed very judiciously for
achieving the objective of getting reliable competent contractors who can
complete the job in time. The contracts can be of 2-3 types covering various
items of work as under:

3.2.3.6

i)

Combined as one for earthwork, bridges/ROB/RUBs, blanketing
material, station building.

ii)

P. Way work, linking of track, welding of rails, putting of ballast and
bringing track to the final geometry etc.

iii)

For supply of ballast.

Meeting with the probable contractors for the various works.
It is suggested that the meeting should be immediately held with the various
contractors after firming up the expected picture quickly. During the meeting
we should apprise the requirement of the Railways for execution of various
works, giving type and quantum, time period expected for completion.
Similarly another meeting can be held with the suppliers of cement, steel,
rails, sleepers, blanketing material, ballast, projecting Railways requirement
over a period of time. The meetings will help the Industries to gear up and
upgrade themselves for fulfilling the Railway's requirements in time. Their
views will be very helpful in planning the contracts and working out the
realistic time period for completion.

3.2.3.7

Detailed Soil investigations/ geotechnical / earthquake studies etc .
These confirmatory studies can form part of the Civil works. However, it is
presumed that during preliminary studies sufficient geotechnical investigations
will be carried out to enable fixing of the proper contracts to avoid major
variations.

3.2.3.8

Drawings/Design
In house design may or may not be possible for all the items. Hence, getting it
done through a consultancy can be another option but even though the work
is got done through consultancy in-house expertise is a must to interact with
various consultants so that best available alternative is selected. Follow
standard drawings as far as possible to reduce complexity and to increase
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pace of construction. These must be prepared in advance and should be
available before calling of tender.
3.2.3.9

Fixing of eligibility /qualification criteria
The criteria should be such as to have technically competent, experienced
financially sound contractors without killing the competition.

3.2.3.10

3.2.3.11

Preparation of Tender Schedule


Important document for successful execution of project



No ambiguity in specification and item description



No hidden items/rates for each item asked



A clear division of risks – un-known risks may be borne by the owners.



Performance guarantee clause to be included.



Introduction of bonus/incentives and penalty for not-achieving various
milestones However, inclusion of this clause requires fixing of realistic
time frame and detailed minute planning for various drawings and
decisions to be given to the contractor in time.



In case of geo-technical investigations based on the preliminary reports
a reference value band can be specified in the tender documents and
any variation during actual confirmation, to be borne by the owner. This
will save time.



Details about what is required to be done by the contractor along with
quantum should be clearly brought out so that contractors can bid
correctly. The practice of putting every thing in specifications without
giving details does not serve any purpose.

Analysis of Rates :
This job can be done as part of Detailed Engineering Studies. Analysis of
rates should take into consideration the following factors:

Site specific features like law and order prevailing in the area.



Availability of access road, storage facility



Availability of material and other resources



Social facilities – camps, medical, fuel



Technical studies
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3.2.3.12

Demand and supply

Variation in prices of steel, cement & other material:
Contract document should have provisions to compensate contractor for
variation in the prices of various inputs material like cement and steel, if these
are arranged by the contractors.

3.2.3.13

Tender Packaging
Tender Packaging is decided on the basis of the type of the work, time
required for completion, cost, in-house experience and expertise availability
besides availability of the contractors for the job to be executed.
Tenders can be of two types
i)

Design and Construct tenders
These are lumpsum type contracts where detailed specifications are
well laid giving scope of the work involved. In these type of tenders,
there is an incentive to the contractors to optimize the designs,
construction procedures and optimum utilization of the material.
However, these contracts can cause problem sometimes when
specifications and scope of the works are not well laid and many
changes are contemplated at a later stage.
These types of contracts can be made successful, if prior to their fixing
in-house designing is got done, so that owner is aware about the main
para-meters which are obligatory and para-meters which can be
changed. The contractors can be asked to quote the rates without
changing the mandatory parameters with his own design. This will help
in getting state of the art technology in design and construction
methodology resulting in cost savings and time savings.

ii)

Item Rate contracts .
In these types of contracts detailed design and drawings are prepared
in advance and the contractor is asked to quote the rates. The rates
may be quoted as % above or below of the base rate for the schedule
as a whole or alternatively, the rates may be asked as % above or
below against each item on base rates given. In no case absolute rates
should be asked for. These tenders are most suitable, as from
operational point of view there is no cost risk for the contractor.
However, owner in this case is devoid of the latest state of the art
technology in design and construction methodology.

3.2.3.14.

Fixing of contracts


Eligibility/qualification criteria



Defining work of similar nature
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3.3

3.4

3.5



Availability of experienced and reliable contractor in that filed



Time for completion



Two packet System

QUALITY CONTROL


Laying of well documented Quality Assurance Programme.



Onus for proving quality work done rests with the contractor i.e.
contractor will be required to prove and establish with the help of the
documentation of various tests, procedures etc. that quality work has
been done.



Training of the staff



Preparation of the check list



Availability of the various codes and practices pertaining to the job

MONITORING


Preparing Fortnightly Cash Flow chart and S-Curve.



Preparing Bar Chart detailing interfacing requirements of drawing,
design with other departments/division.



Fixing and ensuring Bill cycle@15 days



Monthly presentation on progress of works by top management of the
contractor.



Availability and requirement of the resources



Men, machinery, material



Prompt Decision regarding technical problems, designs or any other
issues which crops up during execution.

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT


Success of timely completion of Project depends upon team work –
contractor is an important part of team.



Identify bottlenecks in advance which contractor is likely to face –
ahead of problems not behind.



Cash flow problems with the contractor and its solutions.
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3.6

3.7



Optimization of methodologies and procedures for better out put.



Decisions to be given to the contractor as early as possible for better
management of problems.



Regular meeting with consultants, contractors for corrective inputs at
right time.

IMPORTANT INGREDIENTS
EXECUTION SCHEME

OF

ANY

SUCCESSFUL



Availability of Land



Availability of Fund



Prompt Decision making use of standard details



Endeavour to make the contractor successful



Proper documentation for Safety, Quality, and Payment

PROJECT

ANNEXURES
In order to consume error free execution, several instructions for doubling has
been issued. They are as under.
1.

Do's and Dont's for Doubling Works in Railway Projects (Annexure-I)

2.

Provision of Sub-ways vis-a-vis FOB during Doubling at Important
Stations (Annexure-II)

3.

Routing of Estimate Files of ROBs through Dy. CE/C/D-II, Delhi.
(Annexure-III)

4,

Removal of unmanned and Non-interlocked Level Crossings by wayof
Construction of RUB/LHS (Annexure-IV)
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CHAPTER- 4
TENDER PLANNING, CONTRACTS &
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
4.1.

TENDER PLANNING
Tender planning includes the following:-

4.1.1

i)

Sanction of work.

ii)

Scope of work.

iii)

Site availability.

iv)

Availability of Funds.

v)

Availability of Drawing

vi)

Proper Assessment of quantities.

vii)

Bifurcation of zone work.

viii)

Sequence of floating of tender.

Sanction of work
Before inviting any tender for a work, it shall be ensured that work is
sanctioned by the competent authority. Tender cannot be floated unless work
is sanctioned. If the work is not sanctioned, tender can only be floated with
the approval of competent authority i.e PHOD for tender costing upto Rs.1.0
crores and General Manager for tender costing more than Rs.1.0 crore as
stipulated vide Railway Board’s letter No.94/CE-I/CT/4 dated 17-09-97.

4.1.2

Scope of work
The scope of work shall be in accordance to the sanctioned work.

4.1.3

Site Availability
At the time of inviting the tenders it shall be ensured the site is available from
all encumbrances. In case of New Line/Double Line, Railway should not enter
into contractual liabilities unless 70% land has been acquired before the start
of work and as stipulated vide Railway Board’s letter No.98/WI/Genl./O/30/Pt.I dated 03-07-2013. (Annexure-I)

4.1.4

Availability of Fund
Before the process of inviting the tender it shall be ensured that sufficient fund
is available for execution of work so that work may not be hampered due to
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paucity of funds. In case of availability of insufficient fund for a particular
works, demands for funds shall be raised timely through re-appropriation of
funds.
4.1.5

Availability of Drawings
General Arrangement Drawings shall be approved/ available at the time of
seeking approval from Chief Engineer to float the tender and a certificate has
to be endorsed in this regard. All the other drawings shall also be available
before the start of work.

4.1.6

Assessment of Quantities

4.1.6.1

Quantities of items involved for the execution shall be worked out carefully.

4.1.6.2

To have proper assessment, the team involved in the preparation/execution
of work shall visit the route of construction. The team shall be up to CDM
level.

4.1.6.3

The very purpose to include every member is to get every member
acquainted with the site conditions.

4.1.6.4

Due care taken at this stage helps in reducing number of
Addendum/Corrigendum & need to introduce NS items during execution of
work.

4.1.6.5

Delay in the payment is one of the major reasons for the failure of the contract
as well as grant of extension of time.

4.1.6.6

Litigation problems can be reduced by prompt decisions.

4.1.7

Bifurcation of zone and work :Bifurcation of Zone depends upon the length/quantum of work /cost of the
work involved. It should be assessed whether sufficient agencies are available
which increases the chance of fair competition in the tender process.

4.1.8

Sequence of floating of tender

4.1.8.1

Tender shall be planned and invited based on priority/Stage & time involved in
the completion of work.

4.1.8.2

The scheme for execution of project shall be prepared by Dy.CE/C and got
approved from the concerned CE/C.

4.1.8.3

The scheme shall include number of tenders, completion period and time
schedule.

4.1.8.4

Approval to float the tender shall be taken from the CE/C irrespective of the
tender value. Guidelines have been issued from the HQ vide letter No. 74W/O/WA/Pt.IX dt. 14.2.14. (Annexure-II)
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4.1.8.5

4.2.

Tenders can be invited as per the detail given below in the descending
order of priority/time involvement.


Earthwork including Minor Bridges and Blanketing. Shifting of utilities
i.e. Electrical/S&T/Civil etc be included in this tender.



Major Bridges.



Misc. Civil Works of platform, circulating area & other passenger
amenities work.



Station Building and Quarters.



Leading of P. Way Materials and PRC sleepers.



Ballast Supply



P. Way linking work including Welding Work.

INVITING TENDER & FORMULATION OF CONTRACT AGREEMENT.
Preparation of tender schedule including N.S. Items

4.2.1



Type/form of Tender to be invited



Notice Period.



Tender Document.



Approval to invite tender.



Publication of Notice in Newspaper & On web site.



Opening of tender.



Briefing note & Comparative Statement.



Tender Committee Minutes.



Issue of acceptance letter.

Preparation of tender schedule including N.S. Items:

Preparation of tender schedule is one of the important activities.



Half job of contract management is over if the tender schedule is
prepared carefully & tender conditions are incorporated based on the
site requirement.
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4.2.2



Due care should be taken while incorporating NS items in the tender
schedule. Standard schedule of various works are available in the
construction organization.



NS directory of various items be prepared, which have been introduced
during the execution of work.



Tender Schedule of other units, where work of similar nature has/have
been executed shall be studied before finalization of tender schedule.
The possibility of introducing the Non schedule item during the
execution of work can be minimized to a great extent.



While preparing the tender schedule it shall be ensured that the
average of LARs of similar type of works under similar condition and
geographical proximity has been considered.



Introduction of any item, at the later stage, has to pass through many
stages viz getting Administrative approval, technical check of items,
finance vetting, its sanction & incorporating in Addendum/Corrigendum.
Lot of time & energy is consumed in these activities which ultimately
delay the work.

Type/form of Tender to be invited
Tender can be open/special limited/ limited / single tender based on the works
specific requirement. In Construction Organization, in general, open tenders
are invited.

4.2.3

Notice Period.
Notice period of 30 days (clear) is given in open tenders from the date of
publishing the notice in leading newspaper. For the small value tenders, this
period can be curtailed to 21 days with the approval of Chief Administrative
Officer and can be further curtailed to 15 days with the approval of CAO/C
duly concurred by Associate Finance as stipulated vide Railway Board’s letter
No.20-01-2015.

4.2.4

Tender Document
It shall include:Instructions to the Tenderer
Site data and specification,
Special conditions and GCC
Tender schedule & Forms of tender
Scope of work as defined in the tender documents/drawings
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4.2.5

Approval to invite tender
Approval of Chief Engineer shall be taken before inviting the tender. Proposal
for inviting the tender shall be in accordance to the check list issued by the
HQ vide letter No. 74-W/O/WA/Pt.V/CP dt. 12.03.2012. (Annexure-III)

4.2.6

Publication of Notice in Newspaper & On web site

4.2.6.1

Tender Notice shall be published in the leading newspaper.

4.2.6.2

Tender notice should be crisp and clear in accordance to the HQ letter No.
74-W/O/WA/Pt.IX/internet CPRO dt. 20.01.2015 (Annexure-IV) and Railway
Board letter No. 2014/CE-I/CT/O/X/TN dt. 18.06.2014. (Annexure-V)

4.2.6.3

Tender
notice
and
document
www.nr.indianrailways.gov.in

4.2.7

Opening of Tender

shall

also

be

uploaded

on

Tender shall be opened on the scheduled date, time and place as mentioned
in the tender document. Tender opening committee shall consist of two
members one each from executive and finance department as nominated.
Prospective bidders or their authorized representative can witness the tender
opening. Sealed tender box is opened by the opening committee. Rate of
various items of the tender schedule along with technical details and
commercial conditions, if any, is read during the opening and also recorded in
the register duly signed by the tender opening committee.
4.2.8

Briefing note & Comparative Statement
Briefing Note & Comparative Statement is prepared and processed for finance
vetting. In Briefing Note all the details of the work and details of tenderers
and their conditions is given. In the Comparative Statement rate of various
items of tender schedule as quoted by the tenderer are tabulated. In case of
Tender Committee of JAG level, Briefing note and comparative statements
are processed by AEN/XEN concerned. In case of tender committee of SAG
level & above, Briefing note and comparative statements are processed by
JAG.

4.2.9

Tender Committee Minutes

4.2.9.1

Tender shall be finalized within shortest possible time.

4.2.9.2

Time saved at this stage is time gained for execution of work.

4.2.9.3

Tender committee meeting shall be fixed & communicated in writing so that
responsibility of each member can be fixed.

4.2.9.4

During finalization of the Tender Committee minutes it should be ensured that
average of LARs should be taken instead of single LAR.
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4.2.9.5

Guidelines issued by Vigilance have been circulated vide HQ letter No. 74W/O/Misc.corr/WA/CP dt. 9.02.12. (Annexure-VI)

4.2.9.6

All pages of the Tender Committee minutes shall be numbered.

4.2.9.7

Up to date validity of offer shall be mentioned in the top sheet of the TC
minutes. Validity of the offer shall be got extended timely if any required.

4.2.10

Issue of Acceptance letter.
Recommendation of Tender Committee is put up to the accepting authority
which can be JAG level or above as circulated vide HQ letter No.58-G/WSpl/Genl/PtVI dated 21-10-2015 (Annexure-VII). On acceptance of
recommendation of Tender Committee, letter of acceptance shall invariably
include name of work, competent authority who accepted the offer, cost of the
offer, period of completion, detail of Earnest Money which has been retained
as Security Deposit, amount of performance guarantee along with the period.
Restriction for increase and decrease in quantity or banning of rates shall also
be mentioned in the acceptance letter. Copy of the acceptance letter shall be
given to the finance and director audit also.
With the issue of acceptance letter, Tender is now termed as CONTRACT.

4.2.11

DOs and DON’Ts on Tender Handling

4.2.11.1

Change in scope of work through Corrigendum/Addendum should be done
with adequate notice period to avoid complaints.

4.2.11.2

Tender schedules should be made with great clarity and care, ensuring that

4.2.11.3

Quantity of items to be executed/ supplied or activities/ works for
which payments are required to be made are clearly shown along with units
of measurements.

4.2.11.4

Penalty clause, wherever applicable, should be unambiguous about quantum
of penalty to be levied for non performance.

4.2.11.5

While indicating estimated values for NS items based on rate analysis/ LARs,
the description of NS items should be unambiguous and if the values/
estimated cost arrived at is on the basis of LARs, care may be taken to
ensure that no changes in description have been made that gives undue
advantage to bidders.

4.2.11.6

Technical specifications should have clarity and should not limit competition
while ensuring at the same time that the quality is not compromised with by
relaxing the accepted bench marks/technical approval.

4.2.11.7

All pages of Master Tender Document should be signed by Tender calling
authority and placed on Tender file so that in case of any dispute during
execution, particularly with reference to description of work, special conditions
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of contract, inspection and payment clauses, penalties leviable etc. the same
can be referred to.
4.2.11.8

Introduction of any new parameter for evaluation of offers at tender committee
stage should be scrupulously avoided.

4.2.11.9

An offer beyond validity is not acceptable. Extension of validity should be
taken well before the stage arrived at. In fact finalization of tenders within
validity has been reiterated time and again.

4.2.11.10

Deviation from Tender Conditions should be scrupulously avoided while
considering offers, both in case of technical and financial eligibility criteria.

4.2.11.11

Eligibility of an offer/Tender should be decided based on the Credentials and
Constitution of the firm submitted at the time of tender evaluation and not on
the basis of credentials supplied by the same tenderer afterwards and/or
submitted in some other tender.

4.3

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

4.3.1

Kick off Meeting
Immediately after award of contract, kick off meeting shall be held with the
contractor. Detailed programme shall be charted out in the meeting regarding
deployment of men & machinery for the timely completion of project.

4.3.2

Bar Chart Programme
Bar Chart, QAP & Site Infrastructure including test laboratory and deployment
of site engineer as per tender condition shall be insured. Agency shall be
asked to submit the Method Statement.

4.3.3

Quantity variation

4.3.3.1

Instructions in Acceptance letter shall be closely observed during the
execution of work.

4.3.3.2

Quantity of all the items, to be executed, shall be reassessed and variation in
quantity and requirement of any new NS item, if any shall be processed
immediately so that these may not be the reason of delay in execution of work
as well as payment to the contractor.

4.3.3.3

Detailed check list for finance proposal have been circulated from HQ vide
letter No. 74-W/WA/24/CP/Feedback dt. 23.3.2015 (Annexure-VIII). Proposal
shall be submitted in the HQ in accordance to the checklist issued as above.

4.3.3.4

Standard proforma for submission of proposal for seeking administrative
approval for holding negotiations for quantity enhancement has been issued
from the HQ vide letter No. 74-W/O/WA/Pt.X/CP dt. 15.9.2011 (Annexure-IX)
and vide letter No. 74-W/O/WA/24/CP/feedback dt. 14.02.12 (Annexure-X).
Proposal shall be submitted in the HQ complying with the standard proforma.
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4.3.4.

Introduction of NS item in running contract.

4.3.4.1

NS items, if any required, shall be processed with due care. Care taken while
preparing the NS item helps to clear the proposal from finance quickly.

4.3.4.2

It is observed that observations made during technical check is more or less
are similar. Requirement of NS items, more or less, remains the same in the
similar type of work.

4.3.4.3

While preparing the NS items, already sanctioned NS item of similar nature
shall be kept in mind and processed accordingly.

4.3.4.4

Before operating the NS items, administrative approval of Chief Engineer shall
be taken.

4.3.4.5

Standard proforma for submission of proposal for seeking administrative
approval for sanction of new NS items, holding negotiations for quantity
enhancement has been issued from the HQ vide letter No. 74W/O/WA/Pt.X/CP dt. 15.9.2011 (Annexure-IX). Proposal shall be submitted in
the HQ complying the standard proforma.

4.3.5

Performance Guarantee

4.3.5.1

In case of extension in the date of completion of the work, performance
guarantee as submitted at the time of tender shall also be got extended.

4.3.5.2

In case of variation in cost increases beyond 25% of the contract amount,
additional performance guarantee amounting equal to 5% for excess value of
the original contract shall be deposited by the contractor in term of Clause No.
16(4) d of GCC 2014

4.3.6

Release of Performance Guarantee

4.3.6.1

The performance guarantee shall be released after the physical completion of
the work based on the completion certificate issued by the competent
authority stating that the work has been completed.

4.3.6.2

The competent authority, to release the performance guarantee shall normally
be with the authority who is competent to sign this contract but not more than
JAG officers.

4.3.6.3

The certificate, inter alia, should mention that work has been completed in all
respects and all the contractual obligations have been fulfilled by the
contractor and there is no undue benefit to the contractor Railway.

4.3.7

Final Bill & Security Deposit

4.3.7.1

Final Bill shall be recorded immediately after the completion of work

4.3.7.2

Final Bill shall be passed after sanction of final Addendum/Corrigendum duly
vetted by the finance.
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4.3.7.3

While preparing the PVC bill, care shall be taken to deduct the payment if
indices have been decreased from the base period index.

4.3.7.4

At the time of final bill supplementary agreement shall be got signed and no
claim certificate shall be taken from the contractor.

4.3.7.5

Security deposit shall be released only after the expiry of maintenance period
and after passing of final bill based on the No Claim Certificate.

4.3.7.6

An unconditional and unequivocal no claim certificate shall be obtained from
the contractor before release of security deposit.

4.3.8

DOs and DON’Ts on Contract Management

4.3.8.1

It should be ensured that all documents required to be submitted by the
Contractor, before starting of work as mentioned in the Tender Document,
have been submitted.

4.3.8.2

Copy of Contract Agreement should be available with the site-incharge/supervisor of the work so as to ensure that work is executed as per
the specification of the contract.

4.3.8.3

Initial ground levels should be measured jointly with the contractor before
commencing of earth work and recorded in the machine numbered level
books. Dates of recording initial and final ground level should be clearly
mentioned in the level book.

4.3.8.4

Approval of Competent authority should be taken for variation beyond quantity
mentioned in agreement before processing Bill for the same.

4.3.8.5

Final Bill should be prepared on actual measurement of work done at site and
not on lump-sum basis.

4.3.8.6

Measurement Book should be properly maintained. It should clearly mention
the location of site and items executed.

4.3.8.7

Item/location of test check and date of test check should be clearly mentioned
in the Measurement Book. Instructions issued vide R.B. letter No. 97/CEI/CT/42 dated 4.7.1997 should be followed.

4.3.8.8

Tender clause regarding availability of ‘Completion Certificate’ and ‘No claim
Certificate’ should be verified before payment of Final Bill.

4.3.8.9

The ‘exceptional and unavoidable’ circumstances leading to variation of
quantity in excess to the Agreemental quantity should be brought on record
before processing the contract for variation.

4.3.8.10

Final Bill should not be passed without the sanctioned corrigendum/
Addendum.

4.3.8.11

Timelines for finalisation of Tenders issued vide letter placed as Annexure-XI.
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CHAPTER- 5
FORMATION AND BLANKETING DESIGN
5.1

DESIGN OF FORMATION

5.1.1

Formation collectively refers to layers comprising of blanket, subgrade/top
layer of formation and embankment fill. It is the platform over which track
foundation comprising of ballast/sub ballast and track structure is laid.
Since thickness of ballast cushion and track structure is fixed, performance of
track is predominantly dependent on laying of track to correct geometric
design and constructing formation that is structurally sound so as not to fail
under its own load and live loads and settlement due to consolidation of
subgrade is within permissible limits.
Aim of formation design is to construct formation that gives trouble free
service under the most adverse conditions of loading, maintenance and
weather.

5.1.2

Design of formation is governed by two broad factors. One is related to
geometric design involving design of horizontal and vertical curves, L section,
formation width track centre etc. Other is regarding design of soil and blanket
layer, design of slopes, drainage arrangements. Various design criteria/aspect
considered in design of formation are as under:
Geometric design

5.2

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT – CURVE DESIGN

5.2.1

Speed potential in sections gets restricted if curves are not properly designed.
Maximum speed, which can be permitted, on a curve takes into account
radius of curve, actual cant, cant deficiency and length of transition curve.

5.2.2

Maximum permissible speed on transitioned curve is
V = 0.27 √R (Ca + Cd)
Where R = Radius of curve
Ca = Actual cant in mm. (165mm max. However for locating permanent
structures on new line/doubling to be assumed as 185mm and transition are
also to be designed for 185mm.)
Cd = Cant deficiency in mm (100mm for speed in excess of 100Kmph for
nominated rolling stock and routes with CE approval. Otherwise 75mm.

5.2.3

Speed worked out as above is required to be restricted if transition length of
adequate length is not provided. In such cases, safe speed is worked out on
the basis of actual cant/cant deficiency, which can be provided taking into
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consideration the limiting value of cant/cant deficiency gradient and rate of
change of cant/cant deficiency.
5.2.4

Desirable length of transition shall be maximum of following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

L = 0.008 Ca x Vm
L = 0.008 Cd x Vm
L = 0.72 Ca.

(a) & (b) is based on Rate of change of cant/ cant deficiency – Desirable rate
of change of cant/cant deficiency is 35mm/sec. In exceptional cases rate of
change of cant may be reduced to 2/3rd of desirable i.e. 55mm/sec.
(c) is based on Cant/ cant deficiency gradient – amount by which cant/cant
deficiency is increased in given length of transition. 1 in 720 means that 1mm
cant is provided in 720mm length of transition. Desirable cant gradient is 1 in
720 (1.4mm per m) and limiting value is 1 in 360 (2.8mm per m).
5.2.5

At locations where desirable length of transition is restricted and therefore,
may be inadequate to permit same maximum speed as calculated for circular
curve, it will be necessary to lower the cant/ cant deficiency which will reduce
speed on circular curve but increase speed on transition curve. Cant in such
cases is to be selected to permit highest speed on curve as a whole.

5.2.6

In view of above, para 407 (2) of IRPWM provides that for the purpose of
designing future high speed (160Kmph for Group A routes and 130Kmph for
Group B routes) may be taken into account for calculating transitions.

5.2.7

Laying transition and Shift
Offset in cm from straight to any point on transition is calculated as:
Y in cm = 16.7 X3/ LR
Where X = distance from commencement of transition in meter. L & R are
length of transition and radius of curve in meter.
Shift is inward shift of circular curve to accommodate cubic parabola
transition curve. It is calculated as
S in cm = 4.2 L2 /R

5.2.8

Length of transition in case of compound curve is calculated on the basis of
difference in cant of both curves. L = 0.008 ( Ca1-Ca2)xVm.
In case of reverse curves, length of transition connecting two curves in
different direction is worked out considering sum of cant/cant deficiency of
both curves. L = 0.008 ( Ca1+Ca2)xVm.

5.2.9

For high speed in group A & B routes, a straight of minimum 50m should be
provided between transition of reverse curves. In case, it is not possible to
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provide 50m straight than straight may be eliminated by extending transition.
Rate of change of cant and versine to be kept same in the extended
transition.
5.2.10

Turnouts on curves
In case of similar flexure, maximum cant that can be provided on main line will
be total of equilibrium cant on turnout and maximum cant excess. ( Max cant
excess is 75mm).
In case of contrary flexure, maximum cant on main line (negative cant on
turnout) will be difference between maximum permissible cant deficiency and
cant determined for turnout.

5.2.11

There should not be any change of super elevation over turnouts for 20m from
toe of switch and upto 20m beyond ANC. Normally turnouts not to be taken
from transition. If reqd. in exceptional cases, approval of CE is required.

5.2.12

Cross over with curves – Speed and cant on both roads is governed by inner
road to which cross over is having contrary flexure. Outer road shall be raised
so that both roads lie in same plane.

5.3

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT –L SECTION AND VERTICAL CURVES

5.3.1

Obligatory points – L section for doubling projects is finalized considering
various obligatory points such as yards, level crossings and bridges. In
doubling works, cross overs connecting existing line and doubling line are to
be kept at same level and same plane.

5.3.2

Level of track at level crossing for new as well as existing line to be kept
same. Variation, if any, shall not be excessive.

5.3.3

As per para 4.9 of substructure code, free board from HFL/FSL to formation
level to be 1m or atleast as available in existing/adjoining bridge.

5.3.4

Gradient in yards to be kept 1 in 1200 or flatter as per SOD provision. In case,
steeper gradient is required to be provided, approval for providing gradient
between 1in 1200 to 1 in 400 to be taken from Railway level(GM). Provision of
gradient steeper than 1 in 400 and flatter than 1 in 260 can be made in
exceptional circumstances with condonation of CCRS and approval of
Railway Board.

5.3.5

Keeping these obligatory points, eliminate sags & humps while keeping flatter
possible gradient.

5.3.6

Vertical curves – Whenever algebraic difference in grades at the junction of
grades is more than 0.4%, vertical curve shall be provided. Minimum
prescribed radius of vertical curve is 4000m for Group A routes, 3000m for
group B routes and 2500m for others.
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5.3.7

Compensation for curvature should be given in all cases where existing
gradient when added to curve compensation exceeds ruling gradient.
Compensation to be allowed is 70/R percent ( 0.04 percent per degree of
curve).

5.4.

FORMATION WIDTH

5.4.1

Para 263 of IRPWM provides sketches for single/double line B.G. track. As
per provisions, 6.85m formation width is specified for single line B.G. track.

5.4.2

RDSO guidelines for earthwork in railway projects GE:G1 of July 2003
contains RDSO drg No. GT/SK/GL/0128 as per which 6.85m formation width
is prescribed for 300mm cushion with 1:1 ballast slope and 900mm cess
width.

5.4.3

Ballast cushion for new lines/doubling is specified as 350mm. With increase in
cushion, on formation width of 6.85m, 900mm cess width is not available as
1:1 ballast slope is not practicable in field and ballast is retained at its angle of
repose which is much flatter.

5.4.4

RDSO guidelines GE:14 ( Design for heavier axle load) in fig 10 provides for
8.5m formation width with 350mm ballast cushion and 1200mm cess width.

5.4.5

Recently, instructions for increase in formation width to7.85 m have been
issued. This will facilitate 900mm cess width with 350mm cushion and 1:1.5
ballast slope. Formation width for 50m length approach on major/important
bridge shall be kept as 10m. On high banks also, formation width is to be
increased.

5.5

TRACK CENTRE FOR DOUBLING WORKS

5.5.1

5.30m is the minimum track centre as per SOD but in electrified territory
6.10m track centre facilitates provision of OHE mast between tracks. This
effectively results in saving in width of land, which can be utilized for any
future expansion.

5.5.2

Survey of all minor/ major bridges should be done before deciding track
centre. Constructability of bridges at 5.3m track centre, height of bank,
requirement of reverse curve for construction of bridge are also to be
considered and track centre may be kept more if change in track centre
facilitates for elimination of reverse curves. Drainage arrangements between
tracks to be kept in mind while planning track centre more than 6.10m.

5.5.3

While planning doubling works, no new reverse curves to be provided. If
increase in track centre for construction of bridge becomes inescapable than
reverse curve may be avoided by adjusting apex/tangent length of curves on
either side thereby providing required track centre between two curves on
either end of bridge.
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5.6

DESIGN OF FORMATION AND BLANKETING LAYER

5.6.1

RDSO Guidelines for earthwork in railway formation GE-1 and Guidelines for
design of formation for Heavier Axle Load (GE-14) provides basic requirement
for formation design. Underlying principle/requirement for design of formation
are as under:
1.

With increased axle load, induced stresses now extends considerably
below ballast layer.

2.

Rehabilitation of formation during service has serious safety and cost
implications.

3.

Formation design primarily depends on type of soil being used which
makes exploration important.

4.

Formation to be safe against shear failure and plastic deformation.

5.

Deficit bearing capacity result in cess and crib heaving, mud pumping,
slope failure etc. Large deformation is due to poor compaction,
shrinkage/ swelling.

6.

Max. pressure on formation not to exceed 0.1 Mpa and on bottom of
ballast to be within 0.4 Mpa.

7.

In new construction, bank minimum 1m to have effective drainage.

5.6.2

For achieving these objectives, lot of stress is given on proper and sufficient
soil investigation. So much so that as per RDSO guidelines of 19.10.2015,
results of investigation shall be basis for further design. It is to be approved
by CAO/C.

5.6.3

Quantities of earthwork in cutting and embankment are determined from the
“L” section. Since major cost component of earthwork is transportation lead,
soil should preferably be procured from nearby sources within 5-10 km.
Compaction efforts are to be accordingly designed/modified as per
requirement of soil type encountered along the alignment. In order to arrive at
optimum compaction arrangement for various types of soil, understanding of
various types of soil and their behavior is required.

5.7

SOIL EXPLORATION

5.7.1

Soil exploration is covered in para 3 of GE 1 of 2003. Objectives of soil
exploration are :
1.

To determine soil type and its suitability for formation work and
foundation of structures.

2.

To avoid known troublesome spots, unstable hillside, marshy area etc.
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3.

To identify suitable borrow area, compaction method, blanket material,
etc.

4.

To identify suitable alignment from stability, safety and economy in
construction.

5.7.2

Exploratory bore holes are undertaken at 200/300m interval along the
alignment. Bore holes are drilled upto 1.5/2m below existing ground level or
twice the height of bank height (whichever is more). Bore logs are prepared
from undisturbed samples and particle size distribution; soil classification and
index properties of soil are determined.

5.7.3

Soil is classified as per IS:1498-1970 as per which soils are classified
primarily on the basis of dominant particle size and its plasticity
characteristics. Soil particles consist of mainly following four size fractions:
Gravel

:

80 - 4.75mm

Sand

:

4.75mm – 0.075mm

Silt

:

75 – 2 micron

Clay

:

less than 2 micron

Particle size distribution is determined by a combination of sieving and
sedimentation analysis and its plasticity characteristics as per Liquid Limit and
plasticity limit.
5.7.4

As per IS 1498, symbols assigned to various soil consist of two letter. First
letter signifies dominant particle and second letter signifies grading/plasticity
as per following:
Primary letter
G: Gravel
S: Sand
M: Silt
C: Clay
O: Organic soil
P: Peat

Secondary letter
W: Well graded
P: Poorly graded
M: With non-plastic fines
C: with plastic fines
L: of low plasticity
I: of medium plasticity
H: of high plasticity

In case of sand and clay, dual symbols are used if fines are 5-12% or
plasticity index is 4<PI<7. Brief details of soil classification are available at
annex-I of GE-1/2003.
5.7.5

In case of soft clay and sensitive clays, in-situ vane shear tests should be
conducted to determine its strength and depth of underlying compressible clay
layer. Free soil index should also be carried out for expansive soil and for
organic soils, organic content is also to be determined.
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5.8

DESIGN OF CUTTINGS

5.8.1

Cutting natural ground for formation is required due to fact that railway
formations maintain much easier gradient than prevailing slopes. Railway
cutting is normally 6.25m wide with side drains on both sides and a suitable
slope. Cut profile may pass through soil or rock or combination of both and
nature of soil through which it is made governs parameters of design such as
slopes of sides, drainage, need for breast wall, pitching, retaining wall etc.

5.8.2

Construction of cuttings is done from top to bottom but design is done from
bottom to top. Cut section has three components: Bottom width, side slopes
and top which incorporate catch water drains, spoil bank and slope
stabilization for terrain.
Bottom width: Includes formation, side drains, retaining wall etc. For single
line width is taken as 6.25m and for double line as 11.55m. Side drains are
minimum 0.3m deep and are normally kept 1.2m wide at the top. In deep and
long cuttings, formation width is increased by 4m (2m on either side) for safer
operation and proper maintenance plus berms need to be provided.

5.8.3

Slope in cuttings is generally kept as 1:1 as against 2:1 in normal
embankment as a result slope stability is very critical for cutting sections.
Failure in soil slopes is circular in homogenous material and planer or noncircular in non-homogenous soils or if there are discontinuities in the slope.
Stability of any slope is governed by number of factors such as nature of
material comprising formation, movement of water and steepness of slope.
Tendency of instability occurs when stress due to self weight of soil forming
slope and external loads such as structure on crest of slope, water pressure,
earthquake etc is more than the shear strength of soil or layer comprising
slope. In stable slope, there is no continuous surface along which average
shear strength is less than shear stress. Shear strength can be mobilized by
permeability characteristics and extant of drainage changes that can take
place. Infiltration of water due to rainfall, external changes near slope such as
deforestation, construction of reservoir raises pore pressure and reduces
shear strength. Detailed procedure of slope stability analysis along with
solved example is given as annex-III of RDSO-GE-I/2003.

5.8.4

Drainage:
Ingress of moisture is the principle triggering factor for slope instability and
landslides. It is the water pressure and not the quantity of water, which matter
in stability. For effective control of slides, water presence and its flow needs to
be taken care of. Improvement in drainage surface/subsurface increases
strength and stability and at much lesser cost. Often large failure cannot be
controlled without some form of drainage.
Side drains: Inadequate drainage causes softening of subgrade and renders
it to weak to take load of moving trains. Side drains are provided along hill
side for taking surface runoff to nearest cross drain. Drains should be lined if
water flow is likely to erode bed/sides of drain. For side drains, parabolic
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section is hydraulically best and most erosion resistant but for ease of
construction normally trapezoidal section is followed. A typical side drain is
minimum 300mm deep with 1200mm width at top and 600mm at the bottom.
Top of the drain is kept at or higher than bottom of blanketing layer.
Catch water drain: When natural topography is having one side slope and
surface runoff has a tendency to flow into the cutting, network of drain on top
of cutting is provided to intercept water heading towards cutting and dispose
off at proper discharge locations. Catch water drain should be made pucca
with joints sealed with bituminous compound. These drains should have
section enough to carry 50% more discharge than required to account for any
blockage. These drains should have enough slope to develop self cleansing
velocity and shall have well designed discharge points.
5.8.5

Erosion control
Slopes in soft rock or soil are prone to serious erosion during heavy rain.
Vegetation cover is certainly the best form of protection of particularly soil
slopes. A grass mat covering slope not only binds the surface material
together but also tend to inhibit entry of moisture into slope. Erosion control
measures adopted are classified in following categories:
a)

Conventional non-agronomical system – Adopted for banks
subjected to wave action and includes pitching, asphalt, cement
stabilization etc.

b)

Bio technical solutions – Vegetation is provided on slope surface and
is effectively used in soils with some clay. Method consist of preparing
slopes area by grading it for sowing seeds or plant strips of locally
available creeping plants. Its roots goes 50-75mm in slope and anchors
it. This include, doob, vetiver, bacharum, sarkanda etc.

c)

Engineering system – This system has three methods. Geo-jute is
suitable for high erosion areas. Geojute is eco friendly material made of
jute yard and is biologically degradable. In this top 50-75mm soil is
made free from clods and surface is evenly dressed. Seeding is done
by distributing uniformly over the slope. Folded geo-jute is buried at
critical slippage of top layer and then unfolded loosely. Watering facility
is required during initial period alongwith protection from cattle grazing.
Once established, no maintenance is required.

d)

Hydro-seeding: This is non conventional and innovative system of
vegetation development. Verydol Mulch solution @ 100-150gm/sqm is
sprinkled on surface for germination of vegetation depending of local
soil and climate conditions.

5.9

EMBANKMENT DESIGN

5.9.1

In order to construct formation that gives trouble free service under most
adverse conditions of loading, maintenance and weather, it is necessary that:
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5.9.2

a)

Subgrade in bank is structurally sound so as not to fail in shear
strength under its own load and live load. Deficient shear strength will
lead to ballast heaving in cess and crib, mud pumping and slope
failure.

b)

Secondly, any settlement due to the compaction and consolidation in
subgrade/subsoil is within permissible limits. This happens due to poor
compaction during construction and consolidation (primary and
secondary) of subgrade and sub soil.

Construction of embankment is to be carried out normally with soil available in
nearby area but unsuitable soil such as organic clay organic silt, peat, chalks,
dispersive soils, poorly graded gravel and sand having Cu<2 are normally
avoided. Clay and silt of high plasticity (CH & MH) should not be used in top
3m of embankment.
Different type of fill materials, if used should be deposited in such a way that
all parts of site receive roughly equal amount of given material in roughly
same sequence to get approximately homogenous character of sub grade. Fly
ash generated by power plants, residue of brick kilns can be effectively used
as intermediate layers in case of major fill.
In situations where soil for construction consists of cobbles, boulders, rocks
fragments, largest size of material should not be more than 2/3rd of loose layer
thickness. It should also be ensured that after upto 3m of such construction, a
30cm layer of properly compacted soil is provided. In case cobbles, boulders
are of size bigger than 2/3rd of layer, these may be placed on toe of
embankment instead of using as subgrade material.

5.10

COMPACTION

5.10.1

Definition-Compaction is the process of increasing the density of soil by
mechanical means by packing the soil particle closer together with reduction
in air voids. Compaction helps soil to acquire increase in shear and bearing
strength. Compaction

5.10.2

a)

Reduces compressibility, thus minimizing uneven settlement.

b)

Increase density and reduces permeability and susceptibility to change
in moisture content.

c)

Reduces erodability and provision of homogenous mass.

Factors affecting compaction
Compaction is affected by a) moisture content b) compacting effort and c)
type of roller
Methods of compaction are of four types kneading compaction, static
compaction, dynamic compaction and vibratory compaction. Different types of
action are effective for different type of soil such as for cohesive soils sheep
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foot rollers are effective and for compacting sandy and gravely soil, vibratory
rollers are most effective. Vibratory rollers are deployed to provide compacting
energy in most of the cases.
Sandy and gravely soils are compacted using vibratory rollers and if fines are
less these can be compacted with minimum passes. With higher percentage
of fines such soils are to be brought to OMC before compaction. Since top
layer of sandy layer remains loose, in final passes roller should move
smoothly without vibration.
Silty soils are fine grained and can be plastic or non plastic depending on clay
content. These can be compacted near OMC with smooth or vibratory rollers.
Vibratory rollers will impart higher energy and higher degree of compaction.
Water content plays very important role in clay. Main objective is to achieve
uniform mass with no voids. If moisture content is too high, roller tends to sink
in layer but if it is too low then chunks will not yield to rolling. Appropriate
water content is plastic limit + 2%. Such soils can be best compacted with
sheep foot rollers. Pad foot vibratory roller is also very effective and for better
results after initial rolling with pad foot vibratory roller, rolling with 15T
vibratory rollers is used.
Suitable thickness of layer is necessary for uniform compaction. It depends on
type of soil and type of rollers. Normally 200-300mm thickness of loose soil is
used. Density also depends on number of passes but after optimum passes,
increase in density is insignificant. It is better to prepare test bed of varying
thickness, moisture and compacting effort to arrive at most optimum thickness
and number of passes of given soil and roller used.
5.10.3

Compaction control
Density checks are done for every layer of compacted fill/blanket as per
following frequency:
a)

Atleast one density check for every 200sqm for blanket layer or top 1m
of subgrade.

b)

Atleast one density check for every 500 sqm for other soil layers.

c)

Test locations are to be staggered in subsequent layers.

d)

Type of soil is checked for every 5000cum in case of embankment fill,
for every 2000 cum in case of subgrade and for every 500 cum in case
of blanket material.

Core cutter method is most commonly used test due to faster results with
minimum apparatus. But these are not effective where soil contains pebbles,
stones etc and in such cases sand replacement test is generally used.
Nuclear density gauge is very handy and is very suitable for large number of
tests required for railway embankment. Besides, bulk density it provides
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moisture content and degree of compaction. Despite being very fast and
effective, its use is not widely accepted in railway because compaction record
to be maintained by field unit is as per conventional tests and any subsequent
checking is also carried by conventional tests. It is high time that this may be
accepted and standardized as standard test procedure for testing, as with
available staff strength and frequency of prescribed testing, density checking
by nuclear gauge is only viable option.
5.10.4

Density check of compacted layer is indirect method of checking strength of
soil. It is always desirable to have direct test providing strength parameters
required for designed loads. When bearing capacity is insufficient, application
of repeated axle loads shall result in plastic settlement of embankment
resulting in track settlement and degradation.
Conventional CBR method is laboratory test and cannot be conducted
everyday in field. Subgrade modulus, which is stiffness of bedding layer, is
linked with bearing capacity. Second step plate load test is being used in
German Railway and recommended by UIC to measure quality of earthwork
and blanket after compaction. Although this test is being used in formation of
NHAI, RDSO specification (GE14) has included it as future development for
quality assurance and has prescribed one test for every one km. Since
second plate test, which can be conducted in 2-3 minutes and can be
effectively used for quality of embankment strength, should be used
extensively for checking quality of formation with minimal staff strength.

5.11

BLANKETING –DESIGN AND PROVISION

5.11.1

To avoid failure of track formation due to inadequate bearing strength and to
safeguard against swelling and shrinkage, adequate blanket thickness must
be provided in all cases at the time of construction of new line/doubling.
Improvement in formation subsequent to opening of section is very costly and
have serious safety implications and therefore required provision should be
kept while constructing formation.
RDSO specifications GE-14 provided for blanket thickness of 600mm to
1000mm depending on soil used for earth fill and subgrade. Recent RDSO
guidelines of Oct-2015 have reduced thickness to 150/250 mm depending on
type of soil.
Blanketing layer is not required for rocky beds except susceptible to
weathering, well graded gravel (GW, SW, GW-GM, SW-SM) and sand and
soils conforming to specifications of blanketing material.

5.11.2

Blanketing material specification provides for Cu>7, Cc between 1 & 3, fines
upto 10% and minimum CBR as 25. Blanketing material curve is basically a
compound curve with Cc reflects the interface of two curves. Material that
meets requirement of blanketing specifications is rarely available in field and
has to be specially manufactured or mechanically blended. Since such
material is not locally available in most places and has to be transported over
longer leads and requires arrangements for blending, its cost is around 6 to 8
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times the cost of earthwork. Selection of blanketing material therefore
becomes very significant decision.
5.11.3

Before resorting to mechanical production of blanket material either by
crushing or by blending, detailed survey of naturally available riverbed
material in vicinity and adjoining areas should be carried out. Samples
collected should be sieved through 40mm sieve and sieved material should
be analyzed. Normally Cu requirement (>7) and CBR value is found in
riverbed samples but Cc is not found in required range and %age of fines is
also not uniform. It is still possible to get naturally available material with Cc
ranging from 0.5 to 5 and 5% fines upto 20% and meeting all other criterias.
Cost benefit analysis of naturally available material and manufactured
material should be carried out and if there is substantial saving in cost by
relaxing acceptance criteria to suit naturally available material, CAO/C can
permit such relaxation duly recording reason prior to calling of tenders as per
Railway Bd instructions in this regard.

5.11.4

As per RDSO guidelines for design and construction of formation on Indian
Railway, to formulate thickness of blanket layer, various soil groups have
been classified in three groups on the basis of percentage fines as per
following:
Soil Group

Soil sub
group

A
B

C

5.11.5

Description w.r.t.
%age fines <75
microns

Equivalent soil group
as per IS classification

Soil containing fines GW, SW, GW-GM, SW<12%
SM
B1

Soil containing fines GP, SP, GW-GC, GP<12%
GM, GP-GC, SP-SM, SpSC, SW-SC

B2

Soil containing fines GM, GC, SM, SC, GMfrom 12% to 50%
GC, SM-SC
Soil containing fines CL, ML, CL-ML, CI, MI
> 50%

Requirement of blanketing layer shall be as per following:
1.

“A” group (GW, SW, GW-GM, SW-SM) having fines < 12% - No
blanketing reqd. Blanketing not reqd for other type of soil also if top
0.5m is of “A” group.

2.

If top layer is of “B1” type ( fines<12%) for 350 in B2 soil/500mm,in C
soil, 150mm thick blanketing reqd.

3.

If top layer is of “B2” type ( fines>12% &<50%) for 0.5m, 250mm thick
blanketing required.
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4.

Thickness can be reduced to 150mm with geotextiles.

5.

Selection of top layer for formation design and blanketing thickness
requires approval of CAO/c.

5.12

GENERAL GUIDELINES

5.12.1

Following criterias shall also be applicable in design of formation:

5.12.2

1.

Poorly graded gravel and sand(GP, SP) i.e. Soil prone to liquification
(Cu<2) not to be used normally.

2.

Plastic Clay (CH & MH) not to be used in top 3m and organic soil in top
2m of embankment.

3.

Ground/sub soil having Minimum Ev2 less than 20 MPa or Cu<25 KPa,
N< 5, require ground improvement.

4.

Top layer of soil to have CBR>=6.

5.

Tender conditions to be formulated for ensuring that top layer of
formation for 500mm thickness is atleast B2 type ( with fines limited to
50%).

Following tolerance/acceptance criteria shall be applicable for execution of
earthwork in formation blanketing:
Cross slope shall be 1: 30 or 3%. No flatter slope is permitted. However slope
can be steeper upto 0.5% or 1 in 28.
Finished top level of formation shall have tolerance of +/- 3cm. No negative
tolerance is permitted in blanketing. Blanketing top shall be 0/+25mm w.r.t.
design levels.
Permitted variation in long level shall be limited to <= 2cm on a base of 4m.
Side slope shall extend 10cm beyond theoretical finished line.
Drain in cutting to be of 600mm bottom width & 1200mm top width and min
300mm depth.
Top of drain to be above or level with bottom of blanketing material.
Slope stability for banks more than 4.5m and cutting more than 4m to be
analysed.
Adequate erosion control measure on slopes by vetiver grass or geotextile
jute etc.to be provided.
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CHAPTER - 6
EARTHWORK

CHAPTER-6
EARTHWORK
6.1

EXECUTION OF FORMATION EARTHWORK

6.1.1

Preliminary works
Full formation width at ground level plus additional extra width of 1 m on both
sides should be cleared of all obstructions viz. vegetation, trees, bushes,
building, fences, abandoned structures etc. and thereafter it should be
dressed and levelled. Depressions if any, should be filled with suitable soil
duly compacted. Finally, leveled surface should be properly compacted by
mechanical means to get leveled and uniform ground surface.

6.1.2

General aspects
A field trial for compaction on a test section shall be conducted on fill material
to assess the optimum thickness of layer and optimum number of passes for
the type of roller planned to be used to arrive at desired density.

6.1.3

Compaction of Earth Work
Compaction is the process of increasing the density of soil by mechanical
means by packing the soil particles closer together with reduction of air voids
and to obtain a homogeneous soil mass having improved soil properties

6.1.4

Placement of Back-Fills on Bridge Approaches and Similar Locations
The back fills resting on natural ground may settle in spite of heavy
compaction and may cause differential settlements, vis-a-vis, abutments,
which rest on comparatively much stiffer base.

6.1.5

Drainage Arrangement in Bank/Cutting
Drainage is the most important factor in the stability of bank/cutting in railway
construction. Effective drainage of the rainwater in the monsoon season is
very important to safe guard bank/cutting from failure. Railway formation is
designed for fully saturated condition of soil. However, flow of water should
not be allowed along the track as it not only contaminates ballast but also
erodes formation. Stagnation of water for long time on formation is not
desirable. Therefore, drainage system should be efficient enough to prevent
stagnation and allow quick flow of water.

6.1.6

Erosion control of slopes on banks & cuttings
Exposed sloping surface of bank/cutting experiences surfacial erosion caused
due to the action of exogenous wind and water resulting into loss of soil,
leading to development of cuts, rills/gullies adversely affecting the cess width,
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soil matrix, steepening of slopes etc which depends on type of soil, climatic
conditions, topography of area, length of slope etc.
6.1.7

Other Aspects
a)

The spreading of material in layers of desired thickness over the entire
width of embankment should be done by mechanical means and
finished by a motor grader. The motor grader blade shall have
hydraulic control suitable for initial adjustment and maintain the same
so as to achieve the slope and grade.

b)

Thickness of layer is decided based on field compaction trials as per
annexure no. IV. However, as a good practice thickness of layer should
be generally kept as 300 mm for fill material and 250 mm for blanket
material in loose state before compaction.

c)

If natural moisture content (NMC) of the soil is less than the OMC,
calculated amount of water based on the difference between OMC &
NMC and quantity of earthwork being done at a time, should be added
with sprinkler attached to water tanker and mixed with soil by motor
grader or by other means for obtaining uniform moisture content. When
soil is too wet, it is required to be dried by aeration to reduce moisture
content near to OMC. Efforts should be made to keepmoisture content
level of the soil in the range of OMC ± 2% at the time of compaction.

6.2

QUALITY ASSURANCE OF EARTHWORK

6.2.1

Setting up of GE Lab at Construction/Rehabilitation Site
A well-equipped GE Field Laboratory shall be set up at all construction
projects connected with new lines, doubling and gauge conversion works as
well as, where rehabilitation of failing formation is being undertaken. Number
of such GE labs to be established on a particular project/work site would
depend on the pace and length of work being executed at a particular site and
the output of the lab so that all quality control checks can be performed
effectively

6.2.2

Quality Check of Earthwork
Quality of execution of formation earthwork shall be controlled through
exercise of checks on the borrow material, blanket material, compaction
process, drainage system and longitudinal & cross sectional profiles of the
embankment.

6.2.3

Quality Control Checks on Finished Earthwork
Degree of compaction of each layer of compacted soil should be ascertained
by measurement of dry density/Relative Density of soil at locations selected in
specified pattern.
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6.2.4

Frequency of Tests
Density check would be done for every layer of compacted fill/blanket material
as per following minimum frequency :

6.2.5

i)

At least one density check for every 200 sq.m for blanket layers and
top one metre of sub-grade.

ii)

At least one density check for every 500 sq.m.for other than blanket
and one metre of sub-grade.

iii)

In case of bridge approaches or special locations closer frequency may
be adopted.

Measurement of In-Situ density by sand replacement and core cutter
method
Sand Replacement Method along with the Core Cutter is one of the older,
more labour intensive methods of determining compaction. This method,
often called the sand-cone method, may be used for both fine-grained and
coarse-grained materials. In general, the test consists of digging out a
sample of the material to be tested using sample of the material to be tested,
using calibrated sand to determine the volume of the hole from which the
sample was removed and to determine the dry unit weight of the sample
Sand Replacement Method
A cylindrical hole is dug out from the surface by a technician, using a chisel,
lump hammer and small scoop. This is not a sophisticated test, but accurate
all the same if performed with care same, if performed with care. All material
excavated is very carefully saved in a moisture retaining container, and
weighed in the laboratory. Sand of a known density is poured into the hole,
from the weight of the sand taken to fill the hole its volume the weight of the
sand taken to fill the hole its volume can be determined. Bulk density of the
layer tested can be quickly calculated, and after determining the moisture
content, the dry density and air voids
Core Cutter Method
Core cutters are used for testing the compaction of cohesive/clay soils placed
as fill. The cylindrical cores of standard volume, 13cms long and 10cms
diameter have a sharpened edge at one end to improve penetration of the
soil surface. These cores are driven fully into the surface to be tested; they
are removed from the ground without disturbing the core contents. In the
laboratory they are cut flush top and bottom and weighed. Bulk density can be
quickly calculated, and by determining the moisture content of the soil the dry
density of the fill can be calculated and hence the voids percentage. A high
percentage of voids indicates poor compaction.
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6.2.6

Finished Tolerances:
Formation Level
Finished top of sub-grade level may have variation from design level by ±25
mm and finished top of blanket layer may also be permitted to have variation
from design level by plus 25 mm. The ballast should be placed only on level
formation without ruts or low pockets.
Cross Slope
Cross slope should be within 1 in 28 to 1 in 30.
Side Slopes
Side slope should in no case be steeper than designed side slope. Provision
of berm width should not be less than the designed width.
Formation Width
Formation width should not be less than the specified width.
Speed Of Section During Opening
Design and quality of construction should be such, so as to ensure opening of
new lines, gauge conversions and doublings at full sectional speed and the
same can be maintained throughout the service life from geo-technical
considerations.

6.3

MAINTENANCE OF RECORDS
At work site, details of works along with materials being used are to be
properly recorded so that work of satisfactory quality can be achieved which
can also be verified at later stage. Records are also required to be maintained
to develop completion drawings and other details, which would become
permanent records of the section and could be helpful in future to plan
developmental activities and remedial measures if need be. Some of
important records to be maintained are as follows:

6.3.1

Quality Control Records:
At least, following records of quality control as per proformas given in
Annexure – VI , needs to be maintained.
i)

Characteristics of borrow materials as per proforma No. 1 of
Annexure – VI

ii)

Field compaction trial details as per Annexure – IV

iii)

Quality of compaction of earthwork as per proforma No. 3 for core
cutter method & 4 of Annexure – VI for sand replacement method.
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iv)
6.3.2

List of equipments for field lab as per performa no. X

Permanent Records
It would be desirable to prepare completion drawing of embankments and
cuttings indicating details of special construction features like toe-walls, breast
wall, catch and side drains, cross section of embankment/ cutting, type of soil
in subgrade and depth of blanketing material, geological features etc. These
permanent records need to be handed over to open line at the time of handing
over section of the section for maintenance.

6.4

MEASUREMENT BY NUCLEAR GAUGE
Nuclear Moisture Density Gauge is a non-destructive testing equipment
which enables very quick measurement of Density and Moisture Content of
the earthwork in field, as compared to other conventional methods hitherto
being used. This equipment has facility for calculation of all relevant derived
parameters and storage of test data. Thus, more number of tests can be
conducted and data can be stored with same power. However, the aspects of
deployment of trained/suitable operator, calibration of gauge, standardization
of gauge, daily verification of gauge results and proper safety precautions
should be taken care at the site. These gauges are being world over, for
more than 20 - 30 years and in India also they are in use in projects of
National Highway and Airports etc. Thus, it is expected that use of Nuclear
Moisture Gauges for Field Dry Density Checks of "earthwork will contribute in
accelerating the Railway projects of New lines/Doubling/Gauge conversion;

6.4.1

Procedure for measurement

6.4.1.1

Selection of Location for Test
When possible, select a test location where the gauge will be placed at least
600 mm away from any object sitting on or projecting above the surface of the
test location, when the presence of this object has the potential to modify
gauge response. If measurement is to be made at a specific location and the
aforementioned clearance cannot be achieved, such as in a trench, follow the
gauge manufacturer's correction procedure(s). Keep all other radioactive
sources at least 9m away from the gauge to avoid any effect on the
measurement.

6.4.1.2

Preparation of the Test Site
(i)

Remove all loose and disturbed material and additional material as
necessary to expose the true surface of the material to be tested.

(ii)

Prepare an area sufficient in size to accommodate the gauge by
grading or scraping the area to a smooth condition so as to obtain
maximum contact between the gauge and material being tested.
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(iii)

The depth of the maximum void beneath the gauge shall not exceed 3
mm. Use native fines or fine sand to fill the voids and smoothen the
surface with a rigid straight edge or other suitable tool. The depth of
the filler should not exceed approximately 3 mm.

(iv)

The placement of the gauge on the surface of the material to be tested
is critical to accurate density measurements. The optimum condition is
total contact between the bottom surface of the gauge and the surface
of the material being tested. The total area filled should not exceed
approximately 10 of the bottom area of the gauge.

6.4.1.3

Turn on and allow the gauge to stabilize (warm up) according to the
manufacturer's recommendations.

6.4.1.4

Direct Transmission Mode

6.4.1.5

(i)

Make a hole perpendicular to the prepared surface using the rod guide
and drive pin. The hole should be a minimum of 50 mm deeper than
the desired measurement depth and of an alignment that insertion of
the probe will not cause the gauge to tilt from the plane of the prepared
area. Care must be taken in the preparation of the access hole in
uniform cohesion less granular soils. Measurements can be affected by
damage to the density of surrounding materials when forming the hole.

(ii)

Remove the hole-forming device carefully to prevent the distortion of
the hole, damage to the surface or loose material to fall into the hole.

(iii)

Place the gauge on the material to be tested. Lower the probe into the
hole to the desired test depth. As a safety measure, it is recommended
that the probe not be position prior to placing it into the test site. When
possible, align the gauge so as to allow placing hole from the shielded
position.

(iv)

If the gauge is so equipped, set the depth selector to the same depth
as the probe.

(v)

Secure and record one or more one-minute bulk density and water
content readings. Read the in-situ bulk density directly or determine
one by use of the calibration curve or table previously established.

(vi)

Read the water content directly or determine the water content by use
of the calibration curve or table previously established.

(vii)

Retract the probe into the housing and check that the radioactive
source is safely housed.

Backscatter Mode
(i)

Seat the gauge firmly. Set the gauge into the Backscatter position.

(ii)

Secure and record one or more set(s) of one-minute density and water
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content readings. When using the backscatter mode, follow the
manufacturer's instructions regarding gauge setup.

6.4.1.6

6.4.1.7

(iii)

Read the in-situ bulk density or determine one by use of the calibration
curve or table previously established.

(iv)

Read the water content or determine one by use of the calibration
curve or previously established table (see Section 3.3.6).

Water Content Correction and Oversize Particle Correction
(i)

For getting accurate values of water content and bulk density, both of
these corrections need to be made when applicable.

(ii)

Prior to using the gauge-derived water content on any new material,
the value should be verified. As part of a user developed procedure,
occasional samples should be taken from beneath the gauge and
comparison testing done to confirm gauge-derived water content
values. All gauge manufacturers have a procedure for correcting the
gauge- derived water content values.

(iii)

When oversize particles are present, the gauge can be rotated about
the axis of the probe to obtain additional readings as a check. When
there is any uncertainty as to the presence of these particles, it is
advisable to sample the material beneath the gauge to verify the
presence and the relative proportion of the oversize particles.

(iv)

When sampling for water content correction or oversize particle
correction, the sample should be taken from a zone directly under the
gauge. The size of the zone is approximately 200 mm in diameter and
a depth equal to the depth setting of the probe when using the direct
transmission mode; or approximately 75 mm in depth when
using the backscatter mode.

Calculation and Expression of Results
In most of the gauges, the Bulk Density, Water Content and Dry Density are
calculated and displayed directly. Otherwise, calculate the Dry Density (Pd) as
under:
Pd = (100 x p)! (100 + w)
where:
p = Bulk Density of the soil determined by Nuclear Gauge
w = Moisture Content of the soil (in )
If the Nuclear Gauge determines the Water Content of the soil per unit volume
of the soil, then the Dry Density is Calculated as under:
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Pd=P-W
Where,
P = wet density
W = Moisture Density I.e. water mass per unit volume of soil
The Moisture Content (In ) "w" can be calculated as: w = (W x 100)!(P - W)
6.4.1.8

Reporting of Results
The Field Data Records shall include, as a minimum, the following:

6.4.1.9

(i)

Make, Model and Serial Number of the Nuclear Gauge.

(ii)

Validity date of Gauge calibration.

(iii)

Data for Standardization of the gauge.

(iv)

Data/details about daily Verification of Gauge Results (see Para 3.6)

(v)

Location of test (e.g. Chainage and Lift/Layer No.).

(vi)

Visual description of material tested.

(vii)

Name of the operator(s).

(viii)

Test mode
depth of test.

(ix)

Any corrections made in the reported values and reasons for these
corrections (Le. over-sized particles, water content).

(x)

Maximum Laboratory Density value.

(xi)

Bulk Density measured.

(xii)

Water Content in percent.

(xiii)

Dry Density Calculated/measured.

(xiv)

Degree of Compaction/Percent Compaction.

(i.e.

Direct

transmission

or

Backscatter)

and

Daily Verification of Nuclear Gauge Results
In the Nuclear Gauges, the results directly displayed by the gauge are used
straight away. Therefore, it is necessary that the results displayed by the
gauge are reliable. To ensure this, a daily verification of gauge results was
introduced in the working Procedure, in addition to the Calibration and
Standardization stipulated in various International Standards.
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6.4.2

6.4.3

(i)

At the start of each day's work, the Degree of Compaction (%
compaction) should be measured at minimum 3 locations by the
Nuclear Gauge and compared with the results given by the
conventional methods like Sand Replacement Method or Core Cutter
Method at the same locations.

(ii)

If the difference in Degree of Compaction (%) at any of the location is
more than 6%, the reason for the difference should be examined in
detail.

(iii)

If the difference in average Degree of compaction (%) of all the
locations, ignoring its' sign, is more than 4%, the standardization of the
gauge shall be repeated.

(iv)

After standardization, the procedure given in Para (i) to (iii) above shall
be repeated again. If the difference in average Degree of compaction
(%) of all the locations, ignoring its' sign, is still more than 4%, the
nuclear gauge shall be re-calibrated, to bring the difference in average
Degree of compaction (%) of all the locations within 4%.

Precautions
(i)

These gauges utilize radioactive materials that may be hazardous to
the health of the users unless proper precautions are taken. Users of
these gauges must become familiar with applicable safety procedures
and government regulations.

(ii)

Effective user instructions, together with routine safety procedures and
knowledge of and compliance with Regulatory Requirements, are a
mandatory part of the operation and storage of these gauges.

(iii)

The presence of moisture inside the gauge cavity will cause
malfunctioning of the gauge. Hence, they should be stored in a warm
and dry place and not used in the rain.

(iv)

This procedure does not purport to address all of the safety concerns, if
any, associated with its use. The user of this standard should establish
appropriate safety and health practices and ensure compliance to all
regulatory limitations.

Feedback received from Field
The feedback received from the Rewari-Iqbalgarh Section of Western
Corridor, for which the Working Procedure for use of Nuclear Gauge was
issued, is as under:
(i)

By using Nuclear Gauge, Field Dry Density check takes about 6
minutes in Sandy Soils, 7 - 7.5 minutes in Granular Type of soils and
about 8 - 8.5 minutes in Blanket Layer vis-a-vis about 20-30 minutes
time required for Sand Replacement Method.
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(ii)

In Daily Verification Checks, the difference in Degree of Compaction
obtained using Sand Replacement Method and Nuclear Gauge varies
between 1% and 2.36%.

(iii)

More number of Field Density Checks per team are being performed by
using Nuclear Gauge, which would help in enhancing progress of
earthwork.

*ANNEXURES AND DETAILED SPECIFICATION FROM GE-I, RDSO
GUIDELINES FOR EARTHWORK IS ANNEXED AS UNDER.
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CHAPTER - 7
BALLAST PROCUREMENT

CHAPTER-7
BALLAST PROCUREMENT
7.1

INTRODUCTION
Ballast is the granular material usually crushed stone placed and packed
below and around the sleepers to transmit load (due to the wheels of the train)
from sleepers, to formation and at the same time allowing drainage of the
track. It provides a suitable foundation for the sleepers and also hold the
sleepers in their correct level and position, preventing their displacement by
lateral or longitudinal thrusts. The lateral stability of a track depends on the
ballast.

7.2

MINIMUM DEPTH OF BALLAST CUSHION
As per Para 263(2) of IRPWM advance correction slip no. 126 dt 21.06.11 for
Broad gaugeIn Case of

Min depth of all
BG routes (mm)

Track Renewals ( Complete Track Renewals and
Through Sleeper Renewals)

300*

All Doubling, Gauge conversions and new line
construction works

350

Loop line

250

*Where possible a depth of 350mm may be provided
7.3

CALCULATION OF QUANTITY OF BALLAST PER METER IN TRACK
As per annexure -2/11 para 263 of IRPWM
•

For Broad Gauge, PRC sleepers
Depth of cushion

Quantity of Ballast per meter in cum
Straight track

Curved track

250 mm

1.954

2.032

300 mm

2.158

2.243

350 mm

2.362

2.455
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7.4

SPECIFICATION OF TRACK BALLAST
As per CE’s circular No 231 (P-way)
General

7.4.1

Basic quality – Ballast should be hard durable and as far as possible angular
edges/corners free from weathered portions of parent rock, organic impurities
and inorganic residues.

7.4.2

Particle shape – Ballast should be cubical in shape as far as possible
individual pieces should not be flaky and should have generally flat faces not
more than two rounded/sub rounded faces.

7.4.3

Mode of manufacture - To ensure uniformity of supply; Machine crushed
ballast should be preferred for Broad Gauge.

7.4.4

Physical Properties - Ballast sample should satisfy the following physical
properties in accordance with IS: 2386 Pt IV 1963 when tested as per
procedure defined in CE Circular 231 (Annx 1 &2).
Aggregate Abrasion value Aggregate Impact value

-

30% Max* (BG)
20% Max*

(BG)

*Relaxable up to 35% & 25% respectively on techno-economic grounds by
CTE/CE
7.4.5

The shape parameter – Flakiness index as determined in accordance with IS
2386 Pt 1 -1963 following the procedure should not be more than 50% as per
CE Circular 231 (Annx 3).

7.4.6

Water absorption tested as per IS 2386 Pt III-1963, following the procedure
should not be more than 1% as per CE Circular 231 (Annx 4).

7.4.7

Size and gradation
Ballast should satisfy the following size gradation
(a)

Retained on 65 MM sq mesh sieve

- Nil

(b)

Retained on 40 MM sq mesh sieve

- 40% to 60%

(c)

Retained on 20 MM sq mesh sieve

- Not less than 98%

Oversize ballast
i)

In case ballast retained on 65mm sieve is at variance from (a) specified
above the stack shall be rejected.
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ii)

iii)

In case ballast retained on 40mm square mesh sieve is between 60%
limit prescribed in (b) above payment at following reduced rates shall
be made for the full stack.
-

95% of quoted rates if retention on 40mm sq mesh sieve is
between 60% (excluding) and 65% (including)

-

90% of quoted rates if retention on 40mm sq mesh sieve is
between 60% (excluding) and 65% (including).

In case retention on 40mm sq mesh sieve exceeds 70% the stacks
shall be rejected.

Under size ballast
The ballast shall be treated as under sized and shall be rejected if –

7.5

i)

Retention on 40mm square mesh sieve is less than 40%.

ii)

Retention on 20mm square mesh sieve is less than 98% (for machine
crushed).

METHOD OF SIEVE ANALYSIS
i)

The screen for sieving of ballast will be of square mesh and shall not
be less than 100 mm in length, 70cm in breath and 10cm in height on
sides.

ii)

While carrying out sieve analysis the screen shall not be kept inclined,
but held horizontally and shaken vigorously. The piece of ballast
retained on the screen shall not be pushed through the screen
openings.

iii)

The percentage passing through or retained on the sieve shall be
weighted only.

Each tenderer at the time of tendering shall submit the following
(a)

Three samples of ballast in sealed transparent jars containing three
kgs each.

(b)

Test report of impact value, abrasion value, flakiness index and water
absorption value from reputed laboratory/ institution.

(c)

The above samples received from the tenderer shall be signed by the
Tender opening members.

NOTE: Railway reserves the right to retest the ballast sample of any or all
tenderers before finalization of tender at railway cost.
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7.6

MEASUREMENT

7.6.1

Stacking shall be done on a neat plan and firm ground with good drainage.
The height of stack shall not be less than 1.00 m and top of stack shall be
kept parallel to the ground plane. The side slope of stack should not be flatter
than 1.5:1 (horizontal: vertical). Cubical content of each stack shall normally
be not less than 30 cumin plain areas and 15 cum in hilly areas.

7.6.2

Wagon Measurement
In case of ballast taken by directly into wagon a continuous white line should
be painted inside the wagon to indicate the level to which ballast should be
loaded the cubical content in cubic metre corresponding to white line should
also be painted on both sides outside the wagon.

7.6.3

Shrinkage Allowance
Payment shall be made for the gross measurement either in stack or in wagon
without any deduction of shrinkage voids.

7.6.4

Sampling and Testing
On acceptance of tender, three samples in sealed Jars submitted by the
successful tenderer as per above clause will be kept one each in Dy Chief
Engineer‘s/C office, Assistant Engineer’s office and SSE/C/P way. This will
provided visual guidance to check uniformity of supply. However fulfillment of
size, gradation, shape and physical properties shall be the criteria for
acceptance of supply in the field Rest of the samples submitted at the time of
tender can be disposed off after finalization of tender.
In order to ensure supply of uniform quality of ballast, the following norms
shall be followed in respect of sampling testing and acceptance.
On supply of the first 100cum, the tests for size, gradation, abrasion value,
impact value, Flakiness index and water Absorption shall be carried out by
Railway. Further supply shall be accepted only after this ballast satisfies the
specification for these tests. Railway reserve the right to terminate the
contract as per GCC at this stage itself in case the ballast supply fails to
confirm with any of these specifications.
Subsequent tests shall be carried out as follows:Supply in stacks
TEST
a)

For each stack of volume For each stack
less than 100 CUM
of

Size & Gradation
Testing Frequency One for each stack
stack

One of each
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Size of Sample

b)

** 0.027 cum for every
100cum or part thereof

Abrasion
value,
impact
value,
Flakiness Index &
water Absorption
Testing Frequency One for every 2000 cum
stack
Size of Sample

45 kg

** The sample should be collected using a wooden box of internal dimensions
0.3mx0.3mx0.3m from different parts of the stack /wagon.
The above tests may be carried out more frequently if warranted at the
discretion of Railway.
7.7

CHECKLIST



Location of ballast supply should be fixed and marked in ballast supply
chart & location shall be within minimum lead possible.



Ballast should be Angular & Homogeneous.



Before supply, a sample of ballast should be checked by authorized
Laboratory by Const. Organization.



Ballast sample should satisfy the physical properties in accordance to
CEs Circular No 231(P-Way).



Where supply is required, a Register of Plots be maintained and in
Register, AXEN/XEN should certify i.e. Plot is level and dimension of
plot must be mentioned.



Side slope of ballast should not be flatter them 1.5: 1.



Height of stack shall not be less than 1.0 meter.



Each stack shall not be less than 30 cum.



Register of ballast supply should be maintained by SSE/JE/C/Pway as
per Para 4.10 of CE/circular 257.
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No measurement should be done for part stacks. After Measurement of
stack. The Stack shall not be distributed except for training out (Para
4.11 of CE/circular 257).



Ballast Putting/training out permission will be taken for Dy. CE/Const
after 15 day of Measurements.

NOTE: CE Circulars 231 and 257 (P-Way) and ACS 126 of IRPWM are
attached herewith as Annexure-I, II, III.
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CHAPTER - 8
TRACK LAYING AND ALLIED WORKS

CHAPTER-8
TRACK LAYING AND ALLIED WORKS
8.1

SANCTIONED PROVISIONS AND INITIAL PLANNING
At the very outset, following aspects/issues need to be checked, examined &
taken care of:

8.1.1

Detailed Estimate:
Before taking up the physical execution of the work, it should be ensured that
the Detailed Estimate (DE) is sanctioned. Field units should ensure that:

8.1.2

(i)

Sanctioned copy of the DE is available with them.

(ii)

It should be checked that whether provision of items available in the
DE is as per latest Railway Board guidelines. In any case, planning of
work should be done as per latest Railway Board guidelines and
changes of items in estimate, if required, should be got done through
Revised Estimate (RE).

Planning of P.Way material & Preparation Indents of P-Way material
Demand for P.way material should be raised after thorough planning of the
project. While doing material planning following aspects should be taken care
of :
(i)

Heavy P.way material viz. Rails are procured at Railway Board level.
Hence, material should be demanded after detailed scrutiny so that
material asked is neither excess nor it falls short at execution stage. It
may please be noted that HQ only coordinates with Railway Board
after compilation demand received from all field units.

(ii)

Quantity of material should be worked out on the basis of approved
ESPs/proposed ESPs or Conceptual ESPs signed by Division & HQ.
Indent should be prepared accordingly.

(iii)

Indents should be prepared keeping in mind the latest Railway Board
guidelines about the track structure or any other relevant instructions. If
items required do not match with the items available in DE, same
should be proposed in RE. However, indents are to be made as per
prevalent available guidelines only.

(iv)

In indents, description of items should be proper as standard drawing
numbers of RDSO or other competent authority, allocation code,
consignee code & address should be clearly mentioned.

(v)

Sometimes it happens that indents of some of the critical matching
fittings are inadvertently not prepared alongwith major items & same
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are not available at execution stage. Hence, while preparing indents it
should be ensured that indents of all matching fittings are prepared
simultaneously with major items by referring to concerned available
approved drawings so that none of the matching fittings are left out.
(vi)

8.1.3

8.1.4

8.2

Indents should be got vetted at the earliest from associate finance.
Procurement procedure for P. way material starts only after vetting of
indents from associate finance.

Approval of ESPs/Plans: As soon as the Detailed Estimate is sanctioned,
following ESPs/Plans should be initiated for approval of the competent
authority :
(i)

Yard ESPs

(ii)

LWR Plans

(iii)

Track Diagram

(iv)

Other Plans as required for execution of the P.way works.

Tender Planning: Tender schedule should be prepared taking following
aspects into consideration :
(i)

Tender schedule should be prepared as per Standard Tender schedule
issued by HQ & latest guidelines available.

(ii)

Quantity should be worked out on the basis of approved/proposed
ESPs/Plans & any other available instructions.

(iii)

Estimated cost for the purpose of tender schedule should normally be
on the basis of 3 latest available LARs in the area by following latest
prevalent guidelines & instructions on the matter.

UNLOADING AND STACKING OF P.WAY MATERIAL
Proper assessment of requirement of material in an yard or section/location
should be done prior to leading the material to site so as to avoid re-handling
of the material. Unloading & stacking of P. Way material should be done
carefully. It should be ensured that handling is done safely without any
infringement to the existing track or structure and without any damage to the
material being handled. Detailed checklist regarding handling & stacking of P.
way material is appended below:

8.2.1

Unloading & Stacking of Rails :
SN
1

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that loose rails are being
unloaded by road cranes?
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SN

8.2.2

2

Whether it is ensured that stacking of loose rails is
done at level, firm & well drained ground?

3

Whether it is ensured that pairs of 20 rail panels
are being unloaded on the side of new formation
in case of doubling/multiple line works? (Required
to avoid crossing of rails over existing track from
safety consideration)

4

Whether it is ensured that unloaded rail panels
are shifted beyond the toe of ballast of existing
track ?

5

Whether it is ensured that unloaded rail panels
are supported @ 4m interval with head upwards?
(Ref: Para 254(1)(b), ACS No. 137 dtd.
18.06.2015)

Yes/
No

Remarks

Yes/
No

Remarks

Unloading & Stacking of Sleepers:
SN

8.3

Item to be checked

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that PSC sleepers are
unloaded by road cranes?

2

Whether it is ensured that stacking PSC sleepers
is done at level & firm ground ?

3

Whether it is ensured that leading & stacking of
sleepers is being done as per actual requirement
at site to avoid shifting of sleepers at later stage?

FORMATION AND FIXING OF REFERENCE PEGS
Cross section, L-section and width of formation should be checked with
approved drawings as well as with latest instructions. Extra width of formation
& super elevation on proposed curve locations should also be checked.
Reference pegs should be fixed at proper locations in such a manner that
they do not get disturbed during spreading of ballast & laying/ linking of track.
Reference pegs should have proper marking of ballast bed level, rail levels
after each packing and final rail level. Detailed checklist regarding formation &
fixing of reference pegs is appended below:
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8.3.1

Formation:
SN

8.3.2

Item to be checked

1

Whether it checked that formation width of 7.85m
for Main line & 6.85m for Loop lines is available
before starting linking work?
(Ref: Annexure 2/11 of IRPWM, ACS No. 135 dtd.
07.05.14)

2

Whether it is ensured that extra widening on the
outside of the curve and other locations
depending upon local conditions is provided or
not?
(Ref: Remarks of Annexure 2/11 of IRPWM, ACS
No. 135 dtd. 07.05.14)

3

Whether it is ensured that formation level is
sufficient to maintain same rail level at level
crossings in case of double line/multiple lines?

4

Whether it is ensured that formation level is
sufficient to maintain same rail level in new yards?

5

Whether certificate from SSE/Works has been
taken mentioning that finished formation level is
as per approved L-section?

Yes/ Remarks
No

Fixing of reference pegs:
SN

1

2

3

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that reference pegs have
been provided by grouting at every 25m interval in
case of straight track and 10m interval in case of
curved track?
Whether it is ensured that marking of ballast bed
level, rail level after 1st manual packing, 2nd
manual packing, 1st Machine tamping, 2nd
Machine tamping and Final rail level (as per
approved L-sections) on reference pegs has been
done ?
Whether it is ensured that reference pegs
mentioned in item no.2 are fixed at distance of
3.75m from the centre of the new formation on
cess side & 2.75m on the existing track side from
the existing track in case of doubling/multiple
lines?
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SN

4

8.4

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that reference pegs have
been provided by grouting at TTP, CTP, Centre of
curve and obligatory points?

BALLAST WORKS, LAYING OF SLEEPERS AND LINKING OF NORMAL
TRACK
Ballast spreading should not be started unless permission from the competent
authority has been received as per latest instructions. It should also be
ensured that before start of ballast spreading at least minimum quantity of
ballast, as required for initial ballast bed, is available at site. After preparation
of ballast bed, sleepers should be laid with proper spacing as per proposed
sleeper density. Centre line and squaring of sleeper should be checked
according to proposed alignment. Latest instructions on track laying and
linking should be adhered to. Detailed checklist regarding ballast works,
laying of sleepers and linking of normal track is appended below:

8.4.1

Ballast bed:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is being ensured that reference pegs are
not disturbed during leading & spreading of ballast?

2

Whether it is ensured that initially minimum
quantity of ballast just required for ballast bed of
150 mm and manual lifting & packing (@1.50 cum
per track meter) is being put on the formation?

Yes/
No

Remarks

(Balance quantity to be leaded through hoppers
after manual packing & before deployment of
machine for optimum utilisation of ballast)
3

Whether it is ensured that uniform layer of ballast
bed
(150 mm in case of 350 mm cushion and
100 mm in case of 250 mm cushion) has been
provided before placing sleepers for linking?

4

Whether it is ensured that rolling of ballast bed has
been done by roller of 5 to 8 tonne weight?

5

Whether it is ensured that minimum ballast cushion
of 350 mm in main line and 250 mm in loop line has
been provided in track?
(Ref: Para 263(2)(a)(i) of IRPWM, ACS No. 126
dtd. 21.6.2011)
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SN

8.4.2

Item to be checked

6

Whether it is ensured that shoulder ballast width
350 mm in straight track and 500 mm on outer side
of curve in case of LWR track has been provided?
(Ref: Annexure 2/11 of IRPWM)

7

Whether it is ensured that shoulder ballast 550 mm
on outer side of curve of turnout has been
provided?
(Ref: Annexure 2/11 of IRPWM)

Yes/
No

Remarks

Laying of sleepers and linking of normal track.
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that correctly centre marked
sleepers by permanent marker is being provided at
every 15 mtr interval and matching with proposed
centre line of track in reference to fixed pegs?

2

Whether it is ensured that string/rope is being used
for correct laying of sleepers in between two centre
marked laid sleepers?

3

Whether it is ensured that marking of sleeper
spacing is done on rail head in one go only by using
30 m tape to avoid accumulation of errors?

4

Whether it is ensured that squaring of sleepers is
done by marking the sleeper spacing on other rail
head with the help of p.way square?

5

Whether it is ensured that continuous marking of
sleeper spacing is transferred from rail-head to railflange using template with the help of permanent
fine marker?

Yes/ Remarks
No

(Template needs to be developed in the shape of
mould shoe. Required to avoid error as with
marking on rail-head only centre of insert is decided
by eye approximation only)
6

Whether it is ensured that required sleeper density
1660 no./km (60 cm c/c sleeper spacing) on Main
line, 1540 no./km (65 cm c/c sleeper spacing) on
loop line and 1340 no./km(75 cm c/c sleeper
spacing) in siding/Over run has been provided?
(Ref: Para 244(4), ACS No. 130 dtd. 16.11.2012
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SN

Item to be checked

7

Whether it is ensured that correct sleeper spacing
(sleeper to sleeper variation with respect to
theoretical spacing within ± 20 mm) and squaring is
being done?
(Ref: Para 316(2) table of IRPWM)

8

Whether it is ensured that sleeper to sleeper
variation of gauge is maintained within 2 mm?
(Ref: Para 316(2) table of IRPWM)

9

Whether it is ensured that no hammering is done on
sleeper to make the sleeper square?
Whether it is ensured that pandrol clip and steel
liners is used in track having properly painted with
anti corrosive paint. (IS:9862 1981) ?
(Ref: CE Circular No. 258-R1)

10

11

Whether it is ensured that grease is done in eye of
MCI insert before insertion of pandrol clip?
(Ref: Para 1411(5)(a) of IRPWM)

10

Whether it is ensured that greased is applied on the
leg of pandrol, below the liner and rail flange?
(Ref: Para 1411(5) of IRPWM)

11

Whether it is ensured that grease is used for
lubrication is the specification IS: 408-1981?
(Ref: Para 1411(6) (b)of IRPWM)

12

Whether it is ensured that greasing is not done
during extreme summer and during heavy rainfall?
(Ref: Para 1411(6) (b)of IRPWM)

13

Whether it is ensured that greasing used in track
has been tested by approved lab. ?

13

Whether it is ensured that liners collar is seated
properly in between rail flange and MCI insert.

14

Whether it is ensured that end of central leg of ERC
is matching with eye of insert during driving (to
avoid over and under driven)?

15

Whether it is ensured that rail panels are
longitudinally slewed on rail rollers for pairing rail
panels?

Yes/ Remarks
No
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Item to be checked

16

Whether it is ensured that no rail panels are
longitudinally slewed by hitting with rail at rail ends
for pairing rail panels?

17

Whether it is ensured that specified gap is kept at
the joint (To avoid the number of A.T. weld)

18

Whether it is ensured that rails are painted with anti
corrosive black bituminous paint?

19

Whether it is ensured that sleepers are correctly
fitted at their position during fixing of pandrol clip?

20

Whether it is ensured holes in rail has been
champhered?
(Ref: Para 251 (d)of IRPWM)

21

Whether it is ensured that rail joints are in square in
straight and curve track upto radius flatter than 400
metre?
(Ref: Para 425 of IRPWM)

22

Whether it is ensured that rail joints (fish plate and
weld joints) are not supported on sleepers?

23

Whether it is ensured that fish plated joints should
not fall within 3 mtr from level crossing in case of
Fish plated track and 6 mtr in case of SWR track?
(Ref: Para 921(3) and (5) of IRPWM)

24

Whether it is ensured that fish plated joints should
not fall within 3 mtr from bridge abutment?
(Ref: Para 277(4) of IRPWM)

25

Whether it is ensured that hole is not done in track
where welding to be done (Use rail clamp in case of
temporary work like machine, DMT working)?

26

Whether it is ensured that 1 mtr long fish plate with
06 bolting is used on fish plated joints where
spacing is normal on concrete sleeper?
Ref: Para 244(2) of IRPWM)ACS:102 DT
29.05.2007

Yes/ Remarks
No
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MANUAL PACKING & TAMPING BY MACHINES
Before taking up manual packing & tamping of track by machine, it should be
ensured that sufficient quantity of ballast is available in the track. Each lift
during packing should be checked with marking on reference pegs. Alignment
is also to be ensured to avoid false curve or kink in track. Before starting
tamping by track machine, fixtures viz. joggled fish plates, check rails etc.
should be removed. Setting of tamping machine with respect to squeezing
pressure, squeezing time, condition of tamping tools etc should be checked &
adjusted as per latest instructions. Track parameters before and after tamping
should be recorded. Detailed checklist for manual packing & tamping by
machine is appended below:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that sufficient ballast in
track is available before commencement of
packing?

2

Whether it is ensured that reference posts for
rail level and alignment has been correctly
marked before commencement of packing?

3

Whether it is ensured that during Ist and 2nd
round of manual packing track is lifted by 75
mm (In case of 350 mm cushion) and 50 mm (In
case of 250 mm cushion) only?

4

Whether it is ensured that during 1st& 2nd round
of manual packing, designed super elevation
has been achieved?

5

Whether it is ensured that for machine tamping,
fixture like Check rail, Guard rail, joggled fish
plates, S&T roddings/fixtures have been
removed from track? In case of electrified
section, earth bonds are also removed from
track before tamping? (Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para
3.1.2)

6

Whether it is ensured that L-xing is opened for
each machine tamping?

7

Whether it is ensured that SE and Versines,
CTP, TTP has been correctly marked on
sleepers before tamping?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.2)

8

Whether it is ensured that Track machine is
calibrated before start of work?

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

9

Whether it is ensured that Track machine is
working in design mode and design data/track
parameters is available for feeding data before
machine working?

10

Whether it is ensured that sufficient ballast is
heaped up in tamping zone and ballast should
be clear from Rail head so as not to obstruct
rollers?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.2)

11

Whether it is ensured that squeezing pressure is
in range of 110-120 Kg/sq.cm (in case of
DUOMATIC) and 135-140 Kg/sq.cm(in case of
UNIMAT) for PSC track/turnout?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.3)

12

Whether it is ensured that squeezing time is in
range of 0.4-0.6 sec per insertion?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.3)

13

Whether it is ensured that machine tools are
complete and wear should not be more than
20%. (size of tool 140x70x10mm)?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.3)

14

Whether it is ensured that sleepers are properly
spaced, squared and correctly gauged before
machine tamping?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.2)

15

Whether it is ensured that deficient fittings and
fastenings, if any, are recouped before machine
tamping?(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.2)

16

Whether it is ensured that single insertion is
done for lift upto 30mm and double insertion for
lift more than 30mm?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.3(iii)d).

17

Whether it is ensured that DGS is deployed
behind the TTM machine?

18

Whether it is ensured that oscillation frequency
of DGS is in range of 32-37 Hz is adopted for
machine operation?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 2.3.2)

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

19

Whether it is ensured that standard range of
pressure variation of DGS is in range of 40 to
100 bars (corresponding effective load 165 to
355 KN) is adopted for machine operation?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 2.3.2)

20

Whether it is ensured that working speed of
DGS machine is in the range of 0.5 Kmph to 1.0
Kmph for 1st& 2nd round of DGS machine
operation?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 2.3.2)

21

Whether it is ensured that proper record of track
parameters before and after tamping is being
maintained?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.4)

22

Whether it is ensured that boxing and profiling
of ballast is done immediately post tamping?

23

Whether it is ensured that missing/broken
fittings and fastenings, if any, are recouped after
machine tamping?
(Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.4)

24

Whether it is ensured that after machine
tamping, fixture like Check rail, Guard rail,
joggled fish plates, S&T roddings/fixtures have
been refixed in track? In case of electrified
section, earth bonds are also re-fixed in track
after tamping? (Ref: IRTMM 2000 Para 3.1.4)

Yes/
No

Remarks

LAYING OF POINTS AND CROSSINGS
Laying of points and crossing should be done as per latest RDSO standard
drawings. Marking for sleepers should be done accurately with cumulative
method to ensure good running on turnouts. SRJ to SRJ distance and ANC to
ANC distance should be marked as per layout calculations. Layout
calculations should be done with actual centre to centre distance available at
turnout locations. Detailed checklist regarding laying of points and crossings
is appended below:
SN
1

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that there is no change of
gradient upto 30 m from SRJ and crossing of
turnout?
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

(Ref: ACS 17 of IRSOD (B.G.)2004Chapter II
Note (e)(2 ) below Para 2)
2

Whether it is ensured that same rail level is
maintained on both end of turnout in same
crossover?

3

Whether it is ensured that layout calculation is
available and same has been verified for its
feasibility at site?

4

Whether it is ensured that correct length of
crossover has been calculated as per available
track centre at site?

5

Whether it is ensured that correct Layout has
been marked at site and concerned reference
pegs have been fixed?

6

Whether it is ensured that marking of calculated
TNC to TNC distance done at site?

7

Whether it is ensured that during spreading of
sleeper, RE marked on the sleeper is kept on
right hand of Turnout?

8

Whether it is ensured that correct sleeper
spacing is done at site as per standard
drawing?

9

Whether it is ensured that fixing of rubber pad
on sleeper is done using suitable adhesive to
avoid lateral shifting of rubber pad during
working?

10

Whether it is ensured that Lead Rails joints are
centrally placed between the sleepers?

11

Whether it is ensured that unavoidable joints are
gapless?

12

Whether it is ensured that all the screws
required to be fixed in the dowels are greased
before being put in.ERC, Liners put in turnouts
are properly greased?

13

Whether it is ensured that ‘J’ Type clip along
with GFN liner (cut) is provided at glued joints
and fish plated joints?
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Item to be checked

14

Whether it is ensured that the dowels fixed in
the PRC sleepers are cleaned with the help of
soft brush so that all dirt/muck is removed from
them, making the fixing of the screw easy?

15

Whether it is ensured that CMS crossings are
made gapless?

16

Whether it is ensured that complete standard
fittings are provided in turnout as per standard
RDSO drawing? Single coil washers and
spherical washers are used for proper tightening
of fittings?

17

Whether it is ensured that proper housing of
tongue Rail is available?

18

Whether it is ensured that tongue rails are
properly rested/seated at slide chair for free
movement?
Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 327(2)(e))

19

Whether it is ensured that proper gap (1.5 to
3mm) is kept between top of stretcher bar and
bottom of the stock rail?
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 317(K))

20

Whether it is ensured proper marking of points
is done on turn out for inspection purpose as
per proforma mentioned in IRPWM?

21

Whether it is ensured that proper throw of
switch is available (Min. 115 mm in case of new
works)?
(Ref: IRSOD (B.G.)2004 Chapter II Para 16(ii))

22

Whether it is ensured that check rail clearance
is available within 41 mm to 45 mm?
(Ref: IRSOD (B.G.)2004 Chapter II Para 13
note(a)and para 14 note)

23

Whether it is ensured that correct gauge is
maintained at ATS and ANC of turn out?

24

Whether it is ensured that track parameter are
within permissible limit:
(i)
Gauge: sleeper to sleeper variation
2 mm (Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 316(ii))

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

(ii)

Cross Level : ±3 mm
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 316(ii))
(iii) Alignment: ±2 mm measured on 10 mtr
chord in case of straight track
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 316(ii))
(iv) The variation in versine on two successive
station in lead curve and turn in curve portion is
not be more than 4 mm and versine at each
station also not be beyond ±3 mm from its
designed value?
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 237(4)(d))

8.7

25

Whether it is ensured that all S&T fixtures,
roddings, stretcher bars is removed from track
in machine tamping of point & crossings?

26

Whether it is ensured that sufficient ballast
cushion is available (300/350 mm)?

27

Whether it is ensured that at least one rail on
either side of points and crossing is have same
section of points and crossing assembly rail
section?
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 317(e))

28

Whether it is ensured that all avoidable joints
have been welded on SRJ and Lead joints?
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 317(h))

29

Whether it is ensured that fitness of point has
been jointly checked by Engineering and S&T
staff?

LONG WELDED RAILS (LWR)
LWR should be laid as per approved plans conforming to LWR manuals as
well as latest RDSO guidelines. Destressing should also be done after laying
of rails as per LWR manual. Detailed checklist regarding laying of LWR is
appended below:
SN

1

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that LWR plan has been
approved by Chief Track Engineer?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
3.4)
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Item to be checked

2

Whether it is ensured that LWR is laid at
gradient not sharper than 1 in 100?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
3.3.1)

3

Whether it is ensured that LWR/CWR is
continued through curves not sharper than 440
meter radius?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
3.2.1)

4

Whether it is ensured that LWR/CWR is
continued through reverse curves not sharper
than 875 meter radius?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
3.2.2)

5

Whether it is ensured that vertical curve is
provided at the junction of the grade when the
algebraic difference between the grades is
equal to or more than 4 mm per meter or 0.4
percent, as laid down in Para 419 of IRPWM.
(In case of BG track minimum radius of vertical
curve shall be on A route =4000 mtr,B
route=3000 metre, on C,D &E route=2500
metre) ?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
3.3.2)

6

Whether it is ensured that minimum clean stone
ballast cushion (below the bottom of the
sleeper) of 250 mm is provided at the time of
installation of LWR/CWR?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.2)

7

Whether it is ensured that minimum sleeper
density 1540 no/km is provided in LWR track?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.3)

8

Whether it is ensured that LWR is isolated by
providing SEJ in case of any change of rail
section?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.4.1(i))

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

9

Whether it is ensured that rail used in
LWR/CWR is without fish bolt hole as for as
possible. In case of hole whether it is
champhered?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.4.3)

10

Whether it is ensured for making LWR/CWR by
using SS rail, Rail end having battered, bolt hole
has been cropped before lying?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.4.2(ii))

11

Whether it is ensured that where LWR/CWR is
followed by fish plated/SWR, the same structure
as that of LWR/CWR is continued for three rails
beyond SEJ?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.5.1)

12

Whether it is ensured that Level crossings
situated in LWR/CWR territory is not fall within
the breathing lengths?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.5.2)

13

Whether it is ensured that where concrete
sleeper turnouts are laid, instead of three
normal rail lengths, one Three rail panels is
provided between SEJ and SRJ as well as
between heel of crossing and SEJ?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.5.3)

14

Whether it is ensured that All insulations for
track circuiting in LWR/CWR not be done by
providing glued joints G3(L) type?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.5.4)

15

Whether it is ensured that SEJ with straight
tongue and stock is not be located on curves
sharper than 0.5 degree (3500 m radius) as far
as possible and also on transition of curves?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.4.5)

Yes/
No

Remarks
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16

Whether it is ensured that curved SEJ is
provided on curved sharper than 0.5 degree and
up to 2 degree?

17

Whether it is ensured that LWR /CWR is
continued over bridges without bearing like
slabs, box culvert and arches?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
4.5.6)

18

Whether it is ensured that LWR/CWR shall not
be continued over bridges with overall length as
specified in Para 4.5.7.1 for B.G.?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
4.5.7.(i))

19

Whether it is ensured that Bridges on which
LWR/CWR is not permitted/provided is isolated
by a minimum length of 36 meter well anchored
track on either sides?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
4.5.7.(ii))

20

Whether it is ensured that rail temperature of
LWR is laid is being maintained?

21

Whether it is ensured that correct laying of SEJ
and proper initial gap (40 mm) in SEJ is done as
per standard R.D.S.O. drawing?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
5.6.1)

22

Whether it is ensured that LWR reference post
is fixed correctly at SEJ and at the end of
Breathing Length (LWR Manual as per para1.4
ANNEXURE 1B& 1C) and centre of
LWR/CWR?

23

Whether it is ensured that on the top of LWR
reference post, arrow mark by chisel
perpendicular to track is made?

24

Whether it is ensured that distressing of LWR is
done before opening to traffic?

25

Whether it is ensured that distressing of LWR is
done when the range of rail temperature is
tm+5°c to tm+10°c?

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
1.11 (b)(i))
26

Whether it is ensured that distressing of LWR is
done by using rail tensor when prevailing rail
temperature is lower than stress free
temperature?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
1.13)

27

Whether it is ensured that during destressing
rail is lifted and placed at rollers on every 15th
sleeper and in case of curved track, side rollers
are used?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
5.7.4 ANNEXURE-VIII)

28

Whether it is ensured that during distressing
ATW are not supported on sleepers?

29

Whether it is ensured that just after distressing
and welding paint mark is done on rail opposite
to reference post
for checking the creep
movement?

30

Whether it is ensured that proper record of
distressing is being maintained?

31

Whether it is ensured that LWR board is fixed
and written with all requisite information?

32

Whether it is ensured that at least 2 round of
machine tamping is done on newly laid
LWR/CWR before its opening to traffic?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
1.18(iv))

33

Whether it is ensured that at least 1 round of
DGS is run on newly laid LWR/CWR before its
opening to traffic?
(Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 Para
1.18(iii))

34

Whether it is ensured that shoulder ballast width
350 mm in straight track and 500 mm on outer
side of curve in case of LWR track has been
provided?
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

(Ref: Annexure 2/11 of IRPWM) and LWR
Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005 fig4.2.1(a))

8.8

35

Whether it is ensured that all weld done in
LWR/CWR track is tested by USFD team and
DFW is removed from track?

36

Whether it is ensured that LWR/CWR is be
continued on reverse curves sharper than 1500
meter radius, shoulder ballast of 600mm over a
length of 100 meter on either side of the
common point is provided?
Ref: LWR Manual 1999 2ND reprint 2005Para
3.2.2)

37

Whether it is ensured that ballast profile at all
tress passing location is protected by fixing
ballast retainer/ PRC?

38

Whether it is ensured that LWR register is
maintained with all information and at least one
entry of inspection is done in LWR register?

LEVEL CROSSINGS
All the works at Level Crossing should be planned and executed on the basis
of Class of level crossing & Class of the road, keeping in view latest
provisions in IRPWM, Railway Board guidelines, approved ESPs etc. Different
parameters for road as well as for track should be ensured as per latest
instructions. Safety items viz. lifting barrier, safety chains, speed breakers and
road sign board etc are the most important items at level crossings. Road
surface is also most important for road users. Smooth road surface should be
provided for smooth entry & exit of heavy road vehicles through level
crossings. Detailed checklist regarding level crossing works is appended
below:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether L-xing up gradation plan (if it is
qualifying) got approved?

2

Whether gate posts have been provided at
correct distance (3 m in B.G.)?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904)

3

Whether minimum width of Road/ gates has
been provided as per class of Road?

Yes/No Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/No Remarks

(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904 item 1)
4

Check rails

(i)

Whether minimum length of check rail has
been provided (Minimum 2 m more than width
of gate)?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904 item 2)

(ii)

Check Rail clearance is available between
51mm to 57 mm.

(iii)

Check rails are flared at the ends? No gas cut
allowed.

(iv)

Whether Chamfering of holes is done?
(Ref: Para 251(d) of IRPWM)

5

Gate lodges
In case, provision of new Gate Lodge is
made:

(i)

Minimum distance of Gate Lodge from centre
line of nearest track is 6 metres?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904)

(ii)

Minimum distance of Gate Lodge from centre
line Edge of road metalling is 6 metres?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904)

(iii)

If the line of approach road is on a curve at or
near a L-xing, whether gate lodge is built on
the outside of curve?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 911, PCE Circular No 262)

(iv)

Whether, In case of straight track, the gate
lodges have been provided alternatively on
either side of track or governed otherwise?
(Ref: PCE Circular No 262)

7

Whether Fencing of 15 m minimum from
each gate post parallel to track has been
provided?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904)

8

Width of metalling:
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904 item 12)
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Item to be checked

(i)

Between gates – Whether Width of metalling
is same as that of width of gates?

(ii)

Outside gates: Whether Minimum width as per
class of Road has been provided?

9

Level length and gradients
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/1 Para 904 item 15)

(a)

Between gates: Whether Road surface is
level?

(b)

Outside gates:

(i)

Whether Road surface Level upto and
gradients have been provided as per class of
Road?

10

Speed Breakers

(i)

Whether speed breaker is provided at
required distance. (20 m from L-xing gate post
or Railway boundary)?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/6 Para 918(1), PCE
Circular no 266 Para 3 & 4 , Annexure 9 & 10,
ACS No 128 Para 7.0)

(ii)

Whether speed breaker design and painting is
as per standard?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/6 Para 918(1))

11

Whether Road sign boards are provided at
correct locations?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 916, PCE Circular no 266
Para 3 & 4 , Annexure 9 & 10)

(i)

STOP Board: for unmanned L-xing at 5 m
from centre of nearest track

(ii)

Warning board for Speed breakers: at 50 m
from speed breaker?

(iii)

Warning board for L-xing: at 100 from gate
post?

(iv)

Whether Road sign boards are of standard
design, painting and fixed at appropriate
height?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/7 Para 918(2),

Yes/No Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/No Remarks

ACS No 135 Para 5, PCE Circular Annexure 1
to 8))
12

Whether WL boards have been provided at
correct locations?- At 600 m from L-xing?

13

Whether WL boards have been provided as
per correct dimensions and at appropriate
height.(clear height of W/L board at 2m from
Rail level in block sections and 0.3 m from
Rail level in yards)?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure-9/5 Para 916(1))

14

Lifting Barriers (to be provided by S&T Deptt
in interlocked gates and by Engg. Deptt in
case of non interlocked gates)

(i)

Whether lifting barrier is of standard drawing?

(ii)

Whether Lifting barrier is fixed at correct
distance from centre line of track?

(iii)

Whether height of lifting barrier is proper when
closed? ( between 0.8 m to 1.0 m)

15

Whether safety chains have been provided
for emergencies (in case of boom breakage)?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 905)

16

Whether posts for fixing the safety chains
provided at correct location (minimum 3 m
from nearest centre line of track) and safety
chains are of sufficient length and fixed at
correct height?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure 9/2 Para 905)

17

Height Gauge

(i)

In case of electrified territory, Whether Height
gauge have been provided on both side of Lxing?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 910(4))

(ii)

Whether height gauge is located at a
minimum distance of 8 m from gate post?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 910(4))

(iii)

Whether adequate vertical clearance is
available under the Height gauge? ( 4.67 m
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Item to be checked

Yes/No Remarks

from Road surface to underside of height
gauge)
18

Whether Protection diagram has been
provided at L-xing gate? (In case of doubling,
it should be as per double line protection
diagram) ?
(Ref: IRPWM Annexure 9/3 Para 913(3))

19

Whether Correct name, Chainage and class
of L-xing has been exhibited at Gate lodge?
(In case of up-gradation, please check it is as
per new upgraded class).

20

Track structure in level crossings
(Ref: IRPWM Para 921)

(i)

Has it been ensured that no Rail joints in
check rails and running rails within level
crossing and 3 m on either side?

(ii)

In case of SWR is continuing through L-xing,
has it been ensured that there is no fish
plated joint on L-xing and within 6 m from end
of L-xing ?

(iii)

In case of LWR, has it been ensured that Lxing do not fall within breathing length of
LWR?

(iv)

Has it been ensured that rails are painted
properly before laying through L-Xing?

(v)

Whether Gauge is ensured in the range
(-)5mm to (+)3 mm?

(vi)

Whether Cross level is ensured in range
+ 3 mm?

(vii)

Whether check rail clearance is in ensured in
the range 51 mm to 57 mm?

(viii)

It is ensured that Rail level and road level
should meet at level preferably or in
unavoidable circumstances proper gradient is
available for Road between the tracks in case
of doubling.
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Item to be checked

(ix)

Whether it is ensured that during each
machine tamping, the L-xing is opened for
continuing the tamping through L-xing?

(x)

In case of road pavers used as road surface
at L-xing, the fixing of pavers should be done
preferably after machine tamping.

Yes/No Remarks

TRACK STRUCTURE ON BRIDGES
Before taking up the work on bridges, all relevant & reference
drawings/literature should be studied thoroughly. Instructions of LWR manual
should be strictly followed in case of LWR track is laid on the bridge. Provision
of guard rails, walkways and ballast cushion on the bridges as well as on
approaches should be checked with latest instructions before laying of track
over the bridge. Detailed checklist regarding track structure on bridges is
appended below:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that in case of small
bridge openings less than 6.1m span, rail
joints are avoided?
(Ref: IRPWM 2004 Para 272(3) )

2

Whether it is ensured that LWR is not
continued over Bridges with overall length of
11 m in case of Rail free fastenings on
bridges and 23 m for Rail free fastenings on
bridges and partly Box-anchored .( For
temperature zone IV, 60 Kg Rail & PRC
Sleepers)?
(Ref: LWR Manual 2005 : 2nd Reprint Para
4.5.7(i) )

3

Whether it is ensured that on Bridges on
which LWR is not continued are isolated by a
min. 36 m long well anchored track on either
side?
(Ref: LWR Manual 2005 : 2nd Reprint Para
4.5.7(ii) )

4

Whether it is ensured that Steel sleepers used
on girder bridges are fabricated as per
standard RDSO drawing?

5

Whether it is ensured that steel sleepers used
on girder bridges are galvanised?

Yes/
No

Remarks
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SN

Item to be checked

6

Whether it is ensured that Max centre to
centre sleeper spacing is not more than
600mm, clear distance between two sleepers
is not more than 450 mm and clear distance
between joint sleepers is not more than
200mm?
(Ref: ACS 128 of dt. 05.03.2012 of IRPWM
2004 Para 273b(3))

7

Whether it is ensured that location of steel
sleepers is marked correctly on the girder?

8

Whether it is ensured that Rail joints are so
located that after laying sleepers, joints do not
become supported joints?

9

Whether it is ensured that after laying steel
sleepers, tightening of all fittings including
hook bolts is done?

10

Whether it is ensured that marking of arrow
on the top of the bolts at right angle to the
rails pointing towards the rail?
(Ref: Para 278(3) of IRPWM)

11

Whether it is ensured that suitable quantity of
steel sleepers along with fittings is kept as
emergency reserve?

12

Whether it is ensured that fish plated joints
should not fall within 6 mtr from bridge
abutment in case of SWR?
(Ref: Para 272(4) of IRPWM)

13

Whether it is ensured that fish plated joints
should not fall within 3 mtr from bridge
abutment?
(Ref: Para 277(4) of IRPWM)

14

Whether it is ensured that Guard rails are
provided on all major bridges?

15

Whether it is ensured that design of guard rail
is as per standard drawing as per IRPWM
Para 275(2)B.G?

16

Whether it is ensured that guard rail provided
is of one section lower than the running rail of

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

bridge track structure?
17

Whether it is ensured that the ends of guard
rail are bent vertically and buried into the
ballast and a block of timber is fixed at the
end?
(Ref: ACS No 102 dt 29.05.2007 of Para
275(3) of IRPWM)

18

Whether it is ensured that approach guard rail
is provided as per drawing no RDSO/T-4088
to 4097?

19

Whether it is ensured that lateral clearance
between guard rail and running rail is 250+50
mm in case of B.G. Track?(Ref: IRPWM Para
275(2) Table)

20

Whether it is ensured that guard rail is not
lower than the running rail by more than 25
mm?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 275(2))

21

Whether it is ensured that rail screws used in
guard rails are properly greased before fixing?

22

Whether it is ensured that track fittings are
complete and tight on bridge proper and 100
m on either approach of bridges?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 277(2))

23

Whether it is ensured that provision of
walkway by chequered plates with holes is
provided on un-ballasted girder bridges?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 276)

24

Whether it is ensured that minimum 300 mm
ballast cushion is available on bridges?

25

Whether it is ensured that full ballast section
is maintained upto 100 m from abutment in
case of LWR on bridges?
(Ref: IRPWM Para 277(5))

26

Whether it is ensured that On bridge
approaches for a length of 100m width of cess
90 cm clear of full ballast section along with
suitable ballast retainers are provided?
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SN

Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

(Ref: IRPWM Para 277(b) (2))
27

8.10

Whether it is ensured that joggled fish plate
with clamp or two far end bolts on good AT
weld is provided on bridges having length of
water way as 100 m or more and on
approaches up to 100 m length?
(Ref: ACS 131 Dt. 11.01.2013 IRPWM Para
277(a) (7))

ALUMINOTHERMIC (AT) WELDING
For doing AT welding guidelines/instruction on the issue should be referred to
& followed. Welding should be done keeping in view tolerances & instructions
mentioned therein. Proper alignment (horizontal and vertical) and gap
between rails are to be maintained before AT welding is started. Preheating of
rail ends and reaction time of portion are the critical activities which have
major effect on the quality of AT weld. Parameters of finished AT weld should
be within the defined range. USFD testing should be done at the earliest.
Detailed checklist regarding AT welding is appended below:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that AT Welding is done
by R.D.S.O. approved agency?

2

Whether it is ensured that execution of AT
Welding is done by welder who has valid
competency
certificate
issued
from
TPP/LKO?.

3

Whether it is ensured that portion used for AT
welding is inspected and passed by R.D.S.O.
team?

4

Whether it is ensured that technique used for
AT Welding is approved by R.D.S.O/Rly
Board?

5

Whether it is ensured that end bends of rail
used for of AT Welding are within +0.5 mm,0mm in vertical and ±0.50 mm in lateral
direction when checked with 01 metre straight
edge
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
3.1)

Yes/No Remarks
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SN

Item to be checked

6

Whether it is ensured that end cropping of
second hand rail is done before welding. ?

7

Whether it is ensured that when the welding
work is done in situ, the rail fastening for at
least five sleepers on either side of proposed
weld location is opened?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.6.1)

8

Whether it is ensured that the rail ends shall
be cut by sawing or using abrasive disc cuter
and not by flame cutting. (Ref: Manual for
Fusion welding of rails by Alumino Thermic
Process Reprint 2006 PARA 3.3(v))

9

Whether it is ensured that in case of repair of
fractured rail/defective weld with wide gap
(75mm gap) weld, the rail shall be cut from
center of rail fracture/defective weld 37-38mm
each side for making suitable gap of 75mm,
provided bolt holes do not fall within 40mm
from cut faces?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
3.3(x))

10

Whether it is ensured that the rail end face
and adjacent sides at foot(top and bottom),
web and head up to 50 mm shall be
thoroughly cleaned using kerosene oil and
brushing with wire brush to remove all dirt,
grease and rust before welding. Any burrs at
the rail ends shall be removed by chiseling or
grinding?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.4)

11

Whether it is ensured that no Alumino
Thermic welded joint shall be located closer
than 4 m from any other welded or fish plated
joint?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.4)

Yes/No Remarks
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SN

Item to be checked

10

Whether it is ensured that Gap between rail
endsbefore welding is within permissible limit
i.e. 25±1/50±1/75±1mm?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.5)

11

Whether it is ensured that before welding,
lateral alignment of two rail ends, after
alignment shall be within +0.5 mm and
vertical alignment is 2 to 2.4 mm for 90 UTS
rails when checked with a 1.0 m straight edge
at rail ends?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.7.1.1 & 4.7.1.2)

12

Whether it is ensured that three piece moulds
is used?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.8.1.1)

13

Whether it is ensured that During fixing the
moulds, it shall be ensured that the centre line
of the rail gap coincides with the centre line of
the mould to avoid cross joint? (Ref: Manual
for Fusion welding of rails by Alumino Thermic
Process Reprint 2006 PARA 4.8.3)

14

Whether it is ensured that no welding shall be
carried out if it is raining. In case, the rains
start while the joint is under execution,
immediate arrangement to adequately cover
the site shall be made?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.10.7)

14

Whether it is ensured that Auto thimble is
used?

Yes/No Remarks

Whether it is ensured that the cutting of weld
is done by weld trimmer?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
4.10.5)
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Item to be checked

Yes/No Remarks

Whether it is ensured that the finishing of weld
is done by profile grinder? (Ref: Manual for
Fusion welding of rails by Alumino Thermic
Process Reprint 2006 PARA 5.4.1)
15

Whether it is ensured that the first train should
be allowed to pass on the newly welded joint
only after 30 minutes have elapsed since
pouring of weld metal?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
5.3)

16

Whether it is ensured that all the finished
joints are checked for weld geometry with
tolerances: (i) measured on one metre
straight edge: +1.0mm, -0.0mm for vertical
alignment, +0.5mm for lateral alignment. (ii)
measured on 10cm straight edge : +0.4
mm, -0.0mm for finishing of top surface, + 0.3
mm over gauge side of the rail head for head
finishing on sides?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
5.4.2)

17

Whether it is ensured that the details of
geometry of each joint shall be jointly signed
by the firm’s and Railway’s representative and
kept as record?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
5.5)

18

Whether it is ensured that the each joint is
distinctive marked indicating month, year of
welding, agency and welder/supervisor
identification code number (as appearing on
his competency certificate) at non-gauge face
side of A.T. weld on head?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
5.5)

19

Whether it is ensured that ‘Thermit Weld
Register’ as per standard proforma is
maintained?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
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SN

Item to be checked

Yes/No Remarks

5.6.2)

8.11

20

Whether it is ensured that Painting of weld
collar is done on all welds to protect them
against corrosion immediately after the
welding?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
5.7.1)

21

Whether it is ensured that all the welded joints
are ultrasonically tested as per the provisions
of ‘Manual for Ultrasonic testing of rails and
welds?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
6.3)

22

Whether it is ensured that defective welds
found in ultrasonic testing are removed and
necessary safety precautions taken?
(Ref: Manual for Fusion welding of rails by
Alumino Thermic Process Reprint 2006 PARA
6.3.2)

RAIL PAINTING
Before taking up rail painting, all the relevant paras of IRPWM and latest
instructions on the issue should be referred to & followed. Selecting & passing
of paint confirming to latest instructions is foremost & important activity. It is to
be ensured that preparation of rail surface is being done with latest
instructions. Time gap between first and second coat of painting should be
ensured and thickness of painting should be measured with approved type of
elcometer and should be recorded properly. Detailed checklist regarding Rail
Painting is appended below:
SN

Item to be checked

1

Whether it is ensured that Rail painting is
done by using Anti corrosive black bituminous
paint conforming to IS:9862 ?
(Ref: Para250(2)(b)(iii) of IRPWM, ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011)

2

Whether it is ensured that preparation of rail
surface is done by using hand operated or
power operated tools i.e. scrappers, wire

Yes/
No

Remarks
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Item to be checked

Yes/
No

Remarks

brushes, sand papers, pumice stone
etc.?
(Ref:
Para
250(2)(b)(iii)
of
IRPWM,ACSNo. 124 dtd. 24.2.2011)
3

Whether it is ensured that surface preparation
is not done when ambient temperature is
below 10°C or above 50°C?
(Ref: Para250(2)(b)(iii) of IRPWM, ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011)

4

Whether it is ensured that surface
preparation is not done in rainy season,
during night, in winter before 08 A.M.? (Ref:
Para 250(2)(b)(iii)of IRPWM,ACS No. 124 dtd.
24.2.2011)

5

Whether it is ensured that surface preparation
is not done in summer between 11 A.M. to 03
P.M. and in extremely windy/Misty/Dusty
Condition?
(Ref: Para 250(2)(b)(iii)of IRPWM,ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011)

6

Whether it is ensured that chemical is not
used for surface preparation?
(Ref:Para250(2)(b)(iii)of IRPWM, ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011))

7

Whether it is ensured that rail painting is done
in two coats of thickness 100 micron in each
coat?
(Ref:Para250(2)(b)(iii) of IRPWM, ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011)

8

Whether it is ensured that minimum 8 hrs
elapsing period is given between 1st and 2nd
coat of rail painting?
(Ref:Para250(2)(b)(iii) of IRPWM, ACS No.
124 dtd. 24.2.2011)

9

It is ensured that no thinner/external chemical
etc. is mixed with Anti corrosive black
bituminous paint in painting.

10

Whether it is ensured that thickness of
painting is checked by approved type
Elcometer?
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8.12

P-WAY REGISTERS AND OTHER RECORDS
P.way registers and other records should be maintained as per IRPWM and
other instructions issued from time to time. Records should be maintained as
per standard proforma issued. Same are required for quality checks and as
permanent records also for handing over the newly created assets to open
line after commissioning. Check List of records/registers to be maintained is
as under:SN

Item to be checked

Yes/No

Remarks

Whether it is ensured that the following
Registers are prepared as per PCE Circular
no 268 R1 Para 7.1?
LWR/CWR/SWR Register
Welding Register(ATW,FBW)
Curve Register
Points and Crossing Register
Section
Rail/Weld failure Register
Level Crossing Register
USFD Register
Asset Register
Deep Cutting Register
Tunnel Inspection Register
Bridge inspection Register
The index plan Register
Land Boundary Register (807(b),(c),(d)
(e)(f) of IRPWM
 Standard Measurement Book for Service
buildings/Staff Quarter etc.
 Infringement Register with details of condo
nation to the infringements.
 Bad bank Register
 Rivet (loose) Inspection Register/Camber
Register.
In addition to above following register shall also
be prepared:
 Ballast Cushion Register T.P. Wise
 Destressing Register
 Track Parameters Register
 Sand Hump Inspection Register
 Toe load Measurement Register
Whether it is ensured that the following
Records (Plans/Drawing) are prepared as per
PCE Circular no 268 R1 Para 7.1?
 The Index plan & “L” Section in tracing
paper duly approved.
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Item to be checked

Yes/No

Remarks

The certified land plans, land acquisition
documents
and
compensation
paid,
Mutation etc
 P. Way Diagram
 The original Completion drawing of all the
bridges including road over bridges, road
under bridges, pipe line crossings,
buildings, station yard plans, Level
crossings etc.
 Colony layout plans.
 The water supply arrangement details and
plans for water supply distributor system
 The details of water purification plant
 List of section having ballast deficiency
 History of major breaches, Cutting slips
etc?
 List of RATs with details/ History/ plans
 Special feature like tilting of wells of major
bridges, unusual phenomenon encountered
while construction of new line etc.
 CRS’s sanctions.
 Compliances of CRS observation at the
time of opening.
 List of Bridges.
 List of Buildings.
 List of Level crossings.
 List of Bench marks
 List of Completion drawings.
 Approved Site Plan
 Approved GAD.
 Approved structural drawings.
In addition to above, following P-way
documents are also prepared:
 Ballast testing reports
 U.S.F.D. testing report
 Rail testing Certificate issued by RITES at
the time of supply of new rails from BSPC.
 Welding
(ATW/FBW)
deflection,
Metallurgical test report.


8.13

ANNEXURES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Circular regarding Test Check of AT-Weld/FBW.
Providing Machine made Check Rails on Level Crossing.
Lifting of SH Rails.
Method Statement.
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CHAPTER - 9
PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF BRIDGES

CHAPTER-9
PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF BRIDGES
9.1

PREAMBLE

9.1.1

Introduction
A bridge is a structure built to span physical obstructions without closing the
way underneath, e.g., body of water, valley, road etc. for the purpose of
providing passage over the obstacle. There are various designs of bridges
with each serving a particular purpose and suitable to particular situations.
There is no single solution for deciding type of bridge and designs of bridges
vary depending on the function of the bridge, the nature of the terrain and
location where the bridge is constructed, proposed material of construction
and aesthetics required.

9.1.2

Type of bridges
Bridges can be classified in many ways based on the form, material of
construction and usage. Following are major classifications:
A)

B)

Form
a.

Simply supported bridge

b.

Continuous bridge

c.

Cantilever bridge

d.

Balance cantilever bridge

e.

Arch bridge

f.

Tied arch (Bow string) bridge

g.

Open web girder

h.

Cable stayed bridge

i.

Suspension bridge

j.

Bascule bridge

Material
a.

Wooden bridges

b.

Masonry bridges
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C)

9.1.3

c.

MCC bridges

d.

RCC bridges

e.

PSC bridges

f.

Steel bridges

Usage
a.

Railway bridges

b.

Road bridges

c.

Road over bridges

d.

Road under bridges

e.

Foot over bridges

f.

Rail cum road bridges

g.

Flyover

h.

Viaduct

i.

Pipe line bridges

Topics covered
The present chapter covers various aspects of bridges starting from definition
and classification. Various codes and manuals concerning the bridges have
also be listed for ready reference. Thereafter survey for bridges is discussed
including Geographical, Hydrological, Geotechnical, Seismic and Utility
surveys followed by Planning of bridges at initial stages. Execution of bridge
works has been discussed in detail for different type of sub and
superstructures. Construction records are important part of execution and
same have been duly deliberated upon. Post construction inspection of
bridges has also been discussed.

9.1.4

Codes, Manuals and Guidelines
Design and construction of bridges is governed by their respective codes
based on their usage as given below.
Type of Bridges
Railway Bridges
Rail cum Road Bridges
Road Bridges
Pedestrian Bridges Over Rail
Pedestrian Bridges Over Road

Codes
IRS and IS codes
IRS and IS codes
IRC and IS codes
IRS and IS codes
IRC and IS codes
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Pipe line bridges

IS codes

List of various codes and manual is given at the end for ready reference.
9.2

SURVEY
Survey for any work is an essential part of planning. The survey of
construction of bridges is covered in detail in Chapter 3 of Indian railway
Bridge manual. The survey or investigation for bridges should cover the
particulars of catchment area, the soil characteristics, the anticipated flood
level and other relevant hydraulic particulars. A bridge requires Geographical,
Hydrological, Geotechnical, Seismic, Utilities survey which are discussed
further below.

9.2.1

Geographical
For planning of new bridges/ extension of bridges, detailed geographical
survey of site is required. The survey should cover the following points:
(A)

Following features falling up to a distance of 200 m on either side of
bridge
i.

Borrow pits

ii.

Rivers, streams, drains, sullage and sewer drains and their sizes
with direction of flow

iii.

Pipelines with direction of flow

iv.

Temples, mosques and graves

v.

LC, ROB, FOB with Roads and footpaths with the names of
towns or villages they lead to

vi.

T/Out, obligatory points, electric crossing etc

(B)

For important/major bridges on new lines, the river to be surveyed for a
distance of 8 km upstream and 2 km downstream, all spill channels in
upstream should also be covered in survey. This should include cross
section and L-section of the stream along with data for HFL, discharge
etc.

(C)

All bridges in upstream and down stream should be recorded along
with their discharge, opening and HFL. This helps in deciding about the
proposed bridge.

(D)

Climatic data e.g., maximum and minimum shed air temperature,
humidity, rainfall, pollution level and type etc. Exposure condition
should be determined on the basis of this data. These data have
impact on design of bridge & its components and should be recorded in
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general arrangement drawing of the bridge for further use by design
office.
9.2.2

Hydrological
To collect the hydraulic data for the stream, hydrological survey is required to
be taken up. The Hydrological survey should include the following data:-

9.2.3

i.

Area and shape of the catchment.

ii.

Details of the course of the main stream along with its slope, material
and its tributaries.

iii.

Nature of soil and vegetation in the catchment.

iv.

Discharge of stream

v.

HFL with year

vi.

If discharge is not available, it need to be determined from applicable
formula

vii.

Information from the rainfall records of local or nearby rain gauges.

viii.

Other climatic conditions (like temperature, humidity etc.).

ix.

Bank erosion and bed scour observed at the bridge site in the case of
alluvial rivers and the nature of the material transported.

x.

The maximum observed scour depth in the vicinity of the proposed
bridge crossing.

xi.

Full description of existing bridges in both upstream and downstream
from proposed bridge.

xii.

Factors affecting water stage at the proposed bridge site

Geotechnical
Geotechnical investigation is important for determining type of substructure
and its right proportioning. Sometimes even span arrangement may be
governed on the basis of results of Geotechnical investigation.
The following particulars are usually collected during soil investigation:
a)

Ground water table and its tidal and seasonal fluctuations;

b)

Soil profile and bore hole log;

c)

In-situ bulk and dry density ;
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d)

Index properties of soil ;

e)

Shear properties of soil. If required Plate load test, Standard
Penetration Test (SPT) may be done;

f)

Consolidation properties, in case of clays;

g)

Particle size gradation;

h)

Chemical analysis of soil and ground water to identify sulphate and
chloride content or any other deleterious chemical content.

The tests and their extent depends upon type and size of foundation which in
turn depends upon soil conditions. Thus soil investigation is an iterative
exercise. Usually, one bore hole of sufficient depth (the depth depends upon
type of proposed bridge foundation and experience from adjoining structure)
is carried out. Its results are analysed and foundation is proportioned
approximately based on results from one bore hole. If open foundation is
proposed, then soil bearing capacity shall be confirmed by Plate Load Test,
which is a direct and better representative test. Subsequently other bore holes
/ tests shall be planned.
Liquefaction potential shall also be assessed for the site. Deep foundation
becomes necessary in case of liquefiable soils.
For a typical major bridge, following tests are required:

9.2.4

i.

One bore hole per abutment pier with soil samples and SPT.

ii.

One PLT, however, if bore hole data varies from pier to pier, then more
may be required.

iii.

Grain size distribution, shear strength parameters, Cu, Cc, Atterberg
limits (for plastic soils) on soil samples.

iv.

Water table with fluctuation details

v.

Chemical analysis for chlorides and sulphates

Seismic
The location of bridge should be plotted on seismic zone map to ascertain its
seismic zone. Any fault in the vicinity (with in 20 km) to site shall also be
noted. Liquefaction potential and soil type shall be obtained from soil
exploration. These data have impact on seismic design of bridge and should
be recorded in general arrangement drawing of the bridge for further use by
design office.
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9.2.5

Utilities
Utility survey is required to identify services at site. Besides site tell tails/
markers, information may also be obtained from existing plans, registers,
records etc. Cable layout plans for S&T and electrical shall be obtained from
respective department.
Trenching may also be done to physically check the presence of cables in the
area.
Now a days many pressurized gas pipe line crossings are also there and
special care should be given to note presence of them as any damage may
lead to catastrophic results.

9.3

PLANNING
The planning of bridges requires detailed analysis of data acquired during the
various type of surveys. The purpose is to plan the bridge in such a way that it
is suitable to the requirement and can be constructed most economically
within the given site constraints. Therefore each parameter requires the due
delebration. After the planning, checklist for preparing the general
arrangement drawing for the bridges is also given at the end.

9.3.1

Overall length
The economy and safety of the bridge requires judicious selection of
appropriate water way to be provided which in turn decides overall length of
the bridge. Hence, determination of overall length of the bridge is an important
aspect which need due consideration. As far as possible, bridge should be
planned perpendicular to stream (especially for important bridges). Besides
avoiding the skew designs, this helps in reducing overall length of the bridge
also.
For deciding the water way to be provided, following factors need to be
considered:
a.

Discharge of the stream

b.

Type of terrain

c.

Bed material

d.

Lacey’s water way (In alluvial soils)

e.

Water way of the bridges in upstream and down stream

f.

River training works in approaches

In the case of a river which flows between stable high banks and which has
the whole of the bank-to-bank width functioning actively in a flood of
magnitude Q, the waterway provided shall be particularly equal to the width of
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the water spread between the stable banks for such discharge. If however, a
river spills over its banks and the depth of spill is appreciable, the waterway
shall be suitably increased beyond the bank-to-bank width, in order to carry
the spill discharge as well.
In the case of river having comparatively wide and shallow section, with the
active channel in flood confined only to a portion of the full width from bank to
bank, constriction of the natural waterway would normally be desirable from
both hydraulic and cost considerations. A thorough study of both these factors
shall be made before determining the waterway for such a bridge.
The waterway shall be designed as per para 4.5 of the I.R.S. Code of practice
for the design of substructures and foundations of bridges.
9.3.2

Span Arrangement
Span Arrangement, i.e., No of span and their lengths are to be determined
next . The span arrangement is another important factor which governs the
economy, safety and ease of construction. Following factors should be given
due consideration while deciding span configuration:
a.

Height of Bridge (Bed level to formation level)

b.

Nature of stream (perennial/intermittent/seasonal)

c.

Scour depth

d.

Type of foundation

e.

Type of spans (Steel/PSC/RCC)

f.

Superstructure Construction methodology (In-situ
cantilever construction, precast and launched etc)

g.

Availability of materials

construction,

In case of perennial streams, construction of piers is difficult and costly and
hence to minimize the piers, longer spans should be preferred.
Over all height of pier from scour level to Pier cap and type of foundation
governs the cost of substructure. Well and pile foundations are costly and for
their economic utilization, longer spans should be preferred.
For overall economy, cost of substructure should be approximately equal to
cost of substructure.
9.3.3

Type of foundation
The following types of foundations are normally provided for Railway Bridges,
depending on the site conditions:
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i)

Open foundations.

ii)

Well Foundations.

iii)

Pile foundations.

a.

Open foundation is suitable for bridges where rock or firm subsoil is
available at shallow depth and there is not much scour in the stream.

b.

Well foundation provides a solid and massive foundation for heavy
loads and large horizontal forces. This has a larger cross sectional
area and hence the total foundation bearing capacity is much larger
than what may be offered by a cluster of piles. The well provides a very
good grip when taken sufficiently deep and hence is most suited for
river beds subjected to heavy scour. Being cast above water level,
good quality control can be exercised in construction of well foundation
hence, these should be preferred over pile foundation.
However, a well foundation should not be constructed in close vicinity
to existing structures as construction of well foundation may affect the
existing foundation, if constructed in close vicinity. Usually, a minimum
clear distance equal to dia of well being constructed should be
provided from existing structure for its safety.

c.

Pile foundation can be used where the foundations have to be built
very deep or taken through deep layers of soil subjected to little scour.
Larger diameter piles can be provided to take care of large horizontal
forces when the foundations are deep.

However, assessment of pile capacity is based on empirical formula which
also use indirect results from soil exploration (Usually disturbed samples are
used for test in lab). Its further confirmation is done through pile load test the
results of which depends upon quality of pile. Usually test pile not being part
of permanent structure gets less attention during execution leading to doubtful
quality of pile. The results of load test in such case may be much less than
theoretical assessment. If such results are used in further design, it may lead
to uneconomical structure.
Further, concreting of pile is mostly required to be done under water making it
susceptible to quality related issues during execution in-spite of using tremie
for concreting. Due to no shuttering in sides, clear cover to reinforcement may
also be difficult to ensure (even if circular cover blocks are used) making it
susceptible to damage due to corrosion over the period of time.
9.3.4

Type of Superstructure
The following types of superstructures are normally provided for Railway
Bridges, depending on the site conditions:
i)

RCC Box – These are used for culverts, subways, RUBs, services etc.
Now a days, boxes are also being placed in segments of 1.5 m using
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care for construction of LHS. However, as there is no connection in
adjoining segments, there is no lateral load dispersion and any damage
to even a single segment may require closure of bridge.
ii)

RCC spans – These are provide for small bridges (less than 3 m
spans) and used for culverts, services etc.

iii)

PSC slabs – These are used for more than 3 m spans and upto 12.2 m
spans.

iv)

PSC girders/Box girders - These are used for more than 9 m spans
and have been used upto 40 m spans.

v)

PSC balanced cantilever box girders – These are used for long spans
and have been used upto 72+102+72 m continuous girders. These are
constructed by cantilever construction method using NRS gantry.

vi)

Steel I-girders – Steel girders are normally used for 12.2 to 30.5 m
spans. These can be fabricated in work shop under good quality
control and then assembled and erected/ launched at site.

vii)

Steel open web girders – Steel open web girders are normally used for
30.5 m and longer spans. Open web girders use steel more effectively
than I-girders and hence require less steel than I-girder for same span.
However, these require more sophisticated equipment and higher level
of precision in fabrication. These can be fabricated only in work shop
under good quality control and then assembled and erected/ launched
at site. These are also provided with camber to counter deflections.
Earlier only riveted field connections were permitted in Railway girders.
Now HSFG bolts can also be used in connections making their erection
easier.

9.4

EXECUTION
Execution of bridge requires close supervision and periodic construction
survey for its successful completion. Chapter 4 of Indian railway Bridge
manual gives in detail the procedure for various activities. Important points are
given below for ready reference:

9.4.1

Setting Layout of Bridge
The bridge layout should be done after center line of track has been marked
in the field. The reference marks shall be outside the construction zone and
duly protected against damage. All measurements should be done either
using calibrated steel tape (all corrections should be applied appropriately,
viz., tension, temperature and slope) or preferably using electronic measuring
devices e.g. total station or EDM.
Firstly the center of all piers and abutments should be marked and cross
checked. Thereafter, layout of individual footings should be marked.
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In case of curved bridges, due consideration should be given to shift in center
line of curve due to transitions. Besides that, usually pier centers deviate
outward in radial direction also. This is to be noted carefully, if provided in
drawing and necessary corrections be applied to pier center.Checklist for
GAD is annexed at the end.
9.4.2

Utilities Shifting
Utilities identified during survey may be classified as
i)

Utilities to be shifted and

ii)

Utilities to be supported during construction

Those requiring shifting (normally wires, cables, small dia pipes are easy to
shift) should be shifted prior to excavation to avoid any damage to services.
For those requiring support (Usually larger dia pipes, gas pipes etc. are
difficult and costly to shift and foundation is planned with then as it is) during
construction, support system should be planned well in advance with
sequence of execution. All material required for support should be available at
site before start of execution.
9.4.3

Selection of Material source (RMC, Aggregate etc)
Source for all construction material should be identified for ensuring their
supply during the work. This helps in maintaining quality and speed of
construction. Following factors need deliberation while selecting source:
i)

Distance from source to site

ii)

Quality of aggregate available

iii)

Quantity of material required

iv)

Rate of supply (cum/hr etc) required

v)

Capacity of source

vi)

Backup arrangements in case of failure

vii)

Past experience of source

9.4.4

Substructure

9.4.4.1

Open Foundation
Excavation should be done in such a way that the surrounding soil can stand
by itself by suitably sloping the sides. When excavations have to be deep or
when the side slopes are not stable, suitable shoring may be provided from
top using sheet pile, timber planks, walling pieces and struts.
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In deep foundations and large size excavations, where the seepage is there,
suitable pumps may be used for dewatering. A small sump on the side or
corners should be provided for collection of the water to be pumped.
After excavation upto desired level, excavated surface should be thoroughly
inspected for any loose pocket of earth. If any loose pocked is noted it should
be compacted before laying of PCC.
If required, a plate load test may be carried out to confirm the bearing capacity
of foundation.
Open foundations must rest on a stratum with adequate bearing capacity. The
footings should rest on a lean concrete bed of adequate thickness
9.4.4.2

Well Foundation
After setting up of layout, first the pitching of well curb is carried out. Correct
pitching of cutting edge is important for further work.The curb should be
generally pitched at about 15 cm to 30 cm above the low water level. The
pitching level may be kept higher if the water level in the river is subjected to
greater fluctuations like in tidal areas. In case the site is dry, excavation
should be carried out upt o the level at which the well curb is proposed to be
pitched and the centre of the well curb carefully marked. The well curb should
then be assembled on wooden blocks or sand bags placed at intervals of
about 1.5 metre. In case the well has to be sunk in water, an island is formed,
and the top of the island is levelled and compacted lightly and marking for
setting the cutting edge is done on the level surface. Gauges should be
marked on curb to monitor tilt and shift.
Thereafter, reinforcement for well curb is fixed followed by shuttering. Sinking
should be done at least 7 days after casting. As the well is unstable in
beginning, it is desirable to partially sink cutting edge alone first before casting
first lift. Further, in the beginning, smaller lifts of about 1.5 m should be done
followed by sinking till well stabilized against tilt. Thereafter higher lifts may
also be done to expedite the progress.
During the sinking, tilt and shifts be monitored continuously and rectification
measures be taken at the earliest whenever they are observed. If final tilt and
shift is more than prescribed limit (based on dia and depth of well), design
office should be consulted before plugging.
After well is sunk to desired level, soil strata should be verified to ensure that
it is resting on planned strata. In case of deviation, a short depth bore may be
done to verify the availability of strata. In case of major deviations, opinion of
design office may be required.
Once the founding strata is confirmed, surface be prepared for bottom
plugging by making the concave or KUNDI. Concreting of bottom plug should
be done by tremie. After concrete has set, dredge hole be filled with sand
followed by top plug, well cap and substructure.
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9.4.4.3

Pile Foundation
As already discussed, piles are executed under almost concealed conditions
and hence susceptible to quality issues. Therefore, greater care is required to
be exercised in execution of piles. For boring and concreting of pile, detailed
provisions as given in Section 1100 of Specification for Road and Bridge
Works (fifth revision) published by Indian Road Congress shall be followed.
Some of the commonly used provisions are given below for ready reference.


Boring shall be carried out using rotary equipment. Percussion type of
equipment shall not be used unless specifically approved by engineerin-charge.



Properties of bentonite suspension shall be periodically checked for its
properties as per clause 1115.2.3 of Specification for road and bridge
works (fifth revision).



Bores with collapsed wall shall be rejected and should not be used.



Deviation in location of pile at piling platform level shall not be more
than 75 mm.



Variation from vertical shall not be more than 1:150.



Variation in cross section of pile shall be within +50/-10 mm.



Clean the pile shaft of all loose material before placing reinforcement
cage.



Do not provide L-bends at the bottom of the reinforcement cage for
cleaning of shaft.



Ensure that no debris remains at the bottom of the shaft before
concreting.



The bore shall be washed by bentonite flushing to ensure clean bottom
after completion of boring as well as before start of concreting after
placing the reinforcement cage. Flushing with bentonite shall be done
continuously with fresh bentonite slurry till the consistency of inflowing
and outflowing slurry is similar.



Provide minimum 2 m temporary casing at top during concreting.
Longer casing shall be used where ever required to prevent collapse of
side walls of the bore hole.



Concrete mix shall be M35 grade of concrete with minimum cement
content of 400 kg/m3, maximum water cement ratio of 0.4 and slump in
the range of 150-200 mm as per Clause 709.1.9 of IRC 78.
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As tremie method of concreting in not under water concreting, there is
no need to add 10% extra cement (clause 709.6.2.3(h) of IRC 78).



Wherever practicable, concrete should be placed in a clean dry hole.



Concreting should invariably be carried out using tremie with a funnel.



Dia of tremie should be minimum 200 mm.



Tremie pipe should always be well into the already placed concrete.



Tremie should always be full of concrete.



Rate of placing of concrete shall not be less than 6 m (length of pile)
per hour.



Maintain sufficient head of green concrete to prevent inflow of water
and soil in concrete.



A continuous record shall be kept by engineer as to the volume of
concrete placed in relation to pile that is cast.



Once started, concreting shall be carried out continuously till complete
casting of pile.

9.4.5

Superstructure

9.4.5.1

RCC bridges
RCC bridges form simplest type of superstructure. RCC slabs are restricted
upto 3 m span. However, RCC boxes are being constructed in larger spans
also (upto 12 m constructed). As the railway loads are dynamic in nature and
concrete is prone to cracking, maintenance of proper reinforcement spacing
and cove is essential.
Concrete mix design shall be carried out for the proposed mix of concrete.
During hydration of cement, a lot of heat is generated causing evaporation of
water from concrete and thermal gradient in green concrete. Loss of water in
early stage causes reduction in strength and higher shrinkage in concrete.
Thermal gradients may result in thermal cracks in early stages. To minimize
these effects, attempt should be made to minimize the cement during mix
design to reduce shrinkage and thermal effect in concrete. Further, good
quality aggregate should be used in concrete, especially those recquiring
higher strengths. Fine aggregate should be silt free (silt being within
permissible limits). Now PC (Polycarboxylate) based plasticizer are available
which require less dose for same slump in comparison to old generation
plasticizers (lignosulfonate based). Though these are costly but due to its
reduced quantity required, the net cost effect is insignificant. Hence, PC
based plasticizers should be preferred. Usually potable water should be used
in concreting and further curing.
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For cast in situ construction, first shuttering should be fixed. Shuttering plays
an important role in quality and surface finish of the concrete. Only steel
shuttering with proper de-shuttering oil shall be used for good surface finish.
Shuttering should be free from dents, holes etc for good surface finish of
concrete. It is recommended to use 4-5 mm thick steel plate in fabrication of
shuttering for good surface finish in repeated jobs. Plates shall be securely
fixed with each other to avoid chances of bulging during concerting. The joints
between plates shall be leak proof to avoid leakage of slurry from concrete.
Leakage of slurry leads to poor surface finish and honey comb in concrete.
When depth of concrete is more, properly designed tie rods or wailers shall be
provided.
Reinforcement shall be stacked and covered on staging to avoid contact with
ground/soil. Reinforcement shall be free from rust, dirt, oil etc and cut and
bend, preferably using machines, as per bar bending schedule. Thereafter,
reinforcement shall be fixed. Sometimes, in heavily reinforced sections with
shear stirrups, sequence of fixing of bars should be decided based on
complexity of reinforcement.
Cover blocks for maintaining the cover mentioned in the drawing shall be fixed
as required.
The reinforcement and shuttering shall be checked and any deficiencies noted
be rectified.
Concreting scheme shall be prepared for quantity to be poured. Care should
be taken to ensure that cold joints do not form in the process. Construction
joint, if any, shall be thoroughly cleaned and wetted before start of concreting.
During extreme winter and summer, ambient temperature should be
monitored and necessary steps shall be taken to cold/hot weather concreting
as applicable.
Thereafter, concreting shall be carried out. Concrete shall preferable be
obtained from RMC plant or automated batching plant at site.
Slump test shall be done and cubes for strength be filled as per frequency
specified in IS:456.
Shutter and/or needle vibrator shall be used for proper compaction of
concrete.
Construction joint, if any, should be prepared for next concreting before
concrete just placed if final set.
Curing shall start soon after the final set and continue for 14/21 days as
specified. For surfaces where wet curing is not possible, curing compound
may be used with Approval of engineer in charge. If curing does not start
early, shrinkage cracks may develop.
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De-shuttering should be done at specified time. Surface should be inspected
soon after de-shuttering and minor repairs required, if any, should be done
expeditiously. An early repair results in better bond.
Props below soffit should be removed after specified time.
HOT WEATHER CONCRETING
DOs:


Depute competent inspection personnel at site to anticipate the need
for requirements during hot weather concreting and ensure them.



When temperature conditions are critical, carry out concreting during
evening or night.



If ambient temperature is likely to exceed 40 degree Celsius during
period of concreting, start concreting only if arrangements for hot
weather concreting are in place.



Plan the locations of construction joints ahead of time with hot weather
contingencies in mind.



Do not add water to pre-mixed concrete at the job site unless it is part
of the amount required initially for the specified maximum watercement ratio and the specified slump.



Use all available means to maintain the materials at as low
temperatures as practicable



Provide shades on stockpiles to protect them from direct rays of the
sun



Sprinkle water on the coarse aggregate piles & apply moisture
correction accordingly.



Use cold water in concrete and keep it cold by protecting pipes, water
storage tanks, etc.



Mix ice directly into the concrete as part of the mixing water.



Design the mix with minimum cement content consistent with other
functional requirements.



Use lower heat of hydration cements instead of that with greater
fineness and high heat of hydration.



Check concrete temperature frequently using a metal clad thermometer
by embedding it in concrete
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Keep the mixing time to the minimum as required to ensure adequate
quality and uniformity.



Paint the exposed mixer surface yellow or white, cover it with hessian
cloth and spray cool water.



Keep the period between mixing and delivery to an absolute minimum.



Coordinate the delivery of concrete with the rate of placement to avoid
delays in delivery.



Sprinkle forms, reinforcement, and subgrade with cool water just prior
to placement of concrete.



Wet the area around the work to cool the surrounding air and increase
its humidity.



Deploy ample personnel to place concrete immediately on delivery to
minimise the delay losses



Place concrete in thin layers and small areas to reduce time interval
between consecutive placements.



Moist fresh the concrete by means of fog sprays, wet hessian cloth,
cotton mats, or other means if cold joints or cracks tend to form,
especially shortly after placement and before finishing.



Protect the concrete from evaporation of moisture, preventing ingress
of external water, by means of wet (not dripping) gunny bags, hessian
cloth, etc., immediately after consolidation and surface finish



Commence the moist curing once the concrete has attained some
degree of hardening sufficient to withstand surface damage
(approximately 12 hour after mixing)



Sprinkle water on formed surface while forms are still in place. Keep
the vertical and steeply sloping formed surfaces moist by applying
water to the top surfaces prior to and during form removal.



Keep the exposed surfaces moist by wet curing & provide wind breaker
wherever possible.



Spray the covering material with water to keep them soaked



Heavily reinforced area should be given special attention.

DONTs:


Use such large chunks of ice that do not melt down completely before
mixing is completed.
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9.4.5.2



Use concrete if its temperature is above 40 degree Celsius



Rely on the protection afforded by forms for curing in hot weather.



In initial stages of hardening, temp of curing water should be
approximately equal to that of concrete.



Remove wet covers until they are completely dry.



Delay in finishing air entrained concrete in hot weather.



Let the concrete surface dry during curing causing alternate drying and
wetting conditions.



Prolong mixing.



Finish slabs prematurely, eg. while bleed water is still on the surface.

PSC Bridges
Shuttering, reinforcement and concreting operation in PSC bridges are same
as for RCC bridges. Besides that, fixing of pre-stressing conduits (sheathing),
cone and subsequently pre-stressing operation are additional activities.


Note type of sheathing to be used from drawing. Only that type of
sheathing should be used.



Note down cable coordinates at every 2 m from drawing



Workout cable bottom levels at same points



Prepare reinforcement ladders for fixing of sheathing



Fix ladders along with reinforcement



Note cable exit angles from drawing



Prepare end shuttering as per recess for cone and exit angles



Insert sheathing



Ensure proper sealing of sheathing joints to prevent ingress of cement
slurry during concreting



Fix cones on end shutters



Fix bearing sleeves



Fix shuttering including end shuttering
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Insert few strands in each sheathing



Concreting to be done as enumerated in RCC bridges. Move strands in
sheathing to and for as the concreting progresses to ensure no
blockage during concreting



Curing and de-shuttering to be done in same way as for RCC bridges



After concrete has attained specified age and strength, insert all
strands for stressing. In case of stage stressing, only cables to be
stressed in that stage should be inserted.

Stressing of cables is a specialized activity requiring site calculations &
decisions and therefore should be carried out in supervision of experienced
technical personal only. Following are the steps involved in stressing:
i)

Note following data from drawing
a.

Theoretical Area and Modulus of elasticity of strand

b.

Grip length of jack used in calculation

c.

Elongation of each cable for both ends along with pulling force
(usually both ends have equal elongation but in special layouts,
these may be different)

d.

Some times, ram area of jack is given along with pressure. If a
jack of different ram area is to be used then corresponding
pressure need to be worked out.

ii)

Note Theoretical Area and Modulus of elasticity of strand from mill
certificates

iii)

Note actual Grip length of cable

iv)

Workout corrections as follows
a.

Correction for Area and Modulus of elasticity of strand

b.

Correction for change in grip length, if any

c.

Correction for change in ram area of jack, if any.

v)

Calculate modified elongation of cable and jack pressure

vi)

Calculate elongation at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 100% and
105% of jack pressure

vii)

Start stressing
a.

Fix bearing plate and wedges
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b.

Fix jacks at each end of cable

c.

Fix master wedges

d.

Tighten each strand to remove slack

e.

Re-fix master wedges after removal of slack

f.

Note initial reading for further calculation of elongation

g.

Apply 20% of jack pressure

h.

Note elongation and compare with theoretical elongation.
(Deviation may be there at 20% pressure due to residual slack)

i.

Increase jack pressure to 40%

j.

Note elongation and calculate incremental increase. Compare
with theoretical increase in elongation. These should be
comparable within 5%.

k.

Repeat i & j till pressure reaches 100% or elongation reaches
100%.

l.

If elongation at 100% pressure is less than theoretical value,
increase pressure till 100% elongation is achieved. Pressure not
to be increased beyond 105%. If 100% elongation is achieved
then lock the cable.

m.

If pressure at 100% elongation is less than theoretical value
(100%), increase pressure to 100%. Pressure not to be
increased beyond 105% elongation. If 100% pressure is
achieved with elongation <= 105% then lock the cable.

n.

After cable is locked, release the jacks and note cable retraction
giving wedge set. It should not be more than wedge set
specified in drawing.

o.

Observe cable for slow slip for next 24 hours.

p.

If no slip is observed, grout the cable. Detailed procedure for
grouting is given in bridge manual.

q.

Complete with trimming of strands using grinder followed by
capping of end cones.

r.

If conditions in m are not satisfied and cable is not locked,
abandon stressing and investigate the cause. Rectify it. Further
stressing should be carried out using fresh cable. Cable once
stressed should not be reused.
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9.4.5.3

viii)

All stressing record should be preserved as permanent record and form
part of completion plan for future reference.

ix)

After stressing, further work should be done as for RCC bridges.

Steel Bridges
In steel bridges, fabrication is a specialized job covered in separate chapter.
Following are the main points to be kept in mind:
i)

QAP should be prepared as the first activity

ii)

All detailed drawings should be available before start of work. Part
drawings may create problem at later state leading to wastage of
material

iii)

Prepare plate/section cutting plan to minimize the wastage

iv)

Order material accordingly

v)

While ordering material, Grade and Quality of steel should be specially
taken care of.

vi)

Strength designation of steel has been changed in code during last 10
years from name based to Fe to dual E/Fe followed by E. To further
complicate the issue, Old Fe denoted yield strength whereas Fe in dual
regime denoted ultimate strength. Now E is used which denoted yield
strength.

vii)

Quality of steel has also seen variations. It defines manufacturing
process (skilled/semi skilled/ normalized etc) along with usability
(weldability increases from Quality A on wards) and impact resistance.
Earlier it was called grade (now grade denotes strength and not
quality). Further a new Quality (old grade) has been added by splitting
B in to B0 and BR. Earlier B has become B0 and BR is new quality.

viii)

So whenever old drawing is referred with some Steel specification
written, it need to be deciphered correctly for present day code.

ix)

Next step is to prepare WPSS to be validated by tests.

x)

Welder qualification is also required. A welding procedure along with
welder is qualified for a particular combination of plates to be welded,
weld size and procedure (SAW/MMAW etc)

xi)

Jigs and fixtures should be prepared as required

xii)

The code to be followed should be selected based on work. IRS codes
to be followed for railway and rail-cum-road bridges whereas IRC
codes to be followed for Road bridges.
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9.4.5.4

xiii)

Similarly RDSO approval is related to railway and rail-cum-road
bridges.

xiv)

Camber in steel bridges is important and salient points are covered
below in 4.5.4.

xv)

Now a days, HSFG bolts are being used. RDSO has issued detailed
guide lines on the same. The salient points are covered below in 4.5.5.

xvi)

Painting of steel bridges is covered in 4.5.6 below.

Camber
Open web girders are designed based on the theory of truss where all joints
are assumed to be pin joints and all members are considered to carry axial
forces only. In practice, open web girders have rigidity in joints due to size of
rivets group in connections. This rigidity in joints causes secondary stresses in
members due to deformation of joints under load. To realise the assumption
of pin joints, there are two ways, viz., to pre-stress the girder in direction
opposite to direction of deformation of joints by providing camber or to
account for secondary stresses in design.
IRS codes have adopted first method, i.e., to provide camber in girders (Cl. 34
of IRS-B1-2001). Normally it is considered that cambering is against
deflection of girder in large spans, however, besides compensating the
deflection, it has another important purpose of pre-stressing the girder
members against secondary stresses due to which, cambering needs to be
given due importance to ensure longitivity and proper load carrying capacity of
girder.
The pre-stressing of girders is achieved by fabricating member length as per
camber layout and joint gussets as per nominal layout. The angular difference
in member direction between nominal and camber layout induces the reverse
deformations in members for pre-stressing it against secondary deformations.
As a result members are straight at full load thus fulfilling the assumption of
pin joints.
Detailed procedure for providing camber is given in Appendix-III of IRS:B12001.
The procedure for erection in brief is given below for ready reference.
1.

Prepare erection bed. In case of in-situ erection, fix trestles/ service
girders for supporting panel points.

2.

Fix camber jack on each panel point support.

3.

All camber jacks shall be in level of highest joint initially.
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4.

Lay bottom chords, cross girders and bracings starting from one end.
Align members and match joints. Provide 40% drifts and 40% bolts in
joints.

5.

Fix verticals and diagonals. Provide 40% drifts and 40% bolts in joints.

6.

Provide camber by lowering of camber jacks.

7.

After all vertical and diagonals are erected, start erection of top chords
from center proceeding out ward.

8.

Provide top bracings along with erection of top chords.

9.

Check and adjust camber.

10.

Fix end rackers.

11.

Complete 40% drifts and 40% bolts in all joints before refitting.

The Dos and Don’ts for achieving camber are as under
Dos


Start with all camber jacks in level



In the case where the girders are erected on yielding supports such as
a service span, provide due allowance for the anticipated yield when
the camber blocks are set out.



Provide 10% extra initial camber even on unyielding supports to cater
for unforeseen settlements during erection.



Check camber frequently during erection, preferably at least on
alternate days.



Drift number of holes simultaneously, if drifting is unavoidable.



Fix upper end of end racker first



Re-tighten service bolts frequently as the riveting proceeds

Don’ts


Provide camber till all bottom chord, verticals and diagonals have been
erected.



Drift joints as far as possible.



Use hammers exceeding 1 kg.(2 lb) in with turned barrel drifts



Carryout reaming of holes. Align holes by drifting instead.
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9.4.5.5



Fix lower end of end racker first.



Start riveting until the Engineer has personally satisfied himself that the
alignment of the girders is correct, the verticals plumb laterally, the
camber according to that shown on the camber diagram with camber
jacks screwed tight, all the joints and cover plates well up, service bolts
tight and field rivet holes coinciding.

HSFG Bolts
High strength Friction Grip (HSFG) bolts works on the principal of direct
transfer of force from one member to another through friction against the
conventional bolted joints in which force transfer takes place from one
member to another through bearing surface of bolts alongwith shearing of
bolts. Hence joints with HSFG bolts are also termed as friction type joints
whereas conventional bolted joints are termed as bearing type joints. To
generate high friction, high force normal to connected surface is required for
which high strength bolts capable of providing high tension in bolts are used.
Hence these are called high strength friction grip bolts. The connection made
using HSFG bolts is designed for no slip condition. If slip takes place in joints
with HSFG bolts during load transfer then behaviour of joint changes from
friction joint to bearing joint resulting in change of methodology of load
transfer and also changing the design basis. Therefore, due care is required
to be exercised during execution so that a joint designed as friction type
behaves in same way after execution.
As the friction generated is physical property of surfaces in contact, proper
preparation of contact surfaces is of paramount importance in case of friction
type joints. Friction factor as per IS 4000 for some of the common surface
finishes is given below for ready reference.
1

Surface not treated

0.20

2

Surface blasted with shot or grit with 0.50
any loose rust removed, no pitting

3

Surfaces blasted with shot or grit and 0.10
hot-dip galvanized

4

Surfaces blasted with shot or grit and 0.25 ( thickness 50-70
spray-metallized with zinc

m)

5

Surfaces blasted with shot or grit and 0.30 ( thickness 30-80
painted with ethyl-zinc silicate coat

m)

6

Surfaces blasted with shot or grit and 0.30 ( thickness 0-30
painted with alkali-zinc silicate coat

m)

7

Surfaces blasted with shot or grit and 0.50 ( thickness > 50
spray metallized with aluminium

m)
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NOTE- The contact surfaces shall not be sand blasted.
It is worth noting that shot or grit blasting is essential for use of HSFG bolts.
Presently sand blasting is being used for surface preparation which is
prohibited with HSFG bolts. Further metalizing is most suited with friction
factor of 0.50 and hot dip galvanising is least suited with 0.10. The desirable
and prohibited activities while using HSGF bolts are given at the end for ready
reference.
Do’s
1.

Check class (8.8 or 10.9) of bolts from drawing carefully.

2.

Check bolt tension and type of surface preparation from drawing. If not
available in drawing then refer to design office.

3.

Check supply of bolt to ensure class.

4.

Obtain torque required to produce desired tension through lab test.

5.

Re-assess torque through lab test if source of bolts changes

6.

Carryout surface preparation as mentioned in drawing using shot/grit
blasting only.

7.

Tighten bolts using torque wrench at specified torque only.

8.

Use nuts and bolts as supplied.

Don’ts

9.4.5.6

1.

Use bolts of class lower than that specified in drawing.

2.

Carryout sand blasting for surface preparation.

3.

Use paint other than that specified for surface preparation.

4.

Tighten bolts using normal spanner.

5.

Assume tightening torque.

6.

Grease/oil nuts and bolts.

7.

Use rusted bolts.

Painting
Site conditions and access to site govern the painting system to be used.
Galvanization, Metallising or Epoxy paints should be preferred for corrosive
conditions. also provide good solution to corrosion. All theses system provide
long life upto 20 years. Other paints need recoating after every 5 years or
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earlier. Painting of steel structures should be carried out after approval of
fabrication as per the selected painting system. After the steel work is erected
at site, the second finishing coat shall be applied after touching up the primer
and the finishing coat if damaged in transit. The Schedule of painting as
detailed in IRS B-1 specification shall be adopted. Dry Film Thickness shall be
measured by elcometer or any other approved method.
A)

B)

Metallising:
(i)

The surface shall be thoroughly cleaned and roughened by
compressed air blasting

(ii)

Metal spraying (150 microns in 2 layers) shall be carried out as
soon as possible after surface preparation (Details in
Appendix-VII of IRS-B1)

(iii)

One coat of etch primer to IS:5666.

(iv)

One coat of zinc chrome primer to IS:104 with the additional
proviso that zinc chrome to be used in the manufacture of primer
shall conform to type 2 of IS:51.

(v)

Two coats of aluminum paint to IS:2339 brushing or spraying as
required. One coat shall be applied before the fabricated steel
work leaves the shop. After the steel work is erected at site, the
second finishing coat shall be applied after touching up the
primer and the finishing coat if damaged in transit.

Epoxy painting:
(i)

Prepare the surface by sand or grit blasting to Sa 2-1/2 to
IS:9954 i.e. near white metallic surface

(ii)

Apply by brush/airless spray two coats of Epoxy Zinc Phosphate
primer to RDSO Specification No. M&C/PCN/102/86 to 60
microns min, dry film thickness( DFT) giving sufficient time gap
between two coats to enable the first coat of primer to hard dry.

(iii)

Apply by brush/ airless spray one coat of Epoxy Micaceous Iron
Oxide paint to RDSO Specification No. M&C/PCN/103/86 to 100
microns minimum DFT of 100 and allow it to hard dry

(iv)

Apply by brush/airless spray two coats of polyurethane
aluminium finishing to RDSO Specification No. M&C/PCN110/88 for coastal locations or polyurethane red oxide (red oxide
to ISO 446 as per IS:5) to RDSO Specification M&C/PCN109/88 for other locations to 40 microns minimum DFT giving
sufficient time gap between two coats to enable the first coat to
hard dry. The finishing coats to be applied in shop and touched
after erection if necessary
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C)

Conventional painting:
(i)

Remove oil/grease from the metal surface by using petroleum
hydrocarbon solvent to IS:1745

(ii)

One coat of ready mixed paint zinc chrome priming to IS:104
followed by one coat of ready mixed paint red oxide zinc chrome
priming to IS:2074.
or
Two coats of zinc chromate red oxide primer to IRS:P-31

(iii)

9.4.5.7

Two finishing coats of red oxide paint to IS:123 or of any other
approved paint shall be applied over the primer coats. One coat
shall be applied before the fabricated steel work leaves the shop

Launching of Girder
Girder of superstructure can either be erected in-situ or assembled at different
convenient location and launched in position subsequently. In case of
launching, many methods are available. Some of the popular methods are
listed below for ready reference.
i)

Launching by crane

ii)

End launching by pulling

iii)

Cantilever erection

Use of a method depends primarily on the following factors:
i)

Site condition

ii)

Weight of girder

iii)

Availability of suitable cranes

iv)

Availability of skilled man power

For small girders, it is convenient to assemble them on ground and launch
using cranes. Crane working is simple and more reliable. Now a days, cranes
of higher capacity (300-500 T) are available which may be used to launch
even heavier girders. Even open web girder of 30 m span have been
launched using cranes after assembling then on river bed. Following
precautions should be taken while launching by crane:
1.

Detailed plan shall be prepared duly marking position of crane and
girders to be erected. Final position of girder should also be marked on
the same plan.
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2.

Any obstruction to free movement of hanging girder shall be noted and
written on the plan for proper calculations of crane capacity.

3.

Maximum lifting (working) radius of the crane should be worked out
from the plan.

4.

Boom length and angle should be worked out from sectional details
(Level of crane and girders).

5.

Girder weight should be worked out from drawings

6.

Select suitable crane out of available crane in the market based on
above data (working radius, boom angle, boom angle and weight to be
lifted.

7.

After finalising the crane, check the plan for its placement in detail
ensuring grounding of its out riggers on firm ground. Grounding on
weak soil or on slope may result in tilting/ toppling of crane.

In end launching, girder is assembled at on bank of the bridge and then pulled
using winches. The girder is placed on rollers/ trollies over track for pulling. In
cantilever erection, first a dummy span is erected on bank and then using it as
starter, first span is erected using cantilever crane. The span being erected is
in cantilever during erection, hence the name cantilever erection. After a span
is completed, it is supported on pier at other end. Then using it as starter,
another span is erected and so on. End launching and cantilever erection are
specialized subjects and services of an expert are required for planning and
execution of the same.
9.4.6

Installation of Bearing
“A bearing is a small part of a bridge and unfortunately the attention it
receives from the engineers is also negligibly small. In fact, the importance of
this small part should have been inversely proportional to its size, as the
entire load is transmitted through this tiny component and any mis-behaviour
of bearing may lead to catastrophic results both for substructure as well as
superstructure1.”
The bearing essentially performs three functions viz.
(1)

to transfer load from superstructure to substructure,

(2)

to allow the permitted movements and

(3)

to prevent the undesirable movements.

There has been significant improvement in bridge bearings after use of
Elastomer and PTFE was started. Many modern bearings have been
developed using these materials which includes Elastomeric bearing, POT
bearing, POT-PTFE bearing, spherical bearing, friction pendulum bearing.
These bearings are able to support medium to high loads while permitting
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large deformations (translation and rotation) and hence fit for medium to large
spans.
Bridge bearings requires due importance since first stage of installation.
Following points should be kept in mind while fixing the bearing:
i)

Bearing should be procured only from approved manufacturers

ii)

Bearing should be inspected for any transit damage before fixing. All
transit clamps shall be securely fastened.

iii)

Bearing location shall be precisely marked on the pedestal and
superstructure

iv)

Pedestal and sleeve pockets shall be cleaned before placement of
bearing.

v)

Bearing shall be gently placed in location without any undue application
of force.

vi)

All bracings and diaphragms of girder should be fixed/ cast before
fixing of bearing.

vii)

Girder should be kept in proper line and level on wooden blocks before
fixing of bearing.

viii)

Bearing should then be lifted and aligned to connect it to girder. In this
position, bearing shall suspend freely from girder with space between
bearing and pedestal.

ix)

Tight bearing by driving steel wedges between bottom of bearing and
pedestal to ensure no gap in bearing elements.

x)

Fix bearing by pouring non-shrink grout in between pedestal and
bearing.

xi)

After gout is set (about 12 hrs), remove steel wedges and fill the
created space with grout.

xii)

Remove clamps after 24 hrs of grout. If clamps are left for longer
duration after bearing is fixed, it may damage the bearing by restricting
its movement.

9.5

CONSTRUCTION RECORDS

9.5.1

RCC
Maintaining of site records is essential for quality control. Following records
shall be maintained for RCC construction
i)

Site order book
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9.5.2

ii)

Steel (Reinforcement) register

iii)

Material testing register (Coarse aggregate, Fine aggregate)

iv)

Concrete cube strength register

v)

Moisture correction register for concreting

vi)

Water test

vii)

Cement register

viii)

Concreting register

ix)

Slump register

x)

Daily activity register

xi)

Labor register

xii)

Unusual incidence register

xiii)

Approved drawings set

xiv)

Site layout

PSC Girders
In addition to records maintained for RCC work, following additional record be
maintained for PSC work

9.5.3

i)

Sheath profile record

ii)

Stressing record

iii)

Grouting register

iv)

Strand record

v)

Sheathing record

vi)

Anchor record

Steel Girders
Records to be maintained for steel girders are given in IRS-B1 and
reproduced below for ready reference:
i)

Jigs register

ii)

Rivet checking register
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iii)

Material offering and inspection register

iv)

RDSO inspection note and compliance register

v)

Welding procedure data register

vi)

Radiographic inspection register

vii)

Statement of material test certificates

RDSO inspection note and compliance register is required for railway girders
only and not for ROB and FOB. Besides the above following registers should
also be maintained for composite girders.

9.6

i)

Shear studs checking register

ii)

HSFG Bolt checking register (if used)

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR OHE AND UTILITY
Now a days, most of the utilities e.g. electric cables, telephone wires, optical
fibers, gas pipe lines, oil pipe line, water pipe lines, severs etc. are provided
under ground to give a neat appearance. However, these underground utilities
cause hindrance in works and need due care during execution for safety of
both utilities and workmen. Whereas damage to some of the utilities may lead
only disruption of service to related facility e.g. telephone wires, optical fibers
etc, damage to some other may be catastrophic e.g. gas or oil pipe line. A
detailed utility survey, as already stated earlier, is required and helpful. All
utilities should be got shifted prior to work is possible. If it is not possible to
shift some of the utilities, a detailed scheme for their protection should be
prepared in consultation with respective department and implemented at site
for ensuring the safety.
In case of electrified tracks, OHE is present requiring special safety
precautions. Safety precautions in electrified area have been given in detail in
para 282 to 290 of IRPWM. Some of the important precautions related to
bridges are listed below for ready reference.
i)

No work shall be done within a distance of two metres from the live
parts of the O.H.E. without a ‘permit-to-work’.

ii)

No crane shall be worked except on the authorised ‘permit-to-work’. In
every case of working a crane, arrangement should be made for the
presence of authorised overhead equipment staff to ensure that all
safety precautions are taken.

iii)

Steel tapes or metallic tapes with woven metal reinforcement should
not be used in electrified tracks. Linen tapes are safer and, therefore,
should be used even though they are not accurate.
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9.7

iv)

It is important to note that dangerous voltages may be induced in
metallic masses such as fencing posts in the vicinity of traction
conductors. To avoid possibility of shock due to such voltages, the
metallic structures are bonded together and earthed.

v)

All electrical equipment, every power line or cable shall be regarded as
being ‘live’ at all times.

vi)

For work adjacent to overhead equipment the Engineering Inspector
shall apply to the proper authority sufficiently in advance for
sanctioning the traffic and power block required.

vii)

The Traction Power Controller through Traction Foreman will arrange
to isolate and earth the section concerned on the date and at the time
specified in consultation with the Traffic Controller. He shall then issue
‘permit-to-work’ to the Engineering Inspector.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter, a brief overview of bridges has been covered which includes
planning and construction of different types of bridges. Various available
options and practices have been discussed. Do’s and don’ts for some critical
activates have also been given. The purpose is to acquaint reader with
various terms and field practices on the subject. For detailed information on
any subject related specifications are required to be referred. Indian Railway
Bridge Manual, Indian Railway Works Manual, Indian Railway Concrete
Bridge Code and Indian Railway Standard Specification for Fabrication and
Erection of Steel Girder Bridges and Locomotive Turn-Tables are the major
references for railway bridges. For Road bridges, IRC-22, IRC-24 and IRC112 may be referred.
CHECK LIST FOR GAD OF RAILWAY BRIDGES
Br. No.

Span

Km

Section

Name of work
A.

DRAWING SPECIFICATIONS
Complied/ Remarks
(All para refer to IRWM unless specified Not Reqd
otherwise)

1.

Drawing is prepared on standard paper size
i.e.
A0= 841- 1189 mm (Important/Major Bridge
works)
A1= 594 - 841mm (Other Bridge works)

2.

Drawing is prepared on Auto Cad

3.

Borders provided as per BIS:SP-46-1988
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4.

Title block placed at Right Bottom Corner as
per para 904

5.

Folding marks made on drawing as per
Annex 9.2

6.

Drawing is to the Scale as per Para 905 of
IRWM

7.

Drawing is on Good Quality Tracing paper

8.

Drawing has been properly rolled and has
no folding/cut marks. Edges have been
protected with tape.

9.

Colour scheme and line types/thickness are
as per para 907 of IRWM

10. Reference to sanction (PB No.) mentioned
on Drawing
11. Only standard abbreviations as per Annex
9.3 used.
12. Font size for text is 2.5-3 mm and for
headings 4-5 mm.
B.

DRAWING DETAILS: GENERAL

1.

Key plan/ site plan (To scale) provided with
following details
Junction/terminal stations at each side of
bridge (Kilometers should increase left to
right)
UP & DN Direction of the track shown
Direction of flow
Existing structures at site with distance to
bridge
North direction.
Railway Boundary shown according to land
plans
Reference & Details of Bench Mark with
datumn
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2.

In case of curves on bridges and/or on
approaches (upto 200 m on either side),
following details have been shown/ given for
each curve
Degree of curve
Radius of curve
Super elevation
total angle of deflection
tangent points on the line, both on the plan
and in the longitudinal section
beginning and end of transitions together
with their lengths

3.

In case of gradient on bridges and/or on
approaches (upto 200 m on either side),
Gradients together with the distance from
which the level or gradient extends has
been shown/ given

4.

Infringements of standard dimensions, if
any.

5.

The nature of the soil (from trial pit, and bore
log details)

6.

Following features falling up to a distance of
200 m on either side have been shown
Borrow pits
Rivers, streams, drains, sullage and sewer
drains and their sizes with direction of flow
Pipelines with direction of flow
Temples, mosques and graves
LC, ROB, FOB with Roads and footpaths
with the names of towns or villages they
lead to
T/Out, obligatory points, electric crossing
etc.
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C.

DRAWING DETAILS: BRIDGE PROPER
(as per para 906 of IRWM)

1.

Plan of the proposed bridge, showing half
top & half bottom details drawn

2.

Front and side elevation of abutments and
piers drawn

3.

Sections through the bridge in such
directions as are necessary to show the
intended form and dimensions of the various
parts drawn

4.

Drawings of non-standard details, if any,
drawn

5.

Over all & clear span and c/c of bearing
mentioned

6.

UP & DN Direction of the track shown

7.

Type of bearing (Fixed/Free) mentioned

8.

Formation width on approach given

9.

Skew angle of bridge mentioned (mention
square also)

10. Shape of pier /Cut water shown
11. Plan & Section of river/ nala/ drain/
road/ground with levels along track given
12. For Doubling : Details of existing bridge with
ground plan of foundations, superstructure,
protection work etc. shown
13. For Doubling: Overall opening is not less
than existing
14. For important/major bridges on new lines,
the river to be surveyed for a distance of 8
km upstream and 2 km down stream, all spill
channels upstream shown on the plan;
following to be mentioned.
catchment area
velocity obtained by calculation and by
experiments (preferably at high flood )
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increase in velocity and probable HFL after
afflux
15. Hydraulic data
HFL with year
Discharge
Clearance (required, existing & proposed)
mentioned & found adequate as per code
Freeboard (required, existing & proposed)
mentioned & found adequate as per code
Velocity
Bed level
Low Water level
Scour Level
Silt factor
Any past history of washout/breaches
16. Track structure (Rail/
cushion) mentioned

Sleeper/Ballast

17. Proposed (& Existing for doubling) Rail level
& Formation level mentioned w.r.t. given
BM (Item B1)
D

NOTES
Following has been specified in notes

1.

Standard of Railway loading

2.

Seismic zone

3.

Exposure condition

4.

Sanctioned sectional speed

5.

Speed on curve, if applicable

6.

reference to the type drawing of the girder
/slab
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7.

Sub structure material (MCC/RCC etc.)

8.

Grade of Concrete proposed to be used

9.

Grade of Reinforcing steel

10. Grade and quality of Structural steel
11. Dismantling /Disturbance to the existing
structure - nature and extent mentioned
12. Drawing no
mentioned

of

Approved

L-Section

13. Modus Operandi for construction mentioned
14. Note for Weep Holes
15. Note for backfill and filter media material
16. Note for protection work
17. Note regarding requirement of CRS sanction
mentioned clearly
E

SITE FEASIBILITY RECORDED ON THE
PLAN BY DYCE/C in terms of Para 130 of
Engg Code

F

CHECKS WITH OTHER DRAWINGS

1.

Span arrangement as per approved
L-section

2.

Matching of levels with the approved
L-section

3.

Availability /Suitability of super structure

4.

In case of box, barrel length is not smaller
than that specified on each side of track.

5.

Over all & clear span and c/c of bearing are
as per referred drawing

6.

‘dimensions of substructure are tentative.’
Mentioned

7.

Data & past history verified from bridge
register (copy of pages of bridge register
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enclosed)
8.

Basis of the design discharge is linked
(calculation as per RBF-16, certificate from
canal authorities etc. enclosed)

9.

Completion plan of existing bridge annexed
(for doubling/ replacement works)

10. Soil strata verified by soil exploration &
report enclosed
G

APPROVAL & SIGNATURE

1.

Approval/Signature of local authority for
canal bridges, RUB or as applicable as per
local conditions with date

2.

Approval/Signature of Divisional officers with
date

3.

Name of all
designation

officials

mentioned

with

Certified that above mentioned items have been checked and found
complied/ not required/ not applicable, except the following for the
reasons mentioned against them
Signature
Name & Designation of DyCE
9.8

ANNEXURES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Drop and Curtain Wall in Bridges with Open Foundations.
Standard Tender Schedule for Major Bridges.
Fixing of Steps on FOB Staircase.
Providing Necessary Inspection Arrangements for New Bridges.
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CHAPTER - 10
GRADE SEPARATORS

CHAPTER- 10
GRADE SEPARATORS
(PART-I) - Planning and design

10.1

INTRODUCTION
Grade SeparatorGrade separator is a form of intersection in which one or more conflicting
movements on intersecting ground transport facility such as road, rail,
pedestrian way or cycle path are segregated in space. Flyover, Railway over
bridges, under bridges, subways and under passes both for vehicular and
pedestrian traffic are all grade separators and will be reckoned as such.
On Indian Railways, grade separator is generally provided to eliminate level
crossings. As the name envisages, in Railway terminology, a Level crossing is
an arrangement provided for facilitating the crossing of Railway tracks at the
same level by people and vehicles using the road. In the past, when both Rail
and Road traffic passing through the level crossing was low, not much
hindrance was caused to the road traffic as Rail traffic being given priority at
level crossings. However, since last few years, owing to the increased Rail
traffic and due to the development of expressways, National highways,
improvement of roads allowing higher speed and proportionate increase in
the number of road users using better motorized vehicles with higher speed
potential, level crossings have been proving to be rather impediments in the
free flow of road traffic. Due to long detentions caused to the road traffic
waiting at level crossings, not only precious time and fuel is wasted but also
many a times the situation becomes hazardous in terms of consequent
congestion and attitude of people to cross first and at the earliest. Bikers and
cyclist’s don’t even hesitate crossing below the closed barriers and that too till
the train almost approaches level crossing. Installed warning boards and
persuasion by the gateman, in such situations, are not of much help. In some
instances, even intimidation of gatemen coupled with forced lifting up of
barriers and thereby serious accidents have been noticed at level crossings.
Material position at unmanned crossings is further worse.
To come out of such uncalled for situations, since last years, Railways have
decided to replace the level crossings (both unmanned and manned) with
Road Over/Road Under bridges/LHSs. Till date large number of level
crossings have already been replaced and work on many more is either under
actual progress or in planning stage. In the recent Railway budget a target to
replace all level crossings by the year 2019 has been fixed.
Grade separator may be many types as explained below.
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10.1.1

Road Over Bridge- A Bridge over the rail line for the purpose of crossing it
without interruptions with approaches on both sides is commonly called as
Road Over Bridge - ROB.

10.1.2

Road Under Bridge-Generally used for a bridge which carries rail lines or
other services above the road.

10.1.3

Via-Duct- Portion of approaches on stilts for affecting economy in cost of
construction or for providing opening in part of the approach of ROB or
Flyover in place of solid earth filled embankment with or without return walls
for allowing cross traffic or for use of space below for godown, office shops
and such uses.

10.1.4

ROB cum RUB – An innovative design of ROB cum RUB have been
developed, which solves the problem of non – closure of level crossing even
after construction, construction of ROB by providing an road under bridge
(RUB) within open foundation of ROB.

10.2.

PLANNING AND DESIGN

10.2.1

Inherent features for planning of Grade Seperator
Road Over or Road Under bridges have their own inherent features to be
taken into consideration while making a choice between them. To sum up, a
few of them are as follows:
1.

ROB requires width of land equal to the full width of road in the initial
length of approaches but very lesser width (sufficient for only a central
pier) thereafter by adopting a cantilever type of construction. Whereas,
RUB requires full width of land for complete length of approaches. In
city areas where land is a scarce and valuable resource, choice
between the two shall be made judiciously.

2.

Overall height of ROBs is substantially more than the overall depth of
RUBs by reason of lesser required vertical clearance in case of road
vehicles in comparison to the same for Railway movements. Still
further, due to requirements of comparatively longer spans in case of
ROBs, overall height further increases. Adoption of trussed spans,
however, can be of some help to lessen this difficulty but then
launching of such spans is in itself a specialized affair.

3.

Due to the reasons enumerated above, length of approach roads is
more in case of ROBs than RUBs.

4.

Except in hilly terrains, Railways are generally laid in embankments.
Where height of embankment is moderate or high, scale of choice
between ROB and RUB tilts towards RUBs. Length of approaches gets
substantially reduced. In case of cuttings ROB’s can be planned.
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5.

Drainage, however, is a crucial consideration which does not tilt in
favour of RUBs. Nevertheless, if other conditions favour, RUB can be
thought of with sump and pump arrangement for effective drainage.

6.

A smaller version of RUBs i. e. LHS is feasible for use of light traffic. It
requires much shorter length of approaches. No such version is
possible in case of ROBs.

7.

Number of existing tracks to be spanned along with any future tracks.

8.

Any other lines of communication, water supply/sewer lines passing
through the site.

9.

Type of structures, their age, foundation system and minimum lane
width required to provide access to them.

Thus, while making a choice between ROBs and RUBs, all the controlling and
influencing parameters shall be given de consideration.
10.2.2

Selection of ROB/RUB- parametersFollowing parameters shall be taken into consideration while making a
choice for provision of RUB/ROB.
1.

Height of Railway embankment- Where railway embankment is
substantially high than the general ground level, it gives an edge to the
choice of RUB in place of ROBs. It shall require lesser length of
approach roads. Even in case of moderate to sub moderate height of
embankment, RUB shall be preferred in place of ROB.
Still further integrated structure consisting of ROB cum RUB shall be
preferred to have ease of passing of both normal to heavy traffic on the
ROBs and local light traffic through the RUBs.

2.

Type of road traffic to be passed- Vertical clearance required for road
vehicles in suburban area is 5.50m for all types of road traffic.
Whereas, for light traffic even lesser clearance of the order of 3.0 shall
suffice. Clearance required varies as per class of roads as given in IRC
i.e. NH, SH, district road, rural roads etc. This throws an added
advantage for selecting RUB instead of ROB. In case of ROBs
irrespective of the type of road traffic (even for pedestrians) minimum
required vertical clearance is 6525mm.

3.

Any subsidiary lanes to be connected with the main road - Connecting
other subsidiary roads to the main road is easy in case of RUBs. ROB
will not be possible. It may be avoided by providing RUB being less
length of approach.

4.

Vertical clearance required- In case of ROBs irrespective of the type of
road traffic (even for pedestrians) minimum required vertical clearance
is 6550mm. This difference of 6525-5500 = 1025mm coupled with
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larger depth of super structure. In case of ROBs, it results into more
overall height in comparison to the less overall depth in case of RUBs.
Also span lengths of the superstructure are lesser in case of RUBs
than ROBs.
10.2.3

Planning of Road over bridges and Road under bridges-

10.2.3.1

Planning of ROB(Ref. BS112- RDSO guidelines for planning of ROB)
1.

2.

Planning of Layout of Piers: A question that invariably comes up when
discussing layout of piers is whether it is mandatory to provide piers at
railway boundary. Provision of pier in railway land shall be decided on
techno-economic considerations. It may be noted that with small sub
structure height, in most cases in ROBs, longer spans will in general be
costlier than medium length spans. However, long term interests of
Railways must be guarded while planning the piers. The following may
be kept in mind in this respect:
i.

Piers shall not be planned where there is a possibility of current
tracks shifting due to realignment, yard remodeling etc or where
future tracks might come. Provision for future track(s) shall be
considered for most locations outside yards. Since the alignment
of the future track(s) is not always known, various possibilities
for the same may be examined. If it is feasible, space for
minimum one track on either side of existing tracks may be kept.
For terminals and major yards, and their approaches, keeping
land free from obstructions might be desirable as the entire
layout might get changed during remodeling or fresh planning.

ii.

Piers may be planned in railway land near the edges if it does
not affect the number of tracks that can be laid at that location.

iii.

Piers may be planned along other structures already
constructed on railway land like piers of other bridge/ major
structures which are not likely to be removed.

iv.

Piers may be planned if the railway land availability at a location
is more than that available at adjoining locations and which,
thus, will not affect the planning of the Railways.

Planning Span Lengths: Following aspects may be kept in mind while
planning of spans:
i.

Decision on the span lengths shall be taken keeping railway
operations in mind and, after that, as per techno-economic
considerations.

ii.

Shorter spans will necessitate more number of piers and will
require more land to be permanently occupied. Longer spans
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become costlier and difficult to launch. Optimization between
these two factors shall be done.
iii.

As a general principle, symmetrical arrangement of spans with
respect to existing tracks is desirable.

3.

Planning of Foundations: Deep foundations are, in general, costlier as
compared to the open foundations. The ROBs don’t have water flowing
around them, so scour is not a concern and the depth of foundation
can be kept smaller also. If the soil conditions dictate or there is some
other advantage like ease of construction, reduction in duration of
caution order, etc than we go for deep foundations like piles. If such
constraints are not there open foundations shall be adopted, if feasible
from bearing capacity considerations.

4.

Planning of Sub Structure: Normal construction methodology followed
in majority of ROBs involves providing RCC sub structure in the ROBs.
At locations where space available is less, lots of extra care is required
at site during concrete casting to ensure safety of train operations. This
problem can be tackled by imposing suitable speed restrictions and/or
working in blocks. At such locations, it would, therefore, be worth
considering the option of providing precast concrete or steel sub
structure. Steel sub structure can be clad in precast concrete to give it
a better look. The preferred choice of foundation should be open
foundation, Pile foundation should be resorted to when open
foundation is not possible.

5.

Planning of Girders: As far as possible, girders as per RDSO design or
those available in the standard database of Design office/K. gate shall
be adopted. In case the site conditions warrant use of girders other
than standard drawings available, reasons for doing the same shall be
recorded and approval of Chief Bridge Engineer shall be obtained for
the same.

6.

Skew Arrangement: Lots of demands for design of skew girder Road
Over Bridges are faced by the railways, especially for national
highways where owing to higher speeds, road authorities are reluctant
to introduce any curves in the road alignment. Sometimes skew
arrangement is required at congested sites where change of alignment
is not possible. Demands for skew angles as high as 70 degrees have
been noticed. It must be noticed that skew girders have the supports
quite away from the natural line of transfer of loads and as a result the
girders are subjected to high torsional loads as well as extra bending
moments on the obtuse corner. The acute corners are subjected to
uplift as a result of the asymmetry of the load due to the skew girders.
Larger skew angles are not desirable as capturing the proper
behaviour of girder at larger skew angles is not easy. Providing
sufficient torsional restraint is also difficult. Therefore, efforts shall be
made to get to square alignment, if possible, or to reduce skew angles
to within limits.
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Advantages of reducing skew angles:

7.



It is easier to provide the square alignment girders and chances
of mistakes in fabrication as well as assembly are less.



Behaviour of skew girders under seismic loads is inferior to the
square arrangement. The skew arrangements are under “not
desirable” arrangement from bridges in the various codes.



The behavior of square spans and skew girders with less than
20 degrees skew angle is more logical and easily understood.
Errors of design are likely to be lesser.



Square girders can be adopted for lower skew angles up to 20
degrees and the fabrication is easier in such cases.

Methods for Reducing Skew Angles (Providing square girders, if
feasible) in Road Over Bridges: Various strategies can be tried
individually or in combinations to reduce the skew angle as much as
possible. Choice of strategy/ combination thereof will depend on site
conditions. The strategies and constraints in adopting the same are
discussed below:
a)

Providing longer spans: If space constraint is not there,
providing longer span can help in reducing or eliminating skew
angle. In such a case, the sub structure is skew to railway
alignment but the ROB girders are square or at lesser skew
angle.
Constraints:

b)



The span is longer, so the depth of girder might go up
theoretically. (Does not happen practically as some
margin is kept to take care of the extra bending moments
and torsion due to skew).



The piers are not parallel to railway land boundary. So if
the piers are being built in railway land, the width of land
rendered unusable for future is increased.



Standard design of longer span required shall be
available. If it is not available, the design will have to be
done afresh.

Constructing sub structure in skew to railway land boundary: It is
not mandatory that the sub structure shall be parallel to railway
land boundary even though it is desirable to reduce the railway
land permanently rendered unusable. If the space constraint is
not there, the sub structure can be C.L. of road Railway Land
boundary constructed in skew to the railway land boundary, thus
reducing the skew angle of the girders to within 20 degrees.
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Constraints:

c)



The piers are not parallel to railway land boundary. So if
the piers are being built in railway land, the width of land
rendered unusable for future is increased.



The skew piers can violate the Schedule of Dimensions
of existing or future tracks. This needs to be checked.

Constructing Skew bed block: Land is a precious resource and
at lots of locations, railways might require the entire railway land
boundary for its current and future operations and the land on
approaches might also not be available. In this situation, both
the options "(a)" and "(b)" discussed above will not be feasible.
Option "(b)" might not be desirable if the standard girder design
is not available for the longer length contemplated. In such
situations, an option can be to construct the foundation and the
sub structure parallel to railway land boundary occupying
minimum width, but to reduce the skew angle of the girder, the
bed block can be made in skew. In this approach, the land is not
wasted and the extra width in bed block is provided above the
Schedule of Dimensions so that maximum space is useable,
without affecting the train operations.
Constraints:

d)



The cantilever length of pier cap is increased. The depth
of pier cap can increase.



The skew piers can violate the Schedule of Dimensions
of existing or future tracks. This needs to be checked.

Altering shape of Pier Cap: The lateral clearance requirement as
per Schedule Of Dimensions (SOD) is lesser at more height
above the rail level compared to lesser heights. Therefore, the
pier wall/columns can be built at lesser distance from center line
of track as compared to the bed block. In order to reduce this
lateral distance, few steps can be taken.
i.

The most obvious step is to construct a tapered pier cap,
to suit the requirement of the section modulus as per
shape of bending moment diagram. Due to the tapered
shape, pier cap can be constructed closer to the running
line than a rectangular one.

ii.

One innovation suggested by Northern Railway
construction organization is to construct the pier cap at a
level higher than the conventional height without
changing the road level. For this, the girders shall be
provided in pockets made in the pier cap rather than at
the top of the pier on a pedestal. The bearings can be
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provided in this pocket and thus the height from rail level
to the bottom of the pier cap can be more than that in
conventional pier caps without affecting the clearance
below the girders or the road level. The height of the end
diaphragms shall be reduced so that jacking can be done
from outside the pockets. The schematic arrangement is
shown below:
iii.

Providing fish bellied girders: Another method for
increasing the height of pier cap from ground is to
construct fish bellied girders as shown below.

Disadvantage: Fish bellied girders are slightly difficult to
fabricate and require splice in bottom flange as well as web.
e)

Providing portal across the track: A very good method to reduce
the skew angle is to rest the girders on portal provided across
the track rather than on the piers directly. This method is used
by Metros to cross the roads and other obstructions. Casting the
beam of the portal over running track is very difficult and shall be
avoided. To solve this issue and also to ensure that the road
level is not increased unnecessarily, beam of the portal can be a
steel beam and the girders of the road over bridge shall be
connected to the web of this beam. This arrangement can utilize
the standard RDSO girders by eliminating the bearing stiffener
and the bearings under the girders. The bearings in this case
shall be provided under the cross girder of the portal. The
arrangement of the piers for the portal shall be as shown in
figure 7 below:
The portal beam shall be provided over the piers such that the
beam is normal to the road alignment. Bearings (POT-PTFE)
shall be provided under the portal beam as shown in figure 8
below.
Conclusion: The Road Over bridge construction is an important
activity and all efforts shall be made for speedy execution of
works. It is hoped that these guidelines for standardization of
structural planning of ROBs will help decision making in this
respect.

10.2.3.2

Planning of Road Under BridgeMajor factors to be considered in subway/underpass designs and
construction are:
1.

Pre-Feasibility issues:
In the pre-feasibility report, minimum number of sites required for
conducting feasibility study is identified. Issues like land acquisition
problem, nature of crossing, likely foundation depth, length of
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approaches, length of bridge, firmness of banks, suitability of alignment
of approach road, etc., are required to be examined and relevant data
to be collected. Identification of feasible alternative sites and approach
alignments may be made with the aid of topographical maps, road
project maps, field survey maps etc. as available.
Feasibility Issues: A choice shall be made on the relative merits
between the two viz .Subway site and alignment of approaches. Final
choice shall require discussions with the concerned authorities such as
PWD, MOST, City Corporation and/or any other client before
preparation of feasibility Report. The feasibility and location of
providing the subway/under paas shall be thus ascertained.
2.

Post Feasibility issues:
1.

Analysis of data: The data collected and investigation results
should be analysed to determine the following:
i)

UFL

ii)

LWL

iii)

LBL

iv)

Erodibility of bed/scour level

v)

Likely foundation depth

vi)

Safe bearing capacity

vii)

Engineering properties of sub-soil

viii)

Artisian conditions

ix)

Settlement characteristics

x)

Vertical clearances

xi)

Horizontal clearance

xii)

Free board for approach road

xiii)

Severity of environment with reference to corrosion
(severe/moderate)

xiv)

Data pertaining to seismic and wind load

xv)

Availability of suitable construction material

xvi)

Requirement of model study
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2.

Stability of the structure against uplift due to buoyancy as a
whole and also during construction. The structure should be
checked for overall stability against uplift. the calculations for
such a determination depend upon the level of the water table
assumed. The highest water table level is arrived from the study
of data collected over a reasonably long period in the past at the
proposed site. In the absence of such data, the maximum water
table level may be set at a depth of 0.5 metre from the existing
ground level.
However, decision regarding the water table level shall be made
on the basis of discussion among all concerned parties. The
methods to be adopted to overcome any uplift have to be
indicated in the design philosophy. These methods generally fall
into two major categories viz. those which increase the weight of
the structure such as iron ore filling and those which anchor the
structure such as providing ground anchors. When ground
anchors are proposed, the suitability of the soil conditions have
to be ascertained by additional tests, if necessary. When the
weight of the structure is to be increased, the availability and
economy of the heavier fill materials should be investigated.
Artesian condition, if any, should be studied for finalisation of the
foundation location and type of foundation

3.

Water tightness of the structure to prevent seepage.
Underground structures, e.g., subways are highly susceptible to
water leakage and subsequent structural damage which reduces
serviceability and durability of the structure. To ensure water
tightness, the structure may be designed as uncracked, or more
prudently, with limited crack widths. Crack widths may be limited
to values acceptable to all the concerned parties, say 0.1 mm
and the same may be achieved by limiting the strain in steel and
by providing smaller diameter reinforcing bars at closer
spacing’s etc. These details need to be agreed upon by all
concerned parties. Additional water proofing may be needed
and detailed. Alternatively use of water pressure release system
may be resorted to where feasible.

4.

Drainage of subways is an important consideration. wherever
possible, gravity led drainage should be given preference.
However, gravity assisted drainage should be augmented where
required by providing a sump-pump facility. This will entail the
incorporation of facilities such a sump house etc. in the overall
plan of the structure

5.

Construction aspect such as excavation, traffic diversion
scheme etc. The design philosophy for subways and
underpasses should include details of the excavation procedure
to be arrived at after a detailed analysis of nature of the soil,
economy, suitability of the scheme envisaged in construction,
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traffic diversion programmes, location of existing underground
services etc. Special precautions which need to be taken during
excavation, such' as safety of neighbouring structures,
movement of pedestrain and vehicular traffic etc. have to be
mentioned in detail. Proposed methods of dewatering during
construction is also a major aspect which should be dealt with-in
the design philosophy.

10.2.3.3

6.

Existing services and future provision, if required. A strip plan
showing existing service facilities such as telephone lines,
electric lines (high tension and low tension), underground
cables, underground water lines, sewer lines, etc. is required to
be prepared. The strip plan should also show the position of
relocation of such service facilities.

7.

Ventilation consideration. Provision for ventilation in case of
subways should be based on acceptable levels of pollution and
should be detailed in the design philosophy, keeping in view
comfort of the public.

8.

Lighting and other utilities. Lighting of subways should also be
detailed in the design philosophy. Glare-free lighting luminaire to
achieve a lux level of 100 lux or as decided in consultation with
concerned authorities, should preferably be adopted. Lighting
levels in subways/underpasses should be critically examined
under day light conditions to achieve acceptable gradient
between the bright outside and the relatively dark inside. The
design philosophy for electrical system should also indicate the
type of wiring, provision of standby supply, etc.

9.

Statutory Clearances from other authorities. Information about
other authorities whose clearance is required for the project
should be collected. Interaction with these authorities to
ascertain their specific requirements would help in collection of
any additional data and preparation of the project in a well
planned manner.

10.

Aesthetic consideration: For aesthetics, attention should be
focussed on producing a clean, simple, well proportioned
structural form. In most cases, achieving the desired visual
quality may add little to the overall cost of the structure.
Landscaping the site to achieve visual agreement between the
structure and the environment should be considered especially
in case of urban locations.

Liasoning with State Authority for ROB and RUB Active liasoning should be
initiated with the State Authorities at the very outset when planning to start a
ROB construction. This liasoning should include discussions for Level-Xing
Closure or Diversion as the case may be. A clear consent from the District
administration in the form of NOC for construction of ROB and permission for
closure or temporary diversion should be taken. Also, it should be amply
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made clear to the district administration that the commissioning of the ROB
shall only take place after the closure of the level-Xing as per extant
instructions. Besides this active liasoning should also be initiated with the
state authorities for shifting of the utilities ,drains, water /electricity lines if any
at the earliest.
10.2.4

Checklist for Road Over Bridge and Road Under Bridge
A tentative GA plan is prepared based on the guidelines given in earlier paras
and got checked by design office. To the extent possible, the superstructure
spans should be chosen from the available design database. The foundation
type preferred should be open foundation. After initial go-ahead from Design
office, the final GAD as per detailed checklist for preparation of Road over
Bridges and Road under Bridges is enclosed as under for immediate
referencing while preparation of the GAD of a ROB or a RUB. The Procedure
for approval of GAD for ROB/RUB is enclosed as Annexure-I at the end of
the Chapter.
GAD Preparation
a)

A.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

CHECK LIST OF ROAD OVER BRIDGES and ROAD UNDER
BRIDGESDRAWING SPECIFICATIONS
Complied/
(All para refer to IRWM unless Not Reqd
specified)
Drawing is prepared on standard paper
size i.e. A0-841-1189mm (Important/Major
Bridge works) A1-594-841mm (Other
Bridge works)
Drawing is prepared on Auto Cad
Borders provided as per BIS, SP-46-1988
Title block placed at Right Bottom Corner
as per para 904
Folding marks made on drawing as per
Annex 9.2
Drawing is to the Scale a per Para 905
IRWM
Drawing is on Good Quality Tracing paper
Drawing has been properly rolled and has
no folding/cut marks. Edges have been
protected with tape.
Colour scheme and line types/thickness
are as per para 907 of IRWM
Reference to sanction (PB No.) mentioned
on Drawing
Only standard abbreviations as per Annex
9.3 used.
Font size for text is 2.5-3mm and for
headings 4-5mm.

Remarks
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B.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Key plan/site plan (to scale) provided
with following details
Junction/terminal stations at each side of
bridge (Kilometers should increase left to
right)
UP & DN Direction of the track shown
Direction of flow
Existing structures at site with distance to
bridge
North direction.
Railway Boundary shown according to
land plans
Reference & Details of Bench mark with
datum
In case of curves on bridges and/or on
approaches (upto 200m on either side),
following details have been shown/given
for each curve
Degree of curve
Radius of curve
Super elevation
Total angle of deflection
Tangent points on the line, both on the
plan and in the longitudinal section
Beginning and end of transitions together
with their lengths
In case of gradient in related track under
ROB or on approaches (upto 200m on
either side). Gradients together with the
distance from which the level or gradient
extends has been shown/given
Infringements of standard dimensions, if
any.
The nature of the soil (from trial pit, and
bore log details)
Signature
Name & Designation of Dy.CE

6.

Following features falling up to a distance
of 200m on either side have been shown
Borrow pits
Rivers, streams, drains, sullage and sewer
drains and their sizes with direction of flow
Pipelines with directin of flow
Temples, mosques and graves
LC, ROB, FOB with Roads and footpaths
with the names of towns or villages they
lead to
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C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
D.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

T/Out, Obligatory points, electric crossing
etc.
DRAWING DETAILS ROB PROPER
(as per para 906 of IRWM)
Over all width of ROB, carriage way,
footpaths, separators
Layout of wing walls & return walls, if any
Angle of crossing & angle of skew
Plan of the proposed ROB, showing half
top & half bottom details drawn
Front and side elevation of abutments and
piers drawn
Sections through the bridge in such
directions as are necessary to show the
intended from and dimensions of the
various parts drawn
Drawings of non-standard details, if any,
drawn
Over all & clear span and c/c of bearing
mentioned
UP & DN Direction of the track shown
Type of bearing (Fixed/Free) mentioned
Track
structure
(rails/Sleeper/Ballast
cushion) mentioned
Skew angle of ROB mentioned (mention
square also)
Rail levels of track indicating higher rail
level, Formation level, Road level
mentioned
Natural ground level of site
NOTES
Following has been specified in notes
SOD to be followed (BG/DRC)
Seismic zone
Exposure condition
Basic wind speed (as per IS-875, Pt.-III)
Reference to the type drawing, if any
Grade of concrete to be used
Grade of reinforcing steel
Grade and quality of structural steel
Drawing no of approved L-section
mentioned (for matching track levels)
Modus
operandi
for
construction
mentioned
Notes regarding requirement of CRS
section mentioned
Latest year of codes correctly mentioned
Net bearing capacity of soil
GAD governing codal provisions to be
mentioned
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15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
26.
27.

Design should be done after site
investigations to ensure safety along with
adequate drainage.
Provision has been made for 275mm extra
vertical clearance for 60kg. rails and
concrete sleeper.
Facilities for inspection of ROB to be
provided
All admissible levies to railway be ensured
prior to the approval of GAD
For closing of LC gate a separate plan will
be prepared
State Govt. shall ensure closure of L-xing
soon after the ROB is commissioned.
Necessary MOU/Agreement should be
drawn with Authority i.e. NHAI/State Govt.
(only for Govt. officials) prior to/during the
execution of work
No. of column &dia of columns are
tentative subject to final design mentioned
on GAD.
2 mtr. High RCC wall to be provided 50
mtr. Long on both side of ROB at Northern
Railway Boundary yo avoid trass passes.
Foot path for pedestrians on both side of
ROB on the Deck protected by sufficient
high railing/RCC wall (2mtr. High).
Provision of staircase, provision of service
lane etc. should be included in the GAD.
GAD Approved subject to the following
observations
(a)
All dimensions including foundation
details, Girder’s Depth & Width, Piers &
Abutments substructure & superstructure
details should be finalized after detailed
design based on soil investigation and
duly approved by Competent Authority.
(b)
The spacing of Girders and
structural details are to be decided as per
design requirement keeping the finished
top of ROB’s slab at the same level.
Before start design, design basis note
shall be got approved from design office.
Loading standard shall be as per IRC-6,
2014.
All RCC/Steel/Design work shall be carried
out as per specifications laid down in IRC
codes as applicable on date of approval of
design basis note.
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28.

E.

1.
2.
3.
F.

G.
1.
2.
3.

Design Consultant shall be as per letter
no.
74-W/01/WA/Pt.-IX/EC/CP
dated
11.03.2014.
LIMITED HEIGHT SUB WAY
Additional information for Limited Height
Subway. (Proposal at Rly. Cost)
Undertaking of DM for closure of LC ?
Drainage arrangement has been made by
local Civil Authorities.
Provision of height gauge.
SITE FEASIBLILITY RECORDED ON
THE PLAN BY DY.CE/C in terms of Para
130 of Engg. Code
APPROVAL & SIGNATURE
Approval/Signature of Road authority with
date
Approval/Signature of Divisional and Head
Quarter officers with date
Name of all officials mentioned with
designation
Certified that above mentioned items have been checked and found
complied/not required/not applicable, except the following for the
reasons mentioned against them
Signature
Name & Designation of Dy.CE

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

1.
2.
3.

Name of stations on either side of site of
ROB.
Width of existing road along with
nomenclature of road and name of
village/towns on either side of crossing.
Overall width of proposed ROB/RUB, LH
Subway.
Location of proposed abutment and piers.
Location and approximate size of all
structures, installations and signaling
gears etc. which will need to be
dismantled and resifted.
Marking of existing and future tracks.
Layout plan of temporary diversion of load
traffic with details of temporary level
crossing of necessary for execution of the
work
b) PLAN
Overall width of ROB, carriage way, foot
paths & separators.
Layout of wing walls & returns walls.
Angle of crossing & skew angle.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
D
1.
2.
3.

c)
LONGITUDINAL
SECTION
(ELEVATION)
Clear spans and overall spans.
Ground levels at the location abutments
and piers.
Formation levels, Road level.
Rail levels of tracks indicating higher rail
level.
Existing tracks and future tracks.
Vertical clearance from the higher rail level
to the bottom of girder as per codal
provisions/SOD.
If track is in curve the Degree of Curve be
also mentioned.
Road Gradient.
Road radius on approaches.
Clear horizontal distance at rail level of
abutment and piers from the nearest track
should be shown.
d) CROSS SECTION
The tentative length and height of
abutments and piers.
Width of carriage way, median and foot
paths.
Anti-crash barriers and railings.
LIMITED HEIGHT SUBWAY
Additional information for Limited Height
Subway. (Proposal at Rly. Cost)
Undertaking of DM for closure of LC ?
Drainage arrangement has been made by
local Civil Authorities.
Provision of height gauge.

10.2.5

Design Philosophy

10.2.5.1

Road Over Bridge
1.0

Design service life
The intended minimum design service life of various elements forming
part of project shall be100 years in accordance with table 5.1 of IRC:
112-2011.

2.0

Description of structure
The details of proposed ROBs along the sketch in A3 size.

3.0

Design basis & design criteria for structures
The main design criteria shall be to evolve design of a safe structure
having good durability conforming to the various technical specifications
and sound engineering practices.The design of structural components
shall conform to the criteria laid down in the latest edition of the IRC
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codes of practice, standard specifications, guideline/circular of MORTH,
IRC and BIS published up to the date.
3.1

Geotechnical Parameters
Sufficient information about the arrangement &behaviour of the
underlying materials and their physical properties for adopting and
designing the structural foundation is essential. At all structures Soil
exploration through field investigation and laboratory testing of the
substrata shall be done to arrive at required parameters for designing
of safe and economical foundations.

3.2

Type of Superstructure
Based on the span lengths and site requirements type of superstructure
shall be proposed. For ROBs Steel plate girder & RCC deck slab type
superstructure shall considered. The depth of superstructures shall be
decided based on the structural considerations and also keeping in view
the minimum vertical clearances above the rail top levels.

3.3

Substructure and Foundation
For ROBs mostly framed type substructure with number of circular
columns and rectangular pier cap shall be proposed supported on open
foundation / bored cast in situ pile foundation.

3.4

Expansion Joints
Single Strip Seal Expansion Joints shall conform to Specifications for
Road and Bridge works as per MORTH and IRC.

3.5

Bearings
Normally POT-PTFE bearings (Fixed/ Guided/ Free) shall be proposed
under superstructures as per IRC:83 (Part III) and shall conform to
MORTH’s Specifications.

3.6

Drainage Scheme
It is proposed to provide a minimum cross slope of 2.5% for drainage
from where the water will be discharged to below.

3.7

Earth Retaining Structures
RCC retaining wall/RE wall shall be provided for retaining the earth .

3.8

Exposure Condition
The condition of exposure has been considered as “Moderate” for the
purpose of design. The values shall be modified for elements in contact
with earth and water as stipulated in 14.3.2 of IRC:112-2011
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3.9

Concrete Clear Covers:
Minimum clear cover to the reinforcement bar shall be as per clause
14.3.2 of IRC:112-2011

4.0

Material properties

4.1.1 Compressive Strength
Durability provisions for structures shall be as per “moderate”
conditions of environment in accordance with IRC: 112,
The following grades of concrete have been proposed for the various
components of structures:
Substructure - M35 (minimum)
Superstructure PSC - M45
Superstructure Steel Composite - M35/M40
4.1.2 Poisson’s Ratio
Poisson’s ratio for uncracked concrete shall be taken as 0.2 and for
cracked concrete as 0 as per clause 6.4.2.5 of IRC 112.
4.1.3 Thermal Expansion Coefficient
= 12.0x10-6 /°C as per clause 215.4, IRC 6:2014
4.2

Reinforcement
Thermo-mechanically treated bars of grade 500D conforming to IS:
1786 will be adopted

4.3

Structural Steel

4.3.1 For Structural Steel (conforming to IS:2062)
Preferably high grade steel is to be used.
5.0

Design Load

5.1

Superimposed Dead Loads
Wearing Coat
Total weight of wearing coat for design purpose shall be considered as
2.0kN/sq.m.
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Crash Barrier
Vehicular Crash Barriers on both sides of the carriageways shallbe
provided as per IRC specification The cross sectional area of the castin-situ crash barrier works out to be 0.4 m2.
Hand Railing
R.C.C wall type hand railing on ends of both side of the carriageway
shall be provided. The cross sectional area of the hand railing works
out to be 0.4 m2.
5.2

Live Loads
The live load on carriageway shall be considered as per IRC: 6-2014
according to the width of the carriageway.

5.3

Longitudinal Forces
As per clause 211 of IRC: 6-2014, bridge structural elements shall be
designed for longitudinal forces arising due to Tractive Effort, Braking
Force and Frictional Resistance offered to movement of free bearings.

5.4

Centrifugal Forces
For the road bridges situated on a curve, centrifugal forces shall be
calculated as per the provisions of Cl 212 of IRC:6-2014.

5.5

Earth Quake Loads
The seismic analysis shall be carried out in accordance with clause
219 of IRC: 6-2014.

5.6

Vertical Seismic Force
The vertical seismic shall not be considered in zone III as per clause
219.3 of IRC: 6 -2014.However for stability check and bearing design
vertical seismic shall be considered as per clause 219.3 of IRC 6:2014.

5.7

Seismic Combinations
As per clause 219.4 of IRC: 6-2010, the seismic combinations shall be
taken seismic arrestors shall be provided as per clause 219.9 of IRC6:2014.

5.8

Wind Loads
Wind Load shall be computed as per Clause 209 of IRC: 6-2014.
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5.9

Earth Pressure Forces
Earth pressure forces are calculated as per the provisions of Cl. 214 of
IRC:6-2014. Live load surcharge shall be considered as per the
provisions of Cl 710.4.4&Cl 710.6.9 of IRC:78-2014 i.e. equivalent of
1.2m height of fill.

5.10

Temperature
As per the maximum and minimum temperature Isopleths figures (fig 8
and fig. 9) are given in clause 215 of IRC: 6-2014.

5.11

Vehicle collision Load
Vehicle collision load shall be considered as per clause 222 in IRC: 62014. As per clause222.1.2, the vehicle collision load shall not be
considered for abutments or on the structures separated by a minimum
distance of 4.5m from the edge of the carriageway.

6.0

Load Combination
The various load combinations are considered as per Table 1 of IRC: 6
– 2014.
All members shall be designed to sustain safely the IRC critical
combination of various loads and forces that can coexist. Various load
combinations as specified in Annexure B of IRC-6:2014 with relevant
load factors and increase in permissible stresses shall be considered in
the design as per IRC: 6-2014, IRC:22, IRC:24 and IRC:78-2014.

6.1

Ultimate Limit State (For Verification of Structural Strength)
Loads are required to be combined to check the equilibrium and the
structural strength under ultimate limit state. The equilibrium of the
structure shall be checked against overturning, sliding and uplift. It shall
be ensured that the disturbing loads (overturning, sliding and uplifting)
shall always be less than the stabilizing or restoring actions. The
structural strength under ultimate limit state shall be estimated in order
to avoid internal failure or excessive deformation. The equilibrium and
structural strength shall be checked under basic, accidental and
seismic combination of loads
Under Ultimate limit state, structural strength for the following load
combinations are required to check to avoid internal failure and
excessive deformation
Service Stage

Construction stage -

DL+SIDL+LL(leading)
DL+SIDL+LL(accompanying)+WL(leading)
DL+SIDL+LL(accompanying)+Seismic
DL+SIDL+WL
DL+ SIDL+ Seismic
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Load factors to be considered for the above load combinations have
been given in table 2.
Table 2 :

6.2

Loads

Basic
Comb

Seismic
Comb

DL
SIDL
(fixed)
SIDL
(variabl
e)
LL

1.35
1.35

1.35
1.35

1.75

1.75

1.5

0.3

LL

1.15

0.3

SL
SL

-

1.5
0.75

WL
WL

1.5
0.9

-

Symbol

COMBINATION

ULS COMBINATION

Limit
State

Dead Load
Superimposed
Dead
Load (except surfacing)
Superimposed
Dead Load (surfacing)
Live Load (leading)
Live Load (accompaining)
Seismic Load (service)
Seismic Load
(construction)
Wind Load (leading)
Wind Load
(accompaining)

Serviceability Limit State
Loads are required to be combined to satisfy the serviceability
requirements. The serviceability limit state check shall be carried out in
order to have control on stress, deflection, crack width. The Rare
combination of loads shall be used for checking the stress limit. The
Frequent combination of loads shall be used for checking deflection.
For crack width calculation quasi permanent load combination shall be
considered for pretsressed with unbounded tendons & RCC member,
and frequent combination will be used for prestressed members with
bonded tendons.
The permissible stresses for prestressing and reinforcement shall be
considered as per chapter 12 of IRC:112.

10.2.5.2

Road Under Bridge
Design of RUB will be done as per IRS codes i.e. Railway Bridge rules,
Railway Sub structure code and Concrete Bridge Code. Loading standard will
be as per Railway Bridge Rules. It may be ‘25t-2008’ loading and DFC loading
as the case may be. Earth pressure and surcharge due to track & train load
will be as per IRS sub structure code.
RUB/LHS are generally made of RCC box. These are designed as closed
frames supporting on earth having a particular sub-grade constant. Loading
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dispersion pattern on segmental box is different from the loading on
continuous box length.
When the RUB/LHS is provided by placing precast box segments, it is
designed for earth pressure, track & train surcharge on the sides of box.
Vertical loads includes load of track and train distributed on the box without
any dispersion through top slab along the barrel length of box.
When the RUB/LHS is provided by box pushing method, there is a earth filling
of minimum 1.0m hight on the box. The box in this case is designed for
weight of earth fill + wt. of track + load of train with impact, dispersion through
earth fill is taken into account. for design of box. Method of design will remain
the same. Frame is analysed by using various soft wares like STAADPro.
Limit state method as per IRS Concrete Bridge code is adopted taking
respective partial factors of limit state.
10.2.6

Design Of Components Of Road Over Bridges

10.2.6.1

Design of Concrete and steel composite superstructuresa)

The use of PSC Girders for ROB
Prestressed concrete girder is ideally suitable for long span bridge
construction on straight span and the present trend outside railways is
to adopt prestressed concrete for long span stayed bridge which are
aesthetically superior and economical in comparison with steel bridge.
But in Northern Railways, keeping in view of the lesser number of
Railway spans in ROBs (maximum 3 to 4 generally), PSC girder are
considered for spans less than 25m generally and that too for non track
span as PSC girder construction and subsequent launching is more
cumbersome. Steel is given preference for the track span as it is easier
to fabricate and launching also requiring lesser block time. A self
explanatory comparison in between PSC, RCC and Steel girder is
given below.
1.

The X- Section of PSC section is more efficiently utilised as
compared to RCC section as in a RCC beam the concrete in the
compression side of the neutral axis alone is effective and the
concrete on the tension side is ineffective. But in a prestressed
concrete beam the entire section is effective.

2.

PSC members possess improved resistance to shearing forces
due to effect of compressive prestress. Use of curved cables,
particularly in long spans helps to reduce the shear forces
developed at the support section.

3.

Use of High strength concrete and steel in PSC members
results in lighter and slender members as compared to RCC
members. High strength concrete is needed to resist high
stresses at the anchorages and High strength steel is needed to
transfer large prestressing forces.
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b)

4.

Due to utilisation of concrete in the tension zone, an extra
saving of 15-30% in concrete is possible in comparison with
RCC. The savings in steel are even higher i.e 60-80% mainly
due to high permissible stresses allowed in high tensile wires.
However generally upto 14.0m spans where there is no
restriction on the height clearance of bridge, RCC girders can be
preferred over PSC.

5.

Although there is considerable saving on the quantity of
materials used in prestressed concrete members in comparison
with reinforced concrete members, it is not much significant due
to additional cost incurred for the high strength concrete, high
tensile steel, anchorages, and other hardware required for the
production of prestressed members. However, there is overall
economy in using prestressed concrete, as the decrease in
dead weight reduces the design loads and the cost of
foundations.

6.

PSC girders require little maintenance in comparison to steel
girders. PCS girders require scheduled inspection and are
almost maintenance free.

7.

The cost wise PSC girder is cheaper than the steel girder. The
cost of carriageway with steel composite girder is 2.5 times
(Approx.) the cost of carriageway with PSC girder for similar
spans.

8.

The Ministry of Surface Transportation (MOST) roads wing has
issued standard drawings for Road Bridge for standard PSC
girder span of 30.0M, 35.0M. 45.0M with and without footpaths.

9.

Northern Railway has approved some standard type of PSC
girder for carriageway 7.5/8.5/9.5/11.0/12.5m and for span from
15.0 to 40.364 m.

10.

Technique for Inspection, construction, launching, quality control
is well explained in clause No.-609,610, 611, and 612 in IR
Bridge Manual for reference

Checklist For Design Of PSC Superstructure1.

Checking of dimensional drawing with the approved
GAD.(Length of span, width of superstructure, skew angle, width
of carriage way, number of girders, And Spacing of girder)

2.

Checking of properties of Long Girder, X Girder & Deck Slab.
(Cross sectional area and Moment of Inertia depending upon the
size and shape of the element considered)

3.

Loads (Self Weight of Girder, Cross Girder, Deck slab, SIDL
including Wearing Coat, Crash Barrier, railing, Median and
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different positions of Live Load for 70R, Class A and Tracked
vehicle are checked as per IRC-6.
4.

Bearing type and arrangement fix/ free is checked.

5.

Checking of Grillage from STAAD Model. (All the above points
have been correctly applied)

6.

Checking of Moments / Shear force of Main Girder from STAAD
Model.

7.

Shrinkage stress and temperature stresses are checked as per
IRC 6.

8.

Checking of Prestressing cables number, type of cable,
arrangement, coefficient, cable coordinates, sequence of
prestressing & days at which they are to be prestressed.

9.

Checking of stresses in girder at the time of prestressing
(Tensile & Compressive stress).

10.

Checking of Residual stresses in girder after applying all Loads
(Tensile & Compressive stress)as per IRC 112.

11.

Checking for ultimate limit state (Basic & Seismic combinations).

12.

Checking for upward deflection of girder after applying of
prestressing force.

13.

Checking for Bow action of girder due to eccentric cable if any.

14.

Checking for untension reinforcement of long girder as per IRC
112.

15.

Checking for shear connector as per IRC 112.

16.

Checking for End Anchorage of girder as per IRC 112.

17.

Checking for lifting Hook of girder as per IRC 112.

18.

Check for Hogging & Sagging moments of End X Girder from
the STAAD file and the reinforcement is provided for it.

19.

Check for Sagging moments of Intermediate X Girder from the
STAAD file and the reinforcement is provided for it.

20.

Check for span moments & support moments for both ULS &
SLS check of deck slab from the STAAD file and the
reinforcement is provided for it.
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c)

21.

For checking Bearing Loads seismic Zone is to be confirmed
from IRC 6.

22.

Bearing load due to DL, SIDL & Live Loads from STAAD file is
verified.

23.

Design and all the drawings are to be signed by the design
consultant and duly proof checked from the proof checking
institution, also drawings are to feasibility checked from field
officials.

Checklist For Design Of Steel Superstructure
1.

Dimensions should be matched with the approved general
arrangement drawing.

2.

Grade of structural steel and reinforcing bars.

3.

Bearing type and arrangement of bearing is checked.

4.

Seismic zone is confirmed from IRC : 6.

5.

All relevant checks checks as per IRC:24 like spacing of girders,
depth of web, width of out strand, etc. Should be checked.

6.

Properties are checked for steel only , long term and short term
as per relevant codes.

7.

Net section properties are also calculated at the splice location.

8.

Properties calculated above are matched with the properties in
STAAD model.

9.

Loads (Self weight of girder, deck slab, SIDL including wearing
coat, crash barrier, railing and median and different positions of
live load for 70R,Class A and tracked vehicle and impact factor)
are checked as per IRC:6.

10.

Shrinkage and temperature stresses are calculated.

11.

Permissible bending compressive, tensile stresses and shear
stress should be taken as per IRC 24.

12.

Actual bending stresses for different load combination
mentioned in design basis note also are compared with
permissible stresses at the centre of the span and splice
locations for outer and inner girders.

13.

Actual shear stress is compared with permissible shear stress at
support.
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d)

14.

Stud shear connectors are checked for ultimate flexural
consideration and fatigue consideration.

15.

Girders are checked for launching stage also.

16.

No. of bolts in top and bottom flanges are calculated considering
shear strength of bolts as bolt value and force is calculated
using stress at splice location as calculated and gross area of
top and bottom flange main plate.

17.

For web, bolt value is taken as minimum of shearing capacity of
bolt or bearing strength of plate and web splice is designed to
resist shearing forces and moments in the web.

18.

Stresses for End cross girder should also be checked in jacking
condition and for horizontal forces if pin bearing provision is
there.

19.

Cross bracings are to be designed for 2.5% of the force in
addition to the wind force and permissible stresses are
calculated as per IRC : 24 as also mentioned in design basis
note.

20.

Single line analysis is done for deck slab for different
combinations of live loads with dead load and SIDL.

Design of Slabs and T- BeamsGeneral1.

RCC T-beam and deck slab system is adopted for span nearly
10mtrs to 15 mtrs.

2.

The no. of girders depends upon width of deck slab required.
Normally longitudinal spacing is taken as 2.5 m to 2.75m center
to center.

3.

The depth of beam is nearly taken as L/12 from economy and
deflection consideration, where L is effective span of bridge.

4.

The thickness of RCC slab is taken as 250mm to 275mm
depending upon spacing of girders.

5.

Design of T-beam deck slab system is analyzed with the help of
STAAD pro software.

6.

In addition to self weight of beam slab, wearing coat, crash
barrier foot path etc. the deck slab is designed for the type and
no. of loads depending upon carriageway width as per IRC 112.
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e)

7.

The property of T beam depends upon effective width of flanges,
center to center distance of main beams and effective span.

8.

The effective span is taken as per IRC 112 guidelines.

9.

Support condition- The support condition at one end is
considered as fixed for horizontal forces and the other end is
considered as free.

10.

Calculation of loads- The self-weight of slab and beam is
calculated by STADD pro. Itself and SIDL (1) and (2) i.e. FPLL,
etc. will be applied as member load on beams. Moving loads are
applied with specified interval in a particular direction. The worst
condition of loads is placed at critical interval of 500mm.

11.

Various combinations of loads are taken in STAAD pro. The
maximum moment and forces are taken from STAAD pro.
Output.

12.

Design- Design on RCC beam slab is done as per IRC:112 as
per limit state method using excel sheets. For calculating
longitudinal reinforcement of beam, the forces i.e. bending
moment, torsion is taken from STAAD output and steel is
calculated as per IRC:112 and for calculating the shear
reinforcement, shear force is taken from output file.

13.

For design of slab, the wheel loads are placed at critical position
of slab. The wheel load is distributed on the slab. The
dispersion width of slab for particular location of wheel load is
calculated for design of slab in case of span and cantilever
separately.

14.

The bending moment and shear force is calculated accordingly,
by taking the one slab as one-way. The steel is calculated for
moment at various locations. Main reinforcement is provided
perpendicular to the main beams and the distribution
reinforcement is provided along the main beams.

Design Criteria for Bow String Girders1.

Design basis- Design of this girder is done as IRC 24:2000,
IS800:1984, IRC22:1986, and IRC21:2000. Loading is as per
IRC6:2010

2.

Step in design is as followsSTEP 1 : Load CalculationFollowing loading is to consideredi)

Self weight of frame
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ii)

Dead load of concrete deck ( slab+ concrete shuttering)

iii)

SIDL (due to wear coat and crash barrier)

iv)

Live load with impact (IF= 1.15)

v)

Footpath live load

vi)

Wind load

vii)

Seismic load

STEP 2: Analysis Of Arch
Steel frame of this girder is analysed using STAAD pro software
for all combination of loadings.
STEP 3: Design of Arch Tube Section
Following stress to be computed
i)

Axial compressive stress ( as per cl. 5.1 of IS 800:1984)

ii)

Shear stress due to Fyy ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iii)

Shear stress due to Fzz ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iv)

Shear stress due to Mxx (torsion)

v)

Bending stress due to Mzz (as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vi)

Bending stress due to Myy (as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vii)

Check for combined Fxx(compression) +Myy+Mzz (as per
cl. 7.1.1 of IS 800:1984)

viii)

Check for combined Fyy+Fzz+ Mxx+Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.4 of IS800:1984)

STEP 4: Analysis of Hanger
Steel frame of this girder is analysed using STAAD pro software
for all combination of loadings.
STEP 5: Design of hanger Tube Section
Following stress to be computed
i)

Axial tensile stress ( as per cl. 4.1 of IS 800:1984)
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ii)

Shear stress due to Fyy ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iii)

Shear stress due to Fzz ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iv)

Shear stress due to Mxx (torsion)

v)

Bending stress due to Mzz ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vi)

Bending stress due to Myy ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vii)

Check for combined Fxx(tension) +Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.2 of IS 800:1984)

viii)

Check for combined Fyy+Fzz+ Mxx+Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.4 of IS800:1984)

STEP 6: Analysis of TOP TieSteel frame of this girder is analysed using STAAD pro software
for all combination of loadings
STEP 7: Design of Top Ties Tube Section
Following stress to be computed
i)

Axial compressive stress ( as per cl. 5.1 of IS 800:1984)

ii)

Shear stress due to Fyy ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iii)

Shear stress due to Fzz ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iv)

Shear stress due to Mxx (torsion)

v)

Bending stress due to Mzz ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vi)

Bending stress due to Myy ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vii)

Check for combined Fxx (compression) +Myy+Mzz (as
per cl. 7.1.1 of IS 800:1984)

viii)

Check for combined Fyy+Fzz+ Mxx+Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.4 of IS800:1984)

STEP 8: Analysis of Longitudinal Beam
Steel frame of this girder is analysed using STAAD pro software
for all combination of loadings
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STEP 9: Design of Bottom Side Main Girder
Following stress is to be computed
i)

Axial tensile stress ( as per cl. 4.1 of IS 800:1984)

ii)

Shear stress due to Fyy ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iii)

Shear stress due to Fzz ( as per cl. 6.4.2 of IS 800:1984)

iv)

Shear stress due to Mxx (torsion)

v)

Bending stress due to Mzz ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vi)

Bending stress due to Myy ( as per cl. 6.2.3 of IS
800:1984)

vii)

Check for combined Fxx(tension) +Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.2 of IS 800:1984)

viii)

Check for combined Fyy+Fzz+ Mxx+Myy+Mzz (as per cl.
7.1.4 of IS800:1984)

STEP 10: Design of bottom Cross main Girder
i)

Stress due to shrinkage of concrete

ii)

Check for Stress due to bending

iii)

Check for stress due to shear

STEP 11: Design of joints
i)

Arch hanger joints-

Stress calculation at critical locationsa)

Due to horizontal force

b)

Due to in plane moments

c)

Due to moments perpendicular to plane

d)

Resultant stress

ii)

Hanger bottom longitudinal joints-

Stress calculation at critical locations
a)

Due to horizontal force
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10.2.6.2

b)

Due to in plane moments

c)

Due to moments perpendicular to plane

d)

Resultant stress

Design of Sub-Structure
a)

DESIGN CRITERIA
1.

Soil capacity (in case of open foundation) theoretical/verified
through plate load test by actual testing.

2.

Initial test pile capacity results verified through actual test pile at
site in case of pile foundation.

3.

Ground/Spot levels at the location of all piers at 50m on either
side of pier.

4.

PWD loads in case of common piers:a)

Span length, Type of girder/slab.

b)

Load on each bearing.

c)

Longitudinal eccentricity.

d)

Transverse spacing of girder.

e)

Type of bearing (POT PTFE/elastomeric).

f)

Nature of bearing (Fixed/Free).

g)

Height of girders.

5.

The design note and drawing should be signed by designer with
full name and contact number and by proof checking agency
with signature, full name and contact number. A certificate from
proof checking agency must be submitted.

6.

The feasibility of the designed component should be checked in
all respect at site before submission for design check in this
office.

7.

The feasibility should be endorsed by the
drawing.

8.

Silent features of the bridge also be given in cover page stating :
span (clear/ centre to centre), long eccentricity; skew angle,
seismic zone, no of girders, depth of girder, FRL (finished road
level) etc.

Dy. CE/C on the
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9.

Design basis note stating the codes referred method of design
used and load combinations used for design/permissible
stresses in concrete for different component of substructure.

10.

In design note the formula used should be supported by clause
No and code referred.

11.

The soft copy of the staad files & design must be submitted with
the design note.

12.

The stress summery of all the components should be prepared
stating the allowable and actual stress calculated or the
reinforcement calculated/provided and should be signed by the
designer and proof consultant.

13.

The detail of loads & forces applied in staad frames should be
clearly mentioned in a page before staad files.

14.

Load combination :
(for foundation pressure)
1.

DL + surfacing + LL + breaking+ friction.

2.

One span dislodged condition.

3.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking + friction +
seismic longitudinal + 30% transverse seismic.

4.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking + friction seismic longitudinal + 30% transverse seismic.

5.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking + friction +
seismic longitudinal - 30% transverse seismic.

6.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking + friction seismic longitudinal - 30% transverse seismic.

7.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking + friction + 30%
seismic longitudinal + transverse seismic.

8.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking + friction + 30%
seismic longitudinal - transverse seismic.

9.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking + friction - 30%
seismic longitudinal + transverse seismic.

10.

DL + surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking + friction - 30%
seismic longitudinal - transverse seismic.

11.

DL + surfacing + LL + wind load.
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12.

DL + surfacing + LL + temperature.

(for design of foundation/column/pier cap)

15.

1.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 1.5 LL + 1.5 breaking + 1.5
friction.

2.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking +
friction + 1.5 seismic longitudinal + 45% transverse
seismic.

3.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking +
friction – 1.5 seismic longitudinal + 45% transverse
seismic.

4.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking +
friction + 1.5 seismic longitudinal – 45% transverse
seismic.

5.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL+20% breaking +
friction -1.5 seismic longitudinal - 45% transverse seismic.

6.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking +
friction + 45% seismic longitudinal + 1.5 transverse
seismic.

7.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking +
friction + 45% seismic longitudinal – 1.5 transverse
seismic.

8.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking +
friction - 45% seismic longitudinal + 1.5 transverse
seismic.

9.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 20% LL + 20% breaking +
friction – 45% seismic longitudinal – 1.5 transverse
seismic.

10.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 1.5 LL + 0.6 wind load.

11.

1.35 DL + 1.75 surfacing + 1.5 LL + 0.6 temperature.

The response reduction factor for different components of
substructure for seismic cases are as under :
1.

For foundation 2.96 (seismic zone-4)

2.

Column-4 (seismic zone-4)

3.

Pier cap-3 (seismic zone-4)
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b)

Suitability Of Open Foundation In Lieu Of Pile FoundationThe bearing capacity values in most of the areas of Northern Railway
has been found to vary on an average between 12 to 20 tonnes per
metre square, barring a few exceptional cases here and there. And the
design of an open foundation just requires the Bearing Capacity detail
whereas Pile Foundation design involves design and testing of a test
Pile at the outset to further finalise the pile group which shall take a
minimum of 2 to 3 months and delay work commencement at site.
Also, a routine load test is to be carried out to further assess the
performance of the pile group which delays the finalisation of the pile
cap and other designs almost by 6 months time.
Open Foundations are very easy to construct as compared to Pile
Foundations, thus being favoured by contractors and thus also leading
to speedy construction and completion of ROB projects in 9-12months
over Northern Railway wherein earlier, the ROBs with Pile foundations
were being completed in 2 to 3 years time span.
Besides the ease in design and execution, being the prime mover,
there a few other equally pivotal factors which favour the provision of
open foundations against pile foundations, leading to adoption of open
foundations as a preferred choice exhaustively over Northern railway.
Open Foundations have an inevitable and visible economical edge
over pile foundations as the difference in cost of open and pile
foundations is very high and it has been worked out that the cost of an
open foundations is almost equivalent to the cost to a pile cap and can
be built out of only the cost of a pile cap, leaving aside the additional
cost of the pile group. Comparatives were drawn over numerous cases
over Northern Railway and it was concluded that Pile Foundation is
almost two times the cost of open foundation at the same location.
There is an huge saving of cost in the Railway portion and in the
approaches.
The open foundation construction and execution is visible for
inspection and it’s integrity is not questionable unlike a pile foundation
which is not visible for open inspection after construction. Though there
are available modes of integrity testing of piles these days but their
reliability still remains questionable. Hence an open foundation is a
dependable alternative for adoption.
Open foundations have thus become the best preferred choice over the
Pile Foundations which had become the default choice in the past, all
over Northern Railways, though in exceptional cases where the soil or
the site conditions do not permit open foundations, CAO/C has been
given powers to provide exemption by Railway Board. Even for these
isolated works or foundations were provision of pile foundation was
inevitable, separate agencies were appointed for casting of the test
pile and arriving at the pile load capacity concurrent with the tendering
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of the main work, so that the pile group design is available for
immediate work commencement with the award of the work.
To further achieve speed in execution and reduce design, standard
open foundation prototypes were prepared, which could be given to the
field Deputy Chief Engineers before calling of tenders for almost exact
assessment of quantities and immediate commencement of work at
site with immediately available drawings, thus reducing the time of
design to almost nil.
c)

Design of Pile Foundation
1.

Calculation of loads- DL, SIDL, FPLL of both spans
i)

Reaction due to DL, SIDL except wearing coat, SIDL of
wearing coat, FPLL, CWLL of both spans at each
bearings are calculated.

ii)

Live load reactions at each pier for maximum longitudinal
moment case and maximum reaction case.

iii)

Wind load calculation- total transverse force, total
longitudinal force and upward/downward wind force are
calculated for- both spans, Wind load for sub structure
and for wind load for LL.

iv)

Seismic loads- longitudinal seismic force for spans (r1),
longitudinal seismic forces for sub-structure, transverse
seismic force for both spans (r2), transverse seismic
forces for sub-structure, vertical seismic load is
calculated.

2.

Vertical and horizontal pile load capacity is taken from initial pile
load test.

3.

Summary of vertical loads of both spans are tabulated. These
loads are considered due to dead load, SIDL except surfacing,
SIDL of surfacing, FPLL, CWLL.

4.

Summary of horizontal loads are being tabulated for
frictional/shear rating of spans, braking forces and centrifugal
forces.

5.

Loads on sub-structure and soil are calculated.

6.

Base pressure check is performed for vertical and horizontal
loads for various combination of normal and wind case.

7.

Summary of loads at base of foundation for vertical loads and
horizontal loads with seismic forces instead of wind are
prepared in tabulated for various combinations.
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d)

8.

Load combination are taken as per cl.219.4 of IRC: 6-2014. In
each combination as specified in IRC :6 and from design of pile
group consisting total nos. of pile and their position, the reaction
at each pile is calculated for pile group. The maximum reaction
should not be greater than vertical pile load capacity and the
horizontal force should not be greater than horizontal pile load
capacity.

9.

Design of pile- Design of pile is done as per IS: 2911
i)

Design parameters- grade of concrete, grade of steel, fck
(characteristics compressive strength of concrete), fcd
(design compressive strength of concrete) etc.

ii)

From IS: 2911(part-1) the actual maximum moment is
calculated by considering stiffness factor as per Cl.-2.3.1.
Reduction factor as per Annex-c is applied.
Reinforcement is provided for carrying maximum
moment.

iii)

The actual moment capacity of pile is calculated from
interaction curve for circular column for verification of
structural strength and moment capacity.

iv)

The check is done for serviceability limit state (SLS).
Combination for SLS is taken for minimum and maximum
reaction on pile. Stress in concrete and steel should not
be greater than allowable stress respectively.

Soil investigation for foundation for ROB’sThe soil investigation shall be carried out in accordance with cl. 704 of
IRC 78-2014.Relevant Circulars are annexed at the end.
Items to be considered for different types of soils is as under-

S.no Type
of
Soil investigation
Reference/authority
foundation
1.
Common
i) Soil reports of adjoin PWD portion Cl. 2.1 of IS:1892and also foundation details of 1979
nearby road/railways bridges may
be examined and taken for
reference.
ii) Initially,
one
borehole
of Cl.2.3 (table 1) and
approximate 25m to 30 m depth 3.1.1 of IS: 1892including SPT should be done to 1979
know soil stratification, to study the
feasibility of open foundation and
also level of foundation at which
open foundation can be placed.
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S.no Type
of
foundation

Soil investigation

Reference/authority

Further tests should be carried out
according to type foundation
decided after analysis of data for
this borehole.

2.

Open

iii) If open foundation is not feasible CAO/C letter no.
due to less bearing capacity/site CAO/C/misc/2014
constraints, personal approval of dt. 11.03.14
CE/C should be obtained for
providing deep foundation. The
case to be routed through design
office.
A) For non cohesive soili) Results of plate load test shall be Appendix C cl. 1-c
preferred over results obtained (table -4) of IS:
from laboratory tests
1892-1979
ii) Plate load test with specified size of cl.3.3 and 4.4
plate and at specified depth should IS:1888-1982
be done and bearing capacity
should be finalized in consultation
with design cell.
iii) With finalized bearing capacity, if
open
foundation
is
fesible,
boreholes of 15m to 18m depth
should
be
done
at
each
pier/abutmet location

of

cl.2.3.2(table 1) of
IS:1892-1979, cl.0.2
of IS: 1888-1982 and
cl.3.2 of appendix 2
of IRC :78-2014

iv) Grain size analysis, specifiec cl.8.1 (table 3) of
gravity, moisture content, unit IS:1892-1979
weight and shear strength test be
carried out. Other testes as
required
during
course
of
investigation may also be carried
out.
B) For cohesive soilsi) Boreholes of 15m to 18m depth cl.2.3.2(table 1) of IS
should
be
done
at
each :1892-1979
pier/abutment location.
cl.8.1(table 3) of
IS:1892-1979
ii) Grain size analysis, specific gravity,
moisture conteny, unit weight,
shear strength, liquid limit, plastic
limit, consolidation, UCS/traixial test
should be carried out. Other tests
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S.no Type
of
foundation

Soil investigation

Reference/authority

as required during course of
investigation may also be carried
out
3.

Deep

i) Soil investigation including SPT cl.3.2 of appendix 2
and report having data from of IRC:78-2014
borehole under each pier/abutment
and depth from borehole up to 1.5
times the width of footing from
bottom of foundation( generally
from 25m to 30m) should be carried
out.
Additional
boreholes,
if
required based on analysis of
acquired data, shoul be carried out

a) pile

i) Theretical capacity of pile of
suitable length at diffent depths
should be worked out keeping in
view the soil report, dia. Of pilr and
expected loads on piles in
consultaion with design office.

Appendix
5
of
IRC:78-2014
and
annexure B of IS:
2911-2010(part
1
sec 2)

ii) Test pile shall be designed and got
approved based on soil report and
expected loads on piles.
cl.4.1 of IS:2911iii) Initial pile load test- Nos. of test- 2 1985(part 4) and
nos. (minimum each on either side cl.1113.1 of MOST
of Rly. Track/requires as sper site) specification on road
shall be carried out
and bridges.
b) well

10.2.6.3

i) Depth and dia. of well alongwith
bearing capacity of soil at
foundation level should be got
calculated keeping in view the soil
report and expected loads on wells
in consultation with design office.

cl.2.3.2(table 1) of
IS:1892-1979
and
cl.1202.2 of MOST
specifications
on
road and bridges.

Design of bearings
a)

POT-PTFE Bearings
General
POT bearing was developed in 1959 as an alternative to heavy steel
sliding bearings. It consists of a circular non-reinforced rubber-pad fully
enclosed in a steel pot. The rubber is prevented from bulging by the pot
walls and it acts similar to a fluid under high pressure. From the
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discussion on various bearings, it has been observed that most of the
bearings have the limitation of either load or movement capacity.
The load range and movement capacity of various types of bearings
are given as follow-.
Type

Load range (T)

Movement

Sliding

20 – 133

± 25 mm

Rocker & roller

60 – 266

100 mm

Elastomeric

30 – 220

60 mm

The above bearings are adequate for smaller spans having the
requirement of load and movement, within the range prescribed in the
above table. But what to do for the larger spans having more load and
more movements? In fact the problem of load can be solved by
providing more bearing area or providing more number of bearings so
that load is shared by many bearings. However this idea of ‘sharing’
can’t be extended to movement because the number of ends can’t be
more than two. Therefore, it is the requirement of movement which is
more critical than the load requirement and we require some other type
of bearing where the horizontal movement should not be the limiting
factor. Since necessity is the mother of invention, a special category of
bridge bearing was developed known as ‘POT and PTFE’. PTFE is a
short form of Poly Tetra Fluoro Ethylene.
b)

Suitability Of POT-PTFE Over Elastomeric BearingsIn POT bearing, two most important synthetic materials i.e. Elastomer
& PTFE are utilised. Elastomer has an excellent property of providing
translation and rotation without any moving parts. In POT-PTFE
bearing, the latter part is utilised by completely encasing the elastomer
pad in steel casing or POT. PTFE has an excellent property of having
very low coefficient of friction and in the free end, a sliding component
is added on top of POT, comprising stainless steel and PTFE for
translation. The rotation, therefore, is provided by elastomer due to
differential compression and translation by steel and PTFE.
Elastomeric bearing, otherwise, considered to be an ideal bearing,
could not be used in larger spans because of some drawbacks.
These drawbacks of elastomeric bearing which lead to development of
POT – PTFE bearing are given below:
(1)

The ordinary elastomeric bearing can’t be used as a fixed
bearing.

(2)

The translation allowed by the elastomeric bearing is restricted
by its thickness.
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c)

(3)

In order to have more value of ‘δ’, the thickeness of the
elastomer pads will have to be increased but the same can't be
increased beyond a limit as thicker elastomer pads are rather
unstable.

(4)

There is a limit to the vertical load also which the elastomeric
pad can safely withstand. Large vertical loads result in greater
amount of compression and bulging.

(5)

Large rotation create the danger of off-loading of one edge and
overstressing the other.

Design Aspects of POT-PTFE Bearings
Basic elements of a POT bearing are: 1.

POT or a shallow cylinder

2.

An elastomeric pad

3.

A set of sealing rings

General Guidelines
1.

Provisions apply for temperature ranges of -10oC to +50oC.

2.

POT bearing of dia. up to 1500 mm are within scope of these
specifications.

3.

Tensile load can’t be applied to bearings.

4.

Rotation up to 0.025 radians only considered.

5.

Confined elastomer used in metal POT is unreinforced. It allows
only rotation by virtue of differential compression. The popular
property of elastomer i.e. translation due to shearing strain is not
used here in POT-PTFE bearings due to confinement.

LIST OF REFERENCES
1.

IRC; 83 (Part III): Standard specification & code of practice for road
bridges, part III- 1987 Elastomeric bearings, Indian Roads Congress,
New Delhi, India.
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10.2.7

Design of Road Under Bridge

10.2.7.1

Design Of U Type Box Girdersa)

RCC Boxes Segment Construction for Cut and Cover MethodFor segmental box for cut and cover method, the only difference in
design is the barrel length for one segment is taken nearly 1.5m. The
load of track at formation level is for 3m width. So that whole load
coming on box is borne by two segments i.e. 1.5x2=3.0m because
through dispersion is not possible due to discontinuity of barrel length.

b)

RCC Boxes for Box Pushing Method -

c)

RCC Boxes for Air Pushing/Pulling MethodThe following steps are to be taken in consideration for both methods
as described in (b) and (c)
STEP 1: FIXING OF INITIAL STRUCTURAL DIMENSIONi)

Thickness of top slab and bottom slab should be taken as 1/10
to 1/12 of the span.

ii)

Thickness of walls should be taken as 1/12th of span but it is
normally taken as thickness of slab

STEP 2: LOADING CONSIDERATIONi)

ii)

Loading on top slaba)

wt. of earth filling, if box is below the road level.

b)

Wt. of wearing coat

c)

Wt. of crash barrier and footpath and parapet.

d)

Moving load as per requirement of bridge, as per IRC 6.

Force on wallsa)

earth pressure due to earth fill will be as per coulombs
theory depending upon depth of fill.

b)

Surcharge due to live load will be taken as 1.2mtrs height
of earth fill.

c)

Tractive effort/braking force will be applied on top corner
is equal to 20% of live load.
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iii)

Bottom slaba)

iv)

load on bottom slab depend upon use of box opening.

Supporting condition of boxa)

Bottom slab will be divided into small members normally
1mtr each along the span.

b)

The condition of support will be applied as per the
subgrade reaction; it will depend upon bearing capacity
and settlement of soil underneath.

STEP 3: Analysis of BoxAnalysis is done by using STAAD pro software considering all possible
combination of loading.
Combination of loads is as followsa)

There is no live load on box; live load is only on approach.

b)

1 side approach and full span is loaded.

c)

Both approaches and full span is loaded.

d)

For load combinations appropriate safety partial factor for limit
state design to be taken.

STEP 4: Design of BoxForm the analysis two forces are important, bending moment and
shear force.

10.2.7.2

i)

Bending moment will be taken at face of wall.

ii)

Shear force shall be taken at a distance ‘d’ from the face of wall.

iii)

The design of RCC will be made as limit state method taking
concrete mix as M35 minimum and grade of reinforcing steel is
FE 500.

Approach Road and Retaining Walls for LHS1.

The LHS are normally provided for rickshaw, scooter, cycle etc and
same class of vehicles.

2.

The gradient of approaches for LHS should not be steeper than 1 in 20,
preferably 1 in 25.
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3.

Retaining wall of LHS is normally of U-shape. The bottom of retaining
wall also works as floor of approach road.

4.

Design consideration- the retaining wall is designed for earth pressure
and surcharge of 1.2 mtr height of earth.

5.

The thickness of retaining wall at the top is taken as 250mm and
bottom thickness of wall is taken as 1/10th of height of wall, from
economy considerations.

6.

The maximum steel is provided for cantilever wall at the top of base
slab being maximum bending moment at this point.

7.

The horizontal steel which is only distribution steel is provided as per
requirement of IRC code.
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PART-II
EXECUTION AND QUALITY CONTROL
10.3

STAGES IN EXECUTION OF ROB WORKS-AN OVERALL VIEW
Stage I - 2 Months
Submission of Design& Drawings for approval by Design Office
1.

Submission of DBN(Design Basis Note) if Consultant’s Design, Format
enclosed-(Annexure-A)

2.

Checklist for Soil Exploration for Substructure-(Annexure-B)

3.

Checklist for Design Submission-(Annexure-C)

STAGE II -1.5 to 2 Months
Submission of CRS Application
1.

Submit CRS application on the basis of approved GAD, TAD, detailed
structural drawings, modus-operandi for carrying out the work, along
with the proposal for shifting of level crossing and diversion plan, if
necessitated for construction of ROB.

STAGE III - 1 Month
Submission of Quality Assurance Documents by Contractor/Agency to
Deputy Chief Engineer
1.

The Contractor to submit his Quality Assurance Plan (QAP) for the
entire project to concerned Deputy Chief Engineer for Approval.

2.

The Contractor to submit his Method Statement based on the Quality
Assurance Plan(QAP) to concerned Deputy Chief Engineer for
Approval. (Sample Method Statement given in para 10.4)

3.

Submission of QAP for concrete construction to concerned Deputy
Chief Engineer for Approval (Format Enclosed)-(Annexure-D).

4.

Submission of QAP for steel fabrication to concerned Deputy Chief
Engineer for Approval (Format enclosed)-(Annexure-E).

STAGE IV - 7 Months
Execution at work site
1.

Checklist before commencement of Concrete at site-(Annexure-F)

2.

Checklist for Girder Fabrication-(Annexure-G)

3.

Checklist for Girder Welding-(Annexure-H)

4.

Checklist for Girder Assembly-(Annexure-I)

5.

Safety precautions and measures to be observed during execution(Annexure-J)

6.

Technical Records to be maintained at site-(Annexure-K)

TOTAL TIME OF COMPLETION-12MONTHS
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Annexure-A
1.0

Introduction

1.1

Design Service Life
The intended minimum design service life of various elements forming part of
project shall be 100 years in accordance with table 5.1 of IRC: 112-2011.

2.0

Description Of Structure
The details of proposed ROBs along the sketch in A3 size.

3.0

Design Basis & Design Criteria For Structures
The main design criteria shall be to evolve design of a safe structure having
good durability conforming to the various technical specifications and sound
engineering practices. The design of structural components shall conform to the
criteria laid down in the latest edition of the IRC codes of practice, standard
specifications, guideline/circular of MORTH, IRC and BIS published up to the
date.

3.1

Geotechnical Parameters
Sufficient information about the arrangement & behaviour of the underlying
materials and their physical properties for adopting and designing the
structural foundation is essential. At all structures Soil exploration through
field investigation and laboratory testing of the substrata shall be done to
arrive at required parameters for designing of safe and economical
foundations.

3.2

Type of Superstructure
Based on the span lengths and site requirements type of superstructure shall
be proposed. For ROBs Steel plate girder & RCC deck slab type superstructure
shall considered. The depth of superstructures shall be decided based on the
structural considerations and also keeping in view the minimum vertical
clearances above the rail top levels.

3.3

Substructure and Foundation
For ROBs mostly framed type substructure with number of circular columns
and rectangular pier cap shall be proposed supported on open foundation /
bored cast in situ pile foundation.

3.4

Expansion Joints
Single Strip Seal Expansion Joints shall conform to Specifications for Road
and Bridge works as per MORTH and IRC.
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3.5

Bearings
Normally POT-PTFE bearings (Fixed/ Guided/ Free) shall be proposed under
superstructures as per IRC:83 (Part III) and shall conform to MORTH’s
Specifications.

3.6

Drainage Scheme
It is proposed to provide a minimum cross slope of 2.5% for drainage from
where the water will be discharged to below.

3.7

Earth Retaining Structures
RCC retaining wall/RE wall shall be provided for retaining the earth .

3.8

Exposure Condition
The condition of exposure has been considered as “Moderate” for the purpose
of design. The values shall be modified for elements in contact with earth and
water as stipulated in 14.3.2 of IRC:112-2011

3.9

Concrete Clear Covers:
Minimum clear cover to the reinforcement bar shall be as per clause 14.3.2 of
IRC:112-2011

5.0

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

4.1.1

Compressive Strength
Durability provisions for structures shall be as per “moderate” conditions of
environment in accordance with IRC: 112,
The following grades of concrete have been proposed for the various
components of structures:
Substructure - M35 (minimum)
Superstructure PSC - M45
Superstructure Steel Composite - M35/M40

4.1.2

Poisson’s Ratio
Poisson’s ratio for uncracked concrete shall be taken as 0.2 and for cracked
concrete as 0 as per clause 6.4.2.5 of IRC 112.

4.1.3

Thermal Expansion Coefficient
= 12.0x10-6 /°C as per clause 215.4, IRC 6:2014
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4.2

Reinforcement
Thermo-mechanically treated bars of grade 500D conforming to IS: 1786 will
be adopted

4.3

Structural Steel

4.3.1

For Structural Steel (conforming to IS:2062).
Preferably high grade steel is to be used.

5.0

DESIGN LOAD

5.1

Superimposed Dead Loads
Wearing Coat
Total weight of wearing coat for design purpose shall be considered as
2.0kN/sq.m.
Crash Barrier
Vehicular Crash Barriers on both sides of the carriageways shall be provided
as per IRC specification The cross sectional area of the cast-in-situ crash
barrier works out to be 0.4 m2.
Hand railing
R.C.C wall type hand railing on ends of both side of the carriageway shall be
provided. The cross sectional area of the hand railing works out to be 0.4 m2.

5.2

Live Loads
The live load on carriageway shall be considered as per IRC: 6-2014
according to the width of the carriageway.

5.3

Longitudinal Forces
As per clause 211 of IRC: 6-2014, bridge structural elements shall be
designed for longitudinal forces arising due to Tractive Effort, Braking Force
and Frictional Resistance offered to movement of free bearings.

5.4

Centrifugal Forces
For the road bridges situated on a curve, centrifugal forces shall be calculated
as per the provisions of Cl 212 of IRC:6-2014.

5.5

Earth Quake Loads
The seismic analysis shall be carried out in accordance with clause 219 of
IRC: 6-2014.
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5.6

Vertical Seismic Force
The vertical seismic shall not be considered in zone III as per clause 219.3 of
IRC: 6 -2014.However for stability check and bearing design vertical seismic
shall be considered as per clause 219.3 of IRC 6:2014.

5.7

Seismic Combinations
As per clause 219.4 of IRC: 6-2010, the seismic combinations shall be taken.
seismic arrestors shall be provided as per clause 219.9 of IRC-6:2014.

5.8

Wind Loads
Wind Load shall be computed as per Clause 209 of IRC: 6-2014.

5.9

Earth Pressure Forces
Earth pressure forces are calculated as per the provisions of Cl. 214 of IRC:62014. Live load surcharge shall be considered as per the provisions of Cl
710.4.4&Cl 710.6.9 of IRC:78-2014 i.e. equivalent of 1.2m height of fill.

5.10

Temperature
As per the maximum and minimum temperature Isopleths figures (fig 8 and
fig. 9) are given in clause 215 of IRC: 6-2014.

5.11

Vehicle collision Load
Vehicle collision load shall be considered as per clause 222 in IRC: 6-2014.
As per clause222.1.2, the vehicle collision load shall not be considered for
abutments or on the structures separated by a minimum distance of 4.5m
from the edge of the carriageway.

6.0

LOAD COMBINATION
The various load combinations are considered as per Table 1 of IRC: 6 –
2014.
All members shall be designed to sustain safely the IRC critical combination
of various loads and forces that can coexist. Various load combinations as
specified in Annexure B of IRC-6:2014 with relevant load factors and increase
in permissible stresses shall be considered in the design as per IRC: 6-2014,
IRC:22, IRC:24 and IRC:78-2014.

6.1

Ultimate Limit State (For Verification of Structural Strength)
Loads are required to be combined to check the equilibrium and the structural
strength under ultimate limit state. The equilibrium of the structure shall be
checked against overturning, sliding and uplift. It shall be ensured that the
disturbing loads (overturning, sliding and uplifting) shall always be less than
the stabilizing or restoring actions. The structural strength under ultimate limit
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state shall be estimated in order to avoid internal failure or excessive
deformation. The equilibrium and structural strength shall be checked under
basic, accidental and seismic combination of loads
Under Ultimate limit state, structural strength for the following load
combinations are required to check to avoid internal failure and excessive
deformation
Service Stage

Construction stage -

DL+SIDL+LL(leading)
DL+SIDL+LL(accompanying)+WL(leading)
DL+SIDL+LL(accompanying)+Seismic
DL+SIDL+WL
DL+ SIDL+ Seismic

Load factors to be considered for the above load combinations have been
given in table 2.
Table 2 :

6.2

Loads

COMBINATION

ULS COMBINATION

Limit
State

Symbol

Basic Seismic
Comb Comb

Dead Load
Superimposed Dead Load
(except surfacing)
Superimposed Dead Load
(surfacing)
Live Load (leading)

DL
SIDL (fixed)

1.35
1.35

1.35
1.35

SIDL
(variable)
LL

1.75

1.75

1.5

0.3

Live Load (accompaining)
Seismic Load (service)
Seismic Load (construction)
Wind Load (leading)
Wind Load (accompaining)

LL
SL
SL
WL
WL

1.15
1.5
0.9

0.3
1.5
0.75
-

Serviceability Limit State
Loads are required to be combined to satisfy the serviceability requirements.
The serviceability limit state check shall be carried out in order to have control
on stress, deflection, crack width. The Rare combination of loads shall be
used for checking the stress limit. The Frequent combination of loads shall be
used for checking deflection. For crack width calculation quasi permanent
load combination shall be considered for pretsressed with unbounded tendons
& RCC member, and frequent combination will be used for prestressed
members with bonded tendons.
The permissible stresses for prestressing and reinforcement shall be
considered as per chapter 12 of IRC:112.
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Annexure - B
CHECKLIST OF SOIL EXPLORATION FOR SUBSTRUCTURE
Type of Foundation(A)

(B)

Open foundation1.

Make a Single borehole for each pier of depth in the range of 20.0mtrs to
25.0mtrs and also carry out SPT for guidance regarding soil parameters.

2.

Decide the depth for provision of the Open Foundation on the basis of the soil
strata study obtained from the Bore Log.

3.

Check the bearing capacity at the decided depth at the site by PLATE LOAD
TEST.

4.

Fix the bearing Capacity based on the results of the Plate load test and
submit the design for the open foundation, for the approval by Northern
Railway Design Office.

Pile Foundation1.

Make Boreholes for each pier of depth in the range of 25.0mtrs to 35.0 mtrs.

2.

Undertake SPT and a detailed soil properties analysis to determine the depth
and capacity of the pile

3.

Submit the soil report along with the design of the INTIAL TEST PILE for
approval of the initial test pile and the pile capacity.

4.

Testing of initial test pile for VERTICAL LOAD &LATERAL LOAD TEST.

5.

Submission of the test results to the Design Office of Railway for the
finalization of pile load capacity and the pile group.

** NOTE – All the tests shall be performed as per relevant IS codes.
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Annexure-C
CHECKLIST FOR SUBMISSION OF ROB DESIGN



















Design basis report of the bridge stating the salient features of YES
bridge i.e span, skew angle span arrangements, longitudinal
eccentrics, depth of girders, type of superstructure R.C.C., PSC,
composite, type of bearings bearings arrangement with sketch
showing fixed/free ends, curvature if any and the details of
parameters codes, load combinations cases, wind, seismic zone
etc. duly proof checked by IITs lNIT/approved consultants for
this purpose before submitting the detail design.
Soil report of the railway bridge site with bore hole at each
railway pier and abutment location and also shown on sketch
showing the bore holes locations w.r.t to pier/abutment
positions.The recommendations of the soil consultant for the
open foundation/pile foundation if applicable clearly stating the
pile length with safe loads for two three alternates.
The feasibility of the structure or components must be checked
in all respects by field unit before submitting the design to this
office and signed by the field unit and authorized signatories of
NHAI.
The drawing must be submitted in preferably A-I size only in
prescribed/standard format.
The design/drawing of the test pile is to be submitted if
applicable for the approval as per the codel provisions duly proof
checked by IITs lNIT/approved consultants.
The combinations for the various loads with partial safety factors
as per the IRC 6 for ULS as well as SLS, are to be prepared as
defined/approved in the design basis report. The ductile detailing
of the pier/wall should be done as per the IRC- 112-2011
The software/staad files hard copy as well as soft copy must be
submitted with the design note used in design for help in
checking the design.
PSC Superstructure has to be as per IRC-112.
Composite Superstructure has to as per IRC-24.
Stress summary should be prepared for each component of the
bridge i.e. pile or open foundation as applicable, pile
cap/foundation slab and beam, pier, pie cap, stating the actual
stresses vs permissible stresses or steel provided vs steel
required.
A certificate from the proof checking agency on his letter head
stating that the design and drawing of the bridge has been
checked by me and found in order as per the latest IRC codal
provisions.

NO
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Annexure – D
QAP FOR CONCRETE WORK IN BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
S.
No.
1.

Item of
Check
Field
Setup

Lab

Characteristic Check

Equipments:

Sieve set for coarse
aggregate.



Sieve set for fine agg.



Digital
machine.



Electric oven.



Cube moulds 150 x
150 x 150 mm.



Slump core.



Silt measuring jar.



Specific gravity meter.



Cube testing machine.



Water measuring pans
from ½ ltr to 5 ltr
capacity.

Reference
Document

Inspection Detail
Inspecting
Extent of
Agency
Inspection
Contractor’s
100%
Engineer/
Railway’s
100%
Engineer

Type of
record
maintained
--

Accepta
nce
criteria
--

Railway
AXEN/
DY.C
EXEN
E

weighing
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S.
No.
2.

Item of
Check
Materials
A.
Cement

B.
Coarse
Aggregate

Characteristic Check

Reference
Document

Inspection Detail
Inspecting
Extent of
Agency
Inspection








Brand.
Date of Packing.
Grade of cement.
Batch No.
Test report.
Storage.

 Marked on
bag.
 Marked on
bag.
 Marked on
bag.
 Marked on
bag.
 To
be
supplied by
manufactur
e with lot.
 Storage
type to be
specified

Rly.

100%

Weighing slips
original bills.
Test reports


IS-8112
for
OPC
43
grade.

IS-269
for 33 grade

IS-12269
for 53 grade

IS-1489
for PCC.









Deleterious materials.
Sieve analysis.
Crushing value.
Impact value.
Abrasion value.
Specific gravity.
Water absorption

 At
site
visual
report.
 To be done
at site.
Lab test for
impact,
abrasion,
specific
gravity
and
water
absorption to
be done

Contractor/
Rly. Engineer

100%
100%

-Grading
register,
reports.
--do—
--do—
--do--


IS 383
Table-2.

Test
on
chang
e of
sourc
e.

Type of
record
maintained

Accepta
nce
criteria

Railway
AXEN/
DY.C
EXEN
E

50%

10%

Lab
--do(Separately for
20 mm & 100
mm)
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S.
No.

Item of
Check

Characteristic Check

Reference
Document

C.
Fine
Aggregate







Deleterious materials.
Water absorption
Grading zone.
Silt contents.
Specific gravity.

 Visual
 To
be
measured.
 Sieve
amalysis
 To
be
measured.
 Lab
test
value.

D. Admixture

 Brand
as
recommended
in
design mix.
 Specific gravity.
 Date of manufacturing.
Lab Tests: Solid contents.
 Ash contents.
 Relative density.
 Chloride contents.
 PH value.
 Compatibility test with
cement.

 Original
challan.
 To
be
checked.
 As
per
manufactur
es
certificate.
 Lab reports.
 -do -do -do -do-

Inspection Detail
Inspecting
Extent of
Agency
Inspection
Contractor
100%
Rly.
100%

Contractor
Railway.

100%
100%

Contractor
100%

Type of
Accepta
record
nce
maintained
criteria
IS 383
Table-4.

Manufactures
specification
report

Railway
AXEN/
DY.C
EXEN
E

IS 9103

To
be
compared with
manufactures
specifications.
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S.
No.

Item of
Check
E.
Steel
Reinforcement

3.

4.

Characteristic Check

Manufacture (SAIL).
Condition of rust, oil,
paint etc.
 Physical appearance.
 Binding wire.
 Cover blocks.
Lab tests: Mechanical
proportions.
 Yield strength.
 Elongation.
 0.2% proof stress.
 Bond test.
 Rebound test.
 Chemical analysis.
F.
Water
Lab tests
Shuttering
 Staging.
 Thickness of plates.
 Alignment.
 Level.
 Joints
for
water
tightness.
 Surface.
 Shuttering oil.
Production of concrete
A.
RMC
 Plant Setup.
(Approval
of  Lab Setup.
Plant)
 Aggregate
source
,Transit facilities &
Pumping/pouring.
 Transit time.
 Trial mixes.



Reference
Document
 Manufactur
es
test
report.
 Weighment
slip.
 Original bill.

Inspection Detail
Inspecting
Extent of
Agency
Inspection
Contractor
100%
Railway.
100%

Contractor
Rly.
Approved
labs report.

-doAs
per
design/drg.

Contractor
Railway

100%
100%

100%
100%

Type of
record
maintained

Accepta
nce
criteria

Lab reports in
file

As per
1786.

-doCode
sweltering

IS 3025.
As per IS 456.

for

Railway
AXEN/
DY.C
EXEN
E

IS

To be checked
as per drgs. with
steel tape.
Rly.
--

100%

Batching slips
aggregate test
reports.

IS-4926 2003.
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S.
No.

Item of
Check
B.
Site
production.

c. Approval of
trial mix and
design mix

Characteristic Check

Batching plant.
Daily working: Weigh batcher.
 Water contents.
 Admixture.
 Moisture adjustment.
 Measurement
of
slump.

Reference
Document
To
be
inspected
&
approval to be
given.

approval to be
given.

Inspection Detail
Inspecting
Extent of
Agency
Inspection
Rly.
100%
(initial
)
In
Contractor
betwe
Rly (SSE/W) en
XEN/AEN/C frequ
Dy. CE/C
ently
100%
100%
100%
(on
every
visit)
10%
Rly.
100%

Type of
record
maintained

Accepta
nce
criteria

Railway
AXEN/
DY.C
EXEN
E

IS 10262(2009)

Contractor
Rly (SSE/W)
XEN/AEN/C
Dy. CE/C
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Annexure-E
QAP FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL WORK IN BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
S.
No

Compon
ent/Oper
ation

Raw Material
1
Steel
Plates
Structural
Section
1.1

Steel
Plates
Structural
Section

Characteristic
Check

Type of
Check

Document
s

Fabricatio
n
Q/C

Inspection Details
Inspection

Extent

Format
Record

of

Acceptanc
e Norm

a) Identification &
correlation
with
mill test certificate
from supplier

As
per
Mill TC

Challan,
Mill
Test
Certificate

Verification
of
documents

TPI/RLY

100 %

Fabrication
records

IS:2062
Grade - B

b)
Physical
Condition - Pitting,
Rusting,
Straightness,
Rolling
defects
etc.
c) Mechanical test
-UTS, Yield stress
elongation,
%
reduction
area
impact & bend
test.

As
per
mill TC

Mill
test
certificate

Complete
visual
inspection

TPI/RLY

100 %

Inspection of
inspection
officials and
fabricators
records

IS:1852

Lab test
at
fabricator
works
shop
&
manufact
urer's
Test
Certificate
Independ
ent
Lab
Test
&
manufact
urer test
Certificate

Challan,
manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

TPI/RLY

Random
per lot

Inspection of
inspection
officials and
fabricators
records

IS:2052
IS:1599
IS:1608
IS:1757

Challan,
manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

TPI/RLY

Random
per lot

Inspection of
inspection
officials and
fabricators
records

IS:2052
IS:228

d) Chemical Test
Max C, Mn, Si, S,
P, Cr, Cu, Co
Equivalent

Signature and Remarks (if
any)
SSE/W
AXEN/ Dy. CE
orks
XEN
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e) Ultrasonic Test
- for plates

Lab test
at
fabricator
works
shop
&
manufact
urer's
Test
Certificate
Measure
ment

Challan,
manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

a) Dimensions as
specifications

Visual
/
measure
ment any
test
as
required

Challan,
Manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

b)
Mechanical
Test,
Tensile
strength,
hardness, Impact
test,
Decarburization,
Surface Integrity
test

Lab test
at
Independ
ent
Laborator
y
&
manufact
urer test
Certificate
Independ
ent
Lab
Test
&
manufact
urer test
Certificate
Any test
as
required

Challan,
Manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

Random
per lot
0.5 %

Inspection of
Inspection
officials and
fabricator
records

IS:1367

Challan,
manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate

Random
per lot
0.5 %

Inspection of
Inspection
officials and
fabricator
records

IS:1367

f) Dimensional

1.2

HSFG
Bolts,
Nuts
&
Washers

c) Chemical Test Min. &Max. P/s

1.3

Welding
electrode
s / wire
flux etc

As
Specification

per

Challan

Measurem
ent
of
Dimension
s
Verification
of
reference
document
&
measurem
ent

TPI

100 % for
plates
above
12
mm & 50%
for
plates
12 mm or
less

Inspection of
inspection
officials and
fabricators
records

IS:2052
IS:8500

TPI

100 %

Fabricator
records

IS:1852

As
per
requirement

IS:3757
IS:6623
IS:6649

Challan,
manufactur
er's
Test
Certificate
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Performa
nce Test
Tensile &
Bend
2
2.1
a.

b.

c.

d.

2.2

2.3
a.

Manufacturing Process
Layout of Components & Joints
Nominal
Dimensions
Measure
ment with
steel tap
and
gauges
Camber
Dimensions
Measure
ment with
tested
steel tap
and
gauges
Master
Dimensions
Measure
(Replica
intersection lines, ment with
of Jig)
pitch gauge, Dia tested
of holes and no. of steel tap
holes
and
gauges
Jigs
Dimensions
Measure
template
intersection lines, ment with
and
pitch gauge, Dia tested
fixtures
of holes and no. of steel tap
holes
and
gauges
Cutting
Dimension
Visual
/
straighten freedom
from measure
ing edge defects
ment
preparatio
n
and
milling
Welding
Submissi
on
of
WPS

Review of WPS

Visual
/
measure
ment

Approved
Drawings

Measurem
ent
of
dimensions

Authorized
Inspecting
agency

100%

Inspection of
inspection
officials

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

Approved
Drawings

Measurem
ent
of
dimensions

Authorized
Inspecting
agency

100%

Inspection of
inspection
officials

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

Approved
Drawings

Measurem
ent
of
dimensions

Authorized
Inspecting
agency

100%

Inspection of
inspection
officials

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

Approved
Drawings

Measurem
ent
of
dimensions

Authorized
Inspecting
agency

100%

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

Authorized
Inspecting
agency

Random

Record of jigs
and fixtures
as
per
performa
issued
by
RDSO
Inspection of
inspection
officials and
fabricator
drawings

Authorized
Agency

100%

Fabricator
records

IS:9595,A
WSD 1.1
IS:817

Inspection
of
Inspection
Officials
and
fabricator
records
IS : 9595,
AWSD 1.1
IS : 817

Verification
of docs.

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings
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b.

WPQR

Witness as per
established WPS

Welding
and DT /
NDT test
at
approved
lab
Visual,
DP test,
Macro/
etching
test
USFD
test

Approved
WPS

Verification
of docs.

Authorized
Agency

100%

WPQR
record to be
recorded

IS:7310,
Part1/ASME
Sec-IX

c.

Inspectio
n
&
welding
i.e. after
welding

a)
visual
Inspection,
fillet
size, leg length

Approved
Drawings &
WPS

Visual
inspection

Authorized
Agency

100%

Fabricator
records

Approved
drawings

IS : 3600

Witness of
test

Authorized
Agency

100%

UT test report

c) NDT of Critical
fillet welds Web #
flange
Drilling works for Bolting
Drilling
Dimensions
through
approved
Jigs

DP test

IS.3658

Witness of
test

Authorized
Agency

100%

DP test report

As
per
IS:4260
IS:3600/AS
ME
SecV,VIII
As
per
IS:3658

Measure
ment

Approved
Drawings

Authorized
Agency

Random

Fabricator
records

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

b.

Applicatio
n of paint
on hidden
surfaces

Visual

IS
Code
and
contract
agreement

Random
checking of
dimension
by
measurem
ent
100
%
visual
check on
paint
application
s

Authorized
Agency

Random

Fabricator
records

Relevant IS
code and
approved
drawings

2.5
a.

Painting work
Sand
blasting

Random
checking of
dimension
by
measurem
ent

Authorized
Agency

Random

Fabricator
records

As
per
IRC-24a

b) NDT at all butt
welds

2.4
a.

Visual

Procedure
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b.

Dry film
thickness

3.0
a.

Shop assembling work
Shop
Fill up of members
assemblin
g work

b.

Primer – 1
coat
Finish – 1
coat
Visual

Approved
drawings

Visual
check on
paint
application
s
Visual
check on
paint
application
s
Verification
of
docs.
and
test
reports

Authorized
Agency

Random

Inspection of
Inspection
officials

As
per
IRC:24

Dimensions

Measure
ment

Approved
drawings

Authorized
Agency

Random

Inspection of
Inspection
officials

As
per
IRC:24

Authorized
Agency

100 %

IS:7310
Part-1

Verification
of
docs.
and
test
reports

Authorized
Agency

Random

WOR record
of
each
welder
identify card
for
each
welder
Inspection of
Inspection
officials and
fabricator’s
records

per

Verification
of
docs.
and
test
reports

Authorized
Agency

Random

AS
per
approved
PQR

Verification
of
docs.
and
test
reports

Authorized
Agency

c.

WQR

Witness of welder
test

Welding
and DT /
NDT test
at lab

As per code
requirement

d.

Baking of
electrode
and flux

To have moisture
free
flux
and
electrodes

As
per
electrode

manufacturi
ng
instruction

e.

Baking
record for
E-7018
Welding Operation
i) Current Measurement of
conditions Amperage
and
electrode

4
a.

b.

ii)
Sequence
of welding

To
control
distortions

As
per
electrode
manufactur
ing
instruction

Register

Visual
with
Ammeter
and
Voltmeter
Visual
and
Measure
ment

AS
PQR

Inspection of
Inspection
officials and
fabricator’s
records
Inspection of
Inspection
officials and
fabricator’s
records

As
per
approved
PQR
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c.

(iii)
Electrode
s
MIG Wire
Saw Wire
& Flux

E-7018

TC/
Baking

Maintain
Document

TC
TC
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ANNEXURE- F

CONCRETE POUR CHECKLIST

REMARKS
1. Preliminary

Y

N

a) Description
b) Lot Number/s
c) Previous Lots Conform
d) Casting Program Accepted
e) Curing Method
2. Formwork and Falsework
a) Formwork Dimensions in Accordance with design
b) Forms Clean, Smooth and Watertight and Free of
deleterious material
c) Formwork within Dimension Tolerances
d) Forms Meet Line and Level Requirements
3. Reinforcing Steel
a)Steel Located/Fixed in Accordance with drawings
b) Reinforcing Clean and Free of Deleterious materials
c) Critical Cover Checked at all locations
d) All Splices to Reinforcement at Approved locations
e) All Welds in Accordance with INDIAN CODES
4. Concrete Delivery
a) Number of Batches
b) Batch Time (From Delivery Docket)
c) Arrival Time at Site
d)Finish Time
5. Concrete Testing
a) Approved Testing Authority Name:
b) Ambient Temperature
c) Actual Concrete Temperature
d) Target Slump/. Actual Slump
e) Amount of Admixture added
f) Amount of water added
g) Number of Cubes sample Taken
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h) Target Strength
6. Concrete Placement
a) Placement Method (Pump, Tremie, others)
b) Sufficient Personnel for Finishing etc.
c) Approved Vibration Method
d) Back up Vibrators on Hand
e) Reinforcement Cover Maintained During Pour
f) Formwork Stable During Placing and Vibration
g) Concrete Placed and Compacted Within (time in
minutes)
h) Forms Free of Foreign Matter Prior to Pouring
i) Concrete Finished to Approved Tolerances
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Annexure-G
CHECKLIST FOR GIRDER FABRICATION
Item

Y/N

Calculate the quantity of steel plates Angles & channel as
per approved drawing.
Procurement of steel plate Fe 250 Gr-B or any other
specified grade, from Primary Manufacture as per
specifications.
Follow all the checks on the raw materials, Structural
steel plates, HSFG Bolts nuts n washers, electrodes
as per the QAP.
Visually check all steel plates, angles &channel
Stack the procured material on a plane surface.
Layout of Components & Joints, Jigs template and
fixtures, Cutting straightening, edge preparation and
milling as per the QAP.
Grinding all surface of plate and Clean the work surface
by removing loose scales, rust, oil, dirt, paint, etc.
Cutting steel plates as per approved drawing.
Preparing all templates for gusset plate, splice plates.
Fixing plates or stiffeners at right angles or angles as per
drawing.
Tack welding plates by electric arc welding.
To place the tacked plate/girder part on the welding
frame.
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Annexure-H
CHECKLIST FOR SAW(SUBMERGED ARC WELDING)
Item

Y/N

Travel speed of trolley- (Most important variables
affecting penetration and welding size).
Voltage
Wire feeding speed
Current rating
Use of extension piece at start and end of welding to
achieve full welding size throughout the length.
Very high speed, decreases penetration and increase
tendencies for under-cut, arc below, porosity.
Very slow speed, produces bead shape that are
subjected to cracking, excessive open are exposure for
the welding operator rough bead & slag inclusion.
Electrodes checked
Distance between contact tip to base metal
Welding head which feeds flux and filler material
(electrode) to the welding joint,whether Ok or not.
Flux hopper which stores flux and controls the rate of flux
deposition on the welding joint whether ok or not
Note-The design parameters for welding to be checked by Field Deputy Chief
Engineer.
CHECKLIST FOR MIG(SUBMERGED ARC WELDING)
Electrode wire dia
Current
Arc voltage
Wire feeding speed
Travel speed manual
Shielding gas flaw rates
After completing the welding, the assembled girder part is
lifted and placed to some other place.
Note-The design parameters for welding to checked by Field Deputy Chief
Engineer.
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Annexure-I
CHECKLIST FOR GIRDER ASSEMBLY
Item
After completion of tests on all the girder parts we shall
begin the girder assembly.

Y/N

Drilling through approved Jigs and painting of hidden
parts as per QAP
Drill in web, top & bottom flange end of girder part as per
drawing.
Clean surface and apply one primer coat and one coat of
painting.
Girder parts assembled on a plane platform and checked
vertically and horizontal in plane.
All girder pieces assembled and jointed by splice plates
as per drawing by HSFG bolt and the bolts tightened.
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Annexure-J
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND MEASURES TO BE OBSERVED DURING EXECUTION
OF ROB WORKS IN RAILWAY AND ADJOINING AREAS.
1.0

Construction Activities and Safety:
(a)

The ‘Methodology of Working’ shall be incorporated in GAD and
Temporary Arrangement Drawings.

(b)

The activities of work to be taken up during the Railway traffic
block/under speed restriction etc. should be clearly mentioned in such
drawings.

If at any stage of execution, any discrepancy is found in the drawing with
respect to the site condition affecting safety or some new activity of work is
required to be done, the same should be brought to the notice of Railway
Engineer and such works should be done only after approval by Railways. In
such cases, scheme may be modified and if required fresh CRS sanction shall
have to be obtained.
1.1

The works required to be done under traffic block protection, are to be carried
out only in the presence of Railway Engineering officials. The Railways
supervisor has to certify safe conditions for passage of trains before
resumption of traffic.
The works to be done under traffic shall be carried out under provision of
banner flag and protection of engineering flagman. If considered necessary,
the Railway flagman may be posted on account of the contractor.

1.2

Following important activities of works shall be carried out under supervision
of 9 Railways nominated Supervisor:
a)

Excavation at foundation/Ground level near to Railway track.

b)

Concrete casting and/or masonry very close to Railway track.

c)

Erection of temporary structures near to running lines.

d)

Casting of structures like girder/slab over Railway track.

e)

Stage-Pre-stressing of girders when placed across Railway tracks
properly supported.

f)

Launching of precast/pre-assembled girders across Railway tracks.

g)

Any work of lifting, side shifting and slewing of girders over the Railway
track.

h)

Dismantling of temporary structures, shutters, scaffolding etc. adjacent
to and above the Railway track.
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For carrying out activities of casting, erection, launching, handling and
dismantling as listed above, the Contractor’s Engineering shall furnish the
Construction Programme in advance to Railway Supervisor Engineer. No
such work should be taken up in absence of the Supervising Railway
Engineer. For the activities which are to be done in presence of the Railway
Engineer, prior intimation shall be given in writing and acknowledgement
obtained from Railway’s representative. Such activities of work shall not be
carried without the presence of Railway Engineer.
1.3

To ensure ‘Safety’ during construction activities, Railway Engineer may direct
the Contractor/Supervisor Engineer or their nominated representative for safe
working procedures/instructions, notwithstanding the contractual or MOU
conditions prevailing between/amongst Railways/other departments like
NHAI/Contractors/Concessionaire.

1.4

All the records of Quality Assurance/Quality control, testing of the materials
and satisfactory completion of an activity shall be maintained as site by the
contractor’s Engineer and Supervising Engineers. On the basis of these
records, Railways’ Engineer shall do stage-wise clearance of the works at
following stages:
i.
ii.
iii.

Completion of foundation
Completion of substructure
Completion of superstructure

Without such stage clearance, the work in next stage of construction shall not
be allowed by the Railway Supervisor, unless proper system of check and
exercise is followed at the site.
1.5

Normally, the high beam PSC girders are designed with wider top flange and
shorter bottom flange with very high beam which makes the girder unsuitable
during lowering, slowing and launching time.

1.6

During launching of girders and subsequent adjustments for placement of
bearing special attention and precautions are required at site to be followed
rigorously without resorting to shortcut practices or leaving the work at site to
untrained or inexperienced engineers. Normally, end diaphragms are not
casted for the extreme both side girders. These shall to be casted min.
300mm. on both sides for all ‘I’ beam girders to provide temporary supports
for ensuring stability.
Or
For side adjustments and bearing placements below ‘I’ section girders, end
brackets made of steel angles should be provided for all ‘I’ beams sequentially
to avoid side titling of individual girders. End brackets shall be removed only
after placing girders on bearing and casting of diaphragms.

1.7

During lowering, the jacks shall be operated duly keeping wooden packing of
various thicknesses fixing the amount of lowering to the bearest minimum, so
that even if the jack fails, the wooden packing will take load and further
stability of girder is not endangered.
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1.8

Temporary crib support staging shall be interlaced with clamps and angles.
Adequate base width shall be maintained in proportionate to the height of
stage, which is very essential for avoiding the oblong effect during launching
of girders. During launching by RH girder method the movement of the PSC
girders shall be controlled both from front and rear with synch mechanism
having simultaneous operation, so that the speed of the launching is always
under the control. Spare hydraulic jacks shall always be kept at side.
Lowering of girder shall always be carried out at one end only. Further, other
end should be adequately secured by wire ropes, end brackets, etc.
Thereafter, the alternate process shall be continued.

1.9

As far as possible launching of girders by temporary staging shall be avoided,
and launching by heavy capacity cranes, wherever feasible, shall be adopted.

1.10

Steel girder launcher if used for launching of PSC girders, should be pretested for the critical loading (likely to be encountered during actual launching)
before deployment on the approaches regarding its strength as well as
amount of permissible deflection using actual test PSC girder as a testing
load. Connections at supports shall be inspected and certified prior to actual
launching, it shall be adequately secured to the base support system on the
pier cap.

2.0

General Construction Safety:

2.1

General Safety Precautions as applicable for bridge/civil works shall be
adopted in field.

2.2

Working near running line: Safe practices at site and at all times noninfringement to moving trains shall be ensured. Road vehicles, material
trollies, dollies with any tendency to roll off towards the running lines to be
checked by providing chains, locking arrangements, blocks etc. shall be
ensured and the site in charge of the Contractor shall be primarily
responsible, secondary responsible being of Supervisor’s Consultant.

2.3

Testing of cranes, lifting jacks and other equipments: All equipments like
cranes, lifting jack shall be tested, duly calibrated and certified prior to use at
construction site.

2.4

Construction workers at site shall be provided with personal safety gear like
reflective vest, helmet, leather shoes, gloves, eye-wear-approved as per
construction industry standards. For persons working at pier top/girder level,
temporary supports, hand railing, protection with help of ropes, slings and
temporary railings shall be provided.

2.5

Routine Safety Checks, validity of test certificates for load bearing equipments
especially for cranes outsourced from third party shall be ensured prior to
deployment.
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Annexure-K
TECHNICAL RECORDS TO BE MAINTAINED AT SITE
Item

Y/N

Layout and Technical details Register
Mix Design and cube strength register
Steel re-inforcement procurement with invoices and test reports
Structural steel procurement with invoices and test reports
Site order book
Material testing register(All materials)
Concrete batch reports from RMC Plant
HTS Procurement register for PSC Spans if any
Labour Register
Machinery, T&P Register
QAP and all other documents as stipulated in Stage III
Note-The above is the list of the minimum records to be maintained
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10.4

Sample Method Statement for Construction of ROB
General Description Of Site
The site of Road over Bridge is located at Level crossing No……. at ……..
station at Km …. on ….. section of ……. Division.
The scope of work consists of “Construction of 4 lane Road Over Bridge span
1x19.240m+1x38.501m approximate, centre to centre of pier (skew angle 2
degree) with composite steel girder in lieu of level Crossing No …. at
Km…..near ….. Station on ………section.
The scope of services primarily includes the following.
SCOPE OF SERVICES
CONSTRUCTION of open foundation, sub structure i.e. pier/abutment,
column, capping beam, pier cap, pedestals, RCC deck slab, foot paths, anti
crash barrier, RCC/Steel railing, wearing coat bitumen concrete on road
surface, RCC retaining wall/boundary wall as per approved drawings.
Fabrication of steel girders and cross girders.
Launching of fabricated girder in position with road cranes of suitable
capacity.
Designing of Pot-PTFE bearings for steel girders, expansion joint, by RDSO
manufacturer and get it approved from Railways.
Design and preparation of drawing of temporary arrangement for staging for
construction of deck slab.
All civil engineering works involved in temporary diversion of road such as,
road works, earth work, fencing, fixing of height gauge etc.
Any other work required for successful completion of work.
Specifications And Codes
“Indian Railways Unified Standard Specifications -2010 Vol. I & II” shall
govern the specifications of all items of USOR 2010 appearing in the tender
schedule. In case, specifications of any item are not covered in above, the
relevant IRS/BIS Code shall be applicable.
All material to be used in the works shall be in conformity with the requirement
laid down in the “Indian Railways Unified Standard Specifications -2010” Vol. I
& II or the relevant BIS Code/or any other relevant code applicable.
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Approved Railway Drawings
The work shall be carried out as per approved Railway drawings. A Design
Consultant had been appointed for the same and design and drawings for the
Superstructure have been got approved by the Consultant and are available
at the onset of work.The design and drawings for the open foundation on one
end of the ROB is also available to commence substructure work.
Quality and Inspections
QAP(Quality Assurance Plan) for steel fabrication of Railway Bridges and
QAP(Quality Assurance Plan) for concrete to be strictly followed as stipulated.
Contract Details
The work has been awarded to M/S B.M Construction Company ,Address on
……….at a cost of Rs…………………….The stipulated period of completion
of work is ………………The work shall start from …………..The work is likely
to be completed by …….subject to the availability of road closure from the
district administration, DM/Amroha.
Employment Of Technical Staff
One Qualified Graduate Engineer, Sh…………….. shall be deployed for
overall work supervision and who shall be completely responsible for the work
on behalf of the agency.
Method of work.
Preliminary pre-requisites for execution:
1.

To inform the Railway section Engineer/works & local Railway official
and get land for site office, field laboratory and store etc.

2.

To get the Road traffic permission from district administration for
smooth working.

3.

After taken the permission, enclose the construction area by
barricading boards and fix the diversion. “Sorry for inconvenience”
boards at proper places and divert the road traffic with the help of local
police.

4.

To issue the identity cards to contractor’s staff.

5.

Write down the letter to all concerned of other departments like
Electrical, S&T and RPF in Railways and State Electricity Board, Jal
Board etc outside Railways etc for information of work commencement
and request for supplying the cable route plan for OFC cables, control
cables, telecommunication cables, power cables, water supply line so
that any damage of cables can be avoided.
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6.

Marking of the meridian line/centre line of ROB and layout of
foundation footings as per approved plan for excavation works by
contractor’s engineer/supervisor and get it checked by Railway
officials.

7.

Setup of the field laboratory as per standard guidelines by contractor’s
supervisor/Engineer and get it checked by Railway official.

8.

Preparation of Trial Mixes of different grades of concrete as per the
approved drawings under Railway Supervision and after checking the
7day and 28day strength, getting it approved by Railway for use.

Equipments T&P:
Electronics total station or theodolite for layout and leveling.
Foundation work
1.

Procure the reinforcement steel and prepare the cover block, bar
bending schedule etc. as per approved plans

2

Excavate the foundation up to required levels and size by JCB
machine.

3

Finish the excavation sides and depth as required, as per approved
plans and make an arrangement to prevent the sliding of earth by
suitable method including piling etc as required at site, for PCC work.

4

After the PCC work in foundation, layout work and proper marking of
pier location and the size of the foundation is done and arrangements
are made for the required shuttering, weight batcher/RMC etc.

5

Reinforcement steel laid over lay out as per approved plan/drawing on
proper cover blocks by close supervision of contractor’s Engineer and
is got checked by Railway officials.

6

After completing the reinforcement work the shuttering work may be
allowed, the shuttering plates should be as per proper specification and
stipulated thickness and after Cleaning the shuttering plate, applying
shuttering oil, the shuttering is fixed as per dimension.

7

After checking of reinforcement steel and shuttering, the railway
supervisor will record the reinforcement steel and get it signed by
contractor’s Engineer and concerned Railway officials.

8

After recording/checking of reinforcement steel, the contractor may be
allowed to concrete as per concrete QAP in the presence of a Railway
Engineer.

9

Curing to be done continuously with hessian cloth covering.
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Equipments T&P:
Earth Moving Equipment for site preparation (JCB, Tractor & trolley or spoil
removal trucks ,dozers, graders, excavators)for excavation after cable
markings, scaffolding and formwork, concrete construction plant (mixers,
pump)
Piers and Pier Caps
Placing and binding steel ring bars in pier as per drawing.
Placing the shuttering of pier with adequate supports and check verticality of
shuttering.
Concreting as per approved design mix upto top level of pier.
De-shuttering.
Pier CapVertically placing the supporting columns, placing temporary girders and then
laying the bottom shuttering plate for placing of the steel re-inforcement.
Cutting the steel bars as per approved drawing
Placing the bars in pier cap, walls, seismic arrester, pedestal as per Approved
drawings and binding all steel bars with binding wire.
Fixing vertical shuttering plate as per dimension.
Concreting as per approved design mix upto the level of cap.
Equipments T&P:
Scaffolding and formwork, concrete construction plant (mixers, pump)
Girder Fabrication


Calculate the quantity of steel plates, angles & channel as per
approved drawing.



Procurement of steel plate Fe 250 gr-B from Primary Manufacture as
per specifications.



Follow all the checks on the raw materials, Structural steel plates,
HSFG Bolts nuts n washers, electrodes as per the QAP.



Visually check all steel plates, angles & channel



Stack the procured material on a plane surface.
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Layout of Components & Joints, Jigs template and fixtures, Cutting
straightening, edge preparation and milling as per the QAP.



Grinding all surface of plate and Clean the work surface by removing
loose scales, rust, oil, dirt, paint, etc.



Cutting steel plates as per approved drawing.



Preparing all templates for gusset plate, splice plates.



Welding operation



Fixing plates or stiffeners at right angles or angles as per drawing.



Tack welding plates by electric arc welding.



To place the tacked plate/girder part on the welding frame.



Welding operations



Submission of WPS, WPQR, Inspection & welding i.e. after welding as
per QAP.

SAW (Submerged Arc Welding)


Travel speed of trolley-250 mm/minute (Most important variables
affecting penetration and welding size).



Voltage-30 volts.



Wire feeding speed= 1480 mm/ minutes.



Current rating-575Amp.



Use extension piece at start and end of welding to achieve full welding
size throughout the length.



Very high speed, decrease penetration and increase tendencies for
under-cut, arc below, porosity.



Very slow speed, produce bead shape that are subjected to cracking,
excessive open are exposure for the welding operator rough bead &
slag inclusion.



Electrode -



Distance between contact tip to base metal= 8 time the wire dia=
8x4=32mm.
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Welding head- feeds flux and filler material (electrode) to the welding
joint.



Flux hopper - stores flux and controls the rate of flux deposition on the
welding joint.



Flux - the flux shields and protects the molten weld from atmospheric
contamination.

MIG (Metal Inert Gas)


Electrode wire dia- 1.2mm



Current - 220 Amp.



Arc voltage-28 Volt.



Wire feeding speed - 8800 mm/minute.



Travel speed manual - 160 mm/ mint approx.



Shielding gas flaw rates - 14 lit/minut.



After completing the welding, the assembled girder part is lifted and
placed to some other place.

Dye penetration test


Clean the work surface by removing the loose scales, rust, oil, dirt,
paint, etc. By brush, manual/ mechanical.



Clean the weld seams and heat affected zone by brush, manual /
mechanical.



Apply the dye penetrant on the test surface.



Wipe off excess penetrant with lint free dry cotton cloth followed by the
cleaner till back ground is cleared off excess penetrant.



Apply developer by spray to ensure uniform coating.



Wait for 5- 20 minutes to let the penetrant bleed out depending upon
the type of defect.



Observe the indication if any over the surface.



Record observation and clean the test surface area.
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Girder Assembly


After completion of tests on all the girder parts we shall begin the girder
assembly.



Drilling through approved Jigs and painting of hidden parts as per QAP



Drill in web, top & bottom flange end of girder part as per drawing.



Clean surface and apply one primer coat and one coat of painting.



Girder parts assembled on a plane platform and checked vertically and
horizontally in plane.



All girder pieces assembled and jointed by splice plates as per drawing
by HSFG bolt and tighten the bolt.

Equipments T&P:
EOT/Portal/mobile crane of min. 10t capacity or suitable material handling
facility
Oxy-Acetylene gas cutting equipment
Profile cutting equipment of adequate size.
Self propelled straight cutting equipment preferably consisting of multiple
torches.
Radial drilling machines to drill holes of 12 to 50 mm dia, adequate grinders &
wrenches etc.
Plate & structural sections straightening machine, End milling machine.
Dumpy level or theodolite instrument for recording of camber/deflection.
Hydraulic/manual torque wrenches.
The following facilities should be available for fabrication of welded girders.
a)

Welding transformers/rectifier for Manual Metal Arc Welding (MMAW)

b)

Inert gas (Carbon Dioxide) &. Automatic sub-merged arc welding
equipment

c)

Suitable welding manipulators

d)

Macroetching /Dye Penetrant or Magnetic Particle testing facilities

e)

Arrangement for radiographic test either in house or from outside.
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f)

Tongue tester for measuring current and voltage & Gauges for
checking weld size

Launching Methology Of Steel Girders
During traffic block hours fabricated girder will be shifted from manufacturing
work shop to launching site near railway track by using road vehicle. The
launching of girder shall be done by road crane (CR) as per design load
capacity of girders.
The methodology for launching of girders onto the top of the pier cap is
elaborated hereunder. If proposed road over bridge are in right angle or skew
angle, the access available for crane to lift and place the girder on pier cap to
be checked before shifting of girders at site, which necessitates cranes with
high load capacity and boom length.
Modus Operandi For ROB Girder Launching
Pre Block Activity
Ground preparation for crane placement and girder erection.
Erection of girder (G) G1, G2, G3 etc - All girders to be erected near piers.
Nearest girders shall be kept at distance not less than 5 m from nearest track
centre.
Sand bags placement between track for crane movement during block.
Positioning of adequate capacity crane CR1, CR2 and CR3 etc depending on
the weight of the girders near erection site on either end of the girders and its
trial for lifting capacity.
Block Activity For Girder G1
Movement of cranes CR3 to near abutment(A) A1 and its proper positioning
and propping.
Lifting first girder G1 on either end by 100/75 T cranes CR1 and CR2 and
placing It on road vehicle trailor.
Placement of the road vehicle trailor at a suitable position along the pier in a
way that the crane CR3 250 T capacity ,can directly lift the girder and place it
on the piers. Clamping of girder G1 from the centre using CR3 within its
maximum allowed reach and lift ensuring proper balance of girders. Lifting of
girders to place it on steel stool/C.C. cribs A1. 20 men on either end of the
girder shall control excessive sway using by tied to the girder.
Securing the launching girder G1as per standard securing arrangement.
Block activity for girder G2, G3 etc. Same sequence to be repeated except
security arrangement. Launching girder shall be secured using cross
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girder/casting of cross beam on abutment/piers connection with adjoining with
launched girder.
De-propping the crane CR1, CR2 & CR3 etc. and its positioning away from
railway track beyond infringement
Requirement of T & P for launching of girders
1.

Road crane of adequate capacity

– 3+1 (1 for reserve).

2.

Tractor trolley

- 2 Set

3.

Man power

- 40 No.

4.

Road Trailer

- 2 No (extendable length)

5.

Lightening arrangement during night with generator of suitable capacity
as per direction of engineer-in-charge.

Safety Precautions During Work
All staff and supervisors of the contractor to wear a helmet while working at
the work site.
All staff and supervisors of the contractor to wear Rubber Shoes while
working at the work site.
At any time when working with Earth excavators, Levelling or any similar
equipment or transporting material or T&P near the track, a railway
supervisor/Flagman to supervise such operation along with the contractor.
10.5.

Execution Of ROB and RUB

10.5.1

Launching/Erection of ROB
During traffic block hours fabricated girder will be shifted from manufacturing
work shop to launching site near railway track by using road vehicle. The
launching of girder shall be done by road crane (CR) as per design load
capacity of girders.
The methodology for launching of girders onto the top of the pier cap is
elaborated hereunder. If proposed road over bridge are in right angle or skew
angle, the access available for crane to lift and place the girder on pier cap to
be checked before shifting of girders at site , which necesitates cranes with
high load capacity and boom length.
Modus Operandi for ROB Girder Launching
Pre Block Activity
Ground preparation for crane placement and girder erection.
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Erection of girder (G) G1, G2, G3 etc - All girders to be erected near piers.
Nearest girders shall be kept at distance not less than 5 m from nearest track
centre.
Sand bags placement between track for crane movement during block.
Positioning of adequate capacity crane CR1, CR2 and CR3 etc depending on
the weight of the girders near erection site on either end of the girders and its
trial for lifting capacity.
Block Activity for Girder G1
Movement of cranes CR3 to near abutment(A) A1 and its proper positioning
and propping.
Lifting first girder G1 on either end by 100/75 T cranes CR1 and CR2 and
placing It on road vehicle trailor.
Placement of the road vehicle trailor at a suitable position along the pier in a
way that the crane CR3 250 T capacity, can directly lift the girder and place it
on the piers. Clamping of girder G1 from the centre using CR3 within its
maximum allowed reach and lift ensuring proper balance of girders. Lifting of
girders to place it on steel stool/C.C. cribs A1. 20 men on either end of the
girder shall control excessive sway using by tied to the girder.
Securing the launching girder G1as per standard securing arrangement.
Block activity for girder G2, G3 etc. Same sequence to be repeated except
security arrangement. Launching girder shall be secured using cross
girder/casting of cross beam on abutment/piers connection with adjoining with
launched girder.
De-propping the crane CR1, CR2 & CR3 etc. and its positioning away from
railway track beyond infringement
Requirement of T & P for launching of girders
1.

Road crane of adequate capacity

– 3+1 (1 for reserve).

2.

Tractor trolley

- 2 Set

3.

Man power

- 40 No.

4.

Road Trailer

-2 No (extendable length)

5.

Lightening arrangement during night with generator of suitable
capacity as per direction of engineer-in-charge.
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10.5.2

Execution Of RUB

10.5.2.1

Limited Height Subway (LHS)
Introduction
Construction of Limited Height Subway in lieu of level crossing is progressing
at a very fast pace over Indian Railways and that is also need of the hour in
the direction of reducing level crossing accidents.
To achieve faster pace of construction and minimum repercussion on the train
operation in the form of Speed Restriction at work site & traffic block
requirement , precast techniques for construction of LHS has been widely
adopted.
Precast RCC segment of 1.5 Meters thickness with height and width of
opening as per requirement of road traffic, is casted at a central location and
are inserted back to back below railway track with the help of road crane
either by cut and cover method or using RH girder method. RDSO design and
arrangement of RCC precast box segment as well as base slabs are
available.
Two popular methods being adopted for LHS constructions are: a)

Cut & Cover method

b)

Cut and cover using RH girder method

a)

Cut and cover methodIt requires block of about six hours in which complete track is
dismantled, excavation of embankment to the desired level is done and
insertion of precast RCC segments are done. After that filling of gaps
and linking of track is done.
Main Features of this method :1-

Requires longer blocks- 5 to 6 Hours

2-

Complete excavation, placement of segments, filling of earth
compaction etc. is to be done is same block. Due to a lot of
activities to be done in a limited space and in a limited time, it is
very difficult to achieve quality of placement work. Safety of
workers at work site is also an issue.

3-

For double line section volume of work is more, thereby
requirement of block also increases. Getting block of such
longer period that too for both the lines simultaneously is almost
impossible in busy sections.
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b)

Cut and Cover using RH Girder MethodIn this method complete work is divided in two stages.
Stage – I
First block of about 120 minutes is taken for insertion of RH girders.
After that mechanized excavation of earth below RH girder is done to
make space to accommodate precast RCC box segment.
Stage - II
Now second block of about 3 to 4 Hours are taken to remove RH
girders with the help of road cranes and placement of all precast RCC
segments with the help of road crane. After this gaps between
segments and undisturbed banks is filled with boulder mixed earth and
finally track is linked. All these activities are to be done in single traffic
block.
In this method comparatively lesser duration traffic block needed, as
compared to cut and cover method. However getting block of even this
duration in heavy traffic area is difficult.

10.5.2.2

RUB (Conventional box)
a)

Box Pushing-Box pushing method is suitable where traffic density is
more and long duration traffic block is not possible.
Thrust bed- the basic purpose of thrust bed is to provide necessary
resistence needed for jacking operation. For this purpose a RCC slab
of thickness 30cm was constructed outside the subway with its top
level being kept exactly at proposed bottom level of RCC boxes.
Front shield- Front shield is fabricated with projection of 1200 mm on
top. Its is attached with the front face of the box. Purpose f front shield
is to stop the soil from top and side to cave in.
Drag sheet- drag sheets are provided between the top of box and earth
cushion. It prevents the movement of earth along with the box thus
helps to keep the alingnment of running track and avoid lifting of track.
For this GI sheet of 0.5mm thick can be used.

Procedure for box pushingStep 1: supporting track- Track is supported on 5m long rails under each
sleeper space to minimize the detriration of track geometry whule pushing the
box under the track.
Step 2: Excavation- Excavation is carried out near front shield ensuring that
front shield remains embedded in soil up to a depth of about 0.2m.
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Step 3: Pushing operation- Pushing operation is undertaken during traffic
blaock .speed restriction of 20kmph is imposed at work spot which wil
continued for 15 days till pushing under one track is completed. Later on
speed restriction of 30kmph on one track and 20kmph for other is imposed for
further 15 days till full pushing operation is completed.
Step 4: The excavated front potion is protected by providing earth filled gunny
bags, at times collapse have occurred causing exposure of frnt shielD
10.5.3

Comparison of different methods of construction for RUB

Description

In situ
construction

Pushing

Cut and Cover method
In single cast
In segments

Line
block Less in two or
Not required More in single spell
duration
more spells
Duration
Speed
restriction

of
Long period

Long period
(little fast, if
Ty. girder is
used)

Lesscomparing
segmental
construction

very less (one week)

To be Slewed
Not required
to
erect
the Not required To be lowered
ty.Girder
Slow ( little
Slow and very
Speed
of
fast, if Ty.
Very fast
slow in stage
construction
girder
is
construction
used)
Lesscomparing
Line
block Less in two or
Not required More in single spell
segmental
duration
more spells
construction
Long period
Duration
of
(little fast, if
very less (one week)
Speed
Long period
Ty. girder is
restriction
used)
To be Slewed
Not required
OHE
to
erect
the Not required To be lowered
ty.Girder
Slow ( little
Slow and very
Speed
of
fast, if Ty.
Very fast
slow in stage
construction
girder
is
construction
used)
Cheaper
than
Cost
of
Cheaper
than
Cheaper
Costly
segmental
Construction
pushing
construction
The best
Quality
The best
Fair
Moderate
OHE
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Description
Skill
requirement

In situ
construction
Fairly required

Pushing
Highly
required

Heavy
–
higher
Requirements
capacity
No
heavy
of
jacks
and
equipments
Equipments
crane
for
handling the
segments
10.5.4

Cut and Cover method
In single cast
In segments
Not required

Required

Preliminary
works such as
Cranes of suitable rolling/pushing
capacity & excavating arrangements equipments
with Excavating
standby
equipments&
(No heavy duty
crane)

Annexures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Guidelines for GAD
Procedure for Approval of GAD
Pre-requisite for Timely Launching of ROBs.
Sacrificial Shuttering in the Deck Slab of ROBs.
Deposit Works by Construction Organisation.
Barrel Length of Precast RCC Box Bridges.
Construction of LHS by Cut and Cover Method.
Estimate for ROBs.
Construction of ROBs.
Type and Level of Soil Investigation for ROB Works.
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CHAPTER - 11
BUILDINGS

CHAPTER- 11
BUILDINGS
11.1

ARCHITECTURE broadly pertains to Planning and designing form, space
ambience to reflect functional, technical, social, environmental & aesthetic
considerations.
It requires the creative manipulation & co-ordination of materials & technology
and of light & shadow.
While Planning and Designing:FORM, SPACE AND AMBIENCE : The building design shall provide sufficient
circulation elements to allow for the free and safe flow of users without
disrupting the movement through others flow. The structure should fulfill the
desired requirements in scientific and efficient manner conforming to the
existing norms.
AESTHETICS:- The quality of building materials and finishes shall be used to
formulate identity using form, color, and lighting as tools to create pleasing
aesthetic solutions. Planning the building aesthetically good in all respects
including front and side looking with latest available maintenance free
material.
COLOUR SCHEME:- There should be consistent use of similar colors for like
type spaces (i.e. waiting areas, entrance areas, etc.). Colors for architectural
finishes shall be consistent and/or complimentary with those used in existing
buildings and previously approved by Indian Railways. The best colour
scheme of the building as demanded /matching with the adjacent structures of
the area.
To achieve :FUNCTIONAL:- Building shall be designed to achieve full weather
protection to every user of the building. The building should fulfil the functional
requirement of the intended users.
TECHNICAL:- Building should be planned in such a manner so as to achieve
best possible method of construction with economy.
SOCIAL:- While planning the building, the social local sentiments, if any
needs to be taken care of.
ENVIRONMENTAL:- The building should complies with all applicable
environmental laws. The aspects of environmental acceptability, sustainability
and energy efficiency should be considered. Materials used should be ecofriendly. The building should be energy efficient. Rain Water Harvesting, use
of Solar Panels for electricity and Waste Management are options to reduce
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the energy requirement for the said building. Green/landscaped area should
be increased and coordinated with the pedestrian and vehicular
traffic.
HERITAGE CONSIDERATION:- The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI)
under the provisions of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and
Remains Act, (AMASR Act) 1958 protects monuments, sites and remains of
national importance. It needs to checked whether the affected
monuments/structures are protected by AMASR Act,1958 and if they are
protected, then subsequent action should be in conjunctions with provision of
this act.
Besides the above mentioned legal aspect, it will be desirable that the
appearance of proposed building does not diminish the heritage value of the
place. The building should incorporate and reflect the local heritage in its
aesthetics.
11.2

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL NORMS
These are regulations defined by Building Bye-Laws which provide control
norms for building/buildings ,excluding the internal arrangement.
Set Backs:-This is clear distance between the building line to the nearest
boundary line. It varies as per the type of structure, areas and size of building,
height of building. e.g for ORH building at Tilak Bridge these are 15m on front
side and 9m on side and rear sides.
Ground Coverage:- It is the ratio % of the area covered at Plinth level to the
Total Plot area. In case of high rise building, the ground coverage can be
kept lower in other case the maximum ground coverage should be utilized.
For any area, the % of ground coverage is defined by local bye laws. E.g in
Delhi area it is 30% for Railway facility related structures as per MPD 2021.
Floor Area Ratio(FAR):- Depending upon the prescribed FAR of a prescribed
zone for the given building, the flexibility of ground coverage and height of the
building can be decided. E.g in Delhi area it is 100 for Railway facility related
structures as per MPD 2021.
Height of Building:- This is the vertical distance between the general ground
level to the top roof level. The buildings having height more than 15m are
considered high rise buildings. For High Rise Buildings clearances/NOCs is
required to be obtained from authorities such as Fire Department, AAI, etc.
Parking Norms:- Parking space shall be provided as per the applicable local
norms. As per NBC, for a car, the minimum parking space required is 2.75m ×
5m in a common parking space. Space for scooter/two wheeler and bicycle to
be not less than 1.25m2 and 1.00m2 respectively.
Area for each equivalent car space inclusive of circulation area is 23m2 for
open parking, 28m2 for ground floor covered parking and 32m2 for basement.
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In case of ORH at Tilak Bridge, the parking norms followed is 1ECS per 75
SQM of Plot area.
Access- Entry/Exit:- The access to the structure should be clear, smooth,
easy, identifiable, speedy and well defined. For this adequate parking space,
road width, road surface, signages, etc should be properly planned. The
building should provide ease of access for all users by minimizing physical
and psychological impediments to their use of the building. The positioning
and character of the building access points will have a critical influence in
satisfying this requirement. The building design must comply with the
requirements of Indian Disability Acts (IDA) that prescribe the specific
configurations and requirements for public facilities to accommodate persons
with physical impairments.
Services and Utilities:- Depending upon the type of building, the requirement
of various services such as :electricity, gas, water, sewage, telephone,
internet, etc is required to assessed and to be incorporated at planning stage
itself.
Plinth Level:- Plinth level should be adequately higher than road level. It
should be atleast 45cm above the adjacent road /ground level. While deciding
the plinth level, the level of nearest main road, adjacent buildings and general
topography of the area should also be considered.
Drainage:- It should be planned in such a way that effective and efficient
disposal of all wastes are ensured from the building.
There should no back flow of waste water from external sewer or other
sources. Easy access to all services for proper maintenance should be
provided.
Facade:- The façade of the building needs to be developed in conformity of
the importance of the building and area, heritage value, historical
considerations, adjacent structures, aesthetics ,etc. Considerations should be
given to both traditional as well as contemporary material to achieve these
goals.
Ventilation:- Employ design strategies to provide fresh air intakes that
enhance the health and productivity of the Railway Buildings. The aspects of
Natural ventilation should be provided. If required air filtration can also be
used.
11.3

CONCEPTUALIZATION & PLANNING OF THE PROJECT


Preparation & Finalization of Scheme in consultation with user
departments.



To obtain complete brief regarding the details of requirements & site
conditions through discussions with user departments.
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11.4



Site survey and preparation of master plan of the area indicating the
locations of existing structures, roads, land marks, facilities, utilities &
relevant features like drains, access roads parkings and any other
facilities



Ascertaining the applicable Bye laws, preparation of site plan,
preliminary floor plans/ configurations & elevations with various
alternations and getting conceptual approval of the same from user
departments. Preliminary cost estimate for the approved concept plan
based on prevailing market rates and approved specifications.



Planning, designing & preparation of detailed Architectural plans,
interior designing and external/ internal services/utilities pertaining to
construction of proposed buildings.



Preparation of 3-D drawings and Model of suitable scale.



Preparation of all necessary drawings for obtaining the local
authorities/ bodies approval.



Final approval of Conceptual and Architectural Drawings

OTHER IMPORTANT ASPECTS


Rain water harvesting:- Rain water harvesting to improve ground water
table. All the surface flowing water can be collected and used for
recharging the ground water.



STP: - The sewage treatment plant shall be installed to treat the raw
sewage. The generated sewage is collected and treated in house
sewage treatment plant. The waste water will come from toilets,
kitchens, and internal station drainage.



Recycling of Treated water: Recycled water can be used for flushing of
WCs, cleaning, cooling towers, gardening etc.



Waste Segregation:- Waste segregation means dividing waste into dry
& wet. Dry waste includes wood related product, metal & glass. Wet
waste typically refer to organic waste usually generated by eating
establishments & are heavy in weight due to dampness.



Solar Panel for Electricity generation: The roof of the building can be
utilized for installation of solar panels and the electricity so generated
can supplement the power requirement of the building.



Landscapes: The art and practice of designing the outdoor
environment, especially designing parks or gardens to harmonize with
buildings & roads.
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11.5

11.5.1

11.6



Green Building Concept:- The ‘Green Building’ concept is gaining
importance in various countries, including India. These are buildings
that ensure that waste is minimized at every stage during the
construction and operation of the building, resulting in low costs,
according to experts in the technology.



The techniques associated with the ‘Green Building’ include measures
to prevent erosion of soil, rainwater harvesting, use of solar energy,
preparation of landscapes to reduce heat, reduction in usage of water,
recycling of waste water and use of world class energy efficient
practices.



A similar concept is natural building, which is usually on a smaller scale
and tends to focus on the use of natural materials that are available
locally.

CLEARANCES/NOCS FROM LOCAL AUTHORITIES/BODIES


NDMC/MCD



DUAC



Fire



AAI



ASI



Forest Deptt.



Ministry of environments

Local Connections Approvals:


Lift Authorities



Electricity Authorities



Water Supply & sewerage Authorities



Telecommunication

FINISHES… RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
The selection of materials and finishes for exterior of the building, floors,
ceilings and walls should contribute to the aesthetics, comfort and safety of a
building. It should be durable, maintainable, vandal-resistant, environmentally
friendly, fire-resistant, cost effective, and visually pleasing. The finish material
patterns, textures, and colors together with the building geometry, help define
the architectural quality and identity of a building.
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11.6.1

External Finishing:
Claddings: Permanent Finishing material like stones, glass, metallic claddings
can be provided on the elevations of the buildings. However cleaning
arrangements/ maintenance requirements should also be planned
accordingly.
Depending upon the importance of the structure, the texture painting is also a
preferred economy way of external finishing.

11.6.2

Internal Finishing’s :
Material finishes of elements, such as flooring, walls, structures, furniture,
sanitary fittings, etc. within the public areas of the building where surfaces
either come in direct physical contact of public or are visible to them should be
highly durable, need low maintenance, less frequent cleaning, and be less
amenable to catch dust or cobwebs. .In common areas such as corridors,
stairs, etc hard flooring should be provided so that it is maintenance free and
easy to clean. Granite, Kota stone can be preferred option. In rooms, halls,
etc vitrified tiles of light color shade can be provided on floors.
In Toilets, ceramic tile flooring can be provided. Glazed tiles can be provided
on walls.
In pantry areas, kota or granite floorings can be provided as it is weather
resistant and easy to clean.

11.6.3

11.7

Sanitary Fittings:


Preference to wall mounted WCs as compared to floor mounted WCs
as the former one ensure more cleaniliness and efficiently use space
availability.



Dual flush cistern for water closet to efficiently use the water and
minimise the wastage of water



Sensor taps for wash basin in public toilets.



Auto Sensor for urinal flushings.

FIRE PROTECTION
a)

Fire Resistance and Smoke Generation:
The material used should reduce hazard from fire. It should have
minimum burning rates, smoke generation, and toxicity characteristics
for building finishes, and consistent with requirements of Fire/Life
Safety requirements.
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b)

Attachment:
Eliminate hazard from dislodgment due to temperature change,
vibration, wind, seismic forces, aging, or other causes, by
using proper attachments and adequate bond strength.

c)

Slip-resistant walking surfaces:
Increase pedestrian safety, in compliance with accessibility
requirements by using floor materials with slip-resistant qualities.
Entrances, stairways, platform edge strips, and areas around
equipment shall have high slip-resistant properties. ASTM C1028
defines the standard/specification of the materials to be used.

11.7.1

Fire Protection Systems Adopted in High Rise Buildings are as under:

Sprinkler systems



Under ground & overhead fire reservoirs



Fire hydrant systems.



Fire pumps & ancillaries.



Fire extinguishers.



Smoke detectors



Heat Detectors



Indication Panels



Auto Dial facility



Access Control

11.8

INDIAN RAILWAYS/ OTHER CENTRAL GOVT DEPARTMENTS:
RELEVANT INSTRUCTIONS/ CIRCULARS
ON CONSTRUCTION OF
BUILDINGS

11.8.1

IRWM Para 201 says : Sec.11 of Indian Railway Act No.24 of 1989, provide
for the right to erect buildings on their own land by railways without having to
obtain sanction of Municipal or cantonment authorities in whose area the site
is situated. In urban areas, the Urban Development Authority must be
consulted and rules framed by them followed. Municipal or Local authorities,
may, however, be consulted, where appropriate, regarding water connection,
sewer lines & sewerage disposals or similar matters.
In areas where bye-laws have been notified by the local authorities, it would
be in the common interest to adopt such bye-laws as being good
recommended practice
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.
In area where bye-laws have not been notified it will be desirable to adopt the
provision of the National Building code of India-1983 Part-III.
11.8.2

11.8.3

Other Relevant Central Govt. references/orders :


Govt. Of India, Ministry of Works and Housing vide letter No- M11011/1, dt. 5th March’1977 exempted certain Central Govt
Departments including Railways from Building Bye-laws of Local
Administration for “Operational Construction” whether temporary or
permanent which is necessary for the operation, maintenance,
development or execution of services.



However, subsequently, Ministry of Urban Development vide letter No.
K 20013/46/89-DDVA dated 12.03.1990 further clarified that though the
operational buildings will be exempted from scrutiny with reference to
building bye-laws of Local Administration, however, Central Govt
Departments will observe building bye-laws and will have to obtain
completion certificate from the concerned local bodies who would issue
the same after satisfying themselves that the concerned building
confirm to the prescribed building regulations.



The above letter further clarifies that no relaxation in the standard
prescribed by the DUAC in the matter of approval of Plans from
conceptual angle would be given. In the case of Union Territory of
Delhi, the DUAC standards would apply to the Operational buildings of
the railways falling with in the jurisdiction of NDMC, MCD and those
along the railway tracks.

Role of DUAC
During consideration of any structure for Architectural work, Delhi Urban Art
Commission (DUAC) plays an important role. DUAC advice the Govt. of India
in the matter of preserving, developing & maintaining the esthetic quality of
Urban & environmental design within Delhi, and to provide advice & guidance
to any local body in respect of any project of Building Operations or
Engineering Operations, or any Development proposal which effects or is
likely to affect the sky line or the aesthetic quality of surroundings. Ecology of
heritage are more pressing concerns now, the difficulties of seeing the City as
a whole in a situation where there is many decision making bodies, is more
evident than before and there is urgent need to have a vision for the future of
the Cities constituent elements.

11.9

CONCLUSION
The architecture and conceptual layout of a building should incorporate the
values of user satisfaction, uniqueness, heritage
and environmental
excellence. The building should meet the goals of safety, durability, economy,
sustainability, and appearance as deliberated in detail as under:
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11.10

1.

Safety: Non-combustible construction with minimal smoke generation
and minimum toxicity characteristics; slip-resistant; securely attached/
bonded; reflective; non-abrasive; ADA-compliant.

2.

Durability: Minimum life cycle requirements; graffiti- and vandalresistant.

3.

Maintenance: Easily cleaned; easily removed and replaced; no
exposed fasteners; allows easy access to building utilities; graffiti- and
vandal- resistant.

4.

Economy: Cost-effective selections and standardization throughout the
system, with a range of approved materials and finishes.

5.

Sustainability: Environmentally friendly products with minimal or no
adverse impact on the environment.

6.

Appearance: The quality of building materials and finishes shall be
used to formulate building identity using form, color, and lighting as
tools to create pleasing aesthetic solutions.

ANNEXURE
1.

Provisions for persons with Disabilities.
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CHAPTER - 12
PLANNING FOR BNI AND NI WORKS
AND COMMISSIONING

CHAPTER-12
PLANNING FOR BNI AND NI WORKS
AND COMMISSIONING
12.1

PLANNING FOR BEFORE-NI & NI WORKS
Synopsis:
PNI/NI is the culmination of long journey of continuous working; it is just few
steps short of our desired destination when we can have the fruits of our long
& consistent efforts & can visualize the satisfaction of our achievements after
successful completion of PNI/NI working. Construction Organization is
primarily involved in PNI/NI working in c/w yard remodelings, new yard
layouts in doubling, traffic facility works involving longer loops, additional
loops etc. etc. SAFE & faster execution of PNI/NI works is the desire &
requirement of one & all involved with train operations directly or indirectly. As
such no comprehensive guidelines probably is available on the subject of
PNI/NI working except some scattered informations available here & there.
This Chapter is an attempt to put all relevant informations, experiences
besides Do’s & Don’ts at one place for ready reference by one & all. The
Chapter primarily covers the Engineering works during PNI/NI leaving aside
the S&T and operating parts that can be referred separately from Operating
manual, G&SR (Appendix ‘B’) and instructions issued time to time from
Zonal H.Q/Rly. Board for safe train operations during PNI/NI.

12.1.1

Introduction:
(BNI: Before NI; or PNI: Pre NI i.e prior to NI)


What/Why/How of NI:
NI means temporary disconnection of points/signals/Axle counters &
other signalling gadgets for any designated works.
Generally NI working is required for:



Overhauling of cabins/lever frames.



Yard remodelling.



Introduction of Panel/RRI working.
NI working not only slow down train operations; it is also less safe
system vis-a-vis interlocked working. Details instructions are
available in ‘Operating manual’ and G&SR (Appendix ‘B’) for train
operations during NI work.
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12.1.2

Various Stages During Planning/Execution:
Ideally speaking, planning of BNI/NI starts with the conceptualisation of yard
plan. If we keep in mind the execution of BNI/NI while processing the yard
plan for approval, half of the journey is completed successfully.

Survey/Planni
ng/AE/sanctio
n of work-

Planning
of
P.Way
material

ESPs

DE sanction

Vetted
Indents

Execution of work

Procurement

Leading to
site

Category ‘A’ Works : BBNI works

Cat B Works

Category ‘B’ Works : BNI works

Category ‘C’ Works: NI works



Category ‘A’ Works: BBNI works which can be done independently w/o
affecting existing operations/signalling system on existing running lines.
(BBNI works : 2-3 months before BNI/NI). These are the works which
are not infringing in anyway with the existing signalling system; e.g
Following works can be there in this category:



TRR/TSR in the yard.



Insertion of GJs, AT welding etc.



Insertion of PSC sleepers in the lead portion of T/outs.



Assembly of switch portion of T/outs on staging outside.



Existing ST T/outs, if any, to be replaced by F/S T/outs with S&T
assistance.



Deep screening of proposed T/out locations.



Leading of P.Way materials to exact/nearest locations.
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12.1.3



Linking of track to the extent possible.



Category ‘B’ Works: Works which are to be done in running lines but
not infringing with the signalling or existing operations can be done
wherein ‘no dismantling’ is involved. Theoretically speaking there is no
such thing like BNI/PNI as most of the alterations on running lines
literally affect the train operations in some way but to reduce the NI
period, few alterations can be done on running lines in Just before
NI(say 4-7 days before NI). Therefore, after CRS sanction, meticulous
planning is required to indentify the works which can be got executed in
BNI wherein through there is no dismantling or infringement to existing
signalling system is there but still there is a potential safety hazard & so
these works to be done just before NI so as to reduce NI period which
is relatively more restrictive in nature & potentially unsafe as ‘no
signalled movement’ during NI period; e.g Following works can be
there in this category:



New insertion of T/outs on running lines.



Insertion of GJs, AT welding etc.



GFN liners in track circuiting area (Generally it is one area which gets
offside)



TSR in track circuiting area.



Works of insertion/Dismantling on blocked/surrendered lines (i.e
depending upon the amount of works involved, few lines can be got
blocked successively just before NI & all works on those lines can be
got completed so as to commissioned these with NI). This helps to
reduce NI period greatly.



To reduce NI period further, partial commissioning of NI is
comparatively better e.g. (earlier in Amroha yard on MB-GZB section
&) recently in Raiwala yard on HW-DDN section, new loop line No.1
was coming at the same location of existing H.L platform so it was
judiciously decided to take NI & commission the yard w/o
commissioning new loop line No.1 but completing the panel work by
inserting the end T/outs with GJs etc. The new loop line No.1 was
commissioned 15 days later after Commissioning of NI after D/M of
existing H.L platform & linking of new loop line No.1; the benefit of
longer loop lines & new longer P/forms were available for smoother
train operations.



Category ‘C’ Works: which are to be done in NI only. Here comes those
works wherein dismantling of existing signalling rod/T.outs etc. is to be
done.

Experiences & Things to be done:
Author had been actively involved in planning/execution of few PNI/NI works
e.g in MB-AMRO doubling, MB yard remodelling, HW yard remodelling &
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recently in Raiwala yard besides my indirect experience of ‘NI of Barabanki
yard’. Points noted & lessons learnt alongwith photographs from ‘NI of
Barabanki yard’ written earlier (somewhere around 10.12.13) is attached with
this for ready reference.
12.1.3.1

General Attention prior to BNI works i.e During BBNI period:
•

Gumti Plan- Fixing of Gumti (water proof, table, chairs, water, men with
cro bar, telephone, lighting etc.)

•

Green Notice/TWR/Padlocks etc.

•

Staying arrangements; Vehicle/Transport; Fooding; Water

•

Testing of all GJs, marking of location of GJs; Joint marking of all
SRJs.

•

First round of identification of interfacial activities (listed in para 3.2
below).

•

Day to day BNI/NI programme clearly bringing out the traffic/power
blocks with repercussion on train operations.

•

Leading of all P.Way materials to exact/nearest location, (special
attention to rail pieces/fish plates-bolts/joggles plates).

•

Walkie-Talkie sets for communication between Engg, S&T and Optg.
Officials so as to optimally utilize BNI/NI period.

•

Arrangement of sufficient Nos. of rail cutting m/c (Disc cutter, hack saw
with adequate No. of Discs, blades & manpower), Rail drilling m/c (with
drilling bits) hydra, JCBs and especially arranging K.oil/Petrol etc. in small 02
lit bottles to supply to farthest end by motor-cycle during block etc.

12.1.3.2

•

Arrangement of adequate No. of Black-smiths is very-very crucial (besides
P.Way track labour) as lots of backlog of previous day interfacial work with
S&T gets clubbed creating stress as times passes by. All good retired BlackSmiths contact Nos. can be had to mobilize them for NI work besides taking
concentrated assistance from O/Line on programmed basis instead of
individual’s effort being done presently.

•

Deputing staff (PWI/IOWs + labour) from outside to be bare minimum; once
deployed, their staying, fooding, watering(tanker) to be taken care of properly.

•

Depute dedicated IOW for Dismantling of any cabin/structure/taking out
signal foundation, location box & simultaneous filling the cavity created by
already filled up sand bags.

General Attention for BNI/NI Works:
•

Identification of balance interfacial activities e.g.:



GFN liners/TSR etc. in track circuited area.
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12.1.4



Signalling foundation & signals etc. to be removed.



Shifting/removal of location boxes, OHE mast etc.



Joint testing/marking of GJs well in time.



Joint testing of all ‘switches assembled outside’.



Fixing of motor point on existing T/outs – change of sleeper spacing
etc.



Overhauling of L-Xing, as if any, in the yard.(Notice for road closure
etc.)



Removal of any shunt signal etc. infringing to SOD.



Adhere to ‘Day to Day programme’ & clear everyday works so as to
leave No back log.



Make full Use of machineries e.g. hydra/JCB etc. for T/out insertion
which becomes relatively better even than T-28 in most of the location
due to alround/easier accessibility by hydra/JCB.



Form teams & assigned duties to various teams by meticulously
dividing the entire work in zones.



Daily evening meeting’ to review & to assign next day work (but of very
short duration say about 15-20 minutes).



Mobile No./Name of all officials (Dy.CE/XEN-AEN/PWIs/IOWs
/blacksmiths etc.) to be prepared & circulated on whatsapp besides
hard copy.



One motorcycle/ three wheeler/Auto to be hired, if feasible at site, to
transport rail cutting/drilling m/c, K.oil/petrol etc. or to transport B/smith
etc. from one point to another in the long yard else lot of precious time
got wasted on these petty issues.



Small folder with ‘Day to day NI programme’; Contact Nos.; A-4/A-3
yard plan to be kept ready & given to all officers at least.

Important Tips for Smooth Execution of BNI/NI Works:
Even at the cost of repeating, few critical points are summarized which may
greatly help in executing the BNI/NI work smoothly.


Hiring of retired Blacksmiths (besides arranging from other Units/Div.).



Adequate Nos. of rail cutting/rail drilling machines with sufficient
discs/blades/drills etc.
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01/02 Push Trolley for faster movement from one end to other in long
yard.



Hire 01 motocycle/auto esp. for NI for faster movement of rail
cutting/rail drilling/black smiths/K.oil/petrol from one end to other.



Arranging of adequate No. hydra/JCB/tractors (Nowadays this
becomes essential as even switch portion can be laid completely with
the help of Hydra & shortage of P.way labour can be compensated by
deploying more hydra/JCBs.



‘Filled up sand bags’ for filling cavity created by signal foundation or
any buried C.C foundation encountered.



Dedicated IOWs for dismantling any cabin/structure.



Prior Notice to road closure for L-Xing, as if any, in yard & include in
the scope of work.



Leave ‘no back log’ of blacksmith work: make proper teams i.e. for
attention of previous day work & for the days work separately.



Have bare minimum no. of outside officials be it PWIs/IOWs/labour.



Staying/Transport/fooding/watering arrangement of officials deputed
from outside.



Enquire/Discuss the probable timings of T/Blocks so as to arrange
logistics i.e lunch etc. of labour accordingly- imp. aspect.



‘Interfacial activities’ to be got indentified & signed jointly e.g. GFN
liners/TSR/GJs to be done, OHE mast, S&T signal, location/Jn. Box to
be removed/shifted & reviewed time to time to see balance activities.



Walkie-Talkie sets must for better co-ordination.



Carpenter for various identified misc. works e.g. distance blocks etc.
can be hired directly from market & paid through special imprest
instead of calling carpenter/painter from outside & paying huge amount
for TA besides added burden of arranging their staying/fooding etc.



Besides leading of P.Way material, leading/collection of adequate
ballast is must at desired locations. Also, arranging fish plates, F/bolts,
joggled F/plates is very-very crucial activity.



Welding teams to be kept ready & assigned work beforehand to
optimally utilise them in T/Block.



Dedicated PWI/Staff for arranging/cancelling the Traffic Block.



‘Daily evening meetings’ to review & to assign next day works.
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12.1.5

Whatsapp Group (Name as NI- ’A’ station) connecting all officials of NI
Deptt. for sharing relevant information in one go quickly.

Assistance Required & Humble Suggestions:


Each Deptt (S&T, Optg., Engg. etc.) can give a meticulous list of
officials deputed & requirement of their stay/transport/meals in a
tabular manner. Their staying/transport/meals requirement to be
addressed by deputing one CMI/TI dedicated for this & special imprest
lump sum can be arranged by Div./Construction.



Special imprest for Const. (Engg./S&T/Electrical) to be given/arranged
on ‘one page format’ without going in details for collecting quotations
for staying/transport etc. This otherwise take too much time/energy
from already occupied field officials.



We should create a common pool of all imp. Equipments like rail
cutting, rail drilling, hand ratchets, (with sufficient discs, blades, drills
etc.) and pool these to different sites as & when required e.g. even 06
sets of rail cutting/rail drilling m/c are available in working condition, at
least 02 Nos. can be deputed to each working site in NI (assuming not
more than 03 NIs will be at the same time in NR/Const.). Besides, for
rail cutting/drilling we should seek skilled people/black smith from
market and Black-smiths (becoming rare now) will be utilized in
housing etc. only.

PS: Few photographs & lesson learnt from NI at Raiwala is also attached for
better appreciation of points covered above.
12.2

CRS INSPECTION FOR OPENING OF SECTIONS

12.2.1

Preamble
To exercise effective control over the construction and operation of the first
railways in India, which were entrusted to private companies, Consulting
Engineers were appointed under the Government of India. Later when the
Government undertook the construction of railways, the Consulting Engineers
were designated as Government Inspectors and placed under the Railway
Board which was the Safety Controlling Authority for the working and
operation of Government and Company managed railways.
To avoid direct subordination of the Railway Inspectorate to the Railway
Board, then Chief Inspecting Officer of the British Railways suggested
separating the Inspectorate from the control of the Railway Board.
Accordingly, the Railway Inspectorate was placed under the administrative
control of the Department of "Posts and Air" in May 1941. The erstwhile
Railway Inspectorate was re-designated as the Commission of Railway Safety
on 1.11.1961.
The Commission of Railway Safety, now working under the administrative
control of the Ministry of Civil Aviation of the Government of India, deals with
matters pertaining to safety of rail travel and train operation and is charged
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with certain statutory functions as laid down in the Railways Act (1989), which
are of an inspectorial, investigatory & advisory nature. The Commission
functions according to certain rules viz. Statutory investigation into accidents
rules framed under the Railways Act and executive instructions issued from
time to time.
12.2.1.1

Statutory Provisions for Opening of New Line and Doubling:In terms of Section 22 of the Railways Act, 1989 and Rules made under
Sections 28, 29 and 198 of the Act, the Commissioner of Railway Safety
(CRS) has to carry out his statutory inspection of the new railway line
(including doublings), its appurtenances, various sub-grade and
accommodation works etc and submit his report to the Central Government
stating whether the railway can be opened without any danger to the public
using it. In case the railway cannot be opened without any danger to the
public using it, he shall state the grounds thereof as also the requirements,
which in his opinion are to be complied with before the sanction is given by
the Central Government.

12.2.1.2

Topics Covered:The present chapter covers various aspects of CRS Inspection starting from
statutory provisions. Further, preparations for submission of documents to
CRS, planning for inspection, preparation for inspection have been discussed.
Thereafter, points to be kept in mind during inspection have been noted. In
the last, post inspection activities have been discussed.

12.2.1.3

Act, Codes, Manuals and Guidelines
As already stated, section 28, 29 and 198 of the Indian Railways Act, 1989
provides for CRS inspection for opening of new lines. Further reference have
also been given in Para 1310 of chapter XIII of Indian Railway P. Way
Manual. In accordance with that, Railways Opening for Public Carriage of
Passengers) Amendment Rules, 2001 provides for the detailed procedure to
be followed. Besides that, all codes/ manuals/ guidelines/ CE circulars issued
by RDSO/ Railway Board/ respective Zonal Railways are also applicable and
need to be followed.

12.2.2

Planning
Planning for CRS inspection should start well in advance of proposed date of
opening. It starts from compilation of drawings and records related to the work
followed by preparation of documents to be submitted.

12.2.2.1

Compilation of Drawings
Index plan, L-section, Completion plan of all works carried out in connection
with the work proposed to be opened are prepared along with completion of
each work. A list of all working drawings and completion plans shall be
prepared and drawings be arranged in set accordingly.
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12.2.2.2

Compilation of Documents
All construction time records related to quality shall be compiled which may
include the following:
Earthwork

: Soil quality and Compaction record

Blanketing

: Material quality and Compaction record

RCC

: Cube strength record

PSC

: Stressing record

Steel

: Fabrication record

Major/Imp. Bridges

: Technical inspection, Load test, Camber record

Track

: Records for USFD testing of rail, welds. Welding
register, Ballast cushion, track parameters, Lsection proposed vis-à-vis actual. Layout
calculations vis-à-vis actual layout parameters.

Inspection

: Inspection registers for Bridges (Important, major
and Minor separately in their specified format),
Curve, LWR, Point and crossing, Level crossing,
Sand hump registers duly filled in with one
inspection. Steel structure register with one
inspection.
Joint inspection at SAG level for engineering and
S&T and its compliance

12.2.2.3

SOD

: Infringement to SOD and its condonation,
Implantation to various structures (Masts,
overhead lines, buildings, FOB, platforms etc.)

Man power

: Requirement and matching creation of posts,
posting orders.

Certificates

: Track certificate, bridge certificate

Preparation of CRS Documents
The General Manager of a Zonal Railway or the Chief Executive of the nonGovernment railway shall furnish all the relevant documents to the
Commissioner while making reference for inspection under rule 3 from the list
of following documents:
(a)

Tabulated details;

(b)

Index Plan and Section of railway;
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12.2.2.4.

(c)

Drawings of works;

(d)

List of questions and answers;

(e)

Certificates;

(f)

List of infringements of Maximum and Minimum Dimensions;

(g)

Working orders to be enforced at each station; and Administrative note
giving the salient features of the project.

(h)

Administrative Note Giving the Salient Features of the Project The
document referred to in Sub-Rule
(1)

The documents referred to shall indicate the distances from the
same fixed point, in kilometres up to two decimal digits and the
referred fixed point shall be clearly defined in a Note and on the
Plan and Section sheets of the work documents.

(2)

The datum adopted shall be Mean Sea Level as fixed by the
Survey of India and all heights shall be mentioned with
reference to the datum in meters and decimals up to two digits.

Submission of Papers
(A)

Documents to accompany the application are detailed in Form
(Annexure 13/1 to IRPWM) and they should be complete in every
respect.
The documents shall contain the details as specified below:
(1)

Tabulated details which shall consist of important characteristics
of the railway or a portion of railway to be opened for public
carriage of passengers and in particular include (a)

Curve abstract as specified in Form I

(b)

Gradient abstract as specified in Form II

(c)

Bridge abstract as specified in Form III

(d)

Important bridges - particulars of
construction as specified in Form IV

(e)

Ballast and permanent way as specified in Form V

(f)

Station and station sites as specified in Form VI

(g)

Station accommodation as specified in Form VII

(h)

Station machinery as specified in Form VIII

waterway

and
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(2)

(i)

Level crossing abstract as specified in Form IX

(j)

Brief particular of tractions installations as specified in
Form X

(k)

Power supply installation abstract as specified in Form XI

(l)

Traction maintenance depot abstract as specified in Form
XII

(m)

Restricted over head equipment clearance abstract as
specified in Form XIII

(n)

Electrical crossing over railway track abstract as specified
in Form XIV

Index Plan and Section Sheet shall be prepared as laid down in
Para 443 to 451 of Engineering Code. Besides that, following
drawings are also required to be submitted.
(a)

Completion drawings of bridges, with drawing showing
each type of girders used and giving the loading standard
for which each is designed, and (if called for by the
Commissioner), details of the calculations of their
strength

(b)

Completion drawing of tunnels, if any

(c)

Diagrammatic plans of station yard showing the
gradients, the layout of track and Particulars of turnout,
block working and of any signals and interlocking
installed

(d)

Implantation diagrams of OHE masts

(3)

List of Questions and Answers shall be prepared in terms of
questions enlisted in Form XV

(4)

Certificate of works shall comprise of :
(a)

Certificate in Form XVI containing the comments on the
following matters, namely :
(i)

maximum and minimum dimensions

(ii)

Strength of bridges

(iii)

Number of engines on one span

(iv)

brake and communications
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(v)

Accommodation in coach to cater, for different
categories of passengers

(vi)

System of working

(vii)

Electric traction equipment

(viii)

Types of rolling stock proposed along with list of
restrictions in Indian Railways Policy Circular No .
7 Opening Of Sections and Sanction of Sectional
Speed on Indian Railways Page 14 of 28

(5)

List of infringements of maximum and minimum dimensions
shall be prepared in Form XVII and shall show the gauge of the
Railway and items infringing and shall contain full explanation
for infringement and the reference to the authority under which
the infringement is permitted or allowed.

(6)

Working orders to be enforced at each station on the Railway to
be opened shall be prepared in accordance with the rules
provided in Chapter V of The General Rules and shall specify
any special condition that are required to be met with.

(7)

Where it involves introduction of electric traction on the railway
line, the working orders shall include traction working rules.

(8)

Where sanction is required for initiation of electric tractions on a
line already opened for passenger traffic, the documents
specified in items (j), (k), (l), (m) & (n) of Sub-Rule (1), item (d)
of Sub-Rule (2) and item (a) (vii) of Sub-Rule (4) of Rule 5 shall
be forwarded to the Commissioner. (Ref: Para 7 of Corrigendum
issued on 16.02.2005)

(B)

The officer should furnish along with his application a Track Certificate
where applicable, on Form (Annexure 13/2 to IRPWM) signed by
Deputy Chief Engineer (Track) and in his absence by Chief Track
Engineer to the effect that the track is suitable for the maximum axle
loads stated therein. The certificate shall be countersigned by the Chief
Track Engineer/Principal Chief Engineer.

(C)

For a major bridge, or when non standard girders or designs are used,
a certificate on Form (Annexure 13/3 to IRPWM) issued by Deputy
Chief Engineer (Bridges) to the effect that the bridge or bridges are
designed to carry the axle loads proposed to be run, should
accompany the application. The Bridge Certificate shall be
countersigned by the Chief Bridge Engineer/Principal Chief Engineer.

(D)

For purpose of Forms (Annexure 13/2 and 13/3 to IRPWM), the Chief
Operating Manager should be consulted in regard to the types of
locomotives and rolling stock to be used, their axle loads and speeds.
The Rules for Traffic Working obtained from the Operating Department
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and Particulars of Electric Block-Signaling Work, if any from the Signal
&Telecommunication Department should accompany the application.
After all the documents are prepared/ collected, these should be compiled in
form of booklet along with Safety Certificate and Forwarding letter from
General Manager of the Railway. The safety certificate is to be signed by all
concerned PHOD and General Manager of the Railway. Finally, the document
along with drawings should be submitted to Commissioner of Railway Safety
by the concerned Chief Engineer when the section is nearly ready for
inspection.
12.2.2.5

Finalization of Date of Inspection: First the internal probable date/s of
Inspection should be fixed by Chief Engineer after consulting all concerned
officers. Thereafter, the Chief Engineer should approach the CRS for fixing for
the suitable inspection date.

12.2.2.6

Planning for Inspection:
After the date for CRS inspection is fixed, detailed planning shall be done
giving due consideration to the following points:

12.2.3

1.

Preparedness of section

2.

The end from which section is proposed to be inspected

3.

Direction of speed trial

4.

Road facilities for approaching road/vehicle/stations

5.

Stay facilities

Preparation for Inspection
Preparation for inspection requires extensive work. Some work may be
completed before dates of inspection are fixed where as some other can be
planned only after the dates are fixed. Collection of documents etc should be
completed before dates are fixed to avoid last minute rush.

12.2.3.1

Documents to be Collected:
A number of documents are required to be carried during the inspection which
includes drawings, construction records, inspection registers and codes and
manuals.

12.2.3.1.1

Drawings: All drawing of works executed should be collected and arranged
in folders with index for quick retrieval during the inspection. List of important
drawings is given below. Other may also be required based on work.
1.

L-sections.

2.

LWR Plans

3.

GAD and completion plan of Bridges (All major and minor)
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12.2.3.1.2

4.

ESP's of Yards, Halt stations

5.

SIP's.

6.

L-xings Plans/ ESP

7.

Buildings.

8.

Land Plans.

9.

FOB & PP Shelter.

10.

Miscellaneous Plans

Construction Records
Earthwork

: Soil quality test and Compaction record

Blanketing

: Material quality and Compaction record

RCC

: Cube strength record

PSC

: Stressing record

Steel

: Fabrication record

Major/Imp. Bridges : Technical inspection, Load test, Camber record
Track
12.2.3.1.3.

: Ballast cushion, de-stressing, weld testing, Rail testing,

Inspection Register:
Following inspection registers be prepared for carrying during the inspection:
1.

Important, Major & Minor Bridge Register

2.

LWR Register.

3.

L-xings.

4.

Point & Crossing

5.

Curve.

6.

Steel Bridge Channel Sleeper register

7.

Sand Hump Register

8.

Material on trial register
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12.2.3.1.4

12.2.3.2

Code Manuals: All relevant codes and manuals be collected for carrying
during the inspection. Correction Slips to all codes/manuals shall be pasted at
respective places. Following is the suggested list.
1.

Engineering Code

2.

P.Way Manual

3.

Bridge Manual

4.

Work Manual

5.

LWR Manual

6.

Track Manual

7.

USFD Manuals

8.

Concrete Bridge Code

9.

Steel Structure code

10.

Pile/well Code

11.

Fabrication Standard – IRS-B1

12.

RDSO Guidelines on earthwork.

13.

Ballast specification

14.

GCC

15.

CE/Circulars

16.

Working Time table

17.

SWR of all stations

18.

LHS/RUB/L-xing guidelines

Inspection/Measuring Equipments:- The calibrated instruments/ kits shall
be kept with inspection trolley for inspection/testing of the works. Following
shall form part of it:
1.

Gauge cum level

2.

Curve measuring kit

3.

Turnout measuring kit

4.

Level crossing measuring kit
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12.2.3.3.

5.

LWR/SEJ measuring kit

6.

Bridge inspection kit

7.

Level equipment with staff

8.

Theodolite/ Total station

9.

Measuring tape

10.

Scale

11.

Soil density measuring kit (sand replacement & core cutter)

12.

USFD equipment with SE/PWay/USFD

OMS
OMS recording is required during trial run. The prior intimation to concerned
official shall be given for arranging OMS for trial run. Arrangement shall be
made for carrying the equipment and personal from their HQ to site, if
required.

12.2.3.4

Arrangement of Trolleys
About 40 officers and staff use to accompany CRS during the inspection.
Minimum 6 Motor trolleys shall be arrange to accommodate the inspection
team. It is desirable to keep 1-2 standby trolley also. Detailed seating plan
shall be prepared and fixed on each trolley for easy management during the
inspection. Generally following arrangement works well:
1.

CRS, CAO/C, DRM : CE/C, DyCE/C, Sr.DEN

2.

Dy.CRS,XEN/C,ADEN:SE/PWay/C,SE/PWay/OL,SE/W/C,T/Man
measuring kit

3.

Measuring kit + Refreshment + ABE + SE/W & P.Way + Supporting
staff

4.

CSTE/C, CEE/C, CE/THOD : Dy.CSTE, Dy.CEE, Div. officers

5.

Div. officers

6.

Div. officers

7.

Spare

8.

Spare

with
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12.2.3.5

Other Arrangement During Inspection:
Inspection steps should be provided on all important and major bridges.
Besides that, Inspection steps should be prepared on atleast all offered minor
bridges for easy approach. For offered bridges, open foundation of wing wall/
abutment should be opened in small length for ready inspection. Ballast
cushion be opened at every km and on bridges to save time during inspection.
Route marker for stations may be provided for road vehicles. If night stay is
involved, place for stay shall be decided and booked in advance.

12.2.3.6

Identification of Specific Duties of Officials:
All the inspection related work shall be divided on functional basis and
competent officers/staff shall be deputed on the same for smooth conduction
of inspection.

12.2.3.7

Identification of Assets to be Offered for Inspection
Civil Engineering assets to be offered for inspection should be judiciously
selected. Usually following norm is followed in selection of number of assets
to be offered for inspection.

12.2.3.8

1.

All Important bridges

2.

20% of major and 10% of minor bridge (Minimum 2 of each type per
block section)

3.

10% L-xings (Minimum 2 per block section)

4.

Blanketing and earth work (including bank profile) on approaches of all
offered assets.

5.

Opening of ballast cushion on approaches of all offered assets

6.

Sleeper spacing and squaring on approaches of all offered assets

7.

Welds on approaches of all offered assets

8.

2 T/outs per station

9.

1 LWRs per block section

10.

1 sand hump per station (if provided)

11.

1 curve per block section including sharpest degree curve

Minutes to Minutes Programme: A detailed minute to minute program shall be prepared for the inspection
giving due breaks for tea and lunch time. While preparing the program,
inspection time for offered assets shall be duly accounted for. Normally 30
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minute per important and major bridge and 15 minute per minor
bridge/turnout/curve/LWR is considered reasonable. If too many assets are
offered, allowance should be made for assets skipped from inspection while
planning lunch and tea break. It is advisable that CE/C should discuss the
program with CRS to incorporate his views. Once finalized, the program
should be circulated to all concerned for information and necessary action.
12.2.3.9

Resolving/Preparing for Foreseeable Issues:
There may be local issues which are best known to SE/AEN or Dy.CE, e.g.,
demand for some facility by local public, issues related to land payment, any
likely agitation. These should be deliberated and any likely issue should be
brought in the knowledge of higher-ups. The issue may be resolved preferable
before inspection or at least planning be made for their solution. If required,
assistance of district administration may also be sought. A preplanned
strategy to handle such issues may avoid embracing situation during the
inspection.

12.2.3.10

Liasoning with Open Lne/Bridge Line
Due intimation will be given to the open line including DRM, Sr.DEN, Sr.DOM,
Sr.DSTE, Sr.DEE, SE/PWay/USFD, SE/OMS with their allied staffs for
accompanying the inspection. Intimation should also to be given to Dy.CE/Br.
Line for deputing his staff for accompany during the CRS Inspection.

12.2.3.11

Liaising with District Administration
An intimation shall be given to concerned DM’s/SSP’s for maintaining Law &
Order and safety precautions along the track, L-xings during inspection and
High Speed trial run.

12.2.3.12.

Miscellaneous
Last but not the least, working lunch arrangement should be planned for the
inspection. In case of long section, this may be planned at any station enroute
to save time. In case of short section opening where time is not the constraint,
working lunch may be planned in Resting facility etc.

12.2.4

During Inspection

12.2.4.1

Marshaling of Trolleys:
A due care shall be given for marshaling of trollies as given in 3.4 above. The
trollies should be tested on previous day and any deficiencies noted b
rectified. All trollies be kept ready at latest 1 hour in advance of inspection
duly fueled along with properly dressed trolley men having competency
certificate. Fast moving trollies should be place in front. Slow moving may
preferable be kept as spare at the end.
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12.2.4.2

Start of Inspection:
Inspection is usually started with pooja followed by light refreshment. A
handout may be given to senior officers before inspection as ready reckoner.
Other officers may be given a copy of minute to minute program.

12.2.4.3.

Inspection of Assets:- Inspection will usually be done as per minute to
minute programme drawn earlier unless some major anomaly or feature is
noted during inspection. Offered assets should be pre-inspected by open line
officials with inspection results duly filled in respective proforma. CRS may
like to only get results test checked or may order for complete inspection. In
any case, pre-inspection is required and it helps.

12.2.4.4

Reply to queries during inspectionThe reply of queries raised by CRS will generally be given by Chief
Engineer/Const or by Dy.CE/C (or their counterparts for S&T and Electrical
related issues). AEN/XEN should be ready with supporting record related to
queries and should produce the same expeditiously whenever asked for.
However, questions may be asked from other officers/ staff also and in that
case the person being asked is supposed to reply. In case of his failure to
reply satisfactorily, others may reply with due permission of CRS.

12.2.4.5

Miscellaneous:

12.2.5

Post- Inspection:

12.2.5.1

Issues Related to Immediate Compliance
CRS may ask for immediate compliance of some items either before opening
or in very short time after opening. Such work should be planned on priority
and carried out expeditiously.

12.2.5.2

Issue of Authorization:
Authorization is issued after the inspection. In case of Doublings where trains
are already plying, authorization is issued on the same day after speed trial. In
case of new lines, as trains operation on the line are not affected,
authorization is issued after some time.

12.2.5.3

Compliance of Conditions in Authorization:
As soon as authorization is issued from CRS based on his inspection during
motor trolley as well as high speed trial, the inspection note/condition shall be
studied and complied at the earliest within stipulated period given in
authorization. The compliance of the same shall be submitted to CRS soon
after the compliance.
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12.2.6

Conclusion:
Commissioner of Railway Safety is a statutory body responsible for ensuring
safety of railway assets and operations. The CRS inspection is therefore of
paramount importance and a mile stone in itself in commissioning of any
railway asset. The present chapter describes the preparations required
before, during and after the inspection. A planned preparation is required and
helps in conducting the smooth inspection and opening of assets.

12.2.7

Annexures
1.
2.
3.

Checklist of CRS Inspection
Submission of CRS Papers including Opening of New Line and
Doubling.
Procedure Order for Handing/Taking over of New Assets.
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CHAPTER - 13
SINGNALLING WORKS

CHAPTER -13
SIGNALLING WORKS
13.1

CHECKLIST FOR ENGINEERING SCALE PLAN
Engineering scale plan is the starting point for signalling work. Development
of SIP, Signal Interlocking plan depends on error free SIP.In order to expedite
development of SIP,CSTE/NR had issued a checklist as under:
Following items need to be incorporated in ESP before sending to S&T deptt
for approval:
1.

North point should be shown and should be correct.

2.

Gradients up to 1.5 km on either side of facing points must be shown
and should be in sequence (particularly where panel interlocking is to
be provided). 2.5 km in respect of A routes.

3.

Gradients in ‘Station Section’ should not exceed 1 in 400 if it does,
safety sidings are necessary. If gradient in neighborhood of yard is
more than 1 in 80 falling towards station, catch siding is necessary. Slip
siding is necessary for gradients more than 1 in 100 falling away from
station.

4.

Existing lay-out should be correct and should reconcile with the existing
signaling plans. Correct reference of previous NRHQE plan should be
mentioned if a new plan is made.

5.

All lines should be designated for identification and reference.

6.

The CSR of a reception line should be 686m (Min) from starter to F.M.
at the rear end.

7.

The clear available length of all lines should be given indicating
whether it is from F.M., or F.M. to trap or point.

8.

Signals must not be shown on these plans.

9.

Platforms should be provided on lines on which it is intended to receive
passenger trains.

10.

The classification, number type of gates unmanned/manned and
number of gateman should be written for all gates within 1.5 km of
facing points (particularly for panel interlocked station).

11.

The angle of crossing should be noted, since passenger trains are not
permitted over 1 in 8 ½ crossings.
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12.

The minimum distance between centre of track in station yard should
permit erection of signals where they are anticipated (For Mechanical
signaling 16’-6” minimum, for colour light signaling 17’-0” minimum,
M.G. 14’-6”=4.42 M)

13.

Location of Cabins
a)

The cabins should not be in front of a trap or snag or dead end.

b)

Cabins should be so located that all points and signals are
within working range as far as possible.

c)

Where two cabins are provided, they should be so located that
the cabin men ensure complete arrival of trains.

d)

The cabins and Station Master’s office should not be on the
same side of the track, so that a train can be inspected from
both sides when running through. Cabins should preferably be
on the side where the home signal is required to be.

e)

In case of central cabins, they should be located close to the
S.M’s office.

14.

All running lines must be isolated from sidings (i.e. non running lines).
Derailing side of trap should be shown correctly.

15.

All passenger running lines must be isolated from goods running lines.

16.

Traffic yard should be isolated from the private siding, if any.

17.

At junction station where trains run through on the main line at speed
exceeding 30 km per hour, the main line should be isolated from all
other lines including the branch line.

18.

If Std.III signaling is to be provided or is anticipated a distance of not
less than 43’ for the lock bars should be available between two points,
between points and level X-ing and between points and ash pit.

19.

It is desirable that sidings take off from the loop line and not from the
main line as far as possible.

20.

Where alterations are made to existing layout, it may be ensured that
points and signals remain within the working range as far as possible.

21.

If panel interlocking/electronic interlocking is to be provided, reference
of standard plan for generator room, Panel room etc. to be given.

22.

There should not be any change of gradient within 30m of points
because difficulty in installation of gears to operate the points.

23.

a).

Chain age of the outer most facing points on both sides of the
yard to be mentioned.
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b).

Gate lodges to be shown near the level crossings.

c).

Whether extension of cabin is required or not, if required give
with leverage.

d).

UP & DOWN directions in the yard must be shown.

e).

Correct reference of previous ESP to be mentioned in the notes.

24.

All dimensions/scale/chain age etc. should be in meters only and not in
feet, inches or O/H alignment poles.

25.

Kilometer of central line of station should be given as per time table in
force.

26.

The dismantled work should be shown in green clearly.

27.

Adequate provision for PRC/Wooden sleepers invariably be made for
track circuiting new portions or on account of shifted position of signals.

28.

‘To’ & ‘From’ stations/junction stations on either side may be correctly
marked along with arrows ‘From’ on left hand side & ‘To’ on the right
hand side of the ESP.

29.

No. of levers in the cabins must be indicated.

30.

Revision plan like R-1 etc. must also be approved by concerned
Divisional Officers.

(Ref: Letter no.56-Sig/0/16 dt 08.12.05 issued by office of CSTE/NR
13.2

UTILITY SHIFTING INVOLVING S&T DURING DOUBLING WORKS IN
CONSTRUCTION


Track layout plan must be studied in consultation with Engineering
Department for understanding the route map of the proposed line.



Cable laying Drawings of the existing cables (S&T) of running circuits
should be taken from open line.



Joint Survey (Supervisor or JS officer level) (S&T/OL, S&T/C &
Engg/Const.) on foot should be carried out to verify the cable route
plans physically and finding out the patches which are in infringement
of the route map. Thereafter, vulnerable assets like location boxes,
patches/stretch of cables should be identified & preventive action of
shifting should be taken through agency already fixed and liasoning
with S&T Open line.
There may be a stretch where the cable may be sufficiently deep not
getting affected by the movement of JCB. Such cases do not involve
shifting of cables.
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Alternative place to lay/shift cables/location boxes to be demarcated by
the agency under guidance of S&T/C & S&T/OL.



Availability of adequate space is very crucial and hence, must be
clearly identified before hand

13.3

PLANNING/PREPARATION OF NI

13.3.1

Essentials of Planning for NI works

13.3.2

i.

Most of the works should be completed in advance, leaving the bare
minimum works for completion during pre-NI periods with final
changing over, testing/commissioning to be completed during NI
period.

ii.

The preparatory works should be closely monitored and reviewed
jointly by Construction organization with Open Line officers and outdoor
works should be re-confirmed and re-tested before taking up NI.

iii.

The NI period should be minimum to ensure operational safety with
minimum detention of trains.

iv.

For major yard, CRS Section for PNI Work should be taken.

Checklist for Planning and Preparation of Works:
i.

Ensure that detailed planning of all the activities to be done keeping in
view of the available NI working period and/or traffic blocks planned
and available.

ii.

Ensure that issues related to each and every portion of the indoor and
outdoor signaling & Telecom works, Yard Modifications, Electrical &
OHE, P.Way and Engineering works listed out and tied up for
execution in time.

iii.

Ensure all plans and system design documents related to below
mentioned items are carefully prepared and got approved along with
the tentative wiring diagram.
a.

Engineering Scale Plan (ESP),

b.

Signalling Interlocking Plan (SIP),

c.

Route Section Plan (RSP),

d.

Selection Table or Route Control Chart (RCC),

e.

Track Circuit Bonding Plan,

f.

Station Working Rule Diagram (SWRD),
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iv.

g.

Indoor & Outdoor Wiring Diagram and

h.

Key Plan (Mini Engg Plan in A4/A3 size)

i.

Contact booking/allotment and contact Analysis should be made
available to assess the repeater relays.

j.

SIP shall be prepared fresh after three alterations.

k.

Cable Route Plan.

For better appreciation of SIP of major yards, Route Table in the
following format should be sent to Traffic branch listing out all routes
required for safe train operations as per the proposed SIP:
S.No
.

13.3.3

Signal
No.

Route upto Remarks
Signal No.
(Regarding
Short
Shunt,
Overlap/isolation Points locked,
Sectional Route Release, Parallel
movements and Restrictions, if any),

Disposal of CRS Observations
i.

All observation of CRS should be discussed with CTPM and an agreed
version of comments duly approved by CSTE & COM should be sent to
CRS to avoid dispute at a later date specially with regard to short
shunt, overlap release, isolation, simultaneous movements etc.

ii.

In case of existing interlocked installations, completion drawing should
be physically verified before starting fresh wiring for incorporating the
alterations. Fresh wiring should be done using wires of different colour
to distinguish it from existing wiring. At least 2 level checking should be
done before a wire is tagged and terminated.

iii.

Wiring alterations in existing PI/RRI installations should generally not
be allowed in case alteration involved in existing relay wiring is large.
The permission to carry out a sanctioned work by wiring alteration in
existing PI/RRI shall be granted after due deliberation at the level of
CSTE only.

iv.

NI period for alteration in existing installation should be sought based
on number of jumper wires involved and testing of panel as per
selection table.

v.

Calling On Signals below Starters Signals should be allowed to take off
with zero time delay. Calling On below Home Signals should be
provided with time delay of 60 seconds.

vi.

Compatibility of ECR with LED signal shall be ensured as per extant
instructions.
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vii.

13.3.4

13.3.4.1

13.3.4.2

13.3.4.3

All Signalling reliability improvement measures issued by Board &
RDSO should be complied while executing new RRI/PI works to avoid
alterations at a later stage.

Checklist for Execution of Field Works

i.

As the work progresses, 60 days before proposed NI, regular weekly
reviews at SAG level should be done for final planning of all the
activities during Pre-NI, NI and Post-NI period. During these reviews,
progress of these activities should be closely monitored and all hurdles
should be resolved in close coordination with concerned departments
and agencies.

ii.

Ensure commencement of NI for all RRI works at major station/junction
stations only after approval of CSTE, COM and GM.

iii.

Phased commissioning should be adopted to reduce NI period.

iv.

Ensure completion of, all major activities/works, which can be
completed prior to NI, are completed in all respects 10 days before NI.

v.

Assistance of OEM, RDSO & Zonal Design Team etc to be taken to
resolve any design related issues.

Points

i.

Care should be taken while laying switch rails. LH tongue rail should be
provided with LH turn out and similarly for RH side.

ii.

Ensure all the points to be inserted are pre-assembled on a staging
outside and point machine fixing arrangements and ground
connections are pre-tested and kept ready for final adjustment. Ensure
proper housing of tongue rails in assembled turnouts by Engineering
officials at site.

iii.

Interlocking of Siding point should be done with care, keeping in view
restriction imposed if any on CSL.

Schedule of Dimensions(SOD)
i.

Ensure checking of all infringements at the time of installation of the
equipment, Signal Posts with Units, Point machines and their ground
connection, Location boxes etc and again rechecking before the NI
commences.

ii.

Infringing fittings should be corrected.

Relay Wiring & Testing
i.

Ensure, testing of new functions and outside gears in advancein case
of alteration/modification to existing Signalling/Interlocking alteration
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work. Also verification of existing wiring, contact analysis etc. should be
done deploying additional trained staff.

13.3.4.4

13.3.4.5

ii.

Ensure rechecking of Old wiring / cabling / fitting of points / track circuit
and signals etc. lying unused for more than 3 months, jointly by
concerned construction & maintenance supervisors and officers before
taking up NI. For old wiring, wiring is re-checked from base point to tag
block and tag block to tag block before NI. Control Panel should be
checked and verified as per SIP before starting wiring.

iii.

Ensure Physical check of wiring to check dry soldering, loose
connection, short circuit on terminals/tag blocks, clip not plugged etc
before plugging relays and extending power supply.

iv.

Relays stored for more than 6 months should be separately tested from
Testing Jig for checking their working and contact resistance. Testing
jig should be provided in maintenance Panel Room.

v.

Quality of wiring work should of high standard. Temperature controlled
soldering iron should be used. Dropping of solder material on the
terminal / wire should be prevented.

Track Circuiting

i.

Ensure thorough checking of condition of ballast, track, sleepers for
their suitability for signaling. GFN liners and rubber pads for all PSC
sleepers in track circuited zones should be ensured.

ii.

Track circuit bonding should be done with double bonds. J clips for
Glued Joints portion should be ensured.

Power Supply

i.

13.3.4.6

Power supply arrangement should be properly designed to cater for the
additional load, on account of modification in existing signaling. Dual
power supply arrangement should be provided for RRI work at major
station / Junction station. Adequate power supply for outdoor circuit
should be made available to ensure proper functioning of farthest point
under load.

Maintenance-Staff Deployment, Training, Spares etc.

i.

Maintenance panel should be fully wired and made functional along
with RRI for quick rectification of fault. Data logger wiring and validation
should be done in advance before Pre-NI.

ii.

Maintenance staff of the station should be fully associated during the
course of RRI work. Additional staff as required for maintenance should
be got sanctioned and deployed.
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13.3.4.7

13.3.4.8

iii.

Spare Modules: 10% of each sub-system / module should be made
available before commencing NI. Required T&P items, vehicles and
other measuring instruments should be made available by construction
before NI. Wherever, new concrete sleepers are required to be
inserted, they should be electrically re-tested even though they are
tested earlier in the sleeper plant.

iv.

Training in advanced modern signaling being installed at the station
should be ensured for all S&T staff posted for maintenance before NI.

v.

NI working should be carefully planned, listing out activities required to
be completed during the allowed period and should be checked for
adequacy at the minimum level of JA Grade officer consulting the
Divisional Operating & Signal officers at every stage. In case of
stations having more than 100 routes, the planning and checking of
requirements should be done at a higher level.

Telecom Facilities & Communication Arrangements.

i.

All Telecom facilities in new RRI building must be commissioned before
NI.

ii.

Communication amongst staff working on Panel and Relay
Room/Equipment Room should be through hands free talk back
system and VHF/Walkie-Talkies sets. Communication with staff
deployed at Goomties/Relay Huts, Temporary shelters and in the field
should be only through VHF with standby point to point Magneto
Telephones. Sufficient VHF batteries and battery chargers shall be
available.

iii.

Telecom Officer of the Railway should be deputed at station,
responsible for collection of regular updates from field and relaying
them to Division/Zonal Railway/Board officials. He should also look
after the Telecom arrangements.

Cable Testing

i.

All cables should be tested jointly with supervisor of maintenance
organization.

13.3.5.

Pre-NI/NI Works :

13.3.5.1

General

i.

Before permitting NI at major yard/junction, a foot by foot inspection of
entire yard at least by JS/SS officers of all concerned departments
should be done along with SS of the station.

ii.

Security arrangement and lighting arrangements should be ensured
during Pre-NI/NI.
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iii.

13.3.5.2

13.3.5.3

Transportation, Boarding and lodging facilities should be made
available for all staff & officers deployed for NI work. Special imprest
should be got sanctioned for the same.

Deployment of Staff and Distribution of Works
i.

Separate teams in round the clock shifts should be formed for Panel,
Relay Room, Equipment Room, Data Logger Room, Relay Huts,
Locations and a set of field gears. Activities assigned to each team
should be clearly documented and a copy given to all concerned for
immediate reference by them.

ii.

Distribution of work should be done to different teams by name giving
them documents for various activities/works on S&T equipment
expected to be done by them. Officers deputed for NI work should
come with their full support team of supervisors, technicians and
helpers to form effective working team. They should not leave the work
site without permission of CSTE/C or Officer in-charge. Team of
Officers/Supervisors/Technicians & Helpers deployed from other
Divisions and Railways should report at least 3 days before NI and
should remain available at least 5 days after NI.

iii.

Dy.CSTE in-charge of field work should take control of remaining work
and have continuous touch with Relay Room, Equipment Room, each
of the site locations, relay huts etc through VHF communication, and
occasionally inspect the outdoor locations.

iv.

S&T officer in-charge of design along with his group should be
available at site during the period for assisting in testing and
commissioning and issuing of design corrections/modifications, if
required.

v.

Adequate Engineering, Operating, Electrical and Signalling teams
should be available 3 days before the NI working and for a period of at
least 5 days after the NI is completed.

Training of Operating Staff
i.

Training of ASMs is extremely important. They should be available
during simulation and functional test. Before handing over the panel to
traffic, special emphasis should be given for button identification for
various Signalled Routes, Crank handle release, LC Gate locking/
release, Emergency Operations for route cancellation, emergency sub
route release, emergency point operations, Calling On etc. ASMs
posted at Panel should have Panel Competency Certificate issued by
Zonal Training School. ASM should have earlier worked on the panel
and be familiar with buttons, various routes etc.
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13.3.5.4

13.3.5.5

13.3.5.6

Testing of Function
i.

In outdoor, special attention is to be paid for greasing and oiling of
points where new point machine/new turn out is provided or new cable
is provided in existing point machine.

ii.

Proper adjustments of various parameters of Point including packing of
Points, track, signal, ECR etc shall be done for their correct functioning.

iii.

Old slot/Block/BPAC working etc shall be kept fully tested for proper
change over.

iv.

Track bonding to be got checked &verified jointly with Engg& TRD
department.

v.

Corresponding test of each function is to be done, before NI between
cable terminations from Relay Room to location box and from panel to
function during NI.

vi.

Full testing of correspondence of all functions, wire count test, square
sheet test for conflicting signals, simulation and functional test (100%)
shall be done and records are maintained.

Plans and Documents
i.

Copy of wiring/circuit diagram should be available at each Gears /
Locations / Relay Huts / Goomties.

ii.

Copies of Mini SIP /SWRD should be made available for display at
important locations like Relay Room, Panel Room, Equipment Room,
Maintenance Panel Room, Relay Huts and also handed over to each
officer deployed at site.

iii.

Supervisors and officials deployed for execution of the work and for
train operations should be made to read the documents and
instructions to understand the procedure and sequence of NI working
and sign the assurance register.

Deployment of Contract Staff
i.

Technical representatives of the contractor shall be available and
visible during Pre-NI and NI period for immediately attending to faults /
prompt removal of released material etc.

ii.

Deployment of contractor staff as per requirement should be ensured
during work. Technicians and Engineers of contractors and/or
manufacturers should be available 3 days before the start of NI and
should continue for a period of at least 5 days after the NI is completed.
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13.3.6

Checklist for Train Operations and Control During NI
DOS
i.

All preparatory works and arrangements pertaining to Signal,
Permanent Way, Traction Distribution and Electric General and
Telecommunication should be pre-tested and kept ready for NI
working. PA system should be provided for NI working.

ii.

Ensure availability of Free Home and Starter Signals for use of the
traffic staff during NI working. For Block working, existing system of
block working should be provided for each block section. Point to point
telecommunication facilities as required for NI shall be provided, tested
and kept in working order.

iii.

Ensure rehearsal of Special duty traffic staff for setting, clamping and
padlocking of points for different routes during NI.

iv.

Insist deployment of ASMs who are trained/conversant in use of crank
handle for operating the point machines and for prompt delivery of
paper authority to the driver in case of signal failure.

v.

Ensure setting of Points in the normal position and clamped and
padlocked for straight Up/Down movements.

vi.

Ensure effective control of train operations during NI working by
deploying the required number of traffic staff and an officer for
monitoring their working. Prompt receipt and dispatch of trains be
ensured during NI. An operating officer (DOM/Sr.DOM/G) should be
available at site during NI period to monitor and control operations. If
required, goods trains/less important passenger trains may be
regulated / terminated for major stations.

vii.

SWR should be issued fresh every five year or after issue of three
amendment slips

viii.

Ensure preparedness for handling train operations immediately after
completion of NI work.

DONTS’
i.

Requirement of NI for alteration work in existing installation should not
be compared with that of new work. Adding one cross over on main
line may involve large scale changes in circuit.

ii.

Avoid Single/Double Slip points where space is available for a fan
shaped turn out.

iii.

Don’t permit Point fittings in infringement of SOD.

iv.

Do not commence NI unless wiring of the interlocking logic is complete
and at least one stage of signal lowering is checked from control panel.
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13.4

v.

Do not use CUG public mobile communication for NI working

vi.

No shortcut should be adopted to run trains under any circumstances.

vii.

Do not carry out crossings and precedence of trains at stations, where
NI is being undertaken during duration of NI. No shunting should
normally be done.

CHECK LIST FOR CRS APPLICATION (REF: SEM PART I , CHAP 9)
Opening Documents Pertaining to S&T Submitted to CRS :
a.

Tabulated details Form no. VIII of Rules for opening of a Railway
(Annex 39)

b.

Drawings of works, plans of station yards showing gradients, the layout
of tracks and signals and interlocking including locking and selection
tables.

c.

List of Question and answers. (Annex 40)

d.

Station Working Rules (assisting the operating branch in their
preparation)

e.

Certificate for introducing or extending electric traction (Annex 41)

13.5

REQUIREMENTS TO MAKE SIGNALLING SYSTEM COMPATIBLE TO RE
STANDARD 25KV AC.

13.5.1

Check List for Re-Fitness

13.5.1.1

Relay Interlocking

13.5.1.2

(a)

All external relay shall be AC immunized relay.

(b)

External circuits shall work in Double Cutting.

(c)

The relay which releases an interlocking shall be slow to pick up. Time
delay may be of the order of 0.6 to 0.8 sec.

(d)

Polarized Relay shall not be used in any external circuit.

Repeating Relays
The distance between the signal control relays and the signal must not
exceed 180m in single line section and 220m in double line section. In case
distance exceeds then as mentioned above repeating relay shall be used.

13.5.1.3

Splitting of Power Supply
Ensure separate batteries for external and internal circuits.
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13.5.1.4

Cable Core Plan
Cable core plan shall be made taking into consideration of double cutting &
repeating relays requirement as above with 20-30% spare as admissible.

13.5.1.5

13.5.1.6

13.5.1.7

13.5.1.8

Point Machine Wiring
(a)

Ensure use of AC immunized relays for point detection and point
repeater circuit.

(b)

Ensure AC-immunization of all point machines. The permissible
parallelism varies as per type of point machine and AC immunity level
tolerance of the point machine.

Track Circuit suitable to RE
(a)

The length of DC single rail track circuit in AC electrified area with AC
immunized 9 ohms self type relay shall not exceed 450m where
wooden sleepers are used and 350m where concrete sleepers are
used. The length of track circuit can be extended up to 450m when
QTA2 plug in relay is used. This can be further enhanced using QBAT
relay as practiced in S.R.

(b)

To protect the equipment from the effect of AC rail voltage a choke coil
of approved type shall be provided in series with the feed resistance.

(c)

Immunized DC track relay shall be provided.

Provision of Earthing Arrangement
(a)

The lever frame & other metallic frame of the cabin shall be connected
together to a separate earthing.

(b)

Ensure earthing at every location box where cable terminates.

(c)

Block circuits working on earth return through the respective block
filters shall be earthed separately.

(d)

Surge arresters provided in Block shall be earthed separately.

(e)

In case of signals within 2m from the electrified track, the protection
screen shall be provided and connected to earth.

Rodding & Wire Insulation
(a)

Insulated rodding joints shall be provided as per approved drawing.

(b)

Earth rodding wire shall be provided with an insulator in the lead out as
close to the cabin as possible.

(c)

If the distance between the insulators at either end is more than 300m,
additional insulators shall be provided on each rodding so that the
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distance between two consecutive insulators on the same rodding is
not more than 300m.
13.5.1.9

13.6

Block circuits
(a)

Barring Block Instrument circuit no earth return circuit shall be used on
AC electrified Territory. Block Instrument, however, shall be suitably
protected by using Block Filters of approved design.

(b)

Separate battery or DC-DC converter shall be used for each Block
Instrument. This battery shall feed only Block Instrument and not to any
other circuit.

CABLE LAYING STANDARDS
(Ref: SEM Part II, Chap 15 and RB’s letter no. 2003/Tele/RCIL/1 Pt IX dt
24.6.13)


The cable laid parallel to the track shall normally be buried at a depth
of 0.80m from ground level. While those laid across the track must be
1.0m below the rail flanges. However, in case of rocky soil, the depth
may reduced suitably. When it concerns the laying of tail cables which
serve the track apparatus etc the depth should not be less than 0.50m.
In theft prone areas the cables may be laid at a depth of 1.2m with
anchoring at every 10m.



The width of manually made cable trenches should commensurate with
number of cables. The minimum width shall be kept as 0.30m. In the
rocky ground, the cable should be laid on a layer of sand or sifted earth
of 0.05m thickness previously deposited at the bottom of the trench. In
both the above cases, the cable should be covered with a layer of sand
or sifted earth of 0.10m thickness and thereafter a protective cover of
trough or a layer of bricks should be placed.



When a cable has to cross the track, is should be ensured that-



i).

The cable crosses the track at right angles;

ii).

The cable does not cross the track under points and crossings
and

iii).

The cable is laid in concrete/GI/CI/PVC pipes, suitable ducts or
in any other approved manner while crossing the track.

When cables have to cross a metallic bridge, they should be placed
inside a metallic trough which may be filled, as an anti-theft measure,
with sealing compound. The cable should be supported across the
bridge in a manner which would involve minimum vibrations to the
cable and which will facilitate maintenance work. Adequate cable
length to the extent of 2 to 3m shall be made available at the
approaches of bridge.
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Cable markers wherever provided should be placed at suitable interval
and at diversion points.



While laying the cables in accordance with the above instructions, the
following instructions should be adhered to for the safety of the track.



i).

Outside the station limits, the cable should generally be laid at
not less than 5.5m from the centre of the nearest track.

ii).

Within the station limits, the trenches shall preferably be dug at
a distance of not less than 3m from the centre of the track, width
of the trench being outside the 3m distance.

iii).

At each end of the main cable an extra loop length of 6 to 8m
should be kept.

Cables need to be laid close to the Railway boundary on one side of
the Railway track to the extend possible to avoid any interference with
the future works

13.7

ELECTRIC POINT MACHINE

13.7.1

Introduction
The IRS type of electric Point Machine (Rotary Type) is manufactured as per
IRS specification S-24/2002 or latest. These machines can be used for all
types of switch fittings and weight of rails. The point machine is rated for
nominal operating voltage of 110 VDC.
Snapshot showing parts of Point Machine

13.7.2

Salient Features
(a)

Each point switch is independently locked with rotary type locking
arrangement. The lock notches are different for Normal & Reverse
position of a switch and hence Normal lock notch cannot be used for
Reverse position and vice versa.

(b)

IRS point is a High thrust type of Electric point machine rotary type.

(c)

No need for any adjustment in friction clutch at site and does not
require electrical snubbing for smooth stoppage of motor as the friction
clutch is an integral part of the main gear disk and rotates only less
than one revolution.

(d)

Detection and controlling contacts are of heavy duty and self wiping
type (vertical wiping). Hence loose packing effect on the point
indication is minimized.

(e)

The possibility of both slides (lock & detection) moving together due to
rust/friction in case of one slide connecting rod breaks is prevented by
the provision of brass strips between them.
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13.7.3

(f)

Conversion of rotary motion into linear motion is achieved by rack and
pinion arrangement.

(g)

The detection contacts are allowed to close only on completion of
locking of the switches. Similarly, the contacts are made to open before
unlocking of point begins.

Lock Slides
The lock slides are independent for each switch and moves along with the
switch rails i.e.115 mm in BG . These slides are having one short & one wide
notch (all semicircular) and because of the wide notch, these slides are
common for BG& MG. The free movement of these slides in locked position is
about 5 mm in short notch & 55 mm. in wide notch.

13.7.4

Detection Slides
These slides are used for closing and opening the detection& control contacts
and having one short and one long notch. The long notch facilitates the slides
to use both in MG & BG switches. Brass strips are also provided in between
them to prevent joint movement due to rust/ friction. At one end of the slide A
threaded rod is riveted and welded at its one end in which ground connection
rod is connected by using a lug for easy adjustment of the notches to the
requirements. (The idle movement of the slide is limited to 3 mm & 53 mm in
short & long notch when the roller B inside the detection contact assemblydropped in the notches.)

13.7.5

Crank Handle Key
Key controls the entry of crank handle in the machine for manual operation. A
metal flaps attached to a lock and hangs/ placed in front of motor shaft at the
entry point of crank handle. The flap cover plate can be displaced by means
of a crank handle key.
The insertion and turning of crank handle key
(a)

Displace the flap cover plate to allow insertion of crank handle

(b)

Opens crank handle cutout contacts.

Removal of the crank handle key

13.7.6

(a)

Replaces flap cover in front of motor shaft

(b)

Makes the crank handle contact.

The Electrical Parameter of Motor is as follows:
(a)

Rated voltage 120/110 VDC capable of working at +/- 25% of rated
voltage.

(b)

RPM 1700+/-15%
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(c)

Rated current 5.3 A & maximum 8.5 A

(d)

Operating time 4 to 5 seconds

(e)

Power 440 Watts.

(f)

Gear oil SAE 30

(g)

Rating 10 minutes

13.7.7

Methodology for Installation of IRS Rotary Type Point Machines

13.7.7.1

General
The IRS point machine is to be installed with ground connection and layout as
per RDSO DRG. S 3262/63. It is advisable to install the point machine at the
side where the tongue is normally closed. This shall be advantageous for
maintaining bars, which are then inside the machine as much as possible.
During installation of the point machine, trains may pass the point when there
are no rods connected. The tongues must always be locked and wedged in
such cases. Great care must also be taken about the track gauge, when the
gauge tie plates are changed. No trains shall be allowed to pass the point
unless the track is secured by the plates or temporary tie rods.

13.7.7.2

Sleepers
Check that the two long sleepers (Sleeper No 3&4) are on equal horizontal
level. The top surface of the two sleepers should be even and level. The
measure for the four holes (Point machine mounting holes) is to be taken from
stock rail. Hence before marking the holes, sleepers are to be checked for
squareness. If they are not square, measures are to be taken suitably so that
the sleepers are square to the rails. Fix extended gauge tie plate in the first
(Sleeper No 3) long sleeper. (Centre line to centre line distance of Sleeper No
3&4 must not be less than 710mm)

13.7.7.3

Leading Stretcher Bar
Leading stretcher bar (insulated) is to be located at a distance of 470 mm
from the toe for BG & MG layouts. Fasten leading stretcher bar and ensure
toe opening of 115 mm for BG layout and 100 mm for MG layout. Fasten the
drive lug (RDSO DRG. No. S 8806) to the stretcher bar holes as shown in the
layout drawing with insulation plate, washers and sleeves. Check that the
special bolt head (RDSO DRG. No. SA 312/M) is positioned at the 'L' bent
side of 'the drive lug. Following stretcher bar need not be disturbed and is
fixed as per the Track Manual layouts.

13.7.7.4

Fixing the Point Machine
For fixing the point machine four holes are to be drilled on extended gauge tie
plat of two long sleepers. Place the point machine on the sleeper such that
the distance of centre line of the machine from stock rail inner edge is 1050
mm as indicated in the layout drawing. Align the sleeper holes and the point
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machine holes for fixing. Tie the point machine with the sleepers securely to
avoid shake and vibration while operation. As the mounting holes in the
machine are 20 dia, the mounting bolt shall be selected as per the
requirements of Railways.
Measure and make note of the travel of drive bar of the machine by hand
cranking to either LH or RH side.
The relay NWR and RWR are point controlling relays which picks up after all
interlocking requirements are full filled.NWR controls reverse to normal
operation and RWR controls normal to reverse operation of point.Through the
front contact of NWR/RWR relay, the heavy duty point contactor relay WCR
and point time control relay WJR picks up. WCR relay is a heavy duty contact
relay provided to handle the switching current at initial stage of point
operation.WJR relay is provided to cut off the supply to the motor after laps of
10 seconds in case point is under obstruction.
NOTE: For further detail, refer to IRISET Signalling Notes
13.7.7.5

DOs and DONTs for IRS Point M/c.
Dos
(a)

Tight all fixing bolts & other associate fittings.

(b)

Lubricate all moving parts either with oil / grease and clean excessive
oil / grease.

(c)

Clear the ballast from ground connection rods.

(d)

Watch for any unusual noise while working if so, take remedial
measures.

(e)

Issue Disconnection Notice whenever required & Do not Disconnect
with out giving notice.

(f)

Watch for any iron burrs in the stock rail if so clear the same.

(g)

Watch for excessive creep (15 mm is permitted.) if so take assistance
from engineering staff.

(h)

Check for excessive opening if so, take remedial measures.
(Engineering.)

(i)

Ensure proper packing of sleepers.

(j)

Check for proper making and breaking of Detection Contacts & other
electrical contacts including Cut Out contact.

(k)

Clean the Motor armature and ensure it is free from Carbon Deposits.
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(l)

Test the working of point with & without 5 mm. Test Gauge and ensure
correct working. Correct it if required.

(m)

Use only Hand Crank for operating the Point Machine for Manual
working.

(n)

Test for effective Track Locking.

(o)

Use proper tools while carrying out testing and adjustment

DONTs’
(a)

Don't operate the Machine locally WITHOUT HAND CRANK.

(b)

Don't Adjust Lock & Detection Slides Straight away Without Checking
Switch. Opening (only + 3 mm is allowed from initial opening.)

(c)

DON'T use OIL in Transmission Gear Rim. Don't allow water to get
stagnated inside the Machine

(d)

DON'T THROUGH ANY ELECTRICAL CONTACTS under any
circumstances.

(e)

DON'T DISTURB the presetting of the DETECTION CONTACTS at
site.

13.8

DATA LOGGER

13.8.1

Introduction
Data logger is a Microprocessor based system, which helps in analysing the
failures of Relay Interlocking system (PI & RRI) / Electronic Interlocking
system (EI). This is like a black box, which stores all the information regarding
the changes that take place in relays, AC / DC Voltages and DC currents
along with date and time. The same information / data can be transferred to
the computer to analyse further “on line" / “off line” analysis of stored data. A
print out also can be obtained through a printer by connecting directly to the
Data logger unit.

13.8.2

Advantages of Data Loggers
(a)

Data logger helps in monitoring typical failures such as intermittent,
auto right failures.

(b)

It helps in analyzing the cause of accidents.

(c)

It helps in detecting the human failures / errors such as :
(i)

Drivers passing signal at Danger (SPAD).

(ii)

Operational mistakes done by operating staff Signal & Telecom
interferences in safety circuits.
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13.8.3

(iii)

Engineering and Electrical department interferences / failures.

(iv)

It helps as a “Diagnostic tool” in preventive maintenance of
signaling gears.

(g)

Speed of the train on point zones can be calculated.

(h)

Age of the equipment in terms of number of operations etc can be
assessed .

Common Equipment for All Data Loggers are given below:
(a)

CPU card .

(b)

Digital and Analog input cards.

(c)

Local terminal.(PC).

(d)

Communication links.

(e)

Printer.

Potential free contacts of relays are used for monitoring digital inputs through
Digital scanner cards and AC/DC bus bar voltages are used for monitoring
Analog inputs through Analog scanner cards in all data loggers.
Digital and Analog inputs are connected to the CPU card. The CPU card
consists of memory IC’s. Memory IC’s are programmed as per requirement of
the signal engineers.
The data collected by the Data logger can be used for failure analysis,
repetitive discrepancies, and for accident investigations.
13.8.4

Pre-Commissioning Check List of Data Loggers

S.No. Activity

Expected result

Result

1.
1.1

Power supply
Class B & C Protected AC 230 V is Yes
extended to the charger

1.2

AT Supply or Stand by diesel Yes
generator supply also is extended to
the charger

1.3

Charger
body
earth
terminal Yes
connected to Data logger rack by 64
strand 31 SWG Copper cable

1.4

Ensure that all terminals are Voltage limits at DL
Voltage: ---- V
tightened – practically no voltage Terminals: 24 V – 28
drop shall be observed between the V
battery and Data logger since battery
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S.No. Activity

Expected result

Result

is provided within the data logger
rack – minimum 24 V shall be
available at the data logger.
Maximum shall not exceed 28 V
1.5

When DC – DC converter is Voltage limits at DL
Voltage: ---- V
connected, ensure that the 24 V DC Terminals: 24 V – 28 Current: ---- A
supply wires connected between the V
DC – DC converter output terminals
and the Data logger terminals are
not run parallel to other power supply
wires. There shall not be joints in the
power cable. Separate DC – DC
converter module shall be used
exclusively for data logger as
recommended by RDSO.
Rating of DC – DC CONVERTER
shall be: 5 A up to 1024 A inputs, 10
A for inputs from 1025 to 2048 and
15 A for 2049 to 4096 inputs.

1.6

If IPS is available power supply of Voltage limits at DL
Voltage: ---- V
Data logger may be taken from IPS
Terminals: 24 V – 28 Current: ---- A
V
Type of wires used for various
connections
a) Battery charger body to earth
terminal – 64 strands 31 SWG
copper wire.
b) Battery charger output terminal to
DL input – 28 strands 31 SWG
copper wire.
c) Battery charger battery – 28
strands 31 SWG copper wire.
d) Inter-battery connection – 64
strands 31 SWG copper wire.

1.7

2
2.1

Earth and surge protection
Use screened cable between the Yes
modem of the data logger and the
OFC room. Earth the screen of the
cable at both ends.

2.2

Measure the earth resistance. Less than 2 ohms
Ensure it is less than 2 ohms

2.3

Ensure that the Quad cable (where Less than 2 ohms
provided) armour and screen are
earthed and the earth resistance is
less than 2 ohms.
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S.No. Activity
3
3.1

Expected result

Result

Communication
Medium
and
induced voltages
Ensure surge protection equipment Yes
is connected between modem and
transmission line – nearer to the
modem.

3.2

Measure the loop resistance and
insulation resistance of the main
cable and tail cable.
Loop resistance – 56 ohms/loop km
for 0.9 mm cable.
Insulation resistance – more than
10 mega ohms/km.
Attenuation – less than 0.5 db/km.

Loop
resistance: --–
ohm
Insulation
resistance: --–
ohm
Attenuation: –-db/km
Distance: --- km

3.3

Induced voltages:
i. Voltage
between
the i. Less than 5 V AC
communication cable conductor ii. Less than 1 V AC
and earth shall not be more than
5 V AC.
ii. Voltage
between
the
two
conductors of communication
cable shall not be more than 1 V
AC.

4

Data logger and Wiring
Ensure all digital inputs required for Yes
simulation and fault logics are wired.
If there is deviation – reasons for
deviation
may
be
recorded
(inadequate capacity of data logger,
non-availability of spare contacts)
Ensure wiring of potential free
contacts of IPS as digital inputs

4.1

Validation of digital and analog Yes
inputs completed jointly with railways
as per the pro-forma and document
jointly signed

4.2

Validation of Map completed by Yes
observing on line

4.3

Validation of fault logics completed

Sample / full

NOTE: For detailed information refer IRISET Signalling Notes and for detail check
list, refer RDSO Letter No.: STS/E/DATA LOGGER dated: 29-10-2010.
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13.9

PANEL INTERLOCKING (ROUTE SETTING TYPE)

13.9.1

Introduction
Interlocking is an arrangement between various functions like signals, points,
sidings, Track circuits, slots, LC gates, etc, operated from a panel or a lever
frame, so interconnected to operate in a predetermined sequence to ensure
safety.
Whenever signals, points and other controlling device / apparatus are to be
operated for train movements, interlocking is essential among them to ensure
safety. Normally interlocking is provided and proved at least in 2 stages.
On Northern Railway, Panel Interlocking with Route setting type are adopted
for Doubling and New Line works.

13.9.2

Panel Interlocking (Route Setting Type)
Route-Setting Type is also called NX-system (Entrance-Exit System). In this
system all the points required for a signal are automatically, operated to the
required position, then UCR picks up and the signals are taken `off’, by simply
turning the signal switch to reverse or pressing a signal button and by pressing
the suitable Route button simultaneously. In this system, route buttons are
compulsory.
Provision for manual operation of points is also given for individual point for
maintenance. In this system sectional route release (SRR) also may be
provided which facilitates more parallel movements in the yard.
Advantages :

13.9.3

(a)

Quick and efficient operation

(b)

Easy Installation and maintenance

(c)

No overhauling procedure

(d)

Suitable for all types of yards.

(e)

Less detention to traffic

(f)

Suitable for RE and Non RE

(g)

Long range of operation

(h)

Increase in Section capacity

(i)

Less operating staff.

Control Panel
i.

All signals are provided with rotary type switches or buttons nearer to
the geographical location with indications.
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ii.

All points are provided with 2 posn. / 3 posn. switches for PI & RRI
respectively with indications for normal (yellow), Reverse (Green),
Locked (Red), Free (White)

iii.

Track circuits as per yard, demarcation are provided with different
colours and occupied/failed indication is given in RED.

iv.

Controls for sidings, Level Crossings, Crank Handles are also provided
with button/switches & indications.

v.

When route is set and locked, white strip light indications will appear in
the route and will be extinguished on arrival of train or on cancellation.

vi.

Controls for emergency signal and route cancellation, emergency point
operations with counters are provided.

vii.

SM’s key will be provided to lock the panel to prevent unauthorized
operation.

In a control panel, there is no physical interlocking between various switches
and buttons like mechanical level frame, but the associated controlling relays
will not pick up unless all the conditions required are favourable.
13.9.4

Domino Type Panel
In Domino type, the entire panel is made up of assembling together small
rectangular plates/boxes of sizes 63mmx38mm and 54mmx34mm on a frame.
The buttons, switches & indications, etc are fitted to the dominos and its bases
Wiring is also terminated into male/female multiple sockets for easy removal/
assembly.
As per existing Railway Board’s guidelines all panels must be of Domino Type,
with only self restoring type buttons and have the facility for “Route setting
Type”, even for smaller and wayside stations.
The Domino type panels have the following advantages:i.

Miniature push button operation for each function.

ii.

All buttons are Self-restoring type.

iii.

Route gets released as the train clears the route, no extra operation is
required.

iv.

Operating panel becomes compact & neat though yard is very big.

v.

Easy to make deletion and addition on the operating panel during yard
modification.

vi.

As Domino has got spring loaded silver tipped contacts, the lamp and
button contact failures are less comparatively.
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Note: If required, depending upon the size of the installation the control panel
can be separated. A separate indication panel at a suitable place and an
operating panel with SM’s key, button & switches can be provided at a suitable
place.
13.10

INTEGRATED POWER SUPPLY (IPS)
Ref: (RDSO/SPN/165/2012, Version 3)

13.10.1

General requirements
The SMPS based Integrated Power Supply (IPS) system is meant to
give continuous supply to both AC & DC signalling circuits for wayside and
medium size signalling installations without AFTC (upto 15KVA signalling
load) in RE &Non-RE areas.
The SMPS based IPS system consists of the following:
1.

SMPS based Float cum Boost Charger (FRBC) Panel
This panel consists of FRBC (float rectifier cum boost charger)
module, Distribution/ Supervisory control / Alarm (DSA) unit and
metering section.

2.

AC Distribution Panel
This cabinet consists of Inverters, Ferro-Resonant based Automatic
Voltage Regulator (AVR), Transformers and metering section.

3.

DC Distribution Panel
This panel consists of all DC-DC converters and common Digital
voltmeter for measurement.

4.

Status Monitoring Panel for ASM s Room
This panel consists of status indications and critical alarms of IPS to be
provided in ASM’s room. The monitoring panel shall be of wall mounting
type. OEM shall supply 12 core, 1.5 sq.mm signalling cable as per
IRS:S 63/2007 for connecting IPS to Status Monitoring Panel in Station
Master’s room (distance to be given by Railways at the time of
indenting).

5.

Battery Bank
IPS system is suitable for charging 110V battery bank of Low
Maintenance cells as per IRS:S 88/2004 or VRLA Maintenance free
cells as per IRS:S 93/96(A).Battery bank is part of this specification
and the same shall be supplied and commissioned along with IPS.
Manufacturers shall give an undertaking regarding use of battery
grade acid as per IS 266:1993 and de-mineralised /distilled water
as per IS 1069:1993 for initial charging.
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i.

Battery racks (MS) for VRLA batteries / wooden rack for
low maintenance batteries, along with its accessories duly
approved by purchaser, shall also be supplied with battery bank.

ii.

The battery is to be installed in a separate room. Low
Maintenance batteries are to be charged at the site by OEM for
which power supply shall be arranged by Railways. A test
certificate of initial charging/capacity testing shall be submittedby
OEM to Railways.

iii.

OEM shall supply copper cable of suitable dia. as per IS: 694
and grade 1100V for connecting IPS to Battery bank (distance to
be given by Railways at the time of indenting) as given below

iv.

13.10.2

a)

For 120AH battery 10Sq.mm

b)

For 200AH battery 16 Sq.mm

c)

For 300AH battery 25 sq.mm

An exhaust fan of 12 size (minimum) shall be supplied for the
IPS room by the OEM. The exhaust fan shall run with
commercial AC supply. Railways shall ensure installation &
commissioning of the exhaust fan.

Typical Configurations
Typical configuration of IPS for wayside & medium size PI /EI station upto 4/6
lines. Details of the configurations are given belowS.No.

13.10.3

1

IPS configuration
Drawing no.
Upto 4 line wayside station without
AFTC in Non RE area
SDO/IPS/PI-4L/NRE/001

2

Upto 4 line wayside station without
AFTC in RE area
SDO/IPS/PI-4L/RE 002

3

For 4-6 line wayside station without
AFTC in Non RE area
SDO/IPS/PI-6L/NRE 003

4

4 For 4-6 line wayside
without AFTC in RE area

station
SDO/IPS/PI-6L/RE 004

Annexure
1.

Procedure Order for Digging in the Vicinity of Signaling, Electrical and
Telecommunications Cable.
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CHAPTER - 14
ELECTRICAL AND TRD WORKS

CHAPTER-14
ELECTRICAL AND TRD WORKS
14.1

DEFINITION
Power line crossing means an electrical overhead line or under-ground cable
placed across railway track(s) for the transmission and/or distribution of
electrical energy. It may also be referred to as a “Crossing” in these
Regulations.

14.2

SCOPE
The regulations apply to electrical overhead lines and/or underground cables
crossing railway tracks operated by the Indian Railways, Railway Companies
and Port Commissioner’s Railways, including assisted and private sidings on
which rolling stock of Indian Railways may work.
Notes:

14.3

i)

If any existing crossing infringes the provisions of the Regulations at
the time of its issue, the infringement(s) shall be treated as permissible
infringement(s) provided that necessary relaxation has been granted in
respect of the clearances under clause 21 thereof.

ii)

The Regulations do not apply to crossing(s) of railway track(s) laid
underground/inside tubes and tunnels.

iii)

The Regulations do not also apply to Railway Traction systems (1500
V D.C. and 25 kV, 50 Hz A.C. Single phase) whose feeders/
conductors/wires run along or across the tracks for traction purposes.

iv)

On sections proposed to be electrified on or to be converted to suit 25
kV, 50 Hz AC single phase traction system, the crossing existing at the
time of electrification/conversion proposed shall be specially studied
with a view to avoiding modifications to the extent possible without
jeopardizing safety. If any modifications are considered essential to
obtain the minimum clearances, specified in clause 21 thereof, they
shall be carried out.

v)

In special cases, where the Electrical Inspector has specifically
permitted reduction in clearance under clause 21 thereof, a clear
declaration to this effect shall be recorded in the CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLIANCE (in the form at Annexure II) to these regulations.

WORKS TO BE EXECUTED BY THE RAILWAY
Any conduit, culvert or similar work passing under Railway premises shall be
constructed by the Railway in such manner and of such materials as it may
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approve of and the entire cost of such works shall be borne by the owner of
the crossing.
14.4

METHOD OF CROSSING – OVERHEAD LINE OR UNDERGROUND
CABLE
For tracks already electrified or to be electrified in the foreseeable future. All
low, medium and high voltage upto and including 11 kV crossings(s) shall
normally be by means of underground cable (s). While for voltages higher
that 11 kV, crossings may be by overhead lines or underground cables, the
use of underground cable to the extent possible would be advantageous,
particularly for 22 kV and 33 kV system.

14.5

OVERHEAD LINE CROSSINGS

14.5.1

Angle of Crossing
An overhead line crossing shall normally be at right angles to the railway
track. In special cases a deviation of upto 30 degree may be permitted.
Deviations larger than 30 degree shall have to be specifically authorized by
the Electrical Inspector of the Railway.

14.5.2

Structure


Structures shall be of the terminal type. For arriving at the crippling
load, the wind loads as detailed in the latest edition of IS:802 (Part-I)1977 for “Loads and permissible stresses” shall be adopted. The steel
structures shall normally be galvanized in accordance with IS:26291966 for “Recommended practice for hot-dip galvanizing of iron and
steel.”



The minimum distance (horizontal) of the structures (supporting the
crossing span) from the center of the nearest railway track shall be
equal to the height of the structure in meters above normal ground
level plus 6 meters in special circumstances, the Electrical Inspector
may permit a lesser distance being adopted subject to any conditions
he deems fit to impose.



The crossing span shall be restricted to 300m or to 80% of the normal
span for which the structures are designed, whichever is less.

14.5.3

Clearance Between the Overhead Line & Railway Track

14.5.3.1

Overhead Line Crossing Location -An overhead line crossing over railway
track already electrified shall be located at the middle of overhead equipment
span supported by two adjacent traction masts/statures. The distance
between any of the crossing conductors and the nearest traction mast or
structure under the most adverse conditions shall not be less than 6m.
Note: If, in unavoidable circumstances, the crossing span cannot be so
located, the minimum clearance between any of the crossing
conductors of the crossing and the nearest traction mast or structure
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shall be not less than that specified for buildings in Rule 80 of the
Indian Electricity Rules, 1956 (as amended upto November 1984).
No overhead line crossing shall be located over a booster transformer,
traction switching station, traction sub-station or a track cabin location in an
electrified area.
14.5.3.2

Vertical Clearance:
The minimum height above rail level of the lowest portion of any conductor of
a crossing, including guard wire under condition of maximum sag shall be as
follows:SNo. Voltage

Broad, Metre & Narrow
Gauges

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Normally by cable
14.10 m
14.60 m
15.40 m
17.90 m
19.30 m
23.40 m

Upto and including 11 kV
Above 11 kV and upto 66 kV
Above 66 kV and upto 132 kV
Above 132 kV and upto 220 kV
Above 220 kV and upto 400 kV
Above 400 kV and upto 500 kV
Above 500 kV and upto 800 kV

NOTE: While calculating the above clearances, Railways high tension lines
running over the 1500 V DC traction structure in some sections have
not been taken into consideration. Where such high tension lines exist,
the height above the rail level of the highest high tension line shall be
taken into account for calculating the clearances.
14.5.3.3

Relaxation by the Electrical Inspector
In special cases, the Electrical Inspector of the Railway may permit reduction
in the clearance specified in clause 18, subject to the following minimum
clearance being maintained between the highest traction conductor and the
lowest crossing conductor:
SNo. Voltage

Broad, Metre & Narrow
Gauges (in metre)

1.
2.

4.44
4.44

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Upto and including 33 kV
Above 33 kV and upto and including
66 kV
Above 66 kV and upto 110 kV
For 110 kV and 132 kV
For 220 kV
For 400 kV
For 500 kV
For 800 kV

4.75
5.05
6.58
9.71
11.45
16.67
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14.5.3.4

Insulators:
A double set of strain insulator strings shall be used in crossing span in
conjunction with a yoke plate where necessary. The factor of safety of each
string of insulators under the worst conditions shall not be less than 2.

14.5.3.5

Guarding:
The minimum height between any guard wire and a live crossing conductor
under the most adverse conditions shall not be less than 1.5m.

14.5.3.6

Earthing:
i)

Each structure on either side of the crossing span supporting the
transmission/distribution line conductors shall be earthed effectively by
two separate and distinct earths and connections. At least one
separate earth electrode shall be provided for each earth connection.

ii)

All guard and stay wires shall be properly clamped to the structures
connected to earth so as to maintain proper electrical continuity to
earth.

iii)

Where struts are provided, they shall also be effectively connected to
earth separately as well as to the main structure earths.

iv)

Where the earth resistance of the independent tower/structure is higher
than 10 ohms, the owner shall take necessary steps to improve the
earth resistance either by providing multiple earth electrode or by
suitably treating the soil surrounding the earth electrode.

v)

The earths shall be inspected and tested annually on a hot dry day and
results thereof furnished to the Railway for verification and record. If
the earth resistance is found to be high, i.e. above 10 ohms, steps shall
be taken to reduce it and an advice given to the Railway.

vi)

The cross-section of the earth conductor/connections for the earthing
system shall be adequate for the application. They shall not be
damaged or overheated or melt while carrying the short circuit current.

14.6

IMPORTANT ASPECTS FOR RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION

14.6.1

Railway Electrification Survey

14.6.1.1

Purpose of Railway Electrification
The major advantages of electric traction are, economy in operation and
maintenance, saving in consumption of scarce diesel oil and increased
through put of traffic.
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14.6.2

Railway Electrification Works

14.6.2.1

Discipline wise Division of Works
a)

b)

c)

14.6.2.2

Electrical
i)

Provision of Overhead equipment

ii)

Provision of Power Supply Equipment, transmission lines,
traction substations, and installation of Power Supply Control
Posts.

iii)

Remote Control of the Power Supply Equipment.

iv)

Electric Locomotive maintenance facilities.

v)

Ancillary works of modification to the existing power supply
arrangements on the route to immunize the system against
induced voltages.

vi)

Liasion with Electricity Authorities to modify their power line
crossings to suit 25 kV AC traction.

vii)

Consequential electrical works for electrification and airconditioning of service buildings and staff quarters.

Signal and Telecommunications:
i)

Provision of colour light signals

ii)

Provision of underground cables for the Railway’s
telecommunication lines and provision of additional traction
control circuits.

iii)

Liaising with Department of Telecommunications for modification
of their circuits to immunize them against induced voltages due
to traction current.

Civil Engineering:
i)

Yard remodeling, slewing of tracks, sidings and oil track works.

ii)

Construction of loco sheds, service buildings and staff quarters.

iii)

Modification to overline structures such as overbridges, flyovers,
through girder bridges, as well as to tunnels, platform shelters
and water columns to suit 25 kV AC clearance.

Choice of System of Power Supply:
Before designing the power supply arrangements and the type of overhead
equipment of a section, a choice is required to be made whether conventional
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25 kV system is to be adopted or 2x25 kV Auto Transformer system is to be
adopted. The demand of power for the volume and type of the traffic and
suitable location available for traction sub-stations.
14.6.2.3

Coordination of Works
Railway Electrification, being a multi-disciplinary project work, needs close
coordination amongst electrical, signaling & telecommunications and civil
engineering disciplines. It further needs coordination with outside agencies
such as Power Supply Authorities, the Department of Telecommunications,
the Revenue officials as well as with the Open Line organization or whose
section the work is to be taken up.

14.6.3

Selection of Route for Electrification

14.6.3.1

Main Consideration
Routes having high density of traffic, short spurs of, or those lines which
interconnect the electrified lines, which improve the mobility of the rolling
stock are also taken up for electrification.

14.6.3.2

Financial Evaluation
i)

Lower fuel-cost

ii)

Less number of locomotives

iii)

Lower operating cost.

iv)

Lower locomotive maintenance costs

As compared to diesel traction of the given traffic. The traffic level in gross
Million tone per route kilometer per annum at which the minimum acceptable
rate of return obtained is called the “Break Even Level” for traffic survey.
14.6.4

Survey For Electrification

14.6.4.1

General
It is essential to further examine the chosen route in detail for its suitability for
electrification in following aspects:
a)

The feasibility of electrification viz. availability of power supply,
suitability of the terrain and of the overline structure (or their
amenability to modifications) to suit the electrical clearances, and of
terminal yards to be able to provide lines for change of traction.

b)

A realistic assessment of the cost of the project.

c)

The financial viability of the investment
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To ascertain the above details a route is surveyed either be a
‘Reconnaissance Survey’ or a detailed Foot by Foot, ‘Cost-cum-Feasibility
Survey’ as the circumstances call for.
14.6.4.2

Reconnaissance Survey: This is a rapid survey examining the salient and
vital points.
a)

Assessment of existing traffic forecast of projected traffic, both for
goods and passenger.

b)

Availability of Electric Power.

c)

Details of the section covering the terrain, the terminal yards, the signal
and telecommunication installation.

d)

An idea of the lengths of the route

e)

The information collected by this rapid survey yields a fairly accurate
idea of the volume of electrification work content. The quantities of the
component works estimated and the project cost is worked out based
on the latest cost of inputs, of fuel electric energy, specific fuel or
energy consumption and other operating and maintenance norms
derived from statistical data, a rate of return is worked out.

14.6.5

Foot by Foot Survey

14.6.5.1

General
This survey forms the basis of Survey Sheets. These sheets are prepared to
scale, the longitudinal scale being 1:1000 in open route and 1:500 within
station limits and in yards. The sub-scale chosen for cross sections is 1:200.
On these sheets the OHE structures and anchor, foundations are marked
according to the Principles for OHE Layout Plans and Sectioning diagrams for
25 KV AC traction. Document No. ETI/OHE/53, issued by RDSO. These
plans, called prepegging plans are then verified at site and modified to site
conditions and finalized. The final plan thus issued is called the Pegging Plan,
and forms the basis for estimation of quintities, the cost estimates and the
schedule of quantities, the cost estimates and for schedule of quantities to
tenders for OHE construction Contracts.

14.6.5.2

Important Features to be Noted
These are:
a)

Track centres between all tracks.

b)

Track structure i.e. type of sleeper, depth of ballast, width of cess,
embankment, level of cutting.

c)

Details of cross section every 250 m

d)

Type and condition of soil every 250 m and at geologic discontinuities.
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e)

Buried water mains, and cables and their runs alongside and across
tracks.

f)

Signal cabins and location boxes, signal wires, point rods, cranks and
signal cables.

g)

Signals: Main Routing, Shunt; their type and track for which meant.

h)

Buildings, huts, platforms, other structures such as columns for
overbridges, abutments of road overbridges.

i)

Platform shelters, their profile across tracks, height and distance of
columns, and edges of shelters from adjacent track.

j)

Turnouts, crossovers, and diamond crossings, their deviation numbers
viz. 1 in 8.5. 1 in 12 or 1 in 16 chainage of the fouling boards / marks,
track centres at toes of turnouts and at the fouling boards / marks.

k)

Water columns, ash pits and steam blow down pits.

l)

Fueling points for Diesel locomotives. Over Head Equipments Page 18

m)

Metallic circuits (electric, low or high tension, signal, or
telecommunications) running parallel to tracks and their distance from
adjacent track centres.

n)

Fencing: Metallic or otherwise, running along tracks, chainages of their
beginning and end, and their distance to adjacent track at regular
intervals; their type of construction.

o)

Overhead wire crossings of tracks Telecommunications (Railway or
belonging to Department of Telecommunications)

p)

Overline structures such as Road overbridges. Flyovers, foot
overbridges and signal gantries: their vertical clearances from each
track spanned, and horizontal distances of their support columns or
abutments form the adjacent tracks.

q)

Curves: Whether right hand or left hand as seen in the direction of
increasing chainage; the degree of curvature, and the chainage of
tangent points. Versines in mm are taken every 50 m with nylon cord
for the entire curve. The super-elevation as found at site should be
recorded.

r)

Level crossings, their chainages, and location of gate lodges, whether
manned or unmanned and location of gate signals, if an.

s)

Locations of gradient posts and signal location marker posts.

t)

Culverts and bridges: Chainage of their abutments, piers, trolley and
man refuges, whether culverts or long bridges.
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u)

Tunnels; their chainages and profile, whether lined or unlined, location
of trolley and man refuses.

v)

Identification and extent of Exposed Locations: Areas where full wind
effects are likely to be encountered by OHE structures and termed
‘Exposed locations’ should be noted down.

w)

Identification of polluted locations: Areas, adjacent to factories and
power stations having high ambient pollution particles should be
identified and recorded.

14.6.6

Preparation of Pre-Pegging and Pegging Plans

14.6.6.1

General
The plan actually followed for field work, incorporating further details of type of
structures used, the style of the cantilevers used, the stagger of the OHE
conductors, the run of wires, portal spans as well as the setting distances of
the structure legs becomes the ‘OHE layout plan’.

14.6.6.2

Meteorological conditions
a)

The maximum, the minimum and the mean ambient temperatures:
The mean temperature adopted over the entire Indian subcontinent is
35 Degree C. A range of 15 Degree C to 65 Degree C as the minimum
and the maximum is adopted for India except the northern plains
having colder winters for which the range adopted is 4 Degree C to 65
Degree C. For unregulated OHE a contact wire height at supports of
5.65 m is adopted for the former range of temperatures and of 5.75 m
for the latter range of temperatures. The contact wire height of
regulated OHE is uniformly kept at 5.70 m at supports.

b)

14.6.6.3

Wind Speed Zone; It is to be ascertained from IS 875 as to in which
zone area the section to be electrified falls. This dictates the maximum
permissible span to be adopted and the relevant employment schedule
to be adopted for the design of structures and foundations.

Movement of Over Dimensional Consignments (ODC)
The minimum height of the contact wire under heavy overline structures is
normally kept such that class ‘C’ over dimensional consignments of Height
4.92 m can be moved at unrestricted speed with electric locomotives.

14.6.6.4

Span Lengths
Span lengths are chosen in multiples of 4.5 m. The shortest span adopted is
22.5 m and the longest, depending upon the particular specification of the
wind speed zone and the type of equipment, being a maximum of 72 m. The
difference between two consecutive spans should not exceed 18 m to ensure
compatible flexibility over the adjacent spans. Non standard span lengths are
permitted only if special conditions do not permit choice of standard span
sizes, such as while locating on bridge structure.
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14.6.6 .5

The Setting Distance (Implantation) of Structures
The setting distance to be provided are :
a)

For individual masts carrying one OHE:
i)

b)

14.6.6.6

On tangent track
Standard 2.80 m
Minimum 2.36 m

For a Portal upright or a head span leg or a mast carrying more than
one OHE the setting distance adopted should not be lesser than 3.00
m.

Location of Obligatory Structure
There are certain features along the track, within a few metre of which an
OHE structure should be provided. These are, for example, at turnouts and
crossovers or adjacent to overline structures. These OHE structures are
called ‘Obligatory structures’. The span under an overline structure should not
exceed 54 m to limit the amount of push up of Catenary by the upward thrust
of the pantograph; also the structures supporting the OHE should be more or
less equidistant from the centre line of the overline structure to ensure
maximum clearance between the overline structure and the OHE conductors.
The curvature on the turn out requires staggers of 300 mm in all cases
towards the main track. Further, there should be a minimum horizontal
separation, between the two contact wires, of 50 mm and a maximum of 200
mm at support to ensure noninterference between two OHEs and smooth
change over of contact wire for the pantograph of the locomotive negotiating
the turn out.

14.6.6.7

Location of OHE Structures in Advance of a Signal:
OHE structure should not be located nearer than 10 m behind and 30 m in
advance of a signal. For proper visibility of a signal, a larger setting distance is
given to a few OHE structures in advance of a signal.

14.6.6.8

The Location of Overlaps
Having located the insulated overlaps the uninsulated overlaps are inserted
ensuring longest tension lengths, the effort being to have minimum number of
overlaps in the section. There is a limit of 750 m between the anticreep central
mast to the corresponding balance weight anchor mast at the overlap for
regulated OHE. This limits the tension lengths to 1500 m maximum. For
unregulated OHE no anticreeps are required and the maximum tension length
of conductors is increased to 2000 m. A half tension length of OHE, having
one end as fixed termination may be adopted, omitting the anticreep.

14.6.6.9

Location of Section Insulator
The total weight of the section insulator including the weight of the two
insulators on the OHE and the copper runners is 55 kg. to accommodate the
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two insulators for both the conductors and to permit the locomotive
pantograph to glide over the two runners of the section insulators there is a
requirement of a minimum dropper length of 450 mm, and a maximum
permissible stagger of 100 mm at the location of the section insulator. Since
the maximum encumbrances at the OHE structure is limited to 1.4 m, this
imposes a limit to the sag and therefore, the distance of the section insulator
from the nearest OHE support.
14.6.6.10

Bonding and Earthing Plans
Plans for suitable earthing and bonding of the metal work adjacent to track,
breaking the long fencing in smaller electrical section, and providing safe
passage of traction currents through rails by providing longitudinal and
transverse bonds for running rails of electrified tracks are made. All OHE
structures are bonded to the non track circuited rail through structure bonds,
or if such a rail is not available to an earth wire run on the OHE structures.

14.7

PRINCIPLES FOR LAYOUT PLANS AND SECTIONING DIAGRAMS FOR
25KV AC TRACTION

14.7.1

Bond
An electrical connection across a joint in or between adjacent lengths of rail.

14.7.2

i)

Bond, continuity

ii)

Bond, Cross

iii)

Bond, Impedance

iv)

Bond Rail

v)

Bond, Structure

Cantilever (Assembly)
It is an insulated swiveling type structural member, comprising of different
sizes of steel tubes, to support and to keep the overhead Catenary system in
position so as to facilitate current collection by the pantograph at all speed
without infringing the structural members.

14.7.3

Electrical Clearance
The clearance between 25 kV live parts and earthed parts of fixed structures
or moving loads shall be as large as possible. The electrical clearances to be
maintained under the worst conditions of temperature, wind, etc. are given
below:
a)

Maximum vertical distance between any live part of overhead
equipment or pantographs and parts of any fixed structures (earthed or
otherwise) or moving loads:
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b)

14.7.4

i)

Long duration 320 mm Now 250 mm

ii)

Short duration 270 mm Now 200 mm

Minimum lateral distance between any live part of overhead equipment
or pantographs and parts of any fixed structures (earthed or otherwise)
or moving loads:
i)

Long duration 320 mm Now 250 mm

ii)

Short duration 220 mm Now 200 mm

Working Clearance
Minimum clearance between live conductor / equipments and such earthed
structure / live parts of different elementary sections where men are required
to work shall be 2 m.

14.7.5

Wind Pressure

14.7.5.1

Wind Load Wind pressures for design of all masts and determination of spans
are based on IS-875-1964 – “Code of Practice for Structural Safety of
Buildings – Loading Standards”. Vide an amendment issued in 1971 to this
specification, wind pressures for structures of height less than 30 m were
reduced by 25%. Accordingly, the standard wind pressures adopted are as
follows for all new works for different zones as indicated in the specification.
I)

Green zone (light) 75 kg/m2

II)

Yellow zone (medium) 112.50 kg/m2

III)

Red zone (heavy) 150 kg/m2

14.7.6

Spans

14.7.6.1

Restrictions
The following restrictions are applicable :
I)

On main tracks, the lengths of two consecutive spans shall not
normally differ by more than 18 m.

II)

The lengths of spans with unequal encumbrances shall be such that
the axial distance between the Catenary and the contact wire at the
minimum dropper is not less than 150 mm. For example, the length of
the span with 1.4 m and 0.9 m encumbrances at the two ends shall not
exceed 67.5 m. This restriction is applicable to the two spans on each
side of the structure, equipping a turnout for the main OHE.

III)

Spans in the vicinity of over line structures with restricted head room
shall be determined with reference to the electrical clearances
available (see para 3.3)
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IV)

The lengths of spans loaded with section insulators may require to be
restricted (See para 3.11)

V)

Non-standard spans may be adopted in difficult locations, e.g. in rocky
cuttings, on through girder bridges, for locations of masts on bridge
piers and within station limits.

VI)

With crossed type equipment with actual crossings of OHEs at facing
turnouts, the anchor spans shall be restricted to 54 m.

VII)

Where earth wire is provided, the maximum span over level crossings
should be 58.5 m.

14.7.7

Masts. Portals, Head Spans and Foundations

14.7.7.1

Types of Masts
OHE conductors are suspended from swivelling cantilever assembly generally
erected on individual masts.
Seven types of masts are used. These are designated as 150 x 150 BFB, 200
x 150 RSJ, K-150, K-175, K-200, and K-250. The first two are rolled sections
and remaining five are fabricated masts.

14.7.7.2

Two Track Cantilever
In the yards and sidings when the mast cannot be erected near the track to be
equipped, it may be erected span one or two tracks using a two-track
cantilever. This is generally used for supporting OHE near turnouts and Xovers. These arrangements should not be used for supporting OHE of two
main lines. The OHE can be supported upto a distance of 10.5 m from the
upright with this arrangement.

14.7.7.3

Portals
Three types of portals have been standardized. ‘N’ type portal is used for
clear spans of 10 m – 20 m (for 4 tracks maximum). ‘O’ type portal is for clear
spans of 20 m – 30 m (for 6 tracks maximum) and ‘R’ type portal with spans of
30 m – 40 m (for 8 tracks maximum).

14.7.7.4

Foundations
a)

Volume Charts
Selection of the type and size of foundation is done from the volume
chart (Drg. No. ETI/C/0058) on the basis of FBM code, type and
bearing capacity of soil/shoulder width and the extent of projection
above ground level.

b)

Type of foundations The following types of foundations are for OHE
mast and portals:
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(1)

(A)

Side bearing
(Type B)

(B)

Side gravity (Type : BG)

-do-

(C)

Pure gravity (Type: G)

-do-

(D)

Pure gravity for black cotton soil (Type:WBC)

-do-

i)

New pure gravity (Type: NG)

ii)

NBC type foundation for dry
black cotton soil .
(16500 & 11000 kgf/m2)
3.0 m depthA

iii)

iv)

(2)

c)

New pure gravity for different
soil and site
conditions (500 mm exposed )
(Type: NG or SPL)
New pure gravity for black
cotton soil
(for 8000 kgf/m2 soil pressure.
2.5 depth (Type :NBC)

Drg. No. ETI/C/058 Sh.1

-do- Sh.2A

-do- Sh.3

-do- Sh.4

-do- Sh.5

v)

Foundations in soft rock
Drg. No. ETI/C/0059
(bearing capacity 45000 kg/m2)

vi)

Foundations in hard rock
Drg. No. ETI/C/0050
(bearing capacity 90000 kg/m2)

For portals
i)

In ordinary soil

ii)

In dry black cotton soil

Drg. No. ETI/C/0058/68
Drg. No. ETI/C/0063

Selection of foundations
Side bearing foundations are used for masts where the soil bearing
capacity is 11,000 or 21,500 kg/m2 and 300 mm wide shoulder is
available on the banks.


New pure gravity foundations may be used for masts where soil
bearing capacity is 5500, 8000 and 11000 kg/m2 or where
adequate shoulder width is not available.



Side gravity foundations may be used for masts where soil
bearing capacity is 8000 and 11000 kg/m2 or adequate shoulder
width is not available.
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14.7.7.5



Pure gravity foundations (Type-G) are used for independent
masts where soil surrounding the foundations is loose and can
not exert passive pressure on the foundations. G-type
foundations have been designed for soil bearing capacity of
5500, 8000 and 11000 kg/m2. Pure gravity foundations (Type P)
are used for portals and are designed for soil bearing capacity of
8250 and 11000 kg/m2.



The top of foundation should be 50-100 mm above the
surrounding ground level. The length of mast below rail level
should be minimum 1850 mm for regulated OHE.

Contact Wire Height
Type of OHE Normal height of contact wire at the support point

14.7.7.6

a)

Normal with 10 cm pre-sag 5.60 m

b)

Old electrification 5.55 m


The height may be reduced under over line structures after a
clearance study. The minimum height shall be 4.92 m for the
broad gauge and 4.02 m for the metre gauge to permit
movement of “C” class ODCs. In case “C” class ODC movement
is not required, the height could be reduced to 4.80 m (BG).
Height may be further reduced to 4.65 m if rolling stock higher
than 4.265 m are not allowed on such lines.



At electric locomotive sheds and loco inspection pits; the
minimum height shall be 5.80 m for the broad gauge and 5.50 m
for the metre gauge.



At level crossings, the minimum height shall be 5.50 m for both
broad and metre gauges.

Contact Wire Gradient
Any change in the height of the contact wire should be made gradually and
the slope should not normally exceed 3 mm / m on main lines and 10 mm/m
on sidings.

14.7.7.7

Stagger

14.7.7.8

Tangent track
On tangent track, the contact wire is normally given a stagger of 200 mm at
each support alternately on the side of the centre of the track.
On tangent track, the catenary stagger is zero for masts supporting a single
equipment. The catenary is fixed vertically.
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14.7.7.9

14.7.7.10

Un-insulated overlaps
i)

The stagger of the in-running contact wire does not exceed 200 mm on
tangent track and 300 mm on curve track at any support, at which only
one contact wire is in-running

ii)

The two contact wires run parallel to each other between the
intermediate supports at a distance of 200 mm from each other.

Insulated Overlap
Between the intermediate masts the two contact wires run parallel at a
distance of 500 mm from each other.

14.7.7.11

Neutral Sections
The stagger at section insulator type neutral section should be so adopted
that the stagger at the section insulator assembly is within the limit of + 100
mm.
PTFE type neutral section shall be erected on tangent track only. The stagger
shall be zero at support.

14.7.7.12

Encumbrances
Normal The encumbrance shall normally be 1:40 m

14.7.7.13

Minimum Encumbrance
Normally, the axial distance between the catenary and the contact wire at the
minimum dropper should not be less than 150 mm.

14.7.7.14

Section Insulators

14.7.7.15

Locations
Sectional insulators should be so located that the following conditions are
fulfilled:
i)

At location of section insulator, the axial distance between the catenary
and contact wire shall not be less than 450 mm

ii)

The section insulator is to be located beyond the point where the
centre distance between the two tracks is equal to or more than 1.65m.

iii)

The stagger of the contact wire at the location of the section insulator
should normally be zero, but in no case should exceed + 100 mm.

iv)

On loops, the section insulator shall, as far as possible, be located
close to the first support of the overhead equipment for the loop.
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14.7.7.16

v)

The preferred location of section insulator on main running track is 2 to
10 m from the support in the direction of traffic through its provision on
the main line should be avoided.

vi)

In double line section, the runners should be in the trailing direction.

Permissible Speeds
On double line sections, with runners trailing, are fit for speeds upto 120 km/h.
In case the runners of the section insulator are facing or it is not installed
within 1/3rd of the span the speed should be restricted to 80 km/h.

14.7.7.17

Tension Lengths
a)

Regulated Equipment
With regulated overhead equipment every tension length is equipped
with an automatic tensioning device at each end and an anticreep
located approximately midway between the tensioning devices. The
distance between the anticreep and the anchor mast / structures on
either side should not exceed 750 m or 15 supporting masts.

b)

Half Tension Lengths
Half tension lengths of regulated overhead equipment, not greater than
750 m between anchorages, may be adopted where necessary. The
equipment is fixed at one end and provided with an automatic
tensioning device at the other, the fixed end being determined to suit
convenience of erection. The half tension length on either side of the
neutral section should not exceed 600 m when the whole or a part of it
is located on a curve. The distance of the axis of a 4-span insulated
overlap from the anti-creeps / fixed terminations on either side shall not
exceed 600 m.

14.7.7.18

Bridges and Tunnels
Where the catenary is anchored on the face of an overline structure, the
anchor shall be the anticreep point. Termination of overhead equipment or
provision of an anticreep should be avoided, as far as possible, inside the
tunnels and on the mast set on bridge piers.

14.7.7.19

Masts Near Signals
The visibility of signals should be kept in mind while deciding the setting up
masts in their vicinity. The following principles should be observed for
deciding the setting of masts near signals:
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Colour light signals located on all tracks
a)

Colour Light Signals without Route Indicators.
i)

Where no approach signal is provided.
The minimum setting of mast before signal should be 3.25, 3.10,
3.05, 2.90 and 2.75 m for distance upto 80 m, beyond and upto
110 m, beyond and upto 190 m, beyond and upto 270 m beyond
and upto 400 m respectively.

ii)

b)

Where approach signal is provided and for signals other than
distant signals. The minimum setting of mast before signal
should be 3.25, 3.10, 3.05, 2.90 and 2.75 m for distance upto 85
m, beyond and upto 70 m, beyond and upto 115 m, beyond and
upto 160 m beyond and upto 240 m respectively.

Colour Light Signal with Route Indicators:
i)

With horizontal route indicator:
The minimum setting of mast before signal should be 3.72, 3.50,
3.25,3.05, 2.90 and 2.75 m for distance upto 60 m, beyond and
upto 125 m, beyond and upto 170 m, beyond and upto 215 m
beyond and upto 250 m, beyond and upto 310 m, respectively.

ii)

With other than horizontal route indicator: The minimum setting
of mast before signal should be 3.50, 3.25,3.05, 2.90 and 2.75
m for distance upto 70 m, beyond and upto 130 m, beyond and
upto 170 m, beyond and upto 215 m, beyond and upto 280 m,
respectively.

14.8

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ANTI-THEFT CHARGING OF OHE

14.8.1

Procedure to be Adopted for Energization

14.8.1.1

Publication and Display of Notices
1.

2.

At least a month in advance of energization of any section or sections
the following public notifications should be got published in all the
prominent dailies in English, Hindi and Local language and issued to all
concerned as normally done for 25 kV energisation.
(i)

General Notification to the users of Railway Lines regarding
section/sections to be energized.

(ii)

Notification to the users of level crossings.

Display of general caution notices for public and staff at prominent
places at each station, stenciling on the diesel / steam locos warning
message to not to climb on the op of locos, caution notices at all steam
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and diesel loco sheds at which locos working in the energized section
are maintained.
3.

14.8.1.2

14.8.1.3

14.8.2

The steam/diesel loco drivers / firemen shall be warned not to climb on
the roof of the tender and the engine on the section proposed to be
energized.

Certificates to be Issued-On completion of the work as mentioned in Para
above the following certificates from the concerned officers will be obtained.
(i)

Certificate regarding removal of L.T and H.T infringements by
Dy.CEE(G) of the project.

(ii)

Certificate regarding S&T works

(iii)

Department of Telecommunications (DOT) clearance certificate for 2.2
kV anti-theft energisation

(iv)

Certificate by Dy.CEE(OHE) or DEE(OHE) regarding completion of
OHE works.

(v)

Certificate by OHE Contractors.

(vi)

Certificate by Dy. CE?DEN/RE regarding provision of level crossing
gauges and provision of protective screens on ROBs and FOBs.

Joint Certificates Besides the certificates regarding completion of works to
suit 2.2 kV energisation as mentioned in Para above, the following safety
certificates shall also be obtained:
(i)

Joint certificate by CEE(P), CSTE(P) AND CE(P) regarding safety to
traffic.

(ii)

Certificate of concerned officers of Division of particular Railway about
knowledge of their staff regarding safety.

EIG Sanction
An application to EIG seeking his approval to the proposal of energisation of
OHE at 2.2kV as anti theft measure may be made in advance. While applying
for sanction, the up to date status of works to be completed prior to 2.2 kV
energisation should be given and the list of certificates for its completion as
well as other safety certificates proposed to be forwarded at the time of
seeking EIGs formal sanction may also be indicated. EIGs sanction shall be
obtained prior to energisation.

14.8.3

Checks and Tests Prior to Commissioning
CEE and Electrical Inspector to the Government for the Railway may
nominate at his discretion one of his officers preferably Sr. DEE (TrD) for joint
check and tests of the section proposed to be energized. For such joint check
by Dy. CEE(OHE)/ RE will associate from RE side. Alternately he may
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authorize Dy. CEE(OHE)/RE to conduct checks and tests before energisation.
The following checks and tests shall normally be carried out.
a)

b)

Checks
1.

That clearance between live and earthed structures is in
accordance with the provisions of Schedule of Dimensions.

2.

That earthing and bonding of the OHE have been carried out as
per Bonding and Earthing code with exception for station area
as specified in para 2.1.2 above.

3.

That height of contact wire at level crossings is proper and that
height gauges have been provided.

4.

That protective screens have been provided in FOBs, ROBs and
signalling structures.

5.

That the earthing and isolation of overhead equipment adjacent
to the section to be energized has been carried out properly.

6.

AC immunized track relays have been provided.

7.

Overhead P&T as well as Rly crossings have been cabled and
wire removed.

Tests
1.

Megger tests for continuity and insulation of the OHE.

2.

With the above checks and tests and after it is certified either
jointly by Sr. DEE(TrD) and Dy. CEE(OHE) / RE or by Dy. CEE
(OHE)/RE that the section can be energized at 2.2kV for test
purpose, the following fault tests shall be conducted on the
section energized at 2.2kV.
a)

By creating earth fault at the farthest end of energized
OHE through discharge rod.

b)

By creating earth fault at the farthest end of energized
OHE touching only ballast.

c)

By creating earth fault at the farthest end of energized
OHE touching only rail. In all these cases of earth fault, it
should be ensured that fuse provided at the supply point
is blown.


Immediately on the successful completion of the
checks and tests of the OHE, OHE can be
energized provided that:
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o

All the certificates as mentioned in paras 8.3.2/3
above are obtained.

o

DOT’s clearance and EIG’s sanction are obtained.



Immediately after energisation, a notification to
that effect may be issued as normally done for 25
kV energisation.
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CHAPTER - 15
REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE

CHAPTER-15
REINFORCED CEMENT CONCRETE
15.1

15.2

CEMENT
•

The cement selected should be appropriate for the intended use as
provided for in the specifications.

•

Different types of cement shall not be mixed together. If more than one
cement type used, a record shall be kept showing the location of use.

POZZOLANAS
Pozzolanic materials conforming to relevant Indian Standards may be used
with the permission of the engineer-in-charge, provided uniform blending with
cement is ensured.

15.3



Fly ash (Pulverized fuel ash)



Silica fume



Rice husk ash



Metakaoline



Ground Granulated Blast Furnance Slag.

AGGREGATES
Aggregates shall comply with the requirements of IS 383. As far as possible
preference shall be given to natural aggregates.

15.4



Size of aggregate.



For most work, 20 mm aggregate is suitable. Where there is no
restriction to the flow of concrete into sections, 40 mm or larger size
may be permitted.



For heavily reinforced concrete members as in the case of ribs of main
beams, the nominal maximum size of the aggregate should usually be
restricted to 5 mm less than the minimum clear distance between the
main bars or 5 mm less than the minimum cover to the reinforcement
whichever is smaller.

WATER
Potable water is generally considered satisfactory for mixing concrete. As a
guide the following concentrations represent the maximum permissible
values:
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(a)

To neutralize 100 ml sample of water, using phenolphthalein as an
indicator, it should not require more than 5 ml of 0.02 normal NaOH.
The details of test are given in 8.1 of IS 3025 (Part 22)

(b)

To neutralize 100 ml sample of water, using mixed indicator, it should
not require more than 25 ml of 0.02 normal H2SO4. The details of test
are given in 8.1 of IS 3025 (Part 23)

(c)

Average 28 days compressive strength of atleast three 150 mm
concrete cubes prepared with water proposed to be used shall not be
less than 90 percent of the average of strength of three similar
concrete cubes prepared with distilled water. The cubes shall be
prepared, cured and tested in accordance with the requirements of IS
516

(d)

The ph value of water shall be not less than 6.

(e)

Permissible limits for solids shall be as given in Table 1 of IS456
Table 1 permissible Limit for Solids:-

S No.

15.5

Tested as per

Permissible Limit, Max

1

Organic

IS 3025 (Part 18) 200 mg/l

2

Inorganic

IS 3025 (Part 18) 3000 mg/l

3

Sulphates (as SO3)

IS 3025 (Part 24) 400 mg/l

4

Chlorides (as CI)

IS 3025 (Part 32) 200 mg/l
For
concrete
not
containing
embedded
steel and 500 mg/l for
reinforced

5

Suspended Matter

IS 3025 (Part 17) 2000 mg/l

(f)

Water found satisfactory for mixing is also suitable for curing concrete.
However, water used for curing should not produce any objectionable
stain or unsightly deposit on the concrete surface. The presence of
tannic acid or iron compounds is objectionable.

(g)

Storage of materials shall be as described in IS 4082

ADMIXTURES


Admixture, if used shall comply with IS 9103



The workability, compressive strength and the slump loss of concrete
with and without the use of admixtures shall be established during the
trial mixes before use of admixtures.
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The relative density of liquid admixtures shall be checked.



The chloride content of admixtures shall be independently tested for
each batch before acceptance.

Plasticizers:


Water reducing agents, workability agents or plasticizers as they are
commonly called are agents which maintain workability without
increasing the water demand. There are 3 possible improvements
which can be achieved.



Increase workability without increasing water content to facilitate
planning & compaction.



Increase strength without affecting workability by reducing the water
cement ratio.



Achieve economy by reducing consumption of cement without any
detrimental effect on workability/strength. (0.1 to 0.2 %) per unit wt. of
cement/water content = 10%.

Super plasticizes:


There are high range water reducers and perform the same functions
as plasticizes. The main function of these administers is to reduce the
water content of a given concrete mix while maintaining the same
workability.



Super plasticizes can produce flowing concrete with slumps as high as
200 mm, which is pump able or can be used is congested girders/in
casting of a pile. Heavy water reduction of over 30% is possible &
without any workability loss- This very strong durable concrete. (0.5 to
1.5%) per unit wt. of cement.

Mechanism:


Plasticizes/Super plasticizes reduce the inter particle force that exists
between the cement grains by imparting similar charges to cement
particles which then repel each other and prevent floc formation. As
flocculation of cement parties is avoided, water which otherwise gets
trapped in the flocs is available to impact fluidity. Super plasticizes
while plasticizes- do no significantly offset the surface tension of water
and hence can be used in higher dosage without air entrainment.

Most commonly used plasticizers:


Lignosulphonic based.



Hydroxy-nated carboxylic based.
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Sulphonated Melamine based – cold regions.



Sulphonated naphthalene based- Hot regions.

Side effects:


Retardation in setting time.



Air entrainment.

Applications:


In PSC box/I girders- requiring high strength as well as slump.



In RCC piles, walls, piers & abutments.



For making flowing concrete when it is required to be pumped.



When concrete is laid in large piers to avoid handling requirements.



For large construction projects.

Precautions:


Selection of adequate dosage/Time of addition.



Dosage- depending on cement types to be fixed after trials.



Batch testing to ensure uniformity in properties.



Low temperature less windy conditions favourable.

Aspects to be verified by an Engineer before approval of an admixture:

15.6



Dosage as a % by wt. of cement, point of application, mode of
applications and time of application.



Side effects of admixtures.



Chemical names of main ingredients.



% of chlorides/sulphates



Effect of adding excess/lesser quantity of admixture.



Admixtures should also be free of myro cynate to avoid corrosion.

STEEL REINFORCEMENT


Independent test check on the quality of steel drawn from each lot
should be conducted.
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15.7



Lab tests to be conducted - Tests for physical requirements, tensile
tests and bend test.



Steel for reinforcement to be stored in a way to prevent distortion and
corrosion. If required, cement wash to be given for long storage.



Steel should be free of mil scales, dust, loose, rust, coats of paints, oil
or other coatings.

CONCRETE


Production, Mining, transportation, placement, compaction, curing.



RMC of pump able concrete.



A competent person shall supervise all stages of production of
concrete. “Competent Person” is one who has been issued
competency certificate by DEN/Sr. DEN for executing and supervising
the relevant aspects of concreting. Preparation of test specimens and
site tests should be properly supervised. He shall be afforded all
reasonable opportunity and facility to inspect the materials,
manufacturer of concrete and to make any data or take any samples.



Batching: In proportioning concrete- Quantity of both cement and
aggregate should be determined by mass. Water can be taken by
mass/volume. Solid admixtures may be measured by mass and
liquid/paste admixtures by volume/mass. Batching plant wherever used
should conform to IS:4925. All measuring equipments to be maintained
in clean and serviceable condition, and their accuracy checked
periodically. Coarse/Fine aggregate to be batched separately. Except
where the engineer is satisfied that properly graded aggregate of
uniform quality can be obtained- the grading of aggregates to be
controlled by obtaining the aggregates separately blending them in
correct proportion after prior stock piling. Grading of fine/coarse
aggregate to be checked as per the frequency specified by the
engineers. Both fine & coarse aggregate the aggregate in all should
confirm to IS: 383.



If material uniformity has been established- volume batching can be
used for production of M-20 concrete. Where weight batching is not
practicable, volume batching can be adopted for fine/coarse
aggregates (not cement) but allowance should be made for “bulking” of
fine aggregates.



Water cement ratio should be maintained at its correct value. For this
M/C of fine/coarse aggregates should be frequently determined/
suitable adjustments made in the water to be added.



No additions/alterations in materials used on the work should be madewithout additional tests to show that the quality/strength of concrete are
satisfactory.
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Mixing: Concrete shall be mixed in a mechanical mixes complying to IS:
1791. The mixing shall be continued until there is uniform distribution of the
materials and the mass is uniform in color and consistency. If there is
segregation after from the mixes. Concrete should be remixed


Mixing time

=

1.5 to 2 min for normal mixes,

=

45 to 60 seconds for high rated batching plant.

Transportation: Mixed concrete shall be transported from the place of mixing
to the place of final deposit as rapidly as practicable by methods which will
prevent the segregation/loss of ingredients.


When concrete is conveyed by chute, there should be continuous flow
in the chute.



During hot/cold weather, concrete shall be transported in deep
containers.

Placing: The concrete shall be placed before setting has commenced and
shall not be subsequently disturbed. Concrete shall be placed so as to avoid
segregation of material displacement of reinforcement. Concrete should not
be dropped from a height more than 1.5 m.


A record should be kept of the time and date of placing the concrete in
each portion of the structure.



Concrete cover blocks of the same strength and density as parent
concrete shall be used.

Compaction: No concrete shall be allowed without vibration except under
water concreting or tremic concreting or in specific cases, concrete shall be
thoroughly compacted and fully worked around the reinforcement, around
embedded fixtures and into corners of the formwork.
Mechanical Vibrators (Type depending on the shape & size of the
members)
Internal Vibrator:

Shall penetrate up to a depth of 100 mm.



It shall be kept in place till air bubbles cease to escape from the
surface and thus withdrawn solely to encore that no hole is left out.



Distance between inspections = 1.5 times the radius of the area visibly
affected by vibration.

External vibrators:

Used in case of PSC griders/slabs.
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Special attention to be given to the design of form work & disposition of
vibrators for efficient compaction & to avoid surface blemishes.



Over vibration & under vibration of concrete are harmful and should be
avoided.

Curing
a)

b)

Moist Curing:

Concrete to be kept continuously wet for a period of 14 days.
Water to be applied on the unformed/formed surface
immediately after stripping of forms.



Concrete kept constantly wet by ponding/covering with a layer of
sailing, canvas, arisen/similar absorbent material.



When air temperature < 5°c, additional covering so that concrete
temperature should not be less than 10°c.



Curing Compound: Approved curing compounds can be used in
lieu of moist curing with the permission of the engineer.



Test shall be done to ascertain.



Loss of m/c in concrete with/without curing compound.



Cube strength of concrete with/without curing compound.



Permeability of concrete.

Steam Curing:

Can be used at the same time of curing of concrete for transfer
of prestress.



Optimum S.C cycle to be determined by trial.



Generally, pre-steaming period of 4 to 5 hr, temp. rise between
22-33°c/hr. Maximum curing temp. 66-82°c Maximum curing
cycle - 18 hr.



Pumpable Concrete:- Pumpable concrete is the concrete which
is conveyed by pressure through either rigid pipe or flexible hose
and discharged directly into the desired area. It is especially
used where space for construction equipment is limited.

Strength of Concrete:

The characteristic strength is defined as the strength of material below
which not more than 5 % of the test results are expected to fall.
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The minimum grade of concrete for plain and reinforced concrete shall
be as per Table 5.



Concrete of grades lower than those given in Table 5 may be used for
plain concrete constructions, lean concrete, simple foundations,
foundation for masonary walls and other simple or temporary
reinforced concrete construction.
Table 2 Grades of concrete:Group

Grade
designation

1
Ordinary Concrete

2
M10

Specified Characteristic
Compressive Strength of 150
mm Cube at 28 days in
N/mm2
3
10

M15
M20

15
20

M25
M30
M35
M40
M45
M50
M55
M60
M65
M70
M75
M80

25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

Ordinary Concrete

High
Strength
Concrete

Notes: 1.

In the designation of concrete mix M refers to the mix and the number
to the specified compressive strength of 150 mm size cube at 28 days,
expressed in N/mm2.

2.

For concrete of compressive strength greater than M55, design
parameters given in the standard may not be applicable and the values
may be obtained from specialized literatures and experimental results.



Workability of Concrete
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Durability of Concrete:

The factors influencing durability include:(a)

The enviroment.

(b)

The cover to embedded steel.

(c)

The type and quality of constituent materials.

(d)

The cement content and water/cement ration of the concrete.

(e)

Workmanship, to obtain full compaction and efficient curing.

(f)

The shape and size of the member.
Table 3 Enviroment Exposure Conditions:-

S
no.
1

Environment

Exposure conditions

Mild

Concrete surfaces protected against weather or
aggressive conditions, except those situated in
coastal area.

2

Moderate

Concrete surfaces sheltered from severe rain or
freezing whilst wet. Concrete exposed to
condensation and rain concrete continuously under
water. Concrete in contact or buried under nonaggressive soil/ground water. Concrete surfaces
sheltered from saturated salt air in coastal area.

3

Severe

Concrete surfaces exposed to severe rain, alternate
wetting and drying or occasional freezing whilst wet
or severe condensation. Concrete completely
immersed in sea water. Concrete exposed to coastal
environment.

4

Very Severe

Concrete surfaces exposed to sea water spray,
corrosive fumes or severe freezing conditions whilst
wet. Concrete in contact with or buried under
aggressive sub-soil/ground water.

5

Extreme

Surface of members in tidal zone. Members in direct
contact with liquid/solid aggressive chemicals.



Requirement of concrete cover.



The nominal cover to the reinforcement shall be provided as per 26.4



Concrete Mix proportions
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General:- Appropriate values for minimum cement content and the
maximum free water-cement ratio are given in Table 5 for different
exposure conditions. The minimum cement content and maximum
water-cement ratio apply to 20 mm nominal maximum size aggregate.
For other sizes of aggregate they should be changed as given in Table
6.



Maximum cement Content:- Cement content not including fly ash and
ground granulated blast furnace slag in excess of 450 kg/m3 should not
be used unless special consideration has been given in design to the
increased risk of cracking due to drying shrinkage in then sections, or
to early thermal cracking and to the increased risk of damage due to
alkali silica reactions.



Sulphates in Concrete:- Should not exceed 4% by mass of the cement
in the mix.

Minimum Grade of Concrete for Different Exposures with
Normal Weight Aggregates of 20 mm Nominal Maximum size:S
Exposure
No
.

1
1
2
3
4
5

2
Mild
Moderate
Severe
Very severe
Extreme

Plane Concrete
Minimum
Cement
content
kg/m3
3
220
240
250
260
280

Maximum
free
watercement
ratio
4
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.45
0.40

RCC

Minimum Minimum
grade of Cement
concrete content
kg/m3
5
M15
M20
M20
M25

6
220
240
250
260
280

Maximum
free
watercement
ratio
7
0.60
0.60
0.50
0.45
0.40

Minimu
m grade
of
concrete
8
M20
M25
M30
M35
M40

Notes:1.

Cement content prescribed in this table is irrespective of the grades of cement
and it is inclusive of additions mentioned in 5.2. the additions such as fly ash or
ground granulated blast furnace slug may be taken into account in the concrete
composition with respect to the cement content and water-cement ratio if the
suitability is established and as long as the maximum amounts taken into account
do not exceed the limit of pozzolona and slag specified in IS 1489 (Part 1) and IS
455 respectively.

2.

Minimum grade for plain concrete under mild exposure condition is not specified.
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Table 6: Adjustments to Minimum Cement contents for
aggregates other than 20 mm Nominal maximum size:S.
No.

Nominal maximum
aggregate size mm

Adjustment to minimum cement
content in table 5 kg/m3

1
2
3

10
20
30

+40
0
-30

Concrete Mix Proportioning:

Mix Proportion



The determination of the proportions of cement, aggregates and water
to attain the required strengths shall be made as follows:(a)

By designing the concrete mix, such concrete shall be called
“Design mix concrete” or,

(b)

By adopting nominal concrete mix, such concrete shall be called
“Nominal mix concrete”.



Design mix concrete is preferred to nominal mix. Its design mix
concrete cannot be used for any reason on the work for grades of M20
or lower, nominal mixes may be used.



Design mix concrete



Mix design done earlier not prior to one year may be considered
adequate for later work provided there is no change in source and the
quality of the materials.



The standard deviation for each grade of concrete shall be calculated,
separately.



Number of test results of samples – The total number of test strength of
samples required to constitute an acceptable record for calculation of
standard deviation shall be not less than 30.



Assumed standard deviation – Where sufficient test results for a
particular grade of concrete are not available , the value of standard
deviation given in Table 8 may be assumed for design of mix in the first
instance. As soon as the results of samples are available, actual
calculated standard deviation shall be used and the mix designed
properly.
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Table 8 Assumed Standard Deviation:Grade of concrete

Assumed standard deviation N/mm2

M10
M15
M20
M25
M30
M35
M40
M45
M50

3.5
4.0

5.0

Note: The above values correspond to the site control having proper storage of cement,
weigh batching of all materials, controlled addition of water, regular checking of all
materials, aggregate grading and moisture content, and periodical checking of
workability and strength. Where there is deviation from the above the values given in
2

the above table shall be increased by 1 N/mm
•

Nominal mix concrete- nominal mix concrete may be used for concrete of M20 or
lower. The proportions of materials for nominal mix concrete shall be in accordance
with Table 9
Table 9 Proportions for Nominal Mix Concrete:Grade of Total Quantity of Dry Aggregates by
concrete mass per 50 kg of Cement, to be
taken as the sum of the Individual
masses
of
fine
and
coarse
aggregates, kg, Max.

Proportion of Fine
Aggregate
to
coarse Aggregate
(by mass

Quantity
of
water per 50 kg
of
cement,
max.

1

2

3

4

M5

800

60

M7.5

625

M10

480

M15

330

Generally 1:2 but
subject to an
upper limit of 1:1
½ and a lower
limit of 1:2 ½

M20

250

45
34
32
30

Note:The proportion of the fine to coarse aggregates should be adjusted from upper limit to
lower limit progressively as the grading of fine aggregates becomes finer and the
maximum size of coarse aggregate becomes larger. Graded coarse aggregate shall be
used.
Example:For an average grading of fine aggregate (ie Zone II of Table 4 of IS 383, the
proportions shall be 1:1 ½ , 1:2 and 1:2 ½ for maximum size of aggregates 10 mm, 20
mm and 40 mm respectively.
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Over Lapping:

Overlapping not to be provided in more than 50% of the cross sectional
area at one section.



The overlapping bars shall not touch each other and should be kept
apart by concrete between them by 25 mm or 1 & 1/4 times the
minimum size of the coarse aggregate whichever is greater. Else, the
overlapping bars shall be bound together at intervals not exceeding
twice the dia. of such bars with two strands of annealed steel wire of
0.9 mm to 1.6 mm twisted tight.

Reinforcement Placing:

Minimum cover to steel reinforcement to be ensured as per the
conditions of exposure.



Spacers and cover blocks of the right size and should be of concrete of
the same strength or PVC or steel.



The reinforcement bars to be tied with proper binding wire to maintain
the reinforcement spacing.



Bars crossing each other to be tied at every intersection with two
strands of annealed steel wire 0.9 to 1.6 mm twisted tight.



Bars to be placed with a tolerance in spacing of
+/- 10 mm – for effective depth 200 mm or less and
+/- 15 mm – for effective depth more than 200mm.

Cover Blocks, Spacers etc:

Beam & slab: Proper cover blocks to keep the columns & walls in
position.



Cantilevered and doubly reinforced beams of slabs: Vertical distance to
be maintained by introducing chairs, spacers or support bars of steel at
1.0 meter or shorter spacing to avoid sagging.



Other RCC structures like arches, domes, shells, storage tanks —
combination of cover blocks, spacers.



Max. distance of spaces, chairs etc.- 1 m.

Form Work and Shuttering:•

Formwork and shuttering should be designed for self weight, weight of
reinforcement, weight of fresh concrete and in addition to various live
loads during the construction process (workmen, material &
equipment).
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•

Shuttering should have sufficient stiffeners to avoid excessive
deflection.

•

Shuttering Joints to be tightly butted to avoid leakage of slurry or if
required rubberized lining to be provided.

•

Shuttering to be adequately repaired, cleaned and applied with suitable
coating or releasing agent which acts both as a parting agent and also
gives surface protection.

•

Removal of formwork (Stripping):- No formwork to be removed before
the prescribed stripping time as per the IS code.

•

There shall be adequate provision for the movement and operation of
vibrators and other construction plant & equipment.

Concrete:•

Concrete of desired consistency to be ensured by slump test.

•

The vertical drop of concrete at any time should not be more than 1.5
m.

•

Time between mixing and placing of concrete to be not more than 30
minutes.

•

Adequate hand compaction by compaction rods to ensure concrete is
thoroughly compacted and worked around the reinforcement,
embedded fixtures and corners.

•

Needle/External vibrators to ensure de-aeration and effective
compaction at a rate commensurate with the supply of concrete from
mixers.

•

Construction joints and expansion joints to be provided as per
drawings.

Curing:•

After 1 to 2 hrs. of laying, to be protected from quick drying by covering
with moist gunny bags, sand, hessian cloth etc.

•

After 24 hrs. of laying, surface to be cured by ponding with water for a
minimum of 7 days or 10 days for concrete exposed to dry and hot
weather.

Sampling, Strength Testing & Acceptance Criteria
•

Cube test at 28 days as per IS 516.

•

No. of samples to be taken depending on the quantity of concrete.
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•

Sampling to be spread over the entire period of concreting.

•

The test result of the sample shall be the average of the strength of
three specimens and the individual variation should not be more than ±
15 percent of the average.

Acceptance Criteria:•

Concrete is deemed to comply with the strength requirements when
both the following conditions are met.

•

Mean strength determined from any group of four consecutive test
results complies with the limits in col. 2 of table below.

•

Any individual test result complies with the appropriate limits in col. 3 of
table below:-

Specified Grade

Mean of the Group of 4 NonOverlapping Consecutive test
Results in N/mm2

Individual Test Results
in N/mm2

(1)

(2)

(3)

M 15

≥

f

+

0.825

x

established

ck

standard deviation (rounded off to

2

≥ f N/mm
ck

2

nearest 0.5 N/mm ) or f

+ 3
ck

2

N/mm
(whichever is greater)
M 20 or above

≥

f

+

0.825

x

established

ck

standard deviation (rounded off to

2

≥ f N/mm
ck

2

nearest 0.5 N/mm ) or f
2

+ 4
ck

N/mm
(whichever is greater)
Note:In the absence of established value of standard deviation, the values given in
Table 8 of IRC Concrete Bridge Code (Reproduced as Table 4.5 of this
Chapter) may be assumed and attempt should be made to obtain results of 30
samples as early as possible to establish the value of standard deviation.
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CHAPTER - 16
PILE FOUNDATIONS

CHAPTER-16
PILE FOUNDATIONS
BORED CAST-IN-SITU PILING BY DMC METHOD
16.1

SETTING OUT THE PILE POINTS
Piling points to be marked precisely as per GFC
As per IS 2911, the max tolerance permissible for piles with diameter 600mm
or more is 75mm or D/10, whichever is more.
For piles with diameter upto 600mm, the tolerance limit is 50mm.
The set out points are marked clearly - for easy identification, and firmly - so
as not to affect by any activities around.
The setting out is done with Total Station or with a theodolite.
However, cross checking of the points established is done before starting the
piling activity. Temporary reference points (TR) are established for this
purpose.
All the piles are grouped in to small groups, and each group is locally
measured from a temporary reference point.
All these TRs are inter-connected and the distance between them, distance
from them to the pile points, and distance from the base reference etc are
measured and recorded.

16.2

BORING
•

Mark the location as per drg. as correct as possible.

•

Insert casing pipe of approx. 1 to 2 m length with top of casing at
reference RL

•

Recheck the location, not to deviate more than 100 mm.

•

Prepare Bentonite slurry of sufficient consistency & pump into borehole
continuously till completion of bore.

•

Check the depth of bore (Effective length below cut off level + Diff. of
RL & Cut off level)
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TRUCK MOUNTED PILING RIG

16.3

RIG CENTRED AT PILE LOCATION

WASHING THE BORE
•

Pump fresh Bentonite into bore while chiseler is at bottom.

•

Check the consistency of out coming mud in-between.

•

Continue till specific gravity of mud is < 1.2

•

Wash again to resume after lowering the reinforcement cage and
installing tremie pipes for almost 30 minutes.

•

Load capacity of pile depends on friction to be generated, so washing
& flushing of bore are main points to pay attention.

•

Provide sufficient no. of circular cover blocks of same grade mix as of
concrete to give 75 mm clear cover.
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16.4

CONCRETING (TREMIE METHOD)
Finalise the mix design and get it approved.
•

Identify the set of tremie pipes to achieve adequate length as per the
pile bore length.

•

Install tremie pipes of 200 mm dia. up to bottom of borehole.

•

Lock the top hopper with locking plate.

•

Fill the hopper with 150-180 mm slump concrete & open the lock.

•

Start surging, initially by slow jerks.

•

Tremie should always be inside concrete while surging and should not
come out.

•

Tremie pipes to be taken out one by one as the concreting progresses.

•

Cast pile 1 m above cutoff level or when cement slurry comes out of
bore.
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CHAPTER - 17
STEEL COMPOSITE GIRDER FABRICATION

CHAPTER-17
STEEL COMPOSITE GIRDER FABRICATION
17.1

17.2

RELEVANT LITERATURE AVAILABLE ON GIRDER FABRICATION
1.

Fabrication of steel bridge girder dated 10.04.2013.

2.

Inspection of welded girders – Quality control dated 06.11.2012

3.

BS-110 – Guidelines on fabrication of steel girders.

4.

Inspection of steel girder bridges dated 01.10.2004

5.

Guidelines for Quality control for ROBs with Composite Steel Girders
dated 08.10.2012

6.

Welded Bridge Code

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
S.N.

Component/
Operation

Characteristic
Check

Raw Material
1
Steel Plates a) Identification
Structural
&
correlation
Section
with mill test
certificate from
supplier
1.1 Steel Plates b)
Physical
Structural
Condition
Section
Pitting, Rusting,
Straightness,
Rolling defects
etc.
c)
Mechanical
test -UTS, Yield
stress
elongation,
%
reduction area
impact & bend
test.
d) Chemical Test
Max C, Mn, Si,
S, P, Cr, Cu, Co
Equivalent
e)
Ultrasonic
Test - for plates

Type of
Check

Documents

As per Mill TC

Challan,
Mill
Test Certificate

As per mill TC

Mill
certificate

test

Lab test at Challan,
fabricator
manufacturer's
works shop & Test Certificate
manufacturer's
Test
Certificate
Independent
Lab Test &
manufacturer
test Certificate
Lab test at
fabricator
works shop &
manufacturer's

Challan,
manufacturer's
Test Certificate
Challan,
manufacturer's
Test Certificate
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S.N.

Component/
Operation

Characteristic
Check

Type of
Check

Documents

Test
Certificate
f) Dimensional
1.2

1.3

Measurement

HSFG Bolts, a) Dimensions Visual
/
Nuts
& as specifications measurement
Washers
any test as
required
b)
Mechanical Lab test at
Test,
Tensile Independent
strength,
Laboratory &
hardness,
manufacturer
Impact
test, test Certificate
Decarburization,
Surface Integrity
test
c) Chemical Test Independent
- Min. &Max. P/s Lab Test &
manufacturer
test Certificate
Welding
As
per Any test
electrodes
/ Specification
required
wire flux etc

Challan
Challan,
Manufacturer's
Test Certificate
Challan,
Manufacturer's
Test Certificate

Challan,
manufacturer's
Test Certificate

as Challan,
manufacturer's
Test Certificate

Performance
Test
Tensile
&
Bend
2

Manufacturing Process

2.1

Layout of Components & Joints

a.

Nominal

Dimensions

Measurement Approved
with steel tap Drawings
and gauges

b.

Camber

Dimensions

Measurement Approved
with
tested Drawings
steel tap and
gauges
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S.N.

Component/
Operation

Characteristic
Check

Type of
Check

Documents

c.

Master
(Replica
Jig)

Dimensions
of intersection
lines,
pitch
gauge, Dia of
holes and no. of
holes

Measurement Approved
with
tested Drawings
steel tap and
gauges

d.

Jigs template Dimensions
and fixtures
intersection
lines,
pitch
gauge, Dia of
holes and no. of
holes

Measurement Approved
with
tested Drawings
steel tap and
gauges

2.2

Cutting
straightening
edge
preparation
and milling

2.3

Welding

a.

Submission of Review of WPS
WPS

b.

c.

Dimension
Visual
/ Inspection
of
freedom
from measurement Inspection
defects
a
Officials
and
fabricator
records

Visual
/ IS
:
9595,
measurement AWSD 1.1 IS :
817
WPQR
Witness as per Welding and Approved WPS
established
DT / NDT test
WPS
at
approved
lab
Inspection & a)
visual Visual,
DP Approved
welding
i.e. Inspection, fillet test,
Macro/ Drawings
&
after welding
size, leg length
etching test
WPS
b) NDT at all USFD test
butt welds

2.4
a.

IS : 3600

c)
NDT
of DP test
Critical
fillet
welds Web #
flange
Drilling works for Bolting

IS.3658

Drilling
through
approved Jigs

Approved
Drawings

Dimensions

Measurement
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S.N.

b.

2.5
a.
b.
3.0
a.

Component/
Operation

Characteristic
Check

Application of Visual
paint
on
hidden
surfaces
Painting work

Type of
Check

Documents

Visual

IS Code and
contract
agreement

Sand
blasting
Dry
film
thickness
Shop assembling work
Shop
assembling
work

b.

Fill
up
members

Procedure

of visual

Dimensions

Approved
drawings

Measurement

Approved
drawings
Witness
of Welding and DT / As per code
welder test
NDT test at lab
requirement

c.

WQR

d.

Baking
of To
have As per electrode
electrode
moisture free
and
flux flux
and
electrodes
Baking
record for E7018
Welding Operation

e.

4.0

manufacturing
instruction

Register

a.

i)
Current Measurement Visual
conditions
of Amperage Ammeter
and electrode Voltmeter

with AS per PQR
and

b.

ii) Sequence To
control Visual
of welding
distortions
Measurement

and AS
per
approved

c.

(iii)
Electrodes

E-7018

TC/ Baking

MIG Wire

TC

Saw Wire &
Flux

TC

Maintain
Document
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17.3

WELDING
A)

Shielded Metal Arc Welding(SMAW)-Primary Members
Requires solid / tubular (flux cored) electrode. The molten weld and the
arc zone are protected from atmospheric contaminations by being
“submerged” under a blanket of granular fusible flux comprising of lime,
silica, manganese oxide, calcium fluoride and other compounds. When
molten, the flux becomes conductive, and provides current path
between the electrode and the work, prevents spatter n sparks n
suppresses UV radiation.


Automatic



Semi-automatic

Handheld semi-automatic SAW guns can be also used.

a.

Welding head – Feeds flux and filler material (electrode) to the
welding joint (WJ)

b.

Flux hopper – Stores flux and controls the rate of flux
deposition on the WJ

c.

Flux – The flux shields and protects the molten weld from
atmospheric contamination
May be of 3 types- Fused, Bonded, Mechanically Mixed type
Consists of fluorides of calcium + Oxides of calcium,
magnesium, silicon, aluminum, manganese
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d.

Electrode – SAW filler material is a mix (Thickness 1.6 mm to 6
mm) 4mm copper coated steel wire electrode in use
1.6 mm – (150 – 350) Amp.
3.2 mm – (250 – 800) Amp.
6.4 mm – (650 – 1350) Amp.
Being used at site 4 mm dia. Copper coated solid steel wire.

e)

SAW Welding Operation –Points of Check in the field
•

Travel speed – 250 mm/minute (Most important variable
affecting penetration & weld bead size)(+/- 15%)

•

Voltage – 30 Volts(+/- 7%)

•

Current Rating – 575 Amp.(+/- 10%)

•

Use extension piece at start and end of weld to achieve
full weld size throughout the length.

•

Very high speed, decreases penetration and increase
tendencies for under-cut, arc blow, porosity

•

Very slow speed, produce bead shape that are subjected
to cracking, excessive open are exposure for the welding
operator rough bead & slag inclusion

•

Electrode extension –

•

Distance between contact tip to base metal

•

8 times the wire dia. ie 8 X 4 = 32 mm
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f)

Equipments
Welding gun & wire feed unit :

B)

•

Control switch

•

Contact tip of copper and chemically treated

•

Power cable

•

Gas nozzle

•

Electrode conduit and liner

•

Gas hose

•

Wire feed unit supply electrode to work

•

Feed rate – 175 to 200 mm/minute

Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)-Secondary members
Also known as metal inert gas (MIG) welding.An electric arc is formed
between a consumable wire electrode and metal to be welded.CO2 gas
used as shielding gas fed through welded gun protects from
contamination of air.
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a)

b)

(C)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Power supply :
•

Constant voltage power supply – 30 V

•

Current Rating – 250 A

•

Constant voltage helps the welder to keep arc length
constant as shorter arc length melts wire quickly &
thereby restore original arc length.

•

DC supply used and electrode is positively charged.

Electrode:
•

Electrode selection is a key factor to ensure weld quality.

•

Electrodes available in 0.70 to 2.4 mm.

•

With above current rating 1.2 mm dia. of electrode being
used (D & H India Ltd.)

Performa for Welding Procedure Qualification Record

Description of weld joints
Fillet weld
Welding
procedure ITE/NR/
dtspecification no
Name of welder
Date of preparation of test
piece
Dimension of test piece
1000 x 300 x 40, 1000x300x14
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.1

Base Metal
Welding process
Welding position
Welding TYPE:
Current POLARITY:
Weld joint design detail:
Welding
consumables
Electrode/wire

11.2

Flux

11.3

Shieding
Gas

12.

Welding Parameters

IS:2062
SAW
1F
DC
DCEP
Class:
Dia.:
Brand:
Class:
Dia.:
Brand:

ASW:A5.17:EL8 (W-1)
4.0 mm
D&H
SFA 5.17/ AWS 5.17 (F-1)
Agglomerated
D&H

NA

Wel
d
Pass
No.

Electrode
Curre
Wire Dia. nt
(mm)
(Amp)

Arc
Volta
ge
(volt)

Wire feed Travel
Speed
Speed
(mm/min) (mm/min.)

Electric
al Stick
out
(mm)

Shiel
ding
gas
Flaw
rate
(lit/m
in.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

One

4.0

550

30

230

230

NA

NA

13.

Preheating and NA
interpass
temperature

14.

Result of Qualification Test
Test

Specimen No

Result

1

2

3

Non- destructive
tests:
i) Visual
examination
ii) Dye
Penetrant tests
iii) Any other
tests
Destructive
Tests:
i) Macro
examination

One

Satisfactory

One

Satisfactory

NA

NA

One

Satisfactory
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ii) Fillet weld
fracture test
iii) Any other
tests

One

Satisfactory

NA

NA

Fabrication n Finishing
d)

TOLERANCES
Length-

(+/- 2mm upto & including 12m span)
(+/- 3.5mm over 12m span)

Width-

(+/- 3 mm)

Depth-

(+3 mm/-2mm)

Metalizing and Painting as per IRS B-1 ,2001
Expansion Joints-Single Strip Seal Joint MOST Type (70 mm)
POT-PTFE Bearings as per RDSO Dwg
STUD Shear Connectors as per RDSO Dwg
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CHAPTER - 18
GLIMPSES THROUGH THE EYE’S OF A CAMERA

MANSA - KOTFATEH

Rohtak-Panipat – Two lane ROB in lieu of LC No. 31 near Gohana

Delhi-Rohtak – Two lane ROB in lieu of LC No. 38 near Sampla

Construction of ROB in lieu of LC No. 8-A at km 11/1-2 on MeerutKhurja section near Bulandshahar

Meerut Cantt – Saharanpur – Single lane RUB in lieu of L-xing No.80

Patiala – Limited Height Subway at LC No. 15-C

Meerut Cantt – Saharanpur – Single lane RUB in lieu of L-xing No.67

RAVI BRIDGE
Pics Height reduced by 8m by adopting a Girder of Top Deck Loading

HAZRAT NIZAMUDDIN

BASANTAR BRIDGE

BIRD’S EYE VIEW FROM A DRONE

Lohta – Chokhandi – Sewapuri (16.77 km)

Ambala Cantt – Dhapper

(22.71 km)

Mansa – Bathinda section (Ph-I) (53 km)

Chakki Bank - Bharoli (3.5 km)

Tughlakabad (Junction Cabin) – Palwal 4th line

Moradabad-Ghaziabad- Regirdering of Bridge No. 52 over River Ganga

Rebuilding of bridge No. 155 near existing Distressed Bridge No. 155
between Harduaganj-Atrauli road on Chandausi-Aligarh section of
Moradabad Division

Nilokheri-Road over bridge at level crossing No.78-AB (2 lane)

Meerut City-Hapur : Road Over Bridge in lieu of Level Crossing no.
52 (2-lane)

Delhi-Ambala - Road over bridge in lieu of LC No.52-C near Panipat

Saharanpur-Ambala-Road over bridge in lieu of level crossing No.
92/C near Sarsawa Station

Meerut City-Khurja-Road over bridge in lieu of level crossing No. 13/A

Jagadhari Workshop : Creation of Facilities for Increasing Monthly
AC POH out-turn 18 to 30 AC coaches.

Anand Vihar – Three additional washing lines

Amritsar Workshop-Additional shed with EOT cranes for
manufacturing stainless steel BOXN HL wagons and air suspension
bogies (Phase-I)

Amritsar – Construction of 26-Coach Length Washing Line

Ambala Cantt: Replacement of Type-I quarters, 111-unit

Shakurbasti - Replacement of quarters, Type-I 75 units

Shakurbasti - Replacement of quarters, Type-I 37 units

Construction of residential units type-II 63 units, type-III 10 units and
type-IV 2 units (Total 75 units) at Rampura in lieu of residential units
constructed by CONCOR at Tughlakabad

ESCALATOR AT CHANDIGARH

ESCALATOR AT VARANASI

ESCALATOR AT HNZM

MINTO BRIDGE AT NEW DELHI

Construction of FOB at Haridwar in connection with Railway
Electrication work of Laksar - Haridwar section

Drivers & Guards Running Room at Saharanpur

Lucknow (IRITM) - Construction of 60 Rooms in Trainees Hostel

Delhi Main – Ranney Well including cast iron pipe line etc.

Delhi area – RPSF HQ at Ashok Vihar

Construction of FOB at Bareta yard in c/with Jakhal-Mansa doubling.

Construction of FOB at Narinderpura yard in c/with
Jakhal-Mansa doubling

Launching of Girders of Road Over Bridge in lieu of LC No. 155-B at
km 332/17-19 on UMB-LDH section near Khanna Rly station

Construction of ROB in lieu of L.xing No.C-84 at Km.100/6-7 between
Chajjli–Gobindgarh Khokhar on Dhuri–Jakhal section near Chhajli

Construction of RUB in lieu of L.xing No.29-C at Km.35/4-5 on
Narwana- Kuruksehtra section at Kaithal

Road over Bridge at Km.268/24-26 at Ambala City on
Ambala - Ludhiana section.

Ghaziabad- Road Over Bridge in lieu of L-Xing No. 2-C ( 4 lane) on
GZB-SRE section.

Bijwasan- Road Over Bridge in lieu of L-Xing No 21

Construction of FOB at Maur yard in c/with Mansa - Bathinda
doubling.

Construction of FOB at Kot Fateh yard in c/with Mansa - Bathinda
doubling.

Construction of FOB at Maiserkhana yard in connection with
Mansa- Bathinda doubling :

Mehrauli – Dasna : Road over Bridge in lieu of Level Crossing No. 95

Widening of ROB at Badkhal

Construction of ROB in lieu of Level Crossing No. 35 at Km. 83/6-7
near Daurala Station on Ghaziabad-Saharanpur Section.

Construction of ROB in lieu of Level Crossing No. 74B at Km. 913/7-8
between Sultanpur – Pakhrauli.

Construction of FOB at Dhulkot in connection with Ambala- Dhappar
Doubling.

Construction of FOB at Dhappar yard in connection with
Ambala - Dhappar Doubling.

Construction of FOB at Katar Singh Wala yard in connection with
Mansa - Bhatinda Doubling

Meerut City – Khurja – Road Over Bridge in lieu of Level Crossing
No.15/A

Gauriganj-Sant Road - Road Over Bridge in lieu of Level Crossing
no.112

Lucknow-Kanpur Central - Road over bridge in lieu of L-xing No.42
near Ganga Ghat, Kanpur

Widening of ROB in lieu of LC No. C-6/2 E at km 15/7-8 from 2 lane to
6 lane on Utratia-Alamnagar section (Ph-II

Construction of Road over Bridge at Km. 5/14-15 near Bathinda on
Bathinda-Sriganga Nagar section.

Construction of ROB and RUB at L-xing No.1-C at km 2/7-8 on DelhiShahdara-Shamli section

Construction of Bridge No. 155 near existing Distressed Bridge No.
155 between Harduaganj- Atrauli road on Chandausi-Aligarh section
of Moradabad Division

Construction of Additional RUB under the Railway Tracks
connecting Jangpura B. with Sidharth Nagar at Km 1529/9-11.

Karnal - Delhi - Ambala - Road Over Bridge in lieu of LC No. 69

Construction of ROB in lieu of LC No. A-3/Spl. at km 4/13-14 in
LDH-FZR section

Temporary diversion of alignment due to weak bridge 380

Jalandhar-Firozpur - Road Over Bridge in lieu of Level Crossing no.
A-16 near Kapurthala at Km 15/1-2

Sonepat – Road Over Bridge at Level Crossing No. 27-B (2 lane)

Doubling of Suriawan-Sarai Kansarai (10 km)

Track Linking

Khanalampura – Setting up of New Electric Loco Shed from homing
100 locos (Ph-I)

Lucknow – Four lane ROB in lieu of LC No. 214 near Dilkusha

Jagadhari Workshop – Type-II 30, Type-III 08, Type-IV 02, Type-V 01
unit quarters for 9th Battalion RPSF

Nizamuddin & Okhla – Replacement of 48 unit Type-II quarters

Anand Vihar – Development of New Coaching Terminal (Ph-II)

Hazarat Nizamuddin – New Multi Storeyed Guards and Drivers
running room

ROB CUM RUB

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTS

STORAGE BINS

CRUSHER

COMPUTER CONTROLLED BINS FOR MIXING

BACKHOE

JCB/POCLAIN

DRAGLINE EXCAVATOR

GRADER

ROAD LORRIES

DUMPERS

CONVEYER

DOZERS

SCRAPER

ELECTRO HYDRAULIC CLAMSHELL GRAB

B.D. Garg
CAO/Const., N.Rly.

Surinder Kumar
CE/C/Central

Pramod Sharma
CE/C/Spl.

V. K. Aggarwal
CEE/C/TKJ

Vijay Pratap Singh
CE/C/Survey

M.K. Gupta
CE/C/NW

Rajesh Agarwal
CE/C/NC

S.P. Upadhyay
CSTE/Const.

Haritima Jaipuria
Dy.CSTE/C/HQ

Pawan Kumar Garg
Dy.CE/C/MB

O.P. Taneja
Dy.CE/C/T&C

Subodh Kumar
Dy.CE/C/TS

Ravi Gupta
Dy.CE/C-II/Chandigarh

Y.S. Chaudhary
Dy.CE/C/S/TKJ

Virender Kumar
Dy.CE/C/D-II

Balbeer Singh
Dy.CE/C/Ambala

P.C. Lochab
Dy.CEE/C/TKJ

Sanjeev Kumar Garg
Dy.CE/C/CSB-I

Mona Srivastava
Dy.CE/C/TKJ

Rakesh Yadav
Dy.CE/C/G-II

